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Preface to “Sustainability and Climate Services:

Critique, Integration, and Reimagination”

This volume explores the relationship between scientific information and its application in

social, operational, and policy environments, a domain of research and analysis with which

we have grappled for a collective 45 years. Although this volume addresses climate change

adaptation, we have puzzled over this issue in numerous contexts, including acid rain regulation,

sustainable fisheries management, security and water utility operations, governmental agency

efforts to understand and bridge digital divides, regulation of invasive plant and animal species,

management of agricultural systems in the Caribbean Basin, high-level radioactive waste disposal,

U.S. chemical regulation, and others.

We have observed that the common denominator across all these topics is the irrefutable reality

that scientific outputs—no matter how sound, accurate, and precise, or in the parlance of science and

technology policy studies, no matter how salient, credible, and legitimate—do not and cannot drive

or compel any particular action on the part of so-called users. Our professional and policy discourse

is rife with admonitions to ‘follow the science’ or that decisions be ‘evidence-driven’ or ‘fact-based’.

Such urgings are symptomatic of deeply held assumptions that center science in decision-making

in a way that does not comport with the realities we have observed. As suggested, or maybe even

demonstrated, in this volume’s essays, factual inputs nearly always need to be steeped within a brew

of practice, value orientation, circumstantial limitations, entrenched operational environments, and

obscure but deeply held affectations of place, self, and group identity.

To say this is not to hand the keys of rationale deliberation over to some sloppy, come-what-may

relativism. It is instead to recognize and embrace the full complexity of the human experience and

insist that all involved in public decisions, including the producers of scientific information, must

be broadly thoughtful across a much broader range of considerations than what may be ‘in our

wheelhouse’. It is our hope that this volume and its constituent essays are viewed by readers as a

gateway to understanding this complexity and an opportunity to de-center science in understanding

how public decisions are made.

Charles Herrick Jason Vogel

Editors
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Climate Services: Critique, Integration, and Reimagination

Charles Herrick 1,* and Jason Vogel 2

1 Washington, DC Center, New York University, Washington, DC 20005, USA
2 Climate Impacts Group, College of the Environment, University of Washington, Seattle, WA 98195, USA;

jmvogel@uw.edu
* Correspondence: ch133@nyu.edu

As an ideal, sustainable development—or sustainability—integrates economic growth,
social equity, and enduring environmental quality. Studies of sustainability are multi-
disciplinary, cross-sectoral, and reflexive—some would claim transdisciplinary. More
broadly, sustainable development has been characterized as a societal process of learning,
adaptation, and creation. Climate change represents a clear and pressing challenge toward
efforts to forge a sustainable future. This Special Issue is premised on the proposition that
the effort to develop and apply climate services is—or at least ought to be—part and parcel
of the larger enterprise of sustainable development.

For this project, we sought critical input from scholars and practitioners outside
the climate services community, and especially pieces co-authored by information users
and their technical/scientific partners. We insisted that contributions reflect the voice,
perspective, and existential situation of climate service users. Entitled “Sustainability and
Climate Services: Critique, Integration, and Reimagination”, the purpose of this Special Issue is
to empower unconventional thinking in the hopes of accelerating the relevance of climate
services at a time when many communities, public and private organizations, tribes, and all
level of government agencies are pursuing programs of climate adaptation and resilience.
It is our hope that this body of work will provide outside-the-box critique and help to
identify and facilitate a ‘next generation’ of weather- and climate-related services, both
more relevant information products, but also services that may go beyond the conventional
scientific orientation of providing information products.

Summary of Contributed Papers: The Special Issue is a collection of ten research
articles, reviews, and viewpoints covering a wide variety of circumstantial, experiential,
and geographic variation. It includes the work of 33 authors from three sovereign tribal
nations (Tlingit, Haida, Sitka), Chile, France, Germany, Spain, and the United States. The
authors are academic and institutional researchers, federal agency program managers,
water utility employees, consultants, scientists affiliated with environmental and social
advocacy groups, and local and tribal government officials. The articles cover research
and interpretive analyses focused on large- and medium-sized U.S. municipalities; small
communities in France and the U.S.; a remote village in southeastern Alaska; student-
led educational activities in developed, emerging, and developing countries world-wide;
agrarian communities in East Africa; federal resource management programs in the U.S.;
the operations of a large U.S. water and solid waste management utility; regional and
community level activists in Northern Germany; and geographically non-specific research
dealing with the potential for nature-based solutions in a wide range of climate change and
sustainability challenges.

Short summaries of each essay follow below:
A paper by Robert Lempert, Lisa Busch, and colleagues describes a community-level

co-design process among academic, state, and federal scientists; citizens and local officials;
and potentially impacted tribal council members to develop a landslide warning system
for Sitka, Alaska—a small, remote coastal town (Contribution 1). The decentralized system
features an online dashboard which displays current and forecasted risk levels to help

Sustainability 2023, 15, 6789. https://doi.org/10.3390/su15086789 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability
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residents make their own risk management decisions. This case study addresses questions
including: what activities did the project team conduct, what did these activities intend to
accomplish, and did these activities accomplish what they intended? The paper describes
the co-design process, the associated changes in system design and research activities,
and formal and informal evaluations of the system and process. Overall, the co-design
process appears to have generated a warning system the Sitka community finds valuable,
helped to align system design with local knowledge and community values, significantly
modified the scientists’ research agendas, and helped navigate sensitivities such as the
effect of landslide exposure maps on property values. Other communities in southeastern
Alaska are now adopting this engagement approach. The paper concludes with broader
implications for the role of community-level, participatory co-design, and risk governance
for climate services.

There is a growing consensus that to effectively adapt to climate change, cities need
user-friendly tools and reliable high-resolution biophysical and socio-economic data for
analysis, mapping, modeling, and visualization. A study by Elena Lioubimtseva and
Charlotte da Cunha examines the availability of various types of information used in
climate adaptation plans of 40 municipalities with populations of less than 300,000 people
in the United States and France (Contribution 2). The authors argue that non-climatic spatial
data, such as population demographic and socio-economic patterns, urban infrastructure,
and environmental data, must be integrated with climate tools and datasets to inform
effective vulnerability assessments and equitable adaptation planning goals. Most climate
adaptation plans examined in this study fail to address the existing structural inequalities
and environmental injustices in urban infrastructure and land use, with challenges such
as methodological and ideological barriers, data quality issues, and a lack of meaningful
community connections. Adaptation methodological approaches should be reassessed
in the context of much-needed societal transformation. Lessons learned from this and
associated studies offer valuable insights for the potential development of national and
state-level climate adaptation information services for cities.

Aparna Bamzai-Dodson and Renee McPherson explore how the discipline and pro-
fessional practice of project and program evaluation might be engaged to help assure the
applicability, relevance, and overall usability of climate services (Contribution 3). To achieve
the intended societal impact, scientists are using climate services to engage directly with
stakeholders to better understand their needs and inform knowledge production. However,
the wide variety of climate-services outcomes—ranging from establishing collegial relation-
ships with stakeholders to obtaining specific information for inclusion into a pre-existing
decision process—do not directly connect to traditional methods of measuring scientific
impact (e.g., publication citations, journal impact factor). In this paper, Bamzai-Dodson and
McPherson describe how concepts and methods from project-program evaluation can be
used to examine the societal impacts of climate services. Working with desired outcomes
in mind, those who conduct and fund applied climate research would benefit from the
inclusion and execution of evaluation activities at the beginning of project development.

Drawing on the author’s research in East Africa, Edward Carr’s article explores the
potential for climate services to catalyze and foster transformational adaptation (Contribu-
tion 4). Carr argues that weather and climate information are not, in and of themselves,
tools for transformation. When designed and delivered without careful identification of the
intended users of the service and the needs that service addresses, they can fail to catalyze
change among the users of that information. At worst, they can reinforce the status quo
and drive maladaptive outcomes. He goes on to argue that for climate services to serve as
agents of transformational adaptation, the climate services community will have to change
how it understands the users of these services and their needs. Building climate services
around contemporary understandings of how people make decisions about their lives and
livelihoods offers designers and implementers of climate services opportunities to create
services that catalyze transformational adaptation.
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Arsum Pathak, Laura Hilberg and others explore how the application of nature-based
systems (NbS) can enhance community resilience by providing both climate adaptation and
mitigation outcomes (Contribution 5). While NbS do not necessarily represent new “tech-
nology” or methods, the planned incorporation of these approaches into climate adaptation
efforts is often considered novel, particularly within the climate services sector where inter-
ventions have historically prioritized structural infrastructure approaches. Pathak, Hilberg
and colleagues argue that NbS can offer an effective replacement for or complement many
traditional infrastructure applications. Additionally, natural and nature-based systems can
respond to climate change in a manner that engineered solutions often cannot, providing
long-term holistic adaptation and mitigation success with additional sustainability benefits
to ecosystem services such as improved air and water quality, carbon sequestration, out-
door recreation, and biodiversity protection. This article supports implementation of NbS
through a set of seven “key considerations” for their use in community-based adaptation.

A paper by Alfredo Pena-Vega, Marianne Cohen and colleagues contributes to a
critical re-reading of the notion of climate services by problematizing the discontinuity
between young people’s commitment to climate change and the lack of a unified, action-
oriented vision regarding climate policy among governments (Contribution 6). This essay
reminds us that the activities of young people can help to build civic awareness and drive
action to arrest climate change. In this sense, climate services, directed to young people,
could contribute to the design of a sustainable future. To help actualize this vision, the
authors propose a ‘dialogical link’ between the enterprise of climate services and the ways
in which distinct groups of young people come to visualize and develop relationships with
their environments, organize themselves, and then take action to transform reality.

Anna Boqué Ciurana, Melisa Ménendez and others describe an interesting episode
of co-production and explore climate service provision through a recreational lens (Contri-
bution 7). Surfing is one of the most popular activities in coastal tourism resorts; but the
sport depends strongly on met-ocean weather conditions, particularly on surface wind-
generated waves that reach the coast. This study provides examples of how users’ needs,
and user perspectives can be captured and operationalized by climate data specialists to
develop useful information addressing human and social needs. This paper describes the
research team’s collaborations with the surfing community to co-define a series of indices
to quantify surfing days, surfing days stratified by surfers’ levels of skill, and other useful
types of information. A hindcasting exercise was undertaken to illustrate the potential
applicability of the indices in a real-world context, specifically Somo Beach near Cantabria,
Spain.

Ann Grodnik-Nagle, Ashima Sukhdev, and others chronicle the evolution of Seattle
Public Utilities (SPU) as a ‘beyond climate-ready’ organization (Contribution 8). This utility
has explored the impacts of climate change and supported climate adaptation work since
1997. Faced with threats such as sea level rise, drought, wildfires, and extreme precipitation
events, SPU has worked to “mainstream” climate science throughout its strategic and
capital investment planning, management, operations, staffing, institutional culture, and
more. This paper provides a descriptive, chronologically ordered account of how SPU’s
climate-change-related work has evolved to become an aspect of a broader social and
environmental sustainability orientation, aimed at resilience against climate impacts, but
also addressing a diverse palate of services, including greenhouse gas emissions reduc-
tion, carbon sequestration, water and waste circularity, green infrastructure, ecosystem
and species stewardship, green and blue workforce development, service affordability, an
intergenerational perspective, and environmental justice. The authors frame this transition
as a movement from a core focus on risk management toward a proactive and integrated
mode of sustainable operations. Acknowledging that SPU’s journey has been enabled
by a co-productive approach to climate services, the authors end the essay with ques-
tions and speculations about how the climate services enterprise can be broadened and
diversified to help SPU and other progressive utilities to pursue their goal of attaining
sustainable operations.
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For whom is climate change a matter of concern, how does climate change come
to matter, and what do the answers to questions such as these mean for the practice of
climate services? The essay by Werner Krauß builds upon the proposition that climate
change always happens somewhere, in some place, and that there is a difference between
results gained from a model or a dataset and the actual changes caused by climate in real
world places (Contribution 9). This distinction draws upon Bruno Latour’s conception
of political ecology, in which he challenged the separation of science on the one side
and society, law, culture, or politics on the other, and in so doing, shifted attention from
data and methods to the assemblies of actors that are involved in any given issue where
climate data come to matter. In this article, Krauß argues that climate services should
imagine new forms of provider/user encounters to develop more effective forms of climate
protection. Adopting the moniker of ‘slow science,’ Krauß points toward a more inclusive
and participatory approach, based on long-term ethnographic and participatory research
in coastal landscapes of Northern Germany.

Finally, the piece by Charles Herrick and Jason Vogel provides findings from an
interpretive reanalysis of a series of case studies of community-based climate adaptation
sponsored by the Kresge Foundation between 2014 and 2016 (Contribution 10). The es-
say draws on the political science and international relations literature to identify and
characterize a “regime” of U.S. federal policies that drive and enable climate change adap-
tation programs and activities at the local level. The authors find that a wide variety of
federal policies are used by localities to either compel and/or support adaptation objectives
and propose that the enterprise of climate services may need to move beyond existing
models of co-production to embrace an ‘apprenticeship’ model, immersing technical in-
formation providers in the milieu of policy and governance so that they might learn to
recognize factors that influence the applicability, usefulness, and uptake of climate products
and services.

Building off the title of this Special Issue of Sustainability, we briefly summarize and
synthesize this collection of papers in terms of critique, integration, and reimagination.

1. Critique

For a long time, the entry point for most communities and decision makers concerned
about climate change was to ask “what does the science tell us is going to happen”? Conse-
quently, even though some effort was made to bring social and policy sciences to bearin
the climate services enterprise, the demand for technical advances, such as downscaled
climate model projections and climate impacts science, drove much of the climate services
agenda in its first decade and a half. By the 2000s, “users” of climate information were
becoming more sophisticated, starting with a handful of utilities and municipalities before
expanding to other sectors. While this demand-driven innovation is being recognized in
peer-reviewed discussions of climate services, many—perhaps most—authors continue
to presume, even privilege a top-down, science-first flow of knowledge production and
innovation. As explored in the Krauss essay, this privileging of science and information
as a precursor to action is consistent with and may inadvertently reinforce the conven-
tional norms of modern capitalistic societies driven by a scientific management paradigm,
particularly the reliance on science as the foundation for policies made through central
administrative authorities.

While the parlance and methodological orientation of co-production seems well-
established within the climate services community, this collection makes it clear that
opportunities remain to reexamine approaches and basic, orienting assumptions. As
Herrick and Vogel write, “The literature on climate services takes it as an article of faith that
local scale adaptation is being impeded, constrained, or blocked entirely by mismatches
and incongruities between available information and the perceived needs of local decision
makers and stakeholders. Careful review suggests the opposite. Indeed, none of the case
materials reviewed in our analysis indicate the kind of stark bifurcation between knowledge
users and knowledge producers that has become a fixture of the climate services literature.
Stakeholder interviews provide little evidence of a debilitating distraction due to policy
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actors insisting upon answers to questions that the scientific community is unable to
provide”. As papers by Boqué Ciurana et al., Carr, Grodnik-Nagel et al., Herrick and
Vogel, Krauss, and Lempert et al. illustrate, a hard and fast distinction between knowledge
producers and knowledge users seems neither realistic nor especially helpful. Indeed,
such a distinction may serve to shield climate services providers from ‘users’ demanding
a reasonable level of accountability from the climate services community. A compelling
example of this comes from Boqué Ciurana et al., in which we learn that some members of
the research team are avid surfers—both conducting rigorous science, but also acting in
the interest of a closely held personal value. The lack of meaningful epistemic separation
between the user and producer is especially marked when discussions advance beyond
climate readiness to address sustainability. Sustainability is always a composite of values,
knowledge, natural conditions, technological capabilities and constraints, and stakeholder
lifeworld experience. Within such a milieu, there is no one who is simply and purely a
knowledge user or a knowledge producer.

Perhaps the most significant aspect of this bifurcation between information users and
producers is to isolate normative considerations into the realm of the user and thus insulate
the producer from value-based critiques. It is clear, for example, from Grodnik-Nagle et al.,
that a clear value orientation is driving Seattle Public Utilities’ efforts toward sustainability
and that they are looking for partners in the climate services community to assist them in
achieving the sustainable future they envision. However, can the climate services enterprise
be responsive to such a challenge if we remain steadfast in our commitment to being ‘honest
brokers’ of scientific information and thus hold normative commitments at arms-length?
What does such an arms-length relationship with normative considerations mean in light
of Carr’s considerations about climate services—without a normative grounding—perhaps
resulting in maladaptation for something as fundamental as food production in developing
and food-stressed nations? The emerging prevalence of climate justice considerations in
climate services brings such normative issues to the fore as well. The contributions to this
Special Issue suggest that this is an topic whose time has come.

2. Integration

As Lioubimtseva and da Cunha observe, “The integration of climate and weather
data with social, economic, cultural, and environmental data is paramount [for the charac-
terization and evaluation of] present and future human vulnerability to climate change,
addressing disproportionate socioeconomic risk to climate impacts, and engaging overbur-
dened communities in the planning process”. As examples outlined in this issue illustrate,
sustainability can be site- or situation-specific, making it nearly impossible to stipulate in
advance how much of any given knowledge domain will be necessary to inform a particular
effort to pursue sustainable operations. As Grodnik-Nagle et al. illustrate, the quest for
sustainable modes of operation entails a multi-generational perspective and integrates
economic vitality, social equity, and environmental stewardship. Sustainability initiatives
involve the combination of scientific characterizations and projections, technological and
engineering applications, professional standards and expectations, and clearly articulated
commitments to value-based objectives. Within Seattle Public Utilities, sustainability initia-
tives involve dozens of disciplines and topical domains, including physiological factors
that influence the population-level dynamics of endangered species; capillary theory and
compost engineering design; socio-cultural determinants for equitable, generational plan-
ning; hydro-geological variables that affect watershed functions; principles of sustainable
landscape design that emphasize native species; and financial forecasting and modeling
capabilities that can help to actualize concepts such as intergenerational planning. The
quest for sustainable or resilient operations, then, requires a co-productive enterprise that
accommodates, and indeed draws in, scientific and technical inputs across a far broader
range of knowledge and competencies than can be provided by the ‘traditional’ disciplines
of climate science—i.e., climate model projections.

Ultimately, as suggested by the ‘apprenticeship model’ of Herrick and Vogel, climate
service practitioners have as much to learn from the people they work with as those
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people have to learn from climate services practitioners. The longest-lived climate services
organizations have been around for a quarter century or more. In their early years, these
organizations served important—mostly scientific—purposes, as illustrated in the historical
account provided by Grodnik-Nagle and colleagues. However, as suggested by that same
history, those original purposes—largely scientific translation and awareness raising—have
been either accomplished, internalized by the service ‘user’, or transcended by more
practical considerations of implementing solutions to ever more pressing climate-related
challenges. In a meaningful sense, the original climate services enterprise has “solved” its
original challenge of getting people to take climate change seriously. Now, it may be time to
listen more closely to long-standing collaborators to understand what they need to amplify
and accelerate their efforts at addressing climate change and making intentional decisions
about which of those needs can and should be taken on by the climate services community.
This suggestion seems to be something more than what is conventionally implied by the
term ‘co-production’, as it may move beyond simply agreeing to conduct science together
and may include common value orientations, normative commitments, and/or explicit
co-efforts at policy implementation.

3. Reimagination

Sustainability implies social, economic, and cultural transformation. To move beyond
‘climate readiness’, climate service providers need to expand their networks and prepare
to interact with numerous other disciplines. Such a shift will likely have methodological
implications, networking implications, organizational implications, and ontological im-
plications. Climate services providers are the ‘proprietors’ of a critical set of resources in
efforts to achieve sustainability. In other words, the climate service community can use its
methods and outputs to help drive change. Climate service practitioners should imagine
working as advocates for sustainable futures, or at least contemplate and anticipate how
their unique work products can be effectively deployed in an advocacy context.

Diversity, equity, inclusiveness, and social justice are becoming increasingly important
with respect to the development, availability, and delivery of government-sponsored
infrastructure and services, including, and perhaps especially, sustainability initiatives and
climate change adaptation planning. Papers in this collection make it clear that equity-
related concerns are stark and lingering. As Pathak and colleagues emphasize, attention to
NbS tends to benefit predominantly white and comparatively affluent communities. In a
similar vein, Lioubimtseva and da Cunha emphasize that adaptation plans often lack “air
quality monitoring in locations and at scales that can indicate the potential for systemic
inequalities in climate adaptation and sustainability planning”. Climate service providers
should imagine how the enterprise might change if its leaders and practitioners came to
see themselves as provocateurs in the battle of social justice. While some climate services
providers may recoil at the presumed loss of so-called ‘credibility’ associated with such
a suggestion, it is worth thinking explicitly about both what is gained as well as what is
lost—especially given the alarming intensification of climate impacts.

In our view, nearly all the papers in this collection either articulate or implicitly
support the notion that climate services need to ‘know their place’. From the vantage
point of sustainability, climate services are but one voice in a large choir. From a practical
perspective, this means that would-be climate service providers—like any other good
professional—need to understand their client’s operational environment. This means that
climate services providers need (i) to identify and seek to work through the professional
staff and/or acculturated representatives of existing, action-oriented institutions; and
(ii) become connoisseurs of existing knowledge networks and experiential lifeworld’s to
figure out how to ‘fit-in,’ especially if that means going out of their comfort zone to provide
information that is less than cutting-edge, qualitative, or primarily narrative. As we suggest
above, this may mean that there will be situations in which climate service providers will
need to work from within an explicitly ‘ideological’ frame of reference. As Carr spells this
out, “[b]uilding climate services around contemporary understandings of how people make
decisions about their lives and livelihoods offers designers and implementers of climate
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services opportunities to create services that catalyze transformational adaptation”. For
example, helping underprivileged high school students to ‘problematize’ climate change in
their communities (Pena-Vega et al.). In this case, metrics for good climate services would
not merely include accuracy, precision, full exposition of uncertainty, and other of the old
chestnuts of “good science”, but also information that can be used within the context of
full-throated narratives of place-based, culturally embedded advocacy for change.
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Abstract: Inclusive, participatory governance is a key enabler of effective responses to natural hazard
risks exacerbated by climate change. This paper describes a community-level co-design process
among academic, state, and federal scientists and the community of Sitka, Alaska to develop a
novel landslide warning system for this small coastal town. The decentralized system features an
online dashboard which displays current and forecast risk levels to help residents make their own
risk management decisions. The system and associated risk communications are informed by new
geoscience, social, and information science generated during the course of the project. This case
study focuses on our project team’s activities and addresses questions including: what activities did
the project team conduct, what did these activities intend to accomplish, and did these activities
accomplish what they intended? The paper describes the co-design process, the associated changes
in system design and research activities, and formal and informal evaluations of the system and
process. Overall, the co-design process appears to have generated a warning system the Sitka
community finds valuable, helped to align system design with local knowledge and community
values, significantly modified the scientists’ research agendas, and helped navigate sensitivities such
as the effect of landslide exposure maps on property values. Other communities in SE Alaska are
now adopting this engagement approach. The paper concludes with broader implications for the role
of community-level, participatory co-design and risk governance for climate services.

Keywords: landslide warning; warning systems; participatory co-design; risk governance; commu-
nity engagement; Southeast Alaska

1. Introduction

Inclusive, participatory governance is a key enabler of effective responses to climate
change [1] (Sect C5). Such participatory processes, which directly involve members of
the public in making decisions in matters that affect them [2], can make decisions more
effective by engaging multiple sources of knowledge, such as formal science and local and
Indigenous knowledge; can better align decisions with community values; and enhance
community ownership and acceptance. Participation is also a normative good consistent
with principles of procedural justice [3] (Sect 1.4.1.1). Addressing climate change will
often require significant changes in lifestyles and daily routines informed and enabled by
new and evolving science and technology. Under such conditions, inclusive, participatory
governance may be particularly important in helping to achieve equitable outcomes and to
reduce tensions in this era of polarization, inequality, and distrust of elites and science.

This paper describes an exercise in community level, inclusive, participatory gover-
nance focused on the co-design and deployment of a landslide early warning system (LWS)
for the small town of Sitka, Alaska. In the aftermath of the fatal Kramer Ave landslide in
2015, (see Figure 1) members of the Sitka community became concerned about landslide
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risk. They quickly realized that this risk had always been present and was likely to grow in
the future as climate change increases the incidence of extreme rainfall events. Such real-
ization generated anxiety among community members about personal safety and concern
about the town’s economic future [4].

 

Figure 1. Map of the study area in Sitka, Alaska. Source: Service layer image credits: ESRI, USGS,
NOAA. Inset map from Google Earth (2023), Maxar Technologies, Landsat/Copernicus, and Airbus
(accessed on 6 February 2023).

With funding from the National Science Foundation, a team of community members
and geoscience, information, and social scientists based at external institutions conducted a
participatory co-design process which resulted in a novel, community-run, decentralized
landslide warning system. Consistent with community values, the system employs a
landslide risk dashboard that enables Sitkans to make their own evacuation decisions
rather than rely on centralized evacuation warning. The warning system design and
associated risk communications are informed by novel science and technology, including
networks of low-cost sensors and social network analysis aimed at efficient and equitable
dissemination of risk information throughout the community.

By co-design, we mean a creative, participatory process of fashioning solutions to
public policy challenges in which community members and scientists collaborate as equals.
In the context of early warning systems, such solutions can include information products,
information services, and policies. The literature offers many versions of the co-design
concept. The public administration literature adapts participatory processes of product
design and design-thinking from the private sector and applies them to public sector
solutions [5]. The sustainability literature often envisions co-design as a process in which
academic and non-academic partners jointly develop research questions and research
agendas as an initial phase in the co-production of knowledge [6].

Here we implement co-design as a participatory risk governance process embedded in
a wide-ranging process of community engagement. The co-design, organized as a process
of “deliberation with analysis” [7], engages multiple stakeholders; includes storytelling,
serious games, and information provision by experts; facilitates deliberative dialogues; and
follows an iterative process of framing and reframing [8].

This paper presents this effort to create a Sitka landslide warning system (LWS) as
a case study of the type of community-level, participatory co-design process which may
prove important to the effective provision of climate services in the United States and
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beyond. The case study focuses on our project team’s activities and addresses questions
including: what activities did the project team conduct, what did these activities intend
to accomplish, and did these activities accomplish what they intended? To address these
questions, the paper describes the co-design process, the associated changes in system
design and research activities, and formal and informal evaluations of the system and
the process.

Overall, the co-design process appears to have generated an LWS the Sitka community
finds valuable. The system provides useful warning and reduces anxiety during periods
of heavy rain. Community residents and officials report their satisfaction. The co-design
process significantly influenced the design of the LWS consistent with local knowledge
and community values, significantly modified the scientists’ research agendas, and helped
navigate sensitivities such as those related to the effect of landslide exposure maps on
property values. Small towns across Southeast Alaska are now replicating this co-design
and engagement approach to provide warning for climate-related risks.

Many U.S. communities face natural hazard risks exacerbated by climate change.
This Sitka landslide early warning system and the co-design process that produced it
have implications for U.S. climate services. The effort suggests that co-design processes
previously used with expert stakeholders can be adapted for small town, lay audiences.
The effort highlights the importance of strong local partners; active engagement by state
and local agencies; an ability to engage with a broad range of information focused not
only on the hazard but also exposure, vulnerability, and the responses to risk; the need for
resources to support on-going operations of the system; and a cadre of personnel trained to
facilitate the co-design process and supporting research. The Sitka system also provides
insight into the contexts in which an individual-centered system is more appropriate than
one based on centralized judgments regarding evacuation.

2. Context

Sitka, a town of 8700 residents, is located on Baranof Island, on the outer coast of
Southeast Alaska. The Pacific Ocean borders one side of the town. Rising above the other
side are the steep, forested mountains of the Tongass National Forest (see Figure 1), the
largest temperate rainforest in the world. Accessible only by boat or plane, the community’s
road system is 14 miles.

The town of Sitka is located immediately below very steep post-glacial hillslopes on the
western coast of Baranof Island. The landscape has extreme topographic relief. One local
mountain rises from sea level to ~900 m in 2.2 km. The local geology and geomorphology is
extremely spatially heterogeneous with a history of tectonic, volcanic, and glacial processes
resulting in a complex topography and a patchwork of different soil types and bedrock [9].
The town and the surrounding area are exposed to persistent landslide hazards from
multiple susceptible hillslopes [9–11]. On 18 August 2015, an extreme atmospheric river
initiated over 40 landslides in and near Sitka, including the Kramer slide, a debris flow that
resulted in three fatalities.

The Tlingit, the Indigenous people, have inhabited Sheet’ Ka, the ancient name for the
Sitka, area for more than ten thousand years. Today they comprise over 17% of the Sitka
region’s population [12]. Commercial fishing represents the largest economic sector, but
the Southeast Alaska Regional Health Consortium, the region’s hub hospital, is the biggest
single employer. Every year during the summer, Sitka receives tens of thousands of visitors
via its cruise ship dock, which helps fuel a large local tourism industry.

The Sitka community has two distinct forms of local government, the Sitka Tribe
of Alaska (STA) and the City and Borough of Sitka (CBS). The latter has a city manager
form of government, in which the elected CBS Assembly appoints the CBS Municipal
Administrator, who is responsible for municipal operations including but not limited to
the hiring and managing of department executive leadership, the oversight of Municipal
property, public works, and budget [13]. The STA is the long-standing, federally recognized
government for the more than 4000 Tribal Citizens who live in the CBS and traditional
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Sheet’Ka area [14]. The STA provides programs including but not limited to addressing
employment, natural and cultural resources protection, higher and vocational education,
domestic violence prevention, and social services.

The CBS manages emergency services for the community. In support of this role, the
city maintains a 19-member Local Emergency Planning Committee (LEPC), established
by a State of Alaska statute and implemented through local resolution [15]. The LEPC is
responsible for emergency planning to guide the community in preparing for, mitigating,
and responding to disasters and emergencies. The committee further functions as a com-
munity convener determining the appropriateness of emergency response and the related
use of public funds.

State and federal agencies, and their regional offices, also play an important role in
Sitka’s management of natural hazards. The National Weather Service (NWS) office in
Juneau, AK provides forecasts for Sitka and maintains the weather station at the airport.
The Alaska Division of Geological and Geophysical Surveys (DGGS) provides local geologic
information, including collecting lidar data for the region and developing exposure maps
of landslide runout zones. The U.S. Forest Service (USFS) maintains a Ranger District
Office in Sitka and owns significant land in the Tongass National Forest area surrounding
the town. Local USFS personnel also developed and maintain a landslide inventory for
Baranof Island.

The project team, funded by the NSF Smart and Connected Cities Program, was led
by the RAND Corporation, a non-profit, public policy research organization headquartered
in California. RAND also led the social science and risk management project teams. The
Sitka Sound Science Center (SSSC), a non-profit community science education and research
organization located in Sitka, served as the project’s main community partner. The STA
served as the project’s primary liaison with the Indigenous community. Other funded team
members included the University of Oregon, which led the project’s geosciences team, the
University of Southern California, which led the project’s information sciences team, and
DGGS, which installed a weather station atop Harbor Mountain with project support. The
web developer Azavea built the dashboard. Project partners included the regional NWS
and USGS offices, researchers from USGS, local emergency services agencies, local schools,
and the chamber of commerce.

As suggested by Figure 2, the Sitka LWS presents a challenge of polycentric gover-
nance [16], with many independent yet interdependent actors required to act in coordinated
ways to create and operate it. Climate change adaptation increasingly faces this type of
governance challenge [3] (Sect 1.4.2.2). In Sitka, the city and tribe have primary responsibil-
ity for the safety of Sitka residents and making it possible for Sitkans to respond effectively
to any warning. Federal and state agencies are the primary sources of data on which
the warning system depends. The system empowers Sitka residents to make their own
decisions regarding landslide risk, so the system only functions if they use it appropriately.
The warning system design also gives the SSSC significant responsibilities for maintaining
the system and the community’s awareness of it. Alongside these decision-making orga-
nizations, the project team functioned as a boundary organization [17] mediating among
information relevant to landslide warning and the community actors whose decisions are
integral to the warning system’s function.

In this context, the project team faced a number of challenges. The team needed
to engage a lay public and local officials with new and evolving science in a context of
considerable anxiety about landslides, grief about previous loss of life, the potential effect
of increasing the salience of landslides on life in the town, and distrust of outside experts.
In addition, the project team also had balance among the related but different interests of
the researchers and community. With its NSF funding, the research team had promised
both to serve the community as well as to explore the utility of new and untested networks
of low-cost moisture sensors to geoscience as well as novel applications of social networks
and influence maximization to risk communications. While there was little contestation
of values regarding landslides among Sitkans, some people were primarily concerned
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with personal safety and others worried that undue concern with landslides could harm
property values and disrupt the community’s daily life [4]. The project also needed to
address a highly diverse community including blue collar workers in fishing and related
industries, retirees, Indigenous people, Coast Guard personnel, and seasonal workers in
retail, tourism, and related industries.

 

Figure 2. Organizations involved with Sitka landslide warning system. Source: authors.

3. Frameworks

Community engagement has played an increasingly important role in the theory
and practice of disaster risk and environmental management in recent decades, as part
of an overall turn towards including lay people in what had previously been seen as
primarily technocratic decisions of experts [18–20]. Community engagement is a normative
principle, seen as a key component of procedural justice, which examines who makes
and participates in societal decisions [3] (Sect 1.4.1.1). Recognition, another component
of justice, also requires engagement. Recognition entails acknowledgement, basic respect,
and fair consideration of diverse cultures, values, perspectives, and worldviews. These
principles are broadly recognized including, for instance, in Article 6 of the Framework
Convention on Climate Change, which creates a binding commitment on parties to promote
participation by civil society in climate-related decisions.

Principles of public consultation and participation have also become embedded in
U.S. environmental policymaking. Public meetings and comment periods are required by
law in many jurisdictions, and many U.S. and Alaska regulatory bodies have processes
for public consultation and participation as part of the regulatory process. In Alaska
specifically, public participation processes have been developed to address transportation
policy and fisheries management. When well-executed, engagement makes disaster risk
and environmental management more effective by enabling better integration of local
knowledge, expertise, and values while also increasing the legitimacy and public support
for the resulting risk management approaches.

This project conducted a community-level, participatory co-design process to fashion
Sitka’s landslide warning system. Several frameworks informed this process: risk governance,
warning systems as defined by United Nations International Strategy for Disaster Risk Re-
duction (UNISDR) [21], and the concept of co-design.
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Risk governance [22,23] provides a definition of risk along with a conceptual frame-
work and normative principles for guiding multiple actors in identifying, assessing, man-
aging, and communicating risks. Most broadly, risk is the effect of uncertainty on ob-
jectives [24]. In Sitka, landslide risk can be usefully estimated as the product of hazard,
exposure, and vulnerability. Hazard is the potential occurrence of a landslide at a particular
time and place, exposure is the presence of people or infrastructure in places that could
be adversely affected by a landslide, and vulnerability is the propensity of a person or
structure exposed to landslides to be adversely affected. It also proves vital to consider the
psychological and social dimensions of risk. In Sitka, landsliding and warning systems
interact with many features of daily life, including anxiety about personal safety, disruption
of daily routines, personal independence, and choices of where to live.

Risk governance is not a method, but rather a set of principles that inform methodolog-
ical choices in activities intended to understand, assess, and manage risk. Our co-design
process aimed to embrace these principles which are: (1) communication and inclusion, in
which information flows in multiple directions in an ongoing process of social learning that
includes in a meaningful way all relevant parties; (2) integration, which recognizes the need
to collect and synthesize all relevant knowledge and experience, including scientific, Indige-
nous, and local knowledge; and (3) reflection, which avoids reliance on potentially familiar
but inappropriate understandings through a continuous process of revisiting assumptions
and frames in light of new knowledge and interactions among the parties.

Risk governance is most appropriate when risks are systematic, characterized by deep
uncertainty, and interpreted through multiple, legitimate points of view [23]. For Sitka’s
landslide warning, deep uncertainty and multiple points of view were most salient. In
addition, risk governance is also most appropriate when, as is the case in Sitka, no single
hierarchical organization can effectively control risk assessment and management, making
it useful to consider governance as involving “the structures, processes, and actions through
which government institutions, markets, businesses, civil society, tribes, and others interact
to address societal goals” [3] (Sect 1.4.2.2).

A warning system, as defined by the UNISDR, represents the capabilities needed to
generate and disseminate timely and meaningful information to enable people in Sitka
to prepare and act appropriately to reduce the possibility of harm. UNISDR finds that an
effective warning system has four components [21]: (1) risk knowledge, which in this case
includes scientific understanding of Sitka’s landslide risk and community understanding
of that risk, the warning system, and response options; (2) monitoring, which includes
collecting, processing, and disseminating timely and actionable information on landslides;
(3) communications, which includes sharing throughout the community of risk knowledge
and the warning information from monitoring; and (4) response capability, which is the
ability to act on warnings in such a way as to reduce risk.

It also proved useful to consider Sitka’s landslide warning as a decision support sys-
tem [7] (p. 36) consisting of information products, services, and systems. Decision support
products include the dashboard which displays levels of risk and the data used to predict
those risk levels. Services include training workshops to help residents use the dashboard.
Decision support systems are defined as “the individuals, organizations, communication
networks, and supporting institutional structures that provide and use decision support
products and services” [7] (p. 37).

The concept of co-design has many manifestations. As noted above, here we use the
term to mean a creative, participatory process of fashioning solutions to public policy
challenges in which community members and scientists collaborate as equals, consistent
with other definitions in the literature [5,6]. We chose co-design as the appropriate form
for the engagement because we aimed to help Sitkans reduce their landslide risk through
the provision of timely warning. Creating and linking the four elements of effective
warning—knowledge, monitoring, communication, and response—in decision support
products, services, and systems to best meet community needs presented a non-trivial
design challenge.
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In addition to the co-design of the landslide warning system, this project also included
knowledge co-production, in which researchers and non-academic partners jointly develop
a research agenda that serves their interests and needs [6]. In this paper, we focus on the
co-design of the system and only discuss co-production of the research as it directly relates
or results from the co-design.

The co-design workshops were implemented as a process of deliberation with analysis,
an iterative learning process in which stakeholders deliberate on their objectives, options,
and problem framings; researchers then provide decision-relevant information; and then
the parties to the decision revisit their objectives, options, and problem framing influenced
by this new information [7]. Deliberation with analysis represents an “iterative interac-
tion” form of engagement [25] intended for situations in which the problem formulations,
understanding of system functioning, and the set of promising solutions emerge gradu-
ally through interactions among the involved parties [26–28]. In addition to quantitative
decision support products and tools, such deliberative engagements also can include vi-
sioning, storytelling, and serious games [29]. Such engagements have proven successful
in addressing complex and controversial challenges, in particular in water and coastal
management with workshop participants consisting of skilled professionals, often working
in large government, business, or advocacy organizations [30–34]. In contrast, this Sitka
engagement focused on lay participants from a small town.

To supplement the co-design process, we embedded the exercise in a broader process
of community engagement. The US EPA guide to public participation identifies five levels
of engagement: inform, consult, involve, collaborate, and decide [35]. In this effort, the
co-design process operated at the collaboration level. A wide range of other engagement
activities, including town halls, small group meetings, citizen science, and media inter-
views, operated at the inform, consult, and involve levels. Actual decisions were taken
by city government agencies, the Science Center, federal agencies, Tribal government, and
individual citizens as informed by the engagement processes.

Communication is a key step in risk governance and a key component of a warning
system. The risk communication literature highlights that effective risk communication
should clearly convey to individuals how risks are proximate for them in time and space,
identify actions people can take with the information, inform mental models of the processes
creating and modulating risks, and recognize that different people understand risk in
different ways [36]. The risk communication literature also emphasizes that individuals
are more likely to act on risk information if they receive similar information repeatedly
through different channels [37] and that effective risk communication builds on existing
communication pathways and social relationships to disseminate information. These
understandings informed many aspects of this landslide warning effort, including the
design of the dashboard, the content of the co-design workshops, the multi-layered public
engagement activities, our dissemination and outreach activities, and plans for how actual
warnings are disseminated.

4. Warning System Architecture

As of August 2022, Sitka now has a decentralized LWS, organized around the four
elements of knowledge, warning, communications, and response, as shown in Figure 3.

A risk dashboard lies at the heart of the system and provides the warning compo-
nent of the LWS. The dashboard is accessible online via mobile device or a computer
(https://sitkalandslide.org, accessed on 16 February 2023) and at any moment in time
provides hourly projections of landslide risk in Sitka over the next 24 h and for each of
the next three days, as shown in Figure 4. The main page displays risk in one of three
categories—low, medium, and high—and provides a brief description of each. These
descriptions employ both probabilistic language (e.g., likely, unlikely) as well as historical
context (e.g., over the last twenty years, no rainfall-induced landslides have occurred in
Sitka with rain similar to the current intensity) as also shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 3. Elements of Sitka landslide warning system. Source: authors.

Figure 4. Dashboard snapshot (left panel), text on risk levels (right panel), and other resources
available on the Sitka landslide website. Source: authors, from https://sitkalandslide.org (accessed
on 8 February 2023).

The intention is that community members will access the dashboard during periods
of heavy rainfall or when such rainfall is expected in order to make informed decisions
regarding whether they wish to alter their plans to reduce their landslide exposure. For
instance, based on their risk aversion and the risk level reported by the dashboard, a family
whose home is an area exposed to landslides might decide to sleep that night at a friend’s
house which has less exposure. NWS warnings, other public service announcements, or
merely experiencing inclement weather might lead Sitkans to view the dashboard. The
SSSC, supported by the project team, conducted a dissemination and outreach program
(described below) to make the community aware of the landslide warning system and how
to use it.

To enhance the community’s risk knowledge, the dashboard also contains drill down
menus which provide more detailed and contextual information. As listed in Figure 4,
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these include descriptions of how Indigenous peoples have thrived in this region amidst
tumultuous geological forces including landslides, a primer on the science of landslides,
maps showing which areas of Sitka are more or less exposed to landslides, information
on how to prepare for landslides and respond to landslide warnings, a bibliography of
relevant scientific literature, and links to an inventory of past landslides in and around
Sitka, along with instructions for reporting new ones. Not shown in Figure 4, the drill down
menus also provide more detail on the sensor data used by the dashboard for landslide
predictions. In particular, the dashboard provides maps of landslide exposure from a debris
flow model developed for the USFS by TerrainWorks [11] and links to other published
works that document spatial patterns of landslide hazards [9].

Note that, formally, the dashboard reports a hazard level, not risk. Users can consult
the exposure information provided by the dashboard’s “Area at risk” drill down menu to
begin to form a judgment about their level of risk. However, the project team decided to
use the term risk on the dashboard as shown in Figure 4 for simplicity of communications
with users.

The monitoring elements of the Sitka LWS rely primarily on sensors and forecasts
from the local offices of the National Weather Service. The dashboard’s risk estimates are
calculated from the NWS’s regional projections of three-hour rainfall intensity. The project’s
geoscientists developed the algorithm that converts estimates of rainfall intensity into the
dashboard’s landslide risk scale [38]. A network of sensors provides the data for the NWS
rainfall predictions. These sensors include a rain gauge at the airport (sea level); a weather
station atop Harbor Mountain (~2000 ft), one of the several peaks above the town; and a
river gauge on the Kaasda Heen (also called Indian) River that flows through town.

The project team did not directly engage with identifying and planning response
options that residents could implement based on the warning. Such responses might
include relocating to a friend’s house in a low landslide exposure area when landslide
risks are high or not sending one’s children to school on such high-risk days. The project’s
geoscience research concludes that medium and high-risk days are not likely to occur more
than several times a year [38], suggesting that most residents may find that disruptions
to daily life related to landslide warnings are relatively small. The project team worked
with the Local Emergency Planning Committee to encourage them to include landslide
preparedness in their portfolio of responsibilities and in their educational outreach to
the community.

The LWS’s development was supported by the project team’s geoscience, social science,
and information science research. The geoscience team informed the LWS’s monitoring
and risk knowledge elements. The team conducted a geomorphology survey to inform
understanding of Sitka’s landslide hazard, conducted an intercomparison of the four
landslide runout models available for the Sitka area to inform exposure mapping [9], and
developed landslide prediction algorithms [38]. In addition, the geoscience team deployed
three moisture sensors in the hills above Sitka and ten tipping buckets as a citizen-science
effort [39]. We had expected that these sensors would prove valuable to improving landslide
prediction, but the predictions from rainfall intensity data alone appear to be surprisingly
good. The moisture and tipping bucket sensors thus contributed primarily to improving
risk knowledge. For instance, data from the tipping bucket rain gauges emphasize the
spatial variability of rainfall intensity across Sitka’s relatively small spatial area, thus
supporting the decision to issue landslide risk warnings for the entire area and not specific
hillsides. Data from the moisture sensors help confirm that drainage on the hillsides is
sufficiently fast that instantaneous rainfall intensity alone, rather than instantaneous and
cumulative rainfall intensity, is the best predictor of local landslide risk [38].

The social science and information science teams informed the LWS risk communi-
cations element. The social science team mapped Sitka’s social networks using a survey
in which respondents provided information on whom in the community they exchanged
information on natural hazard risk [40]. Leveraging these data, the information science
team developed an influence maximization algorithm that identified key influencers by
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weighting community members by geographical exposure to landslide hazards and consid-
ered demographic characteristics to ensure an equitable distribution of information [41].
This allowed us to identify key community connectors to receive training on the dashboard.
The social network analysis also provided an empirical understanding of how information
about risk flowed through the community and which groups might be most difficult to
reach. In particular, the social network analysis revealed a pattern of landslide information
sharing in which a highly connected community “core” was surrounded by several smaller
groups apparently disconnected from this core.

The social science team also informed the risk knowledge associated with the LWS
by gathering oral histories from the local indigenous community and contributed to the
LWS response element by conducting, as described in Section 5, research on insurance
response options.

The dashboard is operated and maintained by the SSSC. The software is designed
to automatically update the risk projections twice per hour to reflect the most current
rainfall forecasts. An important topic, unsettled at the project’s end, involved funding for
on-going maintenance, operations, and upgrades to the system. Initially the hope had been
that the system would have been owned or adopted by either the city or by one of the
federal agencies involved in the project. A new NSF-funded project awarded to the team
(described below) provides some opportunities to maintain and continue operations of the
Sitka dashboard. The SSSC is also writing grants for additional and longer-term funds to
maintain the system.

5. Warning System Co-Design Process

Sitka’s landslide warning system was developed through an intensive co-design
process, embedded in a wide-ranging process of community engagement. The co-design
focused on three in-person workshops, as shown in Figure 5, representing a collaborate
level of engagement. Other engagement activities included on-going community outreach
activities by SSSC staff, exploratory interviews with key stakeholders and representatives of
different groups in Sitka conducted by the external social science team, surveys to support
the social network analysis, as well as activities organized around three, week-long visits
by the external project team to Sitka; and several extended stays in Sitka by individual
external team members. Appendix A provides more comprehensive listing of workshops,
engagements, and related activities.

 

Townhalls
Media appearances

Co-design 
workshops 

Switch to dashboard design

Figure 5. Selected engagement and research activities. Source: authors.
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Landslides have been common in the Sitka area since the last ice age [9]. However,
landslide risks were not on most Sitkans’ minds until the 2015 slide killed three people and
left the town confused and anxious. In response, the Sitka Sound Science Center convened
a group of geoscience experts from academia and from federal and state agencies in what
came to be called the Geotask force. The task force recommended that the town create a
landslide warning system [42].

RAND had become involved in the later stages of the Geotask force and subsequently
joined with the Science Center to write first a pilot grant and then a full grant to NSF to
develop an LWS for Sitka. Recent USGS work in Washington State had demonstrated
the utility of moisture sensors for improving landslide warning [43]. However, the USGS
sensors were very expensive, on the order of $10,000 each. Our proposed project aimed to
demonstrate the value of networks of low-cost, internet-enabled moisture sensors in the
hills above Sitka. The project also aimed to improve risk communications with a novel
social network analysis and influence maximization algorithms to better understand and
to improve the flows of risk information through the community.

The full project began in the fall of 2018. A series of structured, day-long workshops
in Sitka provided the core of the warning system co-design process. The external project
team traveled to Sitka for a decision scoping workshop in May 2019, a design workshop
in February 2020, and an update workshop in October 2021, as detailed in Appendix A.
During that same October week in 2021, the project also held a separate workshop on
landslide insurance options.

The May 2019 decision scoping workshop introduced the community to the project,
and then used a backcasting exercise [44] focused on visioning and storytelling on the
theme of a future Sitka with effective and well-regarded landslide warning. This exercise
helped community members to articulate and research team members to understand goals
for the warning system as well as potential actions to pursue those goals. Participants in the
day-long workshop included about a dozen Sitkans, including community leaders and city
officials responsible for emergency response. The workshop confirmed the project team’s
understanding that community goals for the warning system included reducing loss of
life and the anxiety felt during intense rainfall events. However, the workshop also raised
additional goals including offering opportunities for participation and access for everyone
in the community, building and maintaining trust, clear and consistent communications,
an orderly process of evacuation if and when needed, low cost, and minimal impacts on
property markets.

Informed by the workshop and ongoing geoscience research, the project team devel-
oped an initial design for landslide warning based on a centralized, siren-based system
similar to Sitka’s existing Tsunami warning system. In the February 2020 design workshop,
participants reviewed and suggested revisions to this initial plan. The workshop used
serious games to help participants appreciate the challenges in balancing between failed
and false warnings and to understand the potential role social network analysis could
play in efficiently and effectively disseminating landslide risk information throughout
the community.

The results of this workshop contributed to the warning system redesign shown in
Figure 3, featuring the online, landslide risk dashboard enabling individuals to make their
own evacuation decisions. The design workshop also informed changes to our geo- and
social science research, as discussed in Section 7. The pandemic curtailed travel shortly
after this design workshop, so for the next year and a half, subsequent discussions with the
community were conducted in smaller, online groups. At the final design review and launch
plans workshop in October 2021, the project team presented the emerging dashboard-
based warning system and discussed with the community plans for disseminating and
maintaining the system.

Concurrently to the co-design workshops, the project team engaged in a wide range
of community engagement activities designed to increase knowledge and awareness in
the community about the project, landslides, and the risks they generate. The project team
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participated in town halls organized by the Science Center, which were held parallel to
each of the design workshops and provided a public forum for citizens to learn about the
project and ask questions of the team. As one important purpose, these events aimed to
engage a much larger number of Sitkans than could participate in the co-design workshops.
The project team also provided regular updates to the city assembly and the tribal council
through presentations at the regular meetings of those legislative bodies. The team also
met several times a year with other parts of the city government including the LEPC,
the Planning and Zoning Commission, and the School Board. The team also promoted
a presence in local media. Team scientists were interviewed on the public radio station
and sat in on the AM radio station’s “problem corner” to answer audience questions. The
project was profiled multiple times in the daily newspaper.

In addition, the team worked to forge more individual connections with community
members. The Science Center’s Scientists in the Schools program organized opportunities
for the team scientists from external institutions to visit Sitka elementary and high school
classrooms. Over the course of the project, external team members also spent one-month
mini sabbaticals in Sitka, engaging in a breadth of community activities meant to help
scientists learn about the community and help community members learn about the science.
On their visits to Sitka, project team members participated in science cafes, met people at
the local brewery and introduced themselves at tribal and city government meetings. They
participated in trivia nights and shared in potlucks, community hikes, and boat rides, all
with the intention of setting up a two way “getting to know each other” relationship so
that scientists did not seem separate from the community but rather integrated into it.

To help implement the dashboard design, the project team conducted a range of
dissemination activities and hired Azavea, a professional software developer, to build
the dashboard. In the fall of 2021 Azavea met with the project team to understand our
design concepts and then conducted interviews with eight individuals chosen to be broadly
representative of the community to better understand their view of important design
features. Based on this input, Azavea generated wireframe examples of dashboard designs
and contents to facilitate discussions with the project team. These discussions helped
finalize the dashboard content, including the names of the risk levels and the language
connecting them to historical events. After several iterations, Azavea programmed the
current dashboard including the data pipelines that feed the prediction algorithms and the
information available in the drill down menus.

During the design process and as the dashboard neared completion, the project team
launched its dissemination activities, intended to provide all members of the Sitka commu-
nity with the knowledge and capacity to use the dashboard. The team employed multiple
channels of communications including formal dissemination workshops informed by the
social network and influence maximization analysis. The team also made presentations
to various community groups, including boards and commissions for the city and tribal
governments, as well as the Chamber of Commerce and the Rotary Club.

The SSSC and STA hosted the structured rollout workshops, which aimed to teach a
select group of residents about the dashboard. The social network analysis and influence
maximization research described in Section 4 helped to inform the invitation lists. We
could only provide intensive training on the use of the dashboard to a small number of
individuals (roughly forty total over four workshops), so we aimed to focus on inviting
those individuals who could most efficiently and equitably disseminate information to
the community. Most of the invitees (roughly 80 percent) were chosen by our community
partners, based on their personal knowledge of their fellow residents. However, we
supplemented the invitation lists for each workshop with two or three high-influence
community connectors identified by the social network analysis. Using information on
all the attendees at previous workshops and the invitees for the planned workshop, the
influence maximization algorithms would suggest additional invitees who would provide
the most effective and equitable dissemination of information, weighting community
members by geographical exposure to landslide hazards and their demographic groups.
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During the course of the co-design process and community engagement, it became
clear that many Sitkans were concerned about the availability of landslide insurance and
the effects of landslide risk information on local property values. In the aftermath of the
Kramer slide, and the hazard mapping efforts it spawned, some homeowners had trouble
insuring their homes and obtaining mortgages due to a lack of landslide coverage. The
topic of landslide exposure maps had also become controversial, complicating the project
team’s decisions regarding what exposure information to provide on the dashboard. It
became clear that the project team needed to address the landslide insurance issue to
maintain the trust of the community.

The project team thus conducted an additional engagement to share information
and identify potential options for landslide insurance. We conducted a nine-month effort
from April 2021 to November 2021 consisting of twenty-four key informant interviews,
a facilitated half-day workshop in Sitka on October. 4 described in Appendix A, and
a post-workshop survey for participants [45,46]. The insurance workshop included a
facilitated discussion regarding exposure maps, which led to the decision to include on the
dashboard a map with sufficient resolution so that users could judge risk in their immediate
neighborhood, but without sufficient resolution to identify specific properties.

6. What Changed during the Co-Design Process

Co-design aims to collaboratively fashion solutions to policy challenges. So, one
measure of the process is the extent to which it shifts the design of Sitka’s LWS to better
align with scientific understanding and community goals. Here we document how the
LWS design changed significantly during the project; how the team’s geoscience, social
science, and information science research evolved; and how the co-design process itself
changed. In the next section we present evidence that the co-design process aligned with
community goals was responsible for these changes.

The Sitka Fire Department has operated a tsunami warning system for over forty
years. The system employs sirens to disseminate a city-wide alert when the fire chief
determines, based on information warnings from the National Tsunami Warning Center,
that an evacuation of low-lying areas in the city is warranted. At the start of the project,
we envisioned that landslide warning would operate similarly [4]. The fire chief would
make evacuation decisions, a siren would communicate the warning to residents, and
a neighborhood buddy system would ensure everyone had heard and responded to the
sirens. The co-design process shifted the LWS to one that empowers residents to make
their own evacuation decisions using risk information provided by the online dashboard.
In addition, the team’s initial plans for the buddy system were supplanted by a more
voluntary model, partially because community members during the co-design workshops
indicated that they would not feel comfortable holding formal official responsibility for
notifying others in their communities of imminent landslide risk.

Consistent with a co-production process, interactions with the community also shifted
the research agendas of the project’s research teams. The team’s geoscientists adjusted their
approach to what constituted a successful landslide prediction based on the community’s
criteria. At the start of the project, the geoscientists would have regarded a prediction
as successful if a landslide subsequently occurred anywhere near Sitka, even if it didn’t
affect property within the city. For community members, however, successful prediction
required much more spatial specificity, differentiating landslides that endangered people
and property from those that did not [4].

Spatial hazards analysis in Sitka can identify susceptible hillslopes within Sitka and on
nearby slopes [10,11,47], but current prediction tools do not allow practitioners to identify
which of several susceptible hillslopes will experience failure during a particular storm.
In response to community definitions of successful landslide warning, the project team’s
geoscientists fundamentally shifted the structure of the statistical models they used to
predict landslides. Most LWSs around the world make predictions based on large landslide
inventories (tens to thousands of landslide-inducing storms) across larger areas—mountain
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ranges, states, or even countries [48,49]. Instead, the geoscience team implemented novel
statistical applications to train and evaluate probabilistic models with an extremely limited
landslide inventory (5 storms) from only those hillslopes adjacent to (<2 km) the Sitka road
network [38].

Community input also informed warning threshold selection. The team originally
envisioned a single alert level for a siren-based system, but varying levels of risk tolerance
documented in the workshop series demonstrated the need for two warning levels, one
which minimized the probability of missed alarms and one which minimized the probability
of false alarms. For example, the team chose a lower threshold for the “moderate” risk level
at an estimated landslide probability of 1%, using a combination of traditional statistical
metrics (Precision Recall) and a heuristic approach to select a conservative threshold with
this very low probability of missed alarms [38].

The teams’ social scientists also adjusted their research designs in response to commu-
nity feedback. Initially, the social science team had intended to map existing patterns of
communication and social relationships in the community and then use this information
to help create the buddy system. However, Sitkans were skeptical of an outside research
group mapping and analyzing their social networks. The project team thus adjusted to use
the social network analysis primarily to inform our local partners, the SSSC and STA, as
they created invitation lists for our dissemination workshops. In addition, the social science
team had initially intended to gather oral histories from indigenous community members
to improve our understanding of how members of the Sitka Tribe viewed landslide risk
and to inform our risk communications. However, the Tribe was uncomfortable with the
research team sharing the oral histories, so we agreed to just summarize their themes on a
page on the dashboard.

Finally, the co-design process itself changed during the project. Initially, we had
expected community members to deliberate on an appropriate threshold that the fire
chief could use to issue a centralized warning. We expected these deliberations would be
informed by a decision support tool the project team would build showing the tradeoff
between lives at risk and disruptions from false warnings as a function of the warning
threshold. However, as our understanding of the underlying geoscience and the LWS
design evolved, we switched to a gaming format to sensitize community members to
the false vs. failed warning tradeoffs inherent in landslide warning. We also added the
insurance research stream in response to community feedback, as described in Section 5.

7. Did the Co-Design Process Succeed?

To what extent did the participatory co-design process accomplish its intended pur-
poses? The project aimed to provide Sitka with an LWS that aligns with community goals
while conducting research to improve understanding of new sensor technologies and of
social networks and influence maximization.

For reasons described below, the project team could not formally evaluate Sitka’s new
LWS and the associated co-design process. We were, however, able to conduct a more
formal evaluation of the insurance research and the extent to which the co-design process
contributed to beneficial changes in LWS design and associated research activities. Here,
we first report on our informal evaluation of goal alignment and then report on the more
formal evaluation of the co-design process.

To consider goal alignment of the system and process, we documented in detail the
co-design process, the goals articulated during that process, the changes that occurred
during the process, and the resulting warning system. We then gathered available evidence
on the extent to which the system and process align with the goals.

In the first co-design workshop, participants articulated the following goals for Sitka’s
LWS: (1) the system should help reduce loss of life from landslides, (2) reduce the anxiety
felt during intense rainfall events, (3) offer opportunities for participation and access for
everyone in the community, (4) build and maintain trust, (5) provide clear and consistent
communications, (6) have low cost, (7) support an orderly process of evacuation, and
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(8) have minimal impacts on property markets. Appendix A provides more detail on
each goal.

The project team was unable to formally evaluate the extent to which the co-design
process and resulting LWS aligns with these goals. In part, the warning system became
operational in August 2022 only a month before the end of the project, making it difficult
to measure community attitudes towards the deployed system. We have not evaluated
the community response to the LWS in periods of heavy rain because, as of this writing,
there has not yet been any landslide warnings, heavy rain events, or landslides since the
dashboard became operational. In addition, other research groups as well as city, state, and
federal agencies were reporting and acting on landslide risk concurrently with our project,
making it difficult to isolate the impact of our efforts on residents’ attitudes. Finally, the
pandemic intervened, so that the community we surveyed at the start of the project was
different from that at project’s end. For instance, the co-design effort settled on a dashboard-
based system in mid-February 2020 at a time when many community members were likely
unfamiliar with the dashboard concept. When the landslide dashboard launched in August
2022, many community members had two years of experience gleaning information from
ubiquitous COVID-related dashboards.

We did, however, gather evidence to suggest the co-design process and the warning
system it produced were successful. First, the landslide prediction algorithms appear
accurate and thus able to provide useful warning. During the winter of 2021, our geoscience
team was able to use the then-current algorithms to disseminate to local officials’ accurate
warnings of intense landslide-producing storms.

The project team, in particular our community-based members, solicited extensive
feedback during the final year of the project and its aftermath. This feedback suggests
that the community is pleased with the results of this effort. Local officials and residents
spoke favorably of the system. Since its launch, the dashboard has had about 6500 unique
users, with about 25% of them from Alaska. The City Assembly and the Tribal Council both
informally stated that they were extremely pleased and grateful for the work of the team
and that they perceived the outputs of the research to be useful and valuable. This included
positive feedback from the city’s Fire Department, who had initially been skeptical of the
practical value of the project but became impressed by how well the system seems to work
and became comfortable with their role in the dashboard-centered system design.

Additional evidence is provided by the reactions of neighboring communities.
Towards the end of the Sitka project grant, the project team received another NSF award to
support co-design efforts for multi-hazard warning systems in six other communities in
Southeast Alaska. This new project is called KUTI, both an acronym for the English phrase
Knowledge and Understanding, Technology and Institutions and the Tlingit word for weather.
In recruiting new partners for KUTI it became clear that many communities in the region
were familiar with the work in Sitka, were eager to engage with our project team, and cited
the reputation of the Sitka effort as one of their reasons.

A formal evaluation of the project’s insurance-related activities proved possible. These
activities occurred over a short time span, and no other group conducted similar work.
After the insurance workshop, the project team fielded a web-based survey for workshop
participants. The results suggested that almost all the participants found that the workshop
improved their understanding of the challenges of securing landslide insurance, intended
to share what they learned with others, and wanted to see landslide insurance become
more available. However, less than a third of participants reported that the workshop
increased their optimism that such insurance would become available [45,46].

Overall, this mostly informal evidence all suggests that the LWS and co-design process
does align with the first five community goals. Regarding the other three goals: landslide
risk has affected property values, but the project did help the community grapple with that
challenge; orderly evacuation remains untested; and costs are discussed in the next section.

We did formally evaluate the extent to which the design process conformed to theories
and best practices for stakeholder engagement in early warning system development [50].
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As one component, this evaluation explored the ways in which the team’s perceptions of
the problem evolved over time and aimed to identify key moments that led to the changes
in system design and research plans described in Section 6. These shifts were evaluated
through analysis of nine interviews conducted with core project team members; notes
taken during monthly team meetings, the three design workshops, as well as during public
presentations to the city’s political and administrative leaders and smaller discussions
with representatives of Sitka’s Police and Fire departments, Coast Guard, school district,
mayor’s office, city engineer and planning offices. The team also examined 41 local news
articles and stories about the project, minutes from city council meetings where landslide
risk was discussed before and during the project, and the Sitka Geoscience Taskforce report,
which preceded the current co-design effort. By coding for key themes in these documents,
we could track how the team’s and community perceptions changed over time [50].

This evaluation suggested that research team members perceived a moderately clear
breakpoint in the first year of the project, when it became clear that a top-down centralized
system would not meet the needs of community stakeholders, specifically that warnings
would not be accurate enough in the short term to enable emergency responders to feel
comfortable issuing evacuation warnings. The interviews conducted in 2019 and early
2020 suggest that this realization was an important factor in shifting from a centralized,
siren-based system to one that was decentralized and dashboard-based. Interviews with
the team’s geoscientists also confirmed that community interactions had been important in
expanding their concept of what constituted a successful landslide prediction to include
the community’s criteria.

8. Lessons Learned and Implications for Climate Services

This paper describes a community-level, participatory process of co-design and com-
munity engagement that resulted in a landslide warning system for the small town of Sitka,
Alaska. As a decision support system, the Sitka LWS includes information products and
services and engages supporting networks and institutions. It includes the four warning
system components: knowledge, monitoring, communications, and response. Intended as
a risk governance exemplar, the co-design and community engagement aimed to embrace
communication and inclusion, integrate multiple sources of knowledge, and promote
reflection which revisits and reframes initial assumptions. Processes of deliberation with
analysis, previously used in larger jurisdictions with expert participants, worked well in a
small town. The co-design process helped to redirect the project’s research; shift the design
from a centralized, siren-based system to a decentralized, dashboard-based one; align the
institutions and organizations needed to implement and operate the system going forward;
and result in an LWS that the community recognizes as serving their needs.

To what extent does this Sitka LWS and its co-design process represent a model for
U.S. climate services that could be scaled nationwide? This question has at least two parts.
The first asks the extent to which its decentralized, dashboard-centered design might offer
a model for U.S. disaster response and management. The second asks what it would
entail for the participatory risk governance employed in Sitka to become the norm for U.S.
climate services.

To the first question, the Sitka experience suggests that the appropriateness of indi-
vidualized evacuation decision- making is highly context-dependent, and that US disaster
response and management would require an extensive community co-design process to
make location-specific judgments regarding its use. The appropriateness of individualized
evacuation depends strongly, in Sitka at least, on the accuracy of warnings generated,
potential spillover effects of evacuation decisions on first responders and others, the com-
munity’s views of risk, and how best to ensure equity. In Sitka, each of these criteria favor
the decentralized system.

The algorithms in the Sitka warning system seem unexpectedly accurate in predicting
when landslides will occur in and around the town. However, the predictions lack any
geographic specificity, due in part to the significant variability in rainfall intensity across
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the town, significant variation in soil composition even among nearby hillsides [9], and the
current reliance on measuring rainfall intensity at a single location. The inability to predict
whether landslides would occur within as opposed to nearby Sitka was interpreted by the
community as a high false alarm rate and thus a reason for a decentralized system [4].

In Sitka, the spillover effects from evacuation lean in the direction of individual deci-
sions. The town lacks sufficient space for everyone who would need shelter if evacuations
were mandatory. Not evacuating, or choosing to evacuate at the last minute, does not
put first responders at risk since last-minute evacuees generally do not need to travel
far to safety. If community dissemination of the individualized warning system works
as intended, there is little reason for first responders to enter an exposure zone until a
landslide has occurred. This situation can be contrasted to that of a flood or wildfire in
many communities, in which first responders might take on risks to save people still in the
flood or fire zone and the geography is such that people fleeing at the last minute can block
roads needed by the first responders for their own effectiveness and safety.

The workshop discussions and community engagement emphasized that many
Alaskans have a strong sense of independence, so they prefer to make their own deci-
sions about risk. Equitable access to warnings and responses in Sitka seems best handled
through the social networks highlighted in this project, which appear at least as effective as
would be a siren or other centralized warning.

Overall, while a decentralized landslide warning system seems appropriate for Sitka,
any judgments about warning accuracy, potential spillover effects, community views of
risk, and equity are context dependent and most usefully explored in a co-design process.

The Sitka experience with community level, participatory co-design also suggests
what would be required to conduct nationwide such participatory governance at a local
scale. These requirements include: (1) a strong local partner, (2) active engagement by state
and federal agencies, (3) support for and skill with multidisciplinary research, (4) resources
for ongoing operations and maintenance, and (5) trained personnel to conduct co-design
processes and the supporting research.

This project’s local partner, the Sitka Sound Science Center, anchored the warning
system and its development with the community. While much of the research and project
management was conducted by the team’s external partners—RAND, University of Oregon,
and University of Southern California—in the eyes of the community, the main focus of any
credit and blame for the project’s perceived successes and failures resided with SSSC. The
Science Center enabled the co-design process and its embedding in widespread community
engagement; hosted all the project’s community meetings, provided voice for all the
project’s communications with the community; organized the project’s citizen science,
served as home base for external team members visiting the community; arranged the
project’s town halls, science in the schools, and other outreach activities; and brokered most
of the project team’s interactions with community groups. The STA also provided a vital
connection to the community’s Indigenous population, including representatives for the
project’s deliberative processes and liaising with the local tribal government.

Replicating this Sitka model nationwide would require a national effort to create and
support more local organizations with the capabilities of SSSC.

This project was also fortunate to have specific individuals from the regional offices of
the USFS and NWS who were personally committed and excited by community engage-
ment. Some of these individuals lived in and were widely regarded as members of the
Sitka community. These individuals acted as trusted members of the community, as active
members of the research project team, and as liaisons to the Federal agencies which provide
crucial information and expertise to the local Sitka warning system. Individual members of
the Alaska state government played similar roles.

Replicating this Sitka model nationwide would require moving beyond these commit-
ted individuals to a strong institutional commitment to community engagement from the
relevant federal and state agencies.
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The project team supporting the Sitka warning system effort was broadly multidisci-
plinary, involving geoscience, social sciences, information sciences, and risk management
research. The project’s geo-science research was central, but the project also gathered local
and Indigenous knowledge and conducted research on social science, risk governance,
and policy analysis regarding options for landslide insurance. This information all also
proved critical to the design, deployment, and dissemination of all four components of a
decentralized warning system and to effectively engaging the community in its design.

However, the community and project team both presented barriers to this multidis-
ciplinary research. Coordinating the multiple strands of research was an ongoing project
management challenge, in particular as the research directions evolved through the course
of the co-design process. Community members also lacked an initial appreciation for multi-
disciplinarity. They had a strong initial appreciation of the value of geoscience for reducing
the risk from landslides and were often eager to engage with the team’s geoscientists. Most
community members, however, initially had less appreciation and some suspicion of the
role of social sciences and policy analysis. The project’s workshops and other community
interactions thus needed to build such appreciation and trust.

Replicating the Sitka model would require ongoing and enhanced support of such
multidisciplinary research and training in how to conduct it most effectively.

While ample federal funding was available to design and deploy the Sitka warning
system, funds for maintaining it have been more difficult to come by. Our project team has
estimated the staff time and financial resources that the SSSC would require to maintain
Sitka’s warning system on an ongoing basis. As detailed in Appendix B, such operations
would cost about $65,000 per year. This includes a junior SSSC member working about one-
third of their time organizing maintenance of the sensors and their data feeds, upgrading
algorithms, community education and outreach programs, and maintaining contact with
relevant city, tribal, state, and federal agencies. This also includes annual equipment costs
of about $25,000 for website maintenance, telecommunications contracts for the sensors,
and materials and depreciation on the sensors.

Finally, for this Sitka model to be scaled up nationwide, many of the project team’s
tasks, including some of the research and co-design facilitation, would need to be opera-
tionalized by trained staff working in government, NGOs, or related operational organiza-
tions, rather than by PhD’s working in research institutions.

Replicating the Sitka model nationwide would require stable funding for maintaining
such systems and a nationwide effort to train and support individuals and their institutions
who could specialize in the work of helping communities to co-design them.
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Appendix A. Co-Design Workshops and Community Engagement Activities

The Sitka landslide co-design process was one component of a larger process of
community engagement. The co-design process was organized around three in-person
workshops in Sitka, Alaska, a decision scoping workshop in May 2019, a design workshop
in February 2020, and a review and launch plans workshop in October 2021. Table A1
shows these workshops in bold type with other key events and engagement activities
shown in regular typeface.

Table A1. Community engagement and co-design activities.

Date Activity

2015 • Kramer slide

2016 • Geoscience task force

2017 • Planning grant visit (Dec)

2018

• Geoscience task force report
• Submit proposal to NSF (Feb)
• Project start (Sept)

2019
• Decision scoping workshop (May)
• Scientist in residency (Fall)

2020
• Design workshop (Feb)
• Landslide runout model workshop (Aug–virtual)

2021

• Scientist in residency (Spring)
• Scientists in the schools (Aug-Sept)
• Dashboard developer design workshops (Sept–Nov)
• Design review and launch plans workshop (Oct)
• Insurance workshop (Oct)
• Scientists in the schools (Dec)

2022

• Town hall (Jan–virtual)
• Scientists in the schools (Feb)
• Presentations and work sessions with Sitka tribal council and

Sitka city assembly (Spring–summer)
• Dashboard dissemination workshops (May–July)
• Dashboard launch (August)

Bold indicates a co-design workshop.

The May 2019 decision framing workshop agenda was organized around a backcasting
exercise, a planning method that starts by defining a desirable future and then works
backwards to identify policies and programs that will connect that future to the present
situation. Workshop participants were asked to imagine that it is the year 2025 and Sitka
has the nation’s best landslide warning system. Participants crafted stories describing how
Sitka had arrived at this happy situation, with a focus on describing key actions taken in
the years 2019–2021.

This exercise generated a common understanding of goals for the warning system,
including reducing potential loss of life, reducing anxiety about landslides, inclusion of all
community members in the benefits of the warning system and opportunities to participate
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in its design and operations, an ability to inspire trust in the system, effective monitoring
and communications, effective response to warnings, sustainable operations and costs, and
an ability to protect property. The exercise also generated an understanding of actions
the community would consider pursuing to achieve these goals, including developing
appropriate knowledge, setting appropriate warning thresholds, effective communication,
effective response actions, operations, and insurance pools and structural measures to
protect property. The project team crafted initial versions of these lists based on the
workshop discussions, and then shared them back with participants for revision and
refinement. The final versions are shown in Tables A2 and A3.

Informed by the decision scoping workshop results and their ongoing geoscience
research, the project team subsequently generated an initial design of the landslide warning
system, as shown in Figure A1. This design envisioned a system in which the Sitka
Fire Department would activate a siren when local conditions indicated landslides were
sufficiently likely. The February 2020 design workshop presented participants with this
initial design, engaged participants on scientific concepts and issues central to design
choices, and provided an opportunity for review and comment on the initial LWS design.

Figure A1. Warning system design used at start of second co-design workshop. Source: authors.

The design workshop was organized around two key project research areas: geoscience
aimed at improved landslide predictions and social network analysis aimed at improving
the efficiency and equity of landslide communications. The geoscience discussions provided
an overview of progress to date with developing and testing the new moisture sensors.
The social network discussions provided an overview of how better understanding such
networks could improve risk communications in Sitka. Each segment included a “serious
game” designed to illuminate and seek feedback on important design choices and tradeoffs
for the LWS.

The geoscience research suggested the extent to which any improved landslide predic-
tion would remain imperfect, thus highlighting a design tradeoff between failed and false
warnings. The latter could increase community anxiety and disrupt daily life. The former
could increase loss of life. In addition, there exist decisions as to the spatial resolution of
the warning, that is, the extent to which warnings are generated for particular areas or
provided more generally. For instance, workshop discussions revealed that the geoscientist
and Sitka residents viewed differently the spatial scale of successful warning. The geoscien-
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tists would regard a warning to be accurate if a landslide occurred within many miles of
Sitka. Many community members would regard a warning as failed if a landslide occurred
outside the city bounds.

To address these issues with a serious game, participants were each given a plot with
data showing maximum precipitation intensity for storms in Southeast Alaska that did
and did not initiate landslides. Participants were asked to draw lines through the data
representing a precipitation-duration threshold that might be used to generate warning.
The answers were diverse. Some participants chose low thresholds that would generate no
failed warnings, some chose high thresholds that would generate no false warnings, and
some those thresholds in between.

Participants were then divided into groups based on where they drew their threshold
and asked to choose a card which would reveal either a failed, false, or accurate warning.
Each group chose from a card deck with probabilities corresponding to their chosen thresh-
olds. Participants revealed their choices and were asked to describe how they felt about the
results and how they would explain them to others. For instance, participants in the group
with low thresholds would need to role play an official explaining a false alarm that had
needlessly disrupted life in the community. Participants in the group with high thresholds
would need to explain a failed warning that resulted in injuries in the community.

Social network analysis can improve the flow of appropriate warning and risk knowl-
edge to all who need it; help ensure that all Sitkans receive useful, understandable, and
actionable information; and improve message redundancy in which the same information
reaches an individual through multiple channels. However, social network data collection
and analysis raises issues of privacy, equity, and trust. To engage with these tradeoffs, we
demonstrated a social network analysis with participants. We used a survey to collect data
on who in the room participants would most trust for advice when clothes shopping. We
used the resulting network map to animate a discussion of how social network analysis
might improve the efficiency and equity of communications regarding Sitka’s landslide
warning system.

Table A2. Measures of success for landslide warning system discussed in visioning workshop.

Measures (M)

Overall Monitoring and Communications

· Limit loss of life
· Low Stress

· Consistent with/doesn’t conflict with other warning systems
· Provides situation awareness in a timely and trusted manner
· Gives measured levels of risk
· Few false alarms/avoid alarm fatigue
· Timely

Inclusion Respond

· Clear lines of participation
· Opportunities for volunteering
· Accessible to entire population

· Orderly evacuation process
· Timely

Trust Operations and cost

· Familiar
· Easily understood/explainable/simple
· Compassionate/kind to people at most risk
· Inspires public confidence
· Sets reasonable expectations, but not create fear
· Community buy-in
· Good science
· Trusted science, even when it changes
· Acknowledge its own limitations

· Not cost much/cost effective/affordable
· Maintainable
· Reliable/System redundancy
· Clear lines of responsibility
· Sustainability
· Capable of continual improvement

Protect property

· No excessive liability

On 4 October 2022, during the same visit as the final LWS co-design workshop, the
project team also convened a landslide insurance workshop. This workshop aimed to
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improve community understanding of landslide insurance issues and to gauge interest
in various alternatives to the status quo. The eighteen workshop participants included
insurance professionals, homeowners, real estate professionals, and banking professionals
as well as State of Alaska officials responsible for natural hazards insurance. Prior to the
workshop, the project team identified and estimated the potential economic implications of
four alternative options for providing landslide insurance in Sitka.: (1) the State of Alaska
requires private insurers to provide landslide insurance, (2) the State of Alaska or the Fed-
eral government share risk with private insurers by reimbursing private insurers if claims
exceed a specified level, (3) the State or Federal governments directly offer landslide insur-
ance, and (4) a landslide insurance pool in which homeowners from multiple SE Alaska
communities join together to pool risks. At the workshop, the project team presented these
options, described analogues elsewhere in the United States, and facilitated a discussion
among participants of pros and cons. The team also facilitated a discussion which led to
the decision to provide exposure maps on the dashboard, with sufficient resolution so that
users could judge risk in their immediate neighborhood but without sufficient resolution to
identify specific properties.

Table A3. Levers discussed in visioning workshop with which one or more actors in Sitka could
engage to pursue goals for landslide warning system.

Policy Levers (L)

Knowledge Response

· Lots of education
· Hazard maps
· Media Management
· What citizen science

· Evacuations plans/places to go
· Training: community, first responders, mental health

(even at command centers)
· Table-top scenarios/drills
· Post-event care/trauma
· Are evacuations mandatory?
· Ways to deal with volunteers, especially when they aren’t helpful
· Contingency plans for events outside expectations

Monitoring Operations

· Where the thresholds are set

· Trust fund
· Source and amount of funding
· Clear lines of responsibility for action/communications
· Who runs app/website
· Who is in charge of training

Communication Protect property

· Dissemination channels for warning
- Use paper system
- Flashing lights (to avoid areas)
- Street signs/warning markers

· Attributes of warning
- Focused warning
- Timed warnings
- How far our warning occurs? 48 h? 6 h, etc.

· App or website with real time data
· Good ways to get accurate information out to

people that don’t impede incident command
· Ways to recover from alarm fatigue

· Insurance pools
· Physical mitigation/diversion of flows

Appendix B. Cost Estimates for Maintaining the Sitka System

What would it take to operate and maintain the Sitka landslide warning system as an
ongoing operation? Based on our experience to date, our project team made the following
estimates of the resources required.

• STAFF TIME: The operations and maintenance would require Sitka Sound Science
Center staff person ~1/3 time to:
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� Organize maintenance of local environmental monitoring instruments (about a
month of time per year)

� Harbor Mountain Weather System
� 10 Tipping Buckets (community hosted)
� 3 Soil Moisture Sensors (ONSET)
� FAA/NWS Airport Weather Station—This facility is run by the Federal

Aviation Administration (FAA) and National Weather Service (NWS), so
SSSC isn’t responsible for its maintenance, but close contact should be
maintained with the Sitka Flight Service operators as it feeds the webpage

� Implement any upgrades to data feeds from NWS and other sensors and
implement any upgrades to dashboard prediction algorithms as more data
becomes available.

� Produce annual summaries of instrumental data and dashboard predictions
� Annual lesson in high school class—they host one of the tipping buckets
� Maintain community contacts

� USFS, Fire Chief, STA Safety Officer, etc.
� Prepare for and attend:

• Local Emergency Planning Commission (monthly, summer off)
• Sitka Tribe of Alaska—Natural Resource Committee (attend annually)
• City and Borough of Sitka Assembly (attend annually with update)
• Planning Commission, if commission becomes interested in apply-

ing landslide hazard to city planning, zoning etc.
• Southeast Environmental Conference (annually)

� Respond to questions
� Be point of contact for geoscience-related issues in Sitka (e.g., work with Vol-

cano Center)
� Create physical materials like rack cards, maps, posters
� Storm Reports—during and after extreme rainfall events, compile and send to

community contact list
� Annually send updates to USFS with updates for the Landslide Inventory

based on storm, community reports
� Upgrade and update site; sitkalandslide.org and SSSC Landslide Research page
� Oversee contracts associated with telecoms and dashboard

• Materials for maintaining the system would require:

� Website: $20,000 per year for website mainatinance service contract
� Tipping buckets: $100/year for batteries for tipping buckets
� $3500 telecommunication contracts for tipping buckets
� Moisture sensors:

� $100/year data connection fee
� $300/year repair and replacement ($3000 sensor amortized over 10 years)

� $1000/year IT support
� $350/year office consumables

TOTAL COSTS

• Labor ~ $25,000/year
• Materials: $25,250
• Indirect: $13,100
• Total: $63,350
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Abstract: There is a growing consensus that to effectively adapt to climate change, cities need user-
friendly tools and reliable high-resolution biophysical and socio-economic data for analysis, mapping,
modeling, and visualization. This study examines the availability of various types of information
used in climate adaptation plans of 40 municipalities with a population of less than 300,000 people
in the United States and France, probing into the choice and usage of relevant information by small
municipalities. We argue that non-climatic spatial data, such as population demographic and socio-
economic patterns, urban infrastructure, and environmental data must be integrated with climate
tools and datasets to inform effective vulnerability assessment and equitable adaptation planning
goals. Most climate adaptation plans examined in this study fail to address the existing structural
inequalities and environmental injustices in urban infrastructure and land use. Their challenges
include methodological and ideological barriers, data quality issues, and a lack of meaningful
community connections. Adaptation methodological approaches should be reassessed in the context
of much-needed societal transformation. Lessons learned from our studies offer valuable insights
for the potential development of national and state-level climate adaptation information services for
cities.

Keywords: climate change adaptation; adaptation plan; small municipality; France; United States;
climate services; information

1. Introduction and Background

This study contributes to the growing international body of knowledge on climate
services and data intended for climate change adaptation planning at a local scale. Cli-
mate services for adaptation have been defined as all public and private sector services
supporting adaptation to climate change [1,2]. Based on [3] “the aim of climate services
is to provide people and organizations with timely, tailored climate-related knowledge
and information that they can use to reduce climate-related losses and enhance benefits,
including the protection of lives, livelihoods, and property” (p. 588). The European Union
further defines climate services as a process of “transforming climate-related data and
other information into customized products such as projections, trends, economic analyses,
advice on best practices, the development and evaluation of solutions, and any other
climate-related services that may be of use for society” [4]. There has been significant
progress toward improved climate change scenarios, downscaling, theoretical and method-
ological development, and production of applied tool-kits, and online clearinghouses
intended to support climate adaptation planning at a city scale, produced collaboratively
by national and international governmental entities and research institutions [5–8]. There is
also a growing recognition that effective climate adaptation planning requires the analysis
of multidisciplinary data, which is not limited to climate change trends and scenarios
alone. The integration of climate and weather data with social, economic, cultural, and
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environmental data is paramount to evaluate the present and future human vulnerability
to climate change, addressing disproportionate socioeconomic risk to climate impacts
and engaging overburdened communities in the planning process [9–11]. A growing
number of organizations have developed various services to assist local governments
and communities with climate adaptation planning. Examples of international platforms
include the Global Framework for Climate Services (GFCS) of the World Meteorological
Organization [12], Copernicus Climate Change Service (C3), the EUMETSAT (European
Organization for the Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites), and Climate-ADAPT [6] of
the European Union [13]. National and regional instruments, such as the U.S. Climate Re-
silience Toolkit [14], Climate Adaptation Knowledge Exchange (CAKEX) by Eco-Adapt [15],
Adapt West [16], the Great Lakes Integrated Science and Assessment (GLISA) [17], the
French National Observatory on the Effects of Global Warming (ONERC), the National
Ecological Transition Agency (ADEME), and the platform ClimatHD by Meteo France
offer more specific country-wide or region-wide data coverage. Some U.S. states, such
as California, provide state-level open access peer-reviewed cross-disciplinary data and
collaboration opportunities to stakeholders, including infrastructure managers, municipal
planners, community-based organizations, state agencies, scientists and climate experts,
educators, and the public via Cal Adapt [7]. These databases provide state-wide data on
temperature, rainfall, wind, soil moisture, and ocean conditions, as well as maps, risk and
vulnerability analyses, assessments, and long-term projections and scenarios. They can be
combined with socio-economic variables and non-meteorological data such as agricultural
production, health trends, human settlement in high-risk areas, and road and infrastructure
maps for the delivery of goods, depending on user needs and other relevant information.

In France, since 2011, ten regional working groups of independent experts have
been created to support regional climate change monitoring efforts. These include five
existing groups—AcclimaTerra in Nouvelle-Aquitaine, GREC-SUD in Provence-Alpes-Côte
d’Azur, Ouranos-AuRA in Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes, RECO in Occitanie, GREC Guadeloupe
and five more groups still being formed in Brittany, Normandy, Pays de La Loire, Ile-de-
France, and Hauts-de-France. These multidisciplinary committees are modeled after IPCC
Working Groups and are positioned at the interface of academic and non-academic spheres,
constituting a catalyst for action in response to the impacts of climate change. The Nouvelle-
Aquitaine region, which currently holds the most climate adaptation plans in the country,
is home to AcclimaTerra [18], the precursor group that pioneered this initiative in 2018 [19].
Similar regionalization of metropolitan climate adaptation planning has been observed
in the United States for many years with Regional Adaptation Planning (RAP) initiatives
evolving around major cities and involving municipalities of various sizes. Metropolitan
RAPs assume diverse organizational arrangements and operate in a variety of political
and geographical contexts, including the development of their own climate services. Their
spatial scale varies from parts of urban agglomerations to bioregional watersheds, but in
the United States they most commonly reflect the boundaries of existing “metropolitan
regional” entities, such as counties and regional planning organizations [20].

Since the purpose of climate adaptation is the reduction in vulnerability to adverse
climate impacts, any climate adaptation plan should be based on a thorough assessment of
human vulnerability and principles of climate justice. Therefore, climate services for climate
adaptation planning are inherently multidisciplinary and must include demographic, social,
economic, and environmental justice data and tools as well. Justice is a legal term closely
related to the social concept of equity, offering a human rights perspective on the climate
crisis, acknowledging that climate change has differing social, economic, public health,
and other adverse impacts on underprivileged populations [21]. Developing transparent
planning strategies that eliminate disparities would be impossible without reliable social
and economic data about race, class, gender, and other dimensions of diversity. To address
this need, several U.S. states, e.g., Michigan [22], are currently developing Environmental
Justice Screens—online platforms providing environmental justice spatial data at a much
higher resolution than the already existing U.S. EPA EJ Screen [23]. In France, the discourse
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on environmental justice remains mostly confined to academia. While a focus on racial
discrimination has been at the heart of the U.S. environmental justice movement [24,25], the
concept of “race” as a major factor of environmental injustice is still barely acknowledged
in France, mostly due to the effort of its republican ideology to erase any recognition of
racial inequalities [26].

Despite progress in the development of climate services for adaptation planning,
including some non-climatologic data, there is still a significant gap between the actual
data needs and existing products and services offered by various organizations. This
gap is particularly problematic for small municipalities, which have limited capacity to
locate, access, and interpret adequate information, compared to large high-capacity cities.
Cross-national peer-learning experience is rarely available to smaller communities [27]
and very few scholarly studies have compared the provision of climate services for local
climate adaptation planning between different countries [28,29]. One significant challenge
is that climate services largely develop through interaction between the scientific and
non-scientific communities, whereas scientific literature is built mostly through exchange
within the academic sphere. As Vaughan et al. point out “While several outlets allow
members of specific research communities to communicate with each other, there are far
fewer mechanisms that allow operational climate service providers and consumers to
engage in two-way dialog on the questions they would like addressed by the research
community. This two-way communication is essential given the overwhelming evidence
that climate services are most useful when they are developed as part of an iterative process
of “co-discovery”, “co-development,” and “co-evaluation” involving the producers and
users of climate information” [30]. Thus, an analysis driven by the users’ perspective is
necessary to go beyond the academic discussions and incorporate knowledge and data
generated by communities themselves.

The primary objective of our study is to examine climate adaptation data needs from
the perspective of small municipalities (defined here as urban areas with populations
less than 300,000). The U.S. and France provide an especially interesting case due to
fundamental differences in their approaches to local climate adaptation planning and
provision of climate services, with the French system being highly centralized and a variety
of community-driven approaches across the United States. Our secondary objectives are
to investigate what information, methods, and tools have been used in local vulnerability
assessments and climate adaptation plans in both countries, to identify major gaps, and to
synthesize insights from these two different national models of local climate adaptation
planning. We do not aim here to compare different national approaches. Instead, our goal
is to use this cross-national case study to provide some insights into common challenges
faced by small municipalities and emerging solutions in both countries.

2. Methodology

2.1. Climate Adaptation Plans

This inquiry on the role of multidisciplinary data and tools available for municipal
climate adaptation planning is informed by the analysis of climate adaptation plans and
vulnerability assessment reports developed by urban and rural municipalities with popula-
tions less than 300,000 people in the U.S. and France. To investigate the content, sources,
and scale of climatic and non-climatic tools, services, and data used by the local communi-
ties we examined 40 published climate adaptation plans (23 in the U.S. and 17 in France) of
small cities, towns, and counties. The selection of planning documents for the U.S. part of
the dataset is described in detail in [31], while the selection of both U.S. adaptation plans
and French PCAETs (Plan Climat Air Energie Territorial) is the most recent update of our
earlier dataset published in [27] and [32]. Climate adaptation planning in France has been
fully integrated into local territorial climate-air-energy plans, which are now mandatory for
all communities with more than 20,000 inhabitants [33]. On the contrary, climate adaptation
efforts in the United States have been voluntary and mostly driven by state, local, and
tribal initiatives [34]. The sample of municipalities is not meant to be exhaustive and aims
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to reflect the geographic diversity of both countries. These cities, towns, and counties are
listed in Table 1, with a summary of climate change impacts addressed in their climate
adaptation plans.

Table 1. U.S. and French climate adaptation plans.

Municipality Source

Impacts of Climate Change Addressed
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U.S. climate adaptation plans

Albany, NY [35] X X X X X

Alger County, MI [36] X X X X X X X X

Boulder County, CO [37] X X X X X

Chula Vista, CA [38] X X X X X X

Corte Madera, CA [39] X X X X X X

Flagstaff, AZ [40,41] X X X X X X

Georgetown, ME [42] X X X

Groton, CT [43] X X X X X X

Iowa City, IA [44,45] X X X X X

Keene, NH [46,47] X X X X X X

Laguna Woods, CA [48] X X X X X

Marquette, MI [49] X X X X X X

Marquette County, MI [50] X X X X X X X X

Marshfield, MA [51] X X X X X X

North Kingston, RI [52] X X X X X X

Punta Gorda, FL [53,54] X X X X

Salem, MA [55] X X X X

Santa Cruz, CA [56,57] X X X X X X

Sarasota, FL [58,59] X X X X

Taos County, NM [60] X X X X X X

Tybee Island, GA [61] X X X

Tompkins County, NY [62] X X X X

Watsonville, CA [63] X X X X X X

French climate adaptation plans

Brest métropole, Bretagne [64,65] X X X X X

Clermont Auvergne Métropole, Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes [66–69] X X X X

Cordais et Causse (4 C), Occitanie [70–72] X X

Golfe du Morbihan, Bretagne [73] X X X

La ivière du Levant, Guadeloupe [74] X X X

Le Grand Chalon, Bourgogne-Franche-Comté [75,76] X X X

Niortais, Nouvelle-Aquitaine [77,78] X X X

Pays de Barr, Grand Est [79–81] X X X X
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Table 1. Cont.
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Pays Dieppois—Terroir de Caux (PDTC), Normandie [82–85] X X X

Pays Voironnais, Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes [86] X X X X

Perpignan Méditerranée Métropole, Occitanie [87] X X X X

Saint Omer—CAPSO, Hauts-de-France [88–90] X X X

St-Quentin-en-Yvelines—CASQY, Ile de France [91,92] X

Sud-Estuaire, Pays de la Loire [93–96] X

Sundgau, Grand Est [97–99] X X X

Vallée de Chamonix-Mont-Blanc, Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes [100,101] X

Var Esterel Méditerranée, Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur [102,103] X X X X

2.2. Conceptualization of Vulnerability

An adaptation plan is a road map to reducing human vulnerability to the current
and future impacts of climate change. Adaptations seek to adjust human–environmental
systems in response to actual or expected climatic stimuli to minimize their harm or ex-
ploit beneficial opportunities [104]. Therefore, adaptation planning always starts with an
assessment of existing and projected vulnerabilities to climate impacts. The need to assess
vulnerability to climate change is based on the acknowledgment that actual losses caused
by hazard events such as storms, floods, or droughts are not solely a result of climate
change but also determined by societal and economic preconditions that shape the way
in which people are prepared for or respond to such events [105]. How vulnerability is
defined and assessed largely shapes the agenda and priorities of adaptation planning and
provides an essential baseline for measurable goals. It also determines the content of infor-
mation and tools necessary to establish present and future climate adaptation goals. The
discourse about vulnerability within climate change adaptation and climate risk scholarly
literature encompasses various interpretations of the concept of vulnerability. Since the
2012 IPCC SREX report [106] and within the newer conceptualization of climate risks in
the IPCC Assessment Reports Five [104] and Six [107], there is an emerging consensus that
vulnerability is better framed as a starting point rather than an outcome. Approaches that
conceptualize vulnerability as an outcome often include hazard information and therefore
do not sufficiently differentiate between vulnerability and risk [105]. In the pre-SREX con-
ceptual framework, vulnerability was considered as “a function of the character, magnitude,
and rate of climate change and variation to which a system is exposed, its sensitivity, and its
adaptive capacity” [108]; while under the newer framework, sensitivity and adaptive capac-
ity are considered internal aspects of vulnerability, as opposed to exposure, conceptualized
as an external factor [104,109]. This shift reflects the reconceptualization of vulnerability as
a socioeconomic variable. In practice, both frameworks have been operationalized by schol-
ars and agencies have continued to follow the IPCC AR4 definition of vulnerability [31,110].
In place-based community-scale assessments [111–113] vulnerability is most commonly
conceptualized as a composite variable defined by both biophysical and socioeconomic
factors of exposure, sensitivity, and adaptive capacity as a combination of geographical,
demographic, and socioeconomic indicators [114].

In the absence of national or international climate adaptation and vulnerability assess-
ment standards, it is inevitable for different municipalities to adopt diverse approaches to
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their vulnerability assessments. These different conceptual frameworks are summarized
in Table 2. In theory, vulnerability assessment is meant to be objective to provide a reli-
able baseline for adaptation planning. In practice, however, vulnerability assessments are
highly subjective because they depend on the philosophies and value orientations of organiza-
tions and stakeholders who conduct them [31]. Therefore, we use here the term “perceived
vulnerability”, commonly used in social and clinical psychology [115,116] as a measure of
subjective perception of vulnerability by groups of the population. In health behavior theories,
perceived vulnerability reflects a belief about the likelihood of a health threat’s occurrence
or the likelihood of developing a health problem or being exposed to infections or natural
disasters [116,117]. We find this concept highly relevant for describing the collective beliefs of
communities about the likelihood of being vulnerable to climate change.

Table 2. Information used in climate adaptation plans.

Area of Interest Information Used in Climate Adaptation Plans

(a) Conceptualization and assessment of vulnerability

As a synonym of exposure (omit sensitivity and adaptive capacity) Climate change trends, climate change scenarios, risk analysis
As a combination of exposure, sensitivity, and adaptative capacity
(pre-IPCC-SREX)

Climate change trends, climate change scenarios, risk analysis,
demographic, health, and socio-economic data

As a combination of sensitivity and adaptive capacity to projected
climate risks (post-IPCC-SREX)

Demographic, socio-economic, health statistics and risk analysis based
on climate change trends and scenarios

As a combination of exposure and sensitivity (omit adaptive capacity) Climate change trends, climate change scenarios, risk analysis,
demographic data

As a combination of exposure and adaptive capacity (omit sensitivity) Climate change trends, climate change scenarios, risk analysis,
socio-economic data

(b) Consideration of climate justice in adaptation goals related to:

Green and blue infrastructure Climate, ecological and environmental data
Housing Housing inventory and plans
Energy security Energy access, cost, and future projections
Public transportation Transportation networks and plans
Utilities Utilities infrastructure and plans
Emergency services Emergency infrastructure and plans
Food security Food access, safety, and security data and projections
Water quality Water quality data and scenarios
Air quality Air quality data and scenarios
Community education Information about education attainment and community education resources
Insurance Insurance access data and scenarios
Community health Health statistics trends, data about access to health care, and projections

(c) Groups of stakeholders involved in data co-production and planning

Local citizens Stories, survey, and focus group input, art, traditional knowledge,
citizen science

Environmental and climate advocacy groups Environmental and climate data, case studies, stories, non-scientific
articles, blogs

Social justice advocacy groups Environmental and climate data, case studies, stories, non-scientific
articles, blogs

Local government officials Policy connection, litigation, public mobilization, public funding

City planners Urban, land-use, environmental spatial data, case studies,
ordinances, litigation

Members of state or federal/national agencies Guidelines, toolkits, case studies, science/policy connection, public
funding, training materials

Academic institutions Guidelines, toolkits, scholarly literature, spatial data, scenarios,
public lectures

Local businesses Surveys and focus group input, private funding

External consulting firms Climate, geoscience, and environmental data, risk analysis,
impact scenarios

2.3. Conceptualization of Equity and Inclusion

Consideration of climate justice is fundamental to reducing human vulnerability and
providing adaptation benefits for all residents and neighborhoods. Climate justice can have
distributive and procedural forms [118], where the former relates to the distribution of
adverse impacts of climate change and the latter to how and by whom adaptation planning
decisions should be made [21]. In climate adaptation planning, equity and justice imply
planning strategies to eliminate disparities and create physical and social environments
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that aim to ensure a fairer distribution of community resources along race, class, gender,
and other dimensions of diversity [119]. Municipalities that examine their vulnerability
beyond biophysical climate impacts and consider the demographic, social, and economic
characteristics of their populations appear to be more likely to develop specific measures
focusing on vulnerable groups [31,120]. To identify cities’ information needs for equi-
table planning, we consider twelve (12) climate adaptation domains frequently addressed
in climate adaptation plans: green and blue infrastructure, housing, energy security, public
transportation, utilities, emergency services, food security, water quality, air quality, community
education, insurance, and community health (Table 2).

There is also growing consensus that transparent, actionable, and equitable adaptation
planning requires inclusivity [121], engagement of diverse stakeholders, especially vulnerable
groups, and integration of scientific and community knowledge [122], including traditional
and indigenous knowledge in the process of climate service co-production [123,124]. In this
study, we examine the participation of nine (9) types of stakeholders, directly and indirectly,
in the co-production of information used in vulnerability assessment and the co-development
of local climate adaptation plans. These are local citizens, environmental and climate advocacy
groups, social justice advocacy groups, elected officials, planners, members of state, federal/national
agencies, academic institutions, local businesses, and external consulting firms (Table 2).

2.4. Data Analysis

Each climate adaptation plan, including its bibliographic sources and metadata, was
screened for information about the content and sources of methodologies and data used in
vulnerability assessment and formulation of adaptation goals. The qualitative assessment
includes three components driven by the following questions:

• How is the concept of human vulnerability defined and what information is used to
assess it?

• How climate justice is addressed in climate adaptation goals across various sectors,
and what information is used to formulate the goals?

• What groups of stakeholders are involved in the co-production of information used in
vulnerability assessment and the co-development of local climate adaptation plans?

3. Results and Discussion

Table 3 provides a summary of our findings about vulnerability assessment, used as a
basis for adaptation planning, consideration of justice, and the participation of stakeholders
and co-production of information and climate adaptation plans.

Table 3. Areas of interest and information addressed in climate adaptation plans.

Area of Interest U.S. Plans French Plans

1. Conceptualization and assessment of vulnerability

As a synonym of exposure (omit sensitivity and adaptive capacity) 5 (22%) 6 (35%)
As a combination of exposure, sensitivity, and adaptive
capacity(pre-IPCC-SREX) 9 (38%) 3 (18%)

As a combination of sensitivity and adaptive capacity to projected climate risks
(post-IPCC-SREX) 2 (9%) 0 (0%)

As a combination of exposure and sensitivity (omit adaptive capacity) 2 (9%) 0 (0%)
As a combination of exposure and adaptive capacity (omit sensitivity) 5 (22%) 8 (47%)

2. Consideration of justice in climate adaptation goals related to:

Green and blue infrastructure 11 (48%) 4 (24%)
Housing 8 (35%) 14 (82%)
Energy security 6 (20%) 10 (59%)
Public transportation 8 (35%) 6 (35%)
Utilities 5 (22%) 2 (12%)
Emergency services 12 (52%) 7 (41%)
Food security 4 (17%) 13 (76%)
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Table 3. Cont.

Area of Interest U.S. Plans French Plans

Water quality 4 (17%) 5 (29%)
Air quality 3 (13%) 1 (6%)
Community education 11 (48%) 9 (53%)
Insurance 2 (9%) 0 (0%)
Community health 7 (30%) 7 (41%)

3. Groups of stakeholders involved in data co-production and planning

Local citizens 18 (78%) 9 (53%)
Environmental and climate advocacy groups 16 (70%) 8 (47%)
Social justice advocacy groups 6 (26%) 2 (12%)
Local government officials 22 (96%) 16 (94%)
City planners 21 (91%) 17(100%)
Members of state or federal/national agencies 12 (52%) 8 (47%)
Academic institutions 15 (65%) 3 (18%)
Local businesses 14 (61%) 13 (76%)
External consulting firms 13 (57%) 5 (29%)

3.1. Assessment of Human Vulnerability

All municipalities examined in this study conducted their vulnerability assessments,
either prior to or as a part of their climate adaptation process. However, using different
guidelines from various sources based on different schools of thought, they define and
interpret vulnerability in a variety of ways.

Figure 1a,b illustrate how the definition of vulnerability chosen by municipalities
can pre-determine their focus on different dimensions of vulnerability and, consequently,
different types of information used as a basis for their adaptation strategies. Out of
23 U.S. municipalities (Figure 1a), only two recently revised plans (9% of the sample)
followed the post-SREX IPCC framework differentiating between social vulnerability
(sensitivity and adaptive capacity) and external hazard exposure. Nine plans (38%) adopted
the pre-SREX IPCC definition combining metrics of exposure, sensitivity, and adaptive
capacity. The older conceptual framework appears to be by far the most popular in
climate adaptation guidelines and municipal plans. Likewise, in the scholarly literature
on adaptation planning, the newer IPCC framework was not quite as well accepted, and
a vast majority of research articles published after SREX and the IPCC Fifth Assessment
Report adopted the earlier conceptualization [110,125].
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Figure 1. Interpretation of vulnerability in (a) U.S. climate adaptation plans, and (b) French climate
adaptation plans.

Interestingly, five more U.S. plans (22%) refer to the older IPCC framework in their
methodologies, but in practice, address only exposure and adaptive capacity metrics and
entirely omit sensitivity variables (such as age, gender, race, disability status, and wellness).
In addition, two U.S. plans (9%), which refer to the same definition, address only exposure
and sensitivity metrics and omit adaptive capacity. Finally, five remaining U.S. plans (22%)
omit social and economic factors altogether, assessing vulnerability as exposure to various
biophysical climate-change-related hazards. Four of these five were among the very first
climate adaptation plans in the country, developed in the 2000s, reflecting the interpretation
of this concept in the scholarly literature prior to the Third Assessment Report of the
IPCC [126], but one of these plans was published in 2017.

French climate adaptation plans follow more uniform national guidelines and adopt
only three versions of vulnerability assessment frameworks (Figure 1b). Almost half of
them (47%) interpret vulnerability as a combination of biophysical factors of exposure
to climate impacts and economic factors of adaptive capacity. While IPCC reports are
routinely cited in plans’ introductions, none of them follow the post-SREX IPCC framework
and only three French plans (18%) adopted the pre-SREX IPCC framework. Six French
plans (37%) equate vulnerability with exposure. Although the term sensibilité is frequently
used in all plans, which can be literally translated into English as sensitivity, it is understood
and assessed solely as biophysical exposure. For example, the “sensitivity” of a city’s
population to flooding risk is discussed and assessed based on precipitation scenarios
rather than a differentiated analysis of population demographics as might be expected in
the English-language climate adaptation literature.

3.2. Consideration of Justice in Climate Adaptation Goals

Adaptation plans must be equitable and fairly protect all residents, especially the most
vulnerable groups. However, it is apparent that many adaptation plans do not set justice-
centered priorities (Figure 2). Equitable access to emergency services and community
climate education come up as the top activities addressed in both countries, yet only about
half of all plans set such goals. French plans are more frequently concerned with equity in
housing (82%), food security (76%), and energy security (59%); whereas 48% of U.S. plans
set objectives for more equitable access to green infrastructure and ecosystem services.
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Figure 2. Justice-related goals in various domains of climate adaptation plans in the U.S. and French plans.

To monitor the implementation of these and other climate adaptation objectives, plan-
ners need accurate local data and tools to assess patterns of existing vulnerabilities, develop
plausible scenarios, and formulate equitable adaptation strategies. For example, goals for
equitable access to emergency response services related to weather extremes and hazards
appear in 52% of U.S. and 41% of French plans. Yet, in both countries, it is apparent that
factors such as race and ethnicity matter when it comes to the provision of governmental
assistance [25,127]. “Years after Katrina, it is clear that the slow and incompetent emergency
response was a disaster that overshadowed the deadly storm itself, and while Katrina
brought governmental racial injustice to the forefront, this disparity has been affecting
African American communities long before the storm. For decades, African Americans and
other people of color have borne disproportionate environmental burdens—from pollution
and poorly maintained neighborhoods to unsafe drug testing and lead poisoning—and for
decades government regulators have largely ignored these injustices” [24]. To address these
injustices block-by-block and neighborhood-by-neighborhood, climate adaptation strategies
must rely on accurate information and be driven by fair planning policies [128,129].

Although 52% and 48% of French and U.S. plans, respectively, formulate adaptation
goals related to inclusive community education and access to climate change information,
they rarely contain specific metrics which could help track their implementation. For
example, such goals may include communication of climate data in more diverse and
accessible formats, such as community workshops, flyers, and brochures translated into
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Spanish and other languages of predominant immigrant communities (in the U.S.), climate
festivals, informal education and citizens science projects, and other community education
programs and events.

The majority (76%) of French plans address justice in their food security adapta-
tion goals, focusing on support of local agriculture, especially sustainably grown and
organic, and local food sourcing for school cafeterias and pre-schools. Such an approach
is multifaceted and pragmatic—to reduce carbon emissions from agriculture and food
transportation, to support local agricultural markets, and provide children with nutritious,
sustainably grown food.

Justice-centered adaptation strategies related to housing focus on energy efficiency
and affordability of residential heating and cooling (in the U.S.) for low-income households
and energy conservation with more efficient building materials, insulation, and sustainable
design. Bridging climate change adaptation, community resilience, and GHG mitigation
goals, 82% of French plans and 35% of American plans set specific goals for the housing
sector aiming to reduce the share of energy expenditure in household budgets and improve
energy conservation. Fifty-nine percent (59%) of French and 30% of U.S. plans also mention
specific energy security measures, such as for example, the development of community
solar projects and local microgrids. There is some inevitable overlap between equity-
related objectives in utilities infrastructure and housing sectors, causing double counting of
adaptation measures in these domains.

Institutional studies about social justice in the housing sector are also linked to the cost
of public transportation, particularly in urban areas [130]. However, very few plans state
objectives for free or otherwise subsidized transportation to improve mobility options for
their less well-off populations. Adaptation objectives calling for equitable access to green
and blue infrastructure and ecosystem benefits appear in 48% and 24% of U.S. and French
plans, respectively. Examples of such strategies in the U.S. plans include urban afforestation
and wildfire management measures, flood risk management through the river valley and
coastal restoration; green infrastructure development, such as green roofs, green walls, rain
gardens, and bioswales, collectively known as Nature-Based Solutions (NBS). In French
climate plans, ecosystem-based adaptation strategies are mostly limited to the preservation
of or creation of green spaces in urban areas. Nevertheless, the new National Strategy
for Climate Adaptation Planning in France has prioritized nature-based climate solutions.
As explored in detail by Pathak and others [131] (this issue), the implementation and
monitoring of NBS require local-scale ecological data (such as soils, hydrology, microclimate,
indigenous, endangered, and culturally significant species), integrated with climate services
and tools.

Only 41% of French and 30% of American plans in our sample set goals related to
climate adaptation measures supporting community health, such as extreme weather pre-
paredness, extreme heat preparedness, and prevention of water-borne and vector-borne
infections. Clearly, adequate planning tools, data integration, and collaboration between
local health departments and planners are urgently needed to address the impacts of climate
change on community health. Insufficient attention to public health in municipal climate
adaptation planning has been reported in other studies. For example, the recent analysis of
climate adaptation plans of 22 large cities in 14 countries, including 16 cities in high-income
countries [132] indicated that even “highly health-adaptive large cities report fairly modest
public health engagement in climate adaptation plans, and very few seem to have integrated
a health perspective across thematic or sectoral climate adaptation priorities” (p.14).

Air quality is a key determinant of community health and is directly linked to tem-
perature changes. Yet only 13% of U.S. and 6% of French plans set any justice-focused
targets for air quality. Numerous studies indicate that racial and ethnic minorities and
low-income people both in the United States [133] and France [127] are being disproportion-
ally exposed to higher levels of air pollution. Ozone- and fine particle-related mortalities
are expected to increase due to climate change, especially affecting vulnerable popula-
tions [134]. One of the key challenges for equitable planning is the lack of readily available
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large-scale monitoring data raising public awareness about glaring spatial correlations
between environmental pollution, health, income, and race. Climate services need to be
designed to uncover these existing spatial relationships between climate vulnerability and
institutional racism, which continue to be rooted in unfair practices in urban planning.
However, government regulatory agencies, such as the United States Environmental Pro-
tection Agency (EPA), the European Environment Agency (EEA), and the French Central
Laboratory for Air Quality Monitoring (LCSQA), operate air quality monitoring networks
of fixed monitoring stations that focus on assessing background levels in relatively large
regions, grossly neglecting variabilities at a higher spatial resolution. Air pollution can
be as much as eight times higher at one end of a city block than the other, according to
the Environmental Defense Fund [135]. Local action requires local-scale data, integrating
micro-level community-operated air monitoring networks, such as, for instance, Just Air
Solutions, who, in partnership with the University of Michigan, is working directly with
low-income communities in Detroit and Grand Rapids, MI on neighborhood-scale map-
ping, monitoring, and data visualization using ground sensors and GIS [136]. Another
example of monitoring spatial inequalities in air quality at a high spatial resolution includes
mapping projects by Institut Ecocitoyen Pour La Connaissance de Pollution [137] based
in Fos-sur-Mer in France, monitoring communities exposed to air, water, and ecosystem
pollution associated with industrial zones [138].

Similarly, only a handful of plans in our sample adopt a justice-related lens in address-
ing the vulnerability of their water resources. Adaptation goals targeting water shortage
and water quality are typically generalized for the entire municipality. Although water sup-
ply in both countries is generally considered well-managed and safe, it presents problems
associated with inequality in the distribution of water resources across different regions
and unhealthy drinking water quality, which are likely to be exacerbated by climate change.
Water quality problems are more likely in smaller, minority, and low-income communities
that are socially, economically, and politically disempowered [139]. The recent drought
episodes in France have prompted the government to develop guidelines for water prioriti-
zation [140], such as irrigation, swimming pools, and others, which raise many questions
about equity, for example, irrigation of private golf courses at the expense of public green
spaces in underprivileged communities [141]. Planning decisions based on transparent
data would also require improved mapping and monitoring systems integrating water
quality and allocation data.

As risks to hazards caused by the effects of climate change continue to increase, the
current approaches to spreading financial responsibility need to be re-evaluated. Equitable
access to home insurance appears to be the least represented sector in our sample of plans.
Public–private insurance programs, however, could play an important role in managing
the cost of adaptation and hazard mitigation measures. This would also require more
sophisticated climate services for insurance companies to anticipate how their market will
evolve in response to climate change, and specifically to provide risk modeling expertise,
capital market solutions, actuarial services, and reinsurance design [142]. The U.S. National
Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) managed by FEMA and delivered to the public by a
network of more than 50 insurance companies and the NFIP Direct [143] plays an important
role in reducing climate-related losses. Some increasingly important strategies used by the
NFIP include mandatory flood insurance, insurance rate subsidization, and public–private
cooperation to prevent the withdrawal of private insurers from high-risk areas.

3.3. Stakeholders’ Role in Knowledge Development

While professional city planners and government officials lead local climate adaptation
planning in both countries, many other groups participate in various stages of climate
adaptation planning and co-creation of relevant information, methodologies, and tools
(Figure 3). Municipalities in the U.S. appear to involve broader coalitions of stakeholders
with local citizens (78%), environmental and climate advocacy groups (70%), academic
institutions (65%), local businesses (61%), and private consulting firms (57%) being the
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most prominent participants. French plans more frequently involve local businesses (76%),
followed by local citizens (53%), and environmental and climate advocacy groups (47%).
The degree of stakeholder participation varies from attending community workshops and
responding to local surveys to active engagement in data collection, community-based
research, and other forms of direct and indirect contribution to adaptation plans and,
increasingly, co-production and dissemination of information.
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members of state or federal/national agencies

     academic institutions

 local businesses
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Stakeholders engaged in climate adaptation plans development 

% of all French plans % of all U.S. plans

Figure 3. Categories of stakeholders involved in development of climate adaptation plans in the U.S.
and France.

Although most climate adaptation planning methodologies recommend that mu-
nicipalities engage community members in their vulnerability assessments and climate
adaptation planning, opportunities for meaningful engagement of local citizens and es-
pecially vulnerable groups are quite low. One possible reason for this may be the lack of
inclusive user-friendly collaborative engines tailored to non-expert participants, connecting
local communities with relevant climate services and tools. A promising example of such a
platform outside of our study areas is the Climate Just platform in the UK [144], connecting
users and producers through high-resolution mapping of community vulnerability to
climate change. Involvement of broad coalitions of various groups of stakeholders includ-
ing citizens, schools, universities, environmental organizations, and private firms in the
co-creation and analysis of knowledge is possibly the only realistic way to bridge the gap
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between the national and state-scale data providers and the city-scale and neighborhood-
scale data needs. In this context, citizen science and collaborative crowdsourcing platforms
have great potential for data collection, dissemination, and social participation [11,145].
By being involved in local citizen science projects, people value their role as being a part
of the solution and become active contributors to climate services. Studies in the United
States, France, and other countries suggest that data co-production not only can provide
local-scale information for early warning and climate adaptation planning but also build
community trust and support for climate policies [122,146].

Our analysis has several limitations. Although rigorous and formal, it is nevertheless
based on a small sample of 40 cities and is meant to provide examples of information
produced and used in climate adaptation planning. The results should not be extrapolated
to generalize patterns and trends of climate adaptation planning. The list of municipalities
used as case studies in our study is not exhaustive and is meant to provide insights from
the two different national models. It should be noted that a priori French plans in our
sample are more representative than their U.S. counterparts. Climate plans, including both
climate change mitigation and adaptation components, are now required in France for all
municipalities with populations of more than 20,000 people. There are now 307 urban and
rural municipalities of various sizes in France that are following this national requirement,
representing about one-quarter of French municipalities, with most of them being relatively
large cities [33]. Even though many of the U.S. plans have been enabled and supported
by federal policies [147], they are voluntary, driven by local and state circumstances and
initiatives, and are less typical for the entire nation.

4. Conclusions

The planning, implementation, and monitoring of climate adaptation strategies rely
on a broad range of constantly evolving multidisciplinary spatial data, generated at various
scales. While traditional climate services provide useful background information for
generalized long-term climate preparedness, they still offer minimal, if any, social, economic,
and environmental data, typically being limited to climate data trends and scenarios.

Municipalities face numerous challenges in developing relevant methodologies, keep-
ing up with scholarly literature, and obtaining adequate information for their climate
adaptation planning efforts, which may result in the low quality of plans and mediocre
implementation. Small municipalities have especially limited technological, human, and
financial capacity. In France, municipalities receive significant support from the national
agency overseeing local climate adaptation planning—ADEME, while in the U.S., many
climate adaptation plans of small cities have been developed in partnership with local
university partners through various grants. Despite these major differences, we have
identified several major challenges hindering effective local climate adaptation planning in
both countries and possibly worldwide.

Methodological challenges. Although numerous methodological resources for local
governments have evolved during the past ten years, including brochures, toolkits, and clear-
inghouses featuring examples of existing adaptation plans, sorting through them in search of
clear guidelines could be an insurmountable task of its own. In the absence of national and
international standards for vulnerability assessment, municipalities adopt diverse method-
ological frameworks, definitions, and protocols, or skip the assessment altogether. Such
conceptual fragmentation presents a major challenge for long-term monitoring, comparison,
and data sharing among the cities. In many ways, such methodological ambiguity mirrors
the continuous rift between adaptation planning and risk assessment communities in the
scholarly literature [105,109,125]. The re-conceptualization of “vulnerability”, introduced in
the IPCC SREX and the Working Group Two Fifth Assessment Report has not been well
received and provoked a split in the scientific community [109]. The most recent IPCC Sixth
Assessment Report [107] further uses the concept of risk of the potential adverse impacts
of, and response options to, climate change, treating exposure as a precondition rather than
a dimension of vulnerability. Many vulnerability researchers, however, argue that treating
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exposure as a precondition of vulnerability or completely disassociating biophysical contexts
from vulnerability limits the analysis of differential vulnerability caused by differences in
biophysical components associated with geographic location, which can influence both the
sensitivity and adaptive capacity of a system [125]. Most institutional guidelines including the
ADEME methodologies used in France are based on the over twenty-year-old framework of
the IPCC Third Assessment Report [126]. The simplicity and applicability of this framework
made it popular with climate adaptation practitioners.

Ideological challenges. In the absence of methodological requirements to formulate
adaptation objectives targeting climate justice, municipalities rarely do so. Many sectors of
adaptation planning, such as community health, transportation, air quality, water quality,
and many others are systematically overlooked in both countries. Even disaster emergency
planning, where a focus on equity comes most frequently as a top priority, is absent in 48%
of the U.S. and 69% of French plans. Equity in housing and food security adaptation is
grossly overlooked in U.S. plans. Equitable access to green infrastructure and ecosystem
services is mentioned in less than one-quarter of French plans and only 48% of U.S. plans.
Even when such objectives are formulated, implementation strategies are often vague,
lacking quantitative metrics for monitoring and evaluation. Further research is necessary
to understand if these shortcomings are caused by local political ideologies, outdated
methodologies, lack of adequate data, lack of involvement of vulnerable stakeholders, or
all the above.

Data quality challenges. Adaptation planning and implementation monitoring re-
quire acquisition, analyses, and timely interpretation of high-quality multi-disciplinary
data of relevant spatial and temporal resolutions, integrated into user-friendly formats,
understandable for planners and the public. This includes not only macro-, meso-, and
micro-climatological data but also agroecological, hydrological, demographic, cultural, eco-
nomic, community health, zoning, land use, and other information. While many interesting
high-quality products have been developed by academic and private data providers, they
are not typically integrated with each other, are often hard to locate, and are rarely directly
accessible to local planning departments, especially in small municipalities. Local air pollu-
tion, water quality, soil contamination, food security, community health, socio-economic,
and demographic data, necessary to reveal their spatial correlations, are rarely available at
the neighborhood and census-block scale.

Community connection challenges. Collection, analysis, and timely interpretation of
relevant information require active community participation, especially at the scale of
municipalities. National agencies and large for-profit data providers are unlikely to be
able to fulfill these needs. Adaptation planning requires information, which is constantly
evolving, relevant, local, transparent, open-access, and collected at the block or even
household scale. We need active, truly diverse, and inclusive networks of local stakeholders
engaging schools, universities, private and public organizations, community groups, and
volunteers in the co-production of data, including local stories and indigenous knowledge,
to inform collective co-construction of climate adaptation strategies.

We draw several recommendations for climate adaptation researchers and decision makers:

(a) Municipalities need flexible, user-friendly, and reliable tools for comprehensive vul-
nerability assessment, mapping, and monitoring, informed by the up-to-date body of
knowledge and best practices around the world, and relevant to their geographical
context. Many currently existing products are based on outdated literature and offer
rigid step-by-step guidelines, rather than interactive analytical tools. Cities need the
best common standards, which are currently lacking, but not necessarily common
data sources or guidelines.

(b) Centralized approaches to data monitoring for climate adaptation planning often
fail to provide information at relevant temporal and spatial scales. Produced by
different agencies and groups of experts, these databases are often hard to integrate
and downscale. Decentralized interdisciplinary monitoring networks equipped with
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digital applications allowing local citizens to engage in knowledge production may
offer promising alternatives.

(c) Climate-adaptation design tools for local governments should prioritize climate justice
in all adaptation contexts and sectors. GIS-based online mapping tools and mobile ap-
plications are very helpful in visualization and analysis of spatial correlations between
income, race, environmental justice issues, and various dimensions of vulnerability to
climate impacts, helping to inform difficult conversations about resource allocations
in climate adaptation planning.

(d) Long-term funding programs are necessary to provide financial and other resources
and incentives for stakeholders’ collaboration and community engagement in local
knowledge co-production. Funding agencies should prioritize active local and re-
gional partnerships involving academic institutions, schools, advocacy groups, local
businesses, and especially citizens and organizations representing the most vulnerable
communities. Funding programs that prioritize mainstreaming climate adaptations
into neighborhood revitalization, food-security, community wellness, environmen-
tal education, and citizen-science projects should be designed to support long-term
partnerships among all local actors.

(e) Climate education networks, local working groups, and other boundary organizations
connecting experts and non-experts would play an increasingly important role in
merging community-based education, scientific research, climate action, and co-design
of digital technologies, tools, and data for local climate adaptation planning.
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Abstract: To cope with complex environmental impacts in a changing climate, researchers are
increasingly being asked to produce science that can directly support policy and decision making. To
achieve such societal impact, scientists are using climate services to engage directly with stakeholders
to better understand their needs and inform knowledge production. However, the wide variety of
climate-services outcomes—ranging from establishing collegial relationships with stakeholders to
obtaining specific information for inclusion into a pre-existing decision process—do not directly
connect to traditional methods of measuring scientific impact (e.g., publication citations, journal
impact factor). In this paper, we describe how concepts from the discipline of evaluation can be
used to examine the societal impacts of climate services. We also present a case study from climate
impacts and adaptation research to test a scalable evaluation approach. Those who conduct research
for the purposes of climate services and those who fund applied climate research would benefit from
evaluation from the beginning of project development. Doing so will help ensure that the approach,
data collection, and data analysis are appropriately conceived and executed.

Keywords: climate change; climate services; adaptation; actionable science; stakeholder engagement;
societal impact; evaluation

1. Introduction

1.1. Background

The defining characteristic of the past century is the impact of human activities on
environmental systems, such as global climate change [1,2], that result in challenging and
uncertain policy and decision contexts. To support policy and decision making, scientists
are being asked to provide climate services—the provision of timely climate data and infor-
mation created in a form that is useful, usable, and used (i.e., actionable) [3,4]. To generate
such climate services, scientists are interacting “out in the world” with information end-
users, known more broadly as stakeholder engagement [5,6]. Engagement of stakeholders
in research projects has a demonstrated positive impact on subsequent information use for
decision making [7]. However, traditional definitions of research success most often focus
on agency or academic metrics, such as number of publications and citation metrics [8,9],
and do not capture societal impacts well [10,11].

Defining success for societal impact can be challenging because the needs of stake-
holders can vary from learning how to work collaboratively with researchers (collegial
engagement) to being generally better informed (conceptual information use) to taking
specific on-the-ground action (instrumental information use) [12,13]. Additionally, climate
service providers have a wide range of engagement approaches available to them to meet
these varying needs—spanning from informing stakeholders of results to empowering
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them as co-equal project investigators [14]. To accommodate this diverse range of en-
gagement needs and approaches, evaluation processes need to be specifically tailored to
examine the impact and actionability of such information to a community [15,16].

In this paper, we introduce concepts from the field of evaluation and describe how
they may be used to help define indicators for and evaluate the societal impacts of climate
services. We focus on climate impacts and adaptation research, as it is one area where
the provision of climate services is growing at a rapid pace. We present results from a
case study application of these concepts to research funded by the U.S. Geological Survey
Climate Adaptation Science Center network and discuss how these findings can be further
developed. The deliberate consideration of success and explicit attention to evaluation can
improve the actionability of science.

1.2. Evaluation Theory and Practice

Evaluation helps individuals and organizations learn and improve program operations
by testing the effectiveness of or changes in activities; it differs from assessment, which
is intended to grade or score performance [17,18]. The field of evaluation uses several
different theoretical approaches and methods for operationalization. It has a rich set of
literature that differentiates between the advantages and limitations of these approaches
and techniques and identifies the appropriate contexts for their use [19–21]. Therefore, no
matter the context, it is incumbent upon the evaluator to initially determine the kind of
evaluation required and ensure that they draw upon the appropriate best practices when
designing the evaluation process.

Figure 1 summarizes a few key concepts from the discipline of evaluation for consider-
ation when designing and conducting an evaluation of climate services. Evaluations benefit
from beginning with an appraisal of the following: (1) what it is that specifically needs to be
evaluated (the evaluand), (2) what aspects of the evaluand (process, outputs, or outcomes)
are most appropriate for evaluation, and (3) when (summatively or formatively) and at
what organizational scale (program or project) the evaluation will be conducted [22,23].
As part of this appraisal, the evaluator identifies the purpose of the evaluation, inputs to
the activity, and other contextual factors, such as the level of analysis or precision [22,23].
Once the approach and method are identified, the evaluator selects suitable variables for
measurement and analysis. These variables cover necessary aspects of the evaluand that
are to be evaluated, while also being scientifically sound (e.g., measured reliably, scaled
appropriately) [22,23]. If the approach is quantitative or mixed-methods, then the evalu-
ator also ensures that statistical assumptions and analyses are logically sound and allow
sufficient statistical power.

These approaches intersect in layered ways when operationalized, and an evaluator
can make intentional selections among them to meet the goals of the evaluation. For
example, to enhance the investment of public funding for climate services, an evaluator may
elect to conduct a formative evaluation of processes at the program level. This approach
would help the funding program iteratively improve funding opportunities, proposal
reviews, and project management to increase alignment with the overall goal of use of
information for policy and decision making. In contrast, to improve their understanding of
the operational practices necessary for successful delivery of climate services and pitfalls
to avoid, an evaluator may instead elect to conduct a summative evaluation of project
outputs and outcomes. Traditionally, evaluation of climate impacts and adaptation research
has occurred in an ad hoc summative manner that has not been robustly informed by
evaluation theory and practice, although resources are emerging to help climate service
providers bridge this gap [8].
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Figure 1. Evaluation key concepts relevant to what specific aspects of an activity require evaluation,
when the evaluation will occur, and at what organizational scale it will take place [22,23].

1.3. Success and Evaluation for Climate Services

Here, we present some applications of evaluation to better understand the societal
impact of climate services. Several traditional models and mechanisms are available for
gathering quantitative measures of scientific impact, including research inputs such as the
amount of funding obtained and research outputs such as the number of publications, their
associated journal impact factor, and number of citations [24] or the number of downloads
of products from websites [25]. However, none of these measures identifies whether or
how the stakeholder used the information to make a decision because knowledge delivery
does not equal knowledge use [11]. To evaluate climate services, an evaluator can focus on
stakeholder perception of the process (e.g., workshop evaluations) or, more important to
actionability, how well stakeholder input increases the usability. Even better, the evaluation
can examine the actual use of the research outputs.

In practice, evaluating information usability and use by policy and decision makers is
notoriously difficult. Wall et al. [26] provide an initial direction for evaluating the societal
impacts of climate services, such as if agencies and managers find the science credible and
if the findings are explicitly applied in agency planning, resource allocation, or a policy
decision. McNie [27] suggests other options, such as evaluating whether “all relevant
information was considered” or “whether the science was understood and interpreted
correctly”. Quantifying these impact metrics is difficult, but options include conducting
follow-up interviews with decision makers engaged in projects [28] and analyzing the
language in plans and decisions [29].

More nuanced approaches to incorporating perspectives from stakeholders require
deeper engagement and focus primarily on understanding how the stakeholder experienced
or perceived the engagement. These approaches can include examining factors such as the
following: (1) the time required to build the relationship, (2) an understanding of how the
project might influence the person or their community, and (3) the nature of the interactions
between scientists and users, including building trust [30,31]. Data collection may include
surveys (particularly those using open-ended questions that allow people to describe what
they experienced or why they hold a certain view) or semi-structured interviews. The
iterative nature of some stakeholder engagement in climate services means formative
evaluation is possible through using longitudinal evaluation designs. For example, the
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same survey can be administered multiple times during the development of a decision
support tool to ensure that updates to the tool enhance usability [32].

In situations where stakeholder engagement yields neither scientific nor societal im-
pact, success may be defined in more intangible ways, including the depth of integration of
stakeholders into the investigator team and their satisfaction with the process [26]. Here,
methods for evaluation can focus on identifying and monitoring measurable outcomes on
intermediary time scales. For example, a project team can design a conceptual logic model
that captures stakeholder impact as a long-term outcome and identifies how to measure
change at interim checkpoints [33]. Or the team can apply a theory of change-based frame-
work where establishing and maintaining relationships are key social learning outcomes
for an entire community of practice [34]. Regardless of the approach selected, thinking
strategically about evaluation from the front-end of a project ensures that appropriate
information is collected throughout to monitor whether goals are being achieved and take
corrective actions as needed.

2. Case Study

In this paper, we share case study data and results to demonstrate how a climate
services boundary organization with the goal of funding the production of actionable
science examined its projects to understand their societal impact. This work is part of
a broader evaluation of climate impacts and adaptation research projects funded by the
U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) South Central and North Central Climate Adaptation
Science Centers (CASCs), two regional centers within a nationwide network (Figure 2).
Our thoughts on the strengths and weaknesses of the selected evaluation methods and
results are included in the Discussion to aid other climate services organizations in their
evaluation planning efforts.

 

Figure 2. Map of the National and Regional Climate Adaptation Science Centers (CASCs). This
analysis focuses on projects funded by the North Central and South Central CASCs.

The CASC network was established by the U.S. Department of the Interior to “provide
climate change impact data and analysis geared to the needs of fish and wildlife managers
as they develop adaptation strategies in response to climate change” [35]. To achieve this
mission, CASC project solicitations are intended to fund research that creates products and
tools that directly support resource managers in their development and implementation
of climate adaptation plans and actions. Although funded projects are usually research
activities of two to three years in length, this emphasis on research use means that they also
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result in the provision of climate services and can generate partnerships that last beyond
the length of an individual project. Examples of climate services activities from prior
funded projects include (1) researchers and Tribal water managers working together to
better understand micro-drought onset conditions to inform drought adaptation planning,
(2) scientific synthesis of information on future fire regimes delivered to managers via
training, and (3) the implementation by researchers of small-scale adaptation demonstration
projects to illustrate the retention of water on the landscape to resource managers.

From 2013 to 2016, the CASC network was guided by the Federal Advisory Committee
on Climate Change and Natural Resource Science, which produced a report providing
recommendations on how to improve operations [36]. A key recommendation in this
report was for USGS to develop an evaluation process to ensure that programmatic ac-
tivities and funded projects align with the mission [36]. Suggested evaluation categories
include “relevance, quality, processes, accessibility, and impact of science products and
services”, although no framework or method for implementing this evaluation process
was provided [36]. USGS headquarters conducts annual internal and five-year external
program-level reviews of the regional centers to examine overall operations and impact [37]
but does not pursue project-level evaluation. As a result, regional CASCs are developing
and piloting their own supplemental project evaluation processes.

The broader evaluation of South Central and North Central CASC projects included
an analysis of project documentation, a survey of stakeholders engaged in the projects, and
a focused set of interviews with highly engaged stakeholders. This paper focuses on the
survey, which was intended to provide a summative project-level evaluation of process,
outputs and outcomes, and broader impacts based on the perspectives of stakeholders.
This approach was chosen because formative evaluation was not a consideration in the
development of the funding program. Furthermore, enough time had elapsed that multiple
years of projects had reached completion. Our expectation was that evaluation of the
entire suite of projects by the program office would provide us with sufficient data to
compare characteristics between dissimilar types of projects (e.g., projects carried out at
local scales in comparison to projects to create data at broad regional scales). We used an
electronic survey of project stakeholders because it was a no-cost option; no resources other
than limited staff capacity were dedicated to this evaluation effort. These limitations are
commonplace in federal science programs, making this case a suitable proxy for conditions
faced by other funders of climate services.

3. Methods

We contacted the primary investigators for 28 South Central CASC projects and
16 North Central CASC projects to identify the stakeholders whom they engaged during
the project, resulting in a total of 186 unique contacts for the South Central CASC and
188 unique contacts for the North Central CASC. All contacts were invited via email from
the research team to complete the survey, the protocol for which is publicly available
from Bamzai-Dodson et al. [38] and the design for which is based on published indicators
of usable science [26]. Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval was obtained via The
University of Oklahoma (IRB number 7457). Paperwork Reduction Act approval was
obtained from the U.S. Office of Management and Budget (control number 1090-0011).

The survey was divided into four sections: process, outputs and outcomes, impacts,
and demographics. The survey protocol was pre-tested by 20 staff from across the nation-
wide CASC network, and their feedback was incorporated into the final form. Six questions
asked respondents about the process of creating new knowledge together among inves-
tigators, resource managers, and decision makers, focusing on the nature and timing of
interactions. Nine questions asked respondents about perceptions of the products de-
veloped through this project, including factors that promoted or limited their use by the
individual or their agency. Six questions asked respondents about their partnership with
the investigators, including what made it likely or unlikely for them to work together again.
Four questions asked respondents for demographic information, such as the geography,
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sector, and professional role that they worked in. Questions were a mix of multiple choice,
Likert scale, open-ended, and matrix table, based on accepted practices for effective survey
design [39,40].

Survey dissemination and collection of responses was carried out electronically using
Qualtrics [41], with a release date of 7 December 2018 and a 90-day dissemination win-
dow. Data collection was hampered due to the U.S. federal government shutdown from
22 December 2018 to 25 January 2019. Federal contacts were re-invited on 1 July 2019 to
take the survey during a second 90-day dissemination window, but response rates remained
low. Table 1 provides the response rate information per region, and Table 2 summarizes the
demographics of respondents. All survey questions were optional to complete, so the total
responses per question does not always equal the total number of complete responses (49).
A public summary of the survey results is published in Bamzai-Dodson et al. [42].

Table 1. Survey response rates for each Climate Adaptation Science Center (CASC) region.

South Central CASC North Central CASC

Responses solicited 186 188

Completed responses 24 (12.9 percent) 25 (13.3 percent)

Table 2. Respondent demographics for both CASC regions by organization type and organizational
role. “Other” self-identified as part of a “federally supported partnership”.

Local, State, Federal,
or Tribal Agency

University or College
Non-Governmental

Organization (NGO) or Private
Other

Resource manager/decision
maker/planner 12 0 8 1

Scientist/technician/researcher 2 12 4 0

Equally both 5 0 2 0

4. Results

4.1. Process: Engagement in the Process of Knowledge Production

Questions in this section of the survey were designed to examine the nature and focus
of interactions between stakeholders and investigators during the process of knowledge
production. Research indicates that when, how, and how often scientists and stakeholders
interact with each other during a project can be important factors to the perceived success of
the project [26]. More than half of the respondents (57.1 percent) indicated their engagement
began prior to proposal development, with an additional 12.2 percent engaged during
proposal development. Engagement during a project ranged from never (zero times
per year) to at least every week (52 or more times per year), although most respondents
(67.4 percent) were engaged between one to eight times per year. No respondents said
that the level of interaction was too much; however, 16 percent said that there was too
little interaction. These results indicate that early and ongoing interactions were common
factors in CASC projects and that even high frequency engagement was not perceived as
too much interaction by stakeholders. One respondent described their experience being
engaged in a project late and expressed appreciation for the investigators’ responsiveness
to their input: “The investigative team was slow to involve those of us who were able to
provide more local expertise into the design process, however they did exhibit remarkable
flexibility in inviting/allowing that input and then adapting their process to better include
such material/knowledge”.

The phases of a project during which the most stakeholders reported interaction were
definition of the problem (87.5 percent), selection of products (85.7 percent), and dissemina-
tion of findings (87 percent). No interaction was most often reported by stakeholders during
the design of research methods (27.1 percent), the collection of project data (27.1 percent),
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and the analysis of project data (32.6 percent). Only one respondent (3.85 percent) indi-
cated that a formal needs assessment was done as part of the project, and 10 respondents
(38.5 percent) indicated that needs were determined through informal conversation. Eleven
respondents (23.4 percent) indicated that a formal risk or vulnerability assessment was
conducted, and 18 respondents (38.3 percent) indicated that risk or vulnerability were
assessed through informal conversation. These findings indicate that stakeholders are
primarily engaging in CASC projects at key decision points related to the context, scoping,
and products of a project and not when decisions such as method selection, data collection,
and data analysis are made about research design. CASC project teams are also preferen-
tially choosing to use informal approaches when determining the management context of a
research project instead of following established formal strategies for assessing needs, risk,
or vulnerability (e.g., scenario planning, structured decision making, systems engineering).

The responses to these questions were informative for describing the frequency, timing,
and intent of engagement. However, we found that our evaluation and survey design
missed identifying who had initiated each stage of engagement, evaluating the perceived
quality of interactions at those points, understanding why engagement was lower during
design decisions, and whether a lack of engagement at those points was detrimental to
project outcomes. One possibility is for funding programs or climate service providers to
identify key decision points regarding the formation of research goals and questions and
the development and dissemination of products during which the quality and outcomes of
the engagement process can be evaluated in an ongoing manner. Such an approach would
strengthen the alignment between stakeholder aspirations, priorities, and needs and project
goals, outputs, and outcomes.

4.2. Outputs and Outcomes: Production and Use of Outputs

Questions in this section of the survey were designed to determine the types of outputs
and knowledge produced by projects and understand how they were used by stakeholders.
Research indicates that the number, type, quality, usability, and use of outputs from projects
can be important factors to the perceived success of the project [26]. The most common
project output reported by respondents was data provision, ranging from disseminating
observations (e.g., place-based phenological data) to projections (e.g., climate model data)
(Figure 3). Respondents also reported receiving summarized information from investiga-
tors, such as two-page overviews of new findings and quarterly newsletters. Notably, some
respondents remarked on more subtle relational outcomes such as “many relationships”
and “a new world view”. One respondent provided the following feedback on the network-
ing opportunities that their project provided: “The most fruitful and beneficial outcomes
from this project will be the connections established between collaborators. It is difficult to
quantify [the potential outcomes of new relationships] but I think bringing people to the
table is, nonetheless, extremely valuable and worth supporting”.

All respondents indicated that projects helped them both be better informed broadly
about an issue and be better informed specifically about a particular problem. How-
ever, stakeholders indicated that projects were not useful to gain a new technical skill
(25.8 percent), formulate policy (23.8 percent), and implement adaptation plans (13 percent).
Respondents indicated that projects helped them to understand changes in weather and cli-
mate observations and model projections and to link those changes to impacts on resources
or places that they manage; however, no respondents indicated that projects helped them
identify, evaluate, or select potential adaptation strategies to cope with such impacts. These
results indicate that although knowledge and outputs produced by these projects were
used by stakeholders to inform adaptation planning, they were not used to make specific
climate adaptation decisions (although they may have been used in the implementation of
other resource management decisions).

Twenty-four respondents indicated that there were specific factors that they felt con-
tributed to their use of project outputs and provided descriptions of these factors in open-
ended replies. The most common factor was a strong partnership between the investigator
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and stakeholder, illustrated as “trust, relationships, open-mindedness on all sides” and “an
attention to the relationship, protocol, transparency, and communication”. Some respon-
dents described contexts with a very clear management challenge linked to a demonstrated
information need, such as a “well defined management need to be explored” and “Federal
mandated water settlement legislation”. Respondents also mentioned several different
ways in which investigators were able to make broad results relevant to their specific
management challenge. Examples include the creation of “fine spatial resolution climate
products” and the provision of “alternatives to traditional drought indices”.

Figure 3. Word cloud generated from 40 open-ended responses to the question “What kinds of
information, data, tools, or other products did this project provide you?”.

Thirteen respondents indicated that specific factors limited their use of project results.
The most common barriers were a need for additional time to use results (19.2 percent)
and resource constraints (15.4 percent). One respondent described how late engagement
in a project could act as a barrier to information use: “The one area that could have
been improved would have been upfront discussion of delivery mechanisms to achieve
broader impacts. The proposal included a component of incorporating results into specific
agency products, without talking to the agency manager for all of those products before
the proposal was submitted”. Respondents also described a need for “continued data
collection and processing,” especially in places where extreme weather events disrupted
data continuity. No respondents indicated an issue with the quality of the science provided
by investigators.

These results indicate that while funded projects resulted in conceptual use of outputs
(informing) by stakeholders and may have resulted in instrumental use (implementation)
for general resource management [13], they fell short of their intended goal of instrumental
use for climate adaptation. Stakeholders had confidence in the quality and integrity
of scientific outputs and understood their broad relationship to management contexts
but lacked time and resources to apply such information to specific climate adaptation
decisions, plans, or actions. However, it has been noted that moving from conceptual to
instrumental use of information can partly be a factor of the maturity of the project and
the relationship between the investigator and stakeholder [43], and thus it is possible that
revisiting respondents after additional time has passed may reveal stronger instrumental
use of information. To capture long-term use of outputs by stakeholders, funding programs
and climate service providers may need to implement evaluation processes that continue
on for multiple years after the formal conclusion of a single activity.
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4.3. Impacts: Building of Relationships and Trust

Questions in this section of the survey were designed to examine the impacts of
participating in a project to the building of relationships and trust between stakeholders
and investigators. Research indicates that trust between investigators and stakeholders
is foundational to two-way communication and accountability during the project and to
sustain further work after the project [26]. Respondents reported positive feelings overall
about their engagement in South Central and North Central CASC projects. Respondents
felt satisfied with their experiences with the investigator team (93.6 percent) and felt
satisfied with their experiences with the project (87.2 percent).

All respondents agreed that investigators were honest, sincere, and trustworthy, and
91.5 percent of respondents agreed that investigators were committed to the engagement
process. The same percentage of respondents (91.5 percent) agreed that investigators appre-
ciated and respected what they brought to the project, while 89.4 percent of respondents
agreed that the investigators took their opinion seriously during the discussions. Further-
more, all respondents said it was likely that they would use additional results generated by
this investigator team. These results indicate that stakeholders still felt goodwill towards
investigators as individuals, even when engagement processes and integration of their
input into the project might have fallen short of expectations.

Respondents provided a range of reasons that would make it likely for them to work
with the investigators again in the future (Figure 4). Many respondents mentioned the
nature of their relationship as a team, citing a desire to work with “good people” where
the “collaborative spirit and tone of mutual respect is great”. In addition to a positive
team atmosphere, respondents mentioned the level of expertise of investigators. One
project investigator was identified as an “outstanding scientist and human being,” with
the respondent adding that “[their] humility despite [their] great knowledge and intellect
is inspiring”. Finally, respondents mentioned the importance of the relevance of findings,
such as the “ability to provide useful products” and “good, practical, implementable results
that were directly applicable to my agency’s goals and strategies”.

Figure 4. Word cloud generated from 37 open-ended responses to the question “From your perspec-
tive, what reason(s) would make it likely for you to work with this investigator team or the CASC
again in the future?”.

When provided the opportunity to give any other feedback on their experience, sev-
eral respondents noted their appreciation for the integration into the project of informal
knowledge or results. One respondent highlighted the investigators’ “willingness to more
readily recognize and respond to non-peer reviewed (nascent) local research,” and another
acknowledged that investigators were willing to implement “a demonstration project” for
local stakeholders. A third respondent stated that they valued support for a project “that
was not firmly deliverables based” because one of the main outputs was the creation of a
collaborative network of individuals.
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Results from this section demonstrate the perceived value to stakeholders of building
trusted partnerships and communities of practice. In particular, funding programs and
climate service providers would benefit from identifying empirical methods for measuring
and monitoring trust between the producers and users of climate services, as trust plays a
key role in the uptake of information for policy and decision making [30,31]. Beyond trust,
formative evaluation during a project could help investigators identify instances where
stakeholders may feel that their input is not being appreciated or their opinions are not
being taken seriously. This would allow for the institution of corrective actions to improve
the flow of communications and provide more responsive climate services.

5. Discussion and Recommendations

In this paper, we summarized a variety of approaches from the discipline of evaluation
and described their relevance to defining success and evaluating the societal impacts
of climate services within the context of climate impacts and adaptation research. We
presented a case study to demonstrate how to operationalize selected approaches from
this literature using a survey of stakeholders engaged in projects funded by the South
Central and North Central CASCs. Funders of climate services, such as the CASCs, are
positioned to influence the form and goals of research across many stages of the process,
from setting the priorities that appear in a solicitation to identifying appropriate proposal
review criteria to selecting which projects receive funding. Evaluation of and by funders
of climate services is critical to understanding whether actions taken across each of these
stages and by individual projects support the overall goal of societal impact [44,45].

Because virtually all respondents indicated satisfaction with projects and investigators,
our ability to contrast projects and interpret differences among them was limited. Addi-
tionally, our case study was limited by the low survey response rate and relatively small
sample size, possibly resulting from the immediate and lingering impact of the 2018–2019
U.S. federal government shutdown. As a result, although we were not able to use the
collected data the way in which we originally intended, we still were able to examine the
characteristics of investigators and projects that stakeholders found satisfactory. Describing
these characteristics allowed us to meet our intended program objectives and provided
lessons learned from completed projects that can be applied to subsequent similar projects.

Our results corroborated previous studies that have demonstrated that stakeholders
prefer being engaged in projects early, often, and consistently [43,46]. Previous research
has shown that stakeholders may become fatigued or stressed with interactions that do not
result in perceptible changes to the research agenda to prioritize stakeholder benefits [47,48].
Our findings showed that even interacting with investigators more than once a week was
perceived as satisfactory and not as too much interaction, opening the possibility that
stakeholder fatigue may not be an issue when there is an obvious connection between the
reason for the interaction and a benefit to the stakeholder. Almost all stakeholders left these
interactions feeling better informed by the knowledge and outputs produced by projects
and able to apply such knowledge and outputs to general resource management. However,
very few of them were able to directly implement this information into climate adaptation
planning or action, with several mentioning a need for additional time to use the results.
Even so, stakeholders placed value on participation in these projects due to the relational
benefits that they gained, such as growing their professional network and conversing with
scientific experts in informal settings. Stakeholders also emphasized investigators’ personal
collaborative natures such as their ability to demonstrate mutual respect and humility,
illustrating the importance of an investigator’s willingness to take an “apprentice” role and
learn from the decision makers [49].

Importantly, attempting to generate a summative “one size fits all” survey for such
a broad set of objectives prevented us from examining the societal impact of individual
projects, even if it helped identify characteristics of projects found satisfactory by stakehold-
ers. Although we took care to design a single evaluation process that built on appropriate
theory, methods, and survey design, we discovered that each project came with its own
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unique objective regarding societal impact, which ideally needed an individually tailored
evaluand and measures. Surveys such as ours are an increasingly common way for pro-
grams to evaluate the societal impact of their activities, but the results can fall short of
achieving that goal. Instead, we recommend that future initiatives to examine societal
impact for the CASCs, and other climate services funding programs, consider that eval-
uation for each project be integrated up front into proposal development, such as asking
investigators to create a logic model with measurable attributes. Such an approach would
help ensure that subsequent project evaluations would then be designed with a specific
purpose in mind and could ameliorate the issue of a low response rate.

This additional request for inclusion of evaluation design and implementation, how-
ever, can only be met with a matching provision of additional resources from funders.
Doing so would allow climate service providers to work with relevant evaluation experts
to conduct an initial appraisal and design and implement an evaluation process. Smart [50]
suggests seven key questions to consider when planning for evaluation, which we map
to concepts useful for answering these questions in Table 3. These questions range from
the big picture (why is it needed?) to the practical (who will I collect data from?). When
combined, answers to the questions aid in the selection of evaluation approaches that
provide meaningful information and guide improvement. Investigators, funders, and
evaluators can use these questions as a common starting point when discussing evaluation.

Table 3. Seven key questions to consider when planning an evaluation process, and relevant concepts
useful to answering these questions.

Key Question Relevant Concepts to Consider

1. Why? Assessment: score performance (grade)
Evaluation: test the effectiveness of activities (diagnostic)

2. What do I need to find out? Program: collective impact of a set of activities
Project: one initiative or activity

3. What will I measure?
Process: internal characteristics of activity

Output: produced intended products
Outcome: achieved intended goals

4. How will I measure it? Metrics: specific data to be collected
Methods: e.g., interviews, surveys, document analysis

5. Who will I collect data from? Sample: program staff, investigators, stakeholders
Ethics: adhere to basic principles that protect study participants

6. When will I collect data? Summative: single estimation of performance
Formative: ongoing process of estimating performance

7. What will I do with the data? Change organizational activities going forward (relate back to Q. 1)
Use to inform long-term goal setting: e.g., Theory of Change, logic model

One unintended benefit of this study was that it fed into the broader conversation
across the regional CASCs about whether it was possible to quantitatively measure the
societal impacts of research projects that they fund. Since development and dissemination
of this survey protocol, the Southeast CASC has carried out additional quantitative and
qualitative research from which findings are still emerging. To date, their evaluation
initiative has described the differing ways in which individuals and organizations use
climate adaptation science [51] and the distinct pathways which projects that aim for
societal impact can follow in comparison to projects that aim for high scientific impact [52].
These network-wide conversations are a continued effort to apply concepts from evaluation
theory and practice to the challenge of funding and providing climate services.

6. Conclusions

Evaluation is a critical component of understanding the societal impact of the provision
of climate services, yet many existing approaches fall short of achieving this goal. We set out
to do program-wide evaluation at the project-level by creating a single survey instrument.
While analyzing our data, we noted that the diverse array of project objectives meant
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that the single overarching survey did not contain enough nuance to evaluate individual
projects. Instead, each project needed a tailored measurement tool that was developed with
its unique objectives in mind. For example, we found that our survey could not capture
the differing definitions of success between place-based projects for targeted stakeholders
and projects producing large, regional-scale products for many stakeholders. Nor could
our survey capture the differences between projects designed to build relationships and
trust between people and those designed to provide context for making a specific decision.
This study demonstrates the limitations of a program summatively evaluating projects
and that embedding evaluation in each project from the start would be beneficial. In
particular, funders of science can encourage applicants to proactively consider evaluation
during proposal development and provide the resources to bring in relevant and necessary
evaluation expertise to an investigator team.
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Abstract: The Working Group II contribution to the IPCC’s Sixth Assessment Report states that
effective adaptation to the changing climate will require transformational changes in how people
live. This article explores the potential for climate services to catalyze and foster transformational
adaptation. I argue that weather and climate information are not, in and of themselves, tools for
transformation. When designed and delivered without careful identification of the intended users of
the service and the needs that service addresses, they can fail to catalyze change amongst the users of
that information. At worst, they can reinforce the status quo and drive maladaptive outcomes. For
climate services to serve as agents of transformational adaptation, the climate services community
will have to change how it understands the users of these services and their needs. Building climate
services around contemporary understandings of how people make decisions about their lives and
livelihoods offers designers and implementers of climate services opportunities to create services that
catalyze transformational adaptation. These opportunities provide examples for the wider field of
adaptation to consider in its efforts to contribute to climate resilient development.

Keywords: adaptation; transformation; climate services; maladaptation; climate resilient develop-
ment; risk; vulnerability; resilience

1. Introduction

The IPCC’s Working Group II contribution to the Sixth Assessment Report offers a
stark message: we have delayed action for too long for incremental changes in our systems
and the ways we live in the world to deliver a just, sustainable future [1]. Pathways to a
climate-resilient future require the transformation of how we live in the world.

This assessment changes the calculus of adaptation programs, projects, and interven-
tions. Actions aimed at preserving the status quo or introducing incremental changes
intended to weather coming changes in climate will, in the end, not meet the moment.
Instead, these efforts must facilitate transformative changes that move people toward
climate-resilient improvements in human well-being, or climate-resilient development
(CRD) [1]. At the same time, a growing literature points to the very limited evidence for
the efficacy of our prior adaptation efforts [2,3] and growing evidence of their maladaptive
outcomes [4–8]. In short, we have not been very good at climate change adaptation when
framed around preservation. To pivot adaptation toward sparking transformative changes
in how people live introduces even greater uncertainties to this project.

Climate services are an interesting adaptation intervention from which to consider
how to facilitate or catalyze transformative changes toward climate-resilient development.
They are information that, in and of itself, is not prescriptive (though there are cases where
climate services are bundled with more prescriptive interventions such as seed and fertilizer
programs). Thus, the intended users of this information can choose how they use it—in part
or in whole, for the purposes envisioned by the producers of the service or for completely
different goals. This lack of prescriptive power is evident in a growing body of work around
the outcomes and impacts of climate services programs. In the ways in which it reveals
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how weather and climate information are taken up and used by their intended users, this
work [9–16] sheds light on what in development studies [17] is a well-trodden critique:
development and adaptation experts do not fully understand the current needs of their
intended users, let alone the ways in which this information might facilitate transformative
changes toward CRD.

There is much we still do not know about the users of climate services and their
needs [18]. However, research on the dynamics of livelihoods in the context of development
and adaptation interventions, economic change, and a changing environment points us
toward what to look for as we consider the use of climate services as tools for transformative
change toward CRD. Specifically, when we interrogate the resilience of socio-ecologies such
as those that characterize agrarian communities in West Africa, we can see opportunities to
catalyze (but not direct) transformative changes. At the broadest level, these opportunities
exist in terms of the ability to reduce risk and vulnerability for agrarian populations. Doing
so appears to create space for innovations in livelihoods practices and transformational
shifts in the identities associated with those practices [19]. At the same time, delivering
information in a manner that exacerbates risk and vulnerability, including the risk of
changing the existing social order in a community, can result in decisions and actions that
reinforce socio-ecologies against change. Over time, this renders them more vulnerable to
catastrophic failures and costly transformations [20].

For climate services to serve as agents of transformative adaptation, the climate
services community will have to change the ways it understands the users of these services
and their needs. After briefly describing the historical practice of climate service design, I
discuss recent progress in efforts to identify climate services users and needs. I identify
persistent knowledge gaps that will continue to challenge our ability to use climate services
as tools for transformative adaptation. I then offer some examples of climate services
that are creating space for transformative change, consider the ways in which climate
services might catalyze more rapid changes toward CRD, and suggest lessons for other
interventions seeking to promote transformational adaptation and CRD.

2. Designing Climate Services

The design of most climate services reflects an understanding of vulnerability as
produced by exposure to the impacts of a variable and/or changing climate [15]. As a
result, most early climate services were shaped by the availability of climate information
and the ability to disseminate it [21,22]. Under this model, those with weather and climate
information packaged and disseminated that information, allowing the recipients to do
whatever they wanted with it. The design and dissemination of climate services often
lacked careful consideration of who the intended users of the information were or what
their needs might be.

While this was the dominant mode of climate service design until very recently, there
were important exceptions, such as the initial design of Mali’s Agrometeorological Advisory
Program. The design of that program was shaped by Malians intimately familiar with
agricultural production in the country, and who therefore understood who the users of
this service were and what information they needed [23]. However, even this case of
good initial design illustrates the challenges that the climate services community faced in
identifying users and needs. As the drought that provided its initial impetus faded, the
program was given new purposes and goals for which it had not been designed. Where
once it had been well-targeted to specific users and needs, the expansion of program goals
over the next two decades led to a situation where, by 2010, the program was making broad
assumptions about its users and needs that were not borne out by examination [13,24,25].

More recently, a nuanced literature focused on the diversity of climate service end
users and needs has emerged. Such work has lurked at the margins of the climate services
community for two decades. In the early 2000s, Archer [26] and Roncoli [11,27] examined
different users of climate services, whether farmers or in the forecast community. While this
early work in this arena was slow to get traction, more recent development donor attention
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to climate services has shifted the emphasis in their design. These organizations have
increasingly looked to climate services as means to address important environmental and
social challenges. Refocusing climate services on the achievement of goals requires attention
to those who uses the information, how they use it, and whether or not it helps them achieve
their goals. Thus, the work of Roncoli and her co-authors [27] on the integration of scientific
and indigenous understandings of precipitation forecasting set the stage for more recent
work how to overcome persistent misperceptions about end-users in the climate services
community [28–30]. Work pointing to the differences among end-users and their ability to
interact with forecasts [26,31] was foundational for more recent efforts seeking to identify
the specific information needs of different end-users [32–36] and facilitated the emergence
of gendered and feminist approaches to understanding end-user needs [15,37]. Today,
engagement with the users of climate services is integral to conversations about their
impact [38,39]. At the same time, it is not controversial to suggest that climate services, as a
field, struggles with the effective identification of end users and their needs [40] and that
substantial, systematic research on this subject is needed to move the field forward [18].

While users and their needs have become central to the design and implementation of
many climate services over the past decade, one aspect of the framing of climate services has
remained constant. Whether carefully considering users and needs or not, they are framed
as defensive tools for the preservation of existing ways of living the face of a changing
climate, environment, and economy. Increased attention to users and needs allows us to
think in more critical and nuanced ways about whose ways of living are preserved and
protected by a particular service. However, at a time when the climate change community
recognizes that transformational adaptation will be required to achieve CRD, interventions
that preserve that which exists now risk becoming maladaptive. They can perpetuate
practices that will become inviable over time or maintain social relations that act as barriers
to significant changes in human well-being. Shifting the framing of climate services from
defensive tools protecting people and livelihoods from the impacts of climate change to
vehicles for the achievement of CRD requires more than just shifting the focus of climate
services from the science of climate to the social and behavioral science of the intended end-
user. It requires social science approaches that can identify opportunities for transformation
that climate services might support or leverage.

Relatively little work in climate services has considered how they might contribute
to transformational adaptation, or more broadly to CRD. Notable exceptions to this lie
in work led by Hansen [38,41]. The approach in this work focuses on identifying broad
relationships between the use of weather and climate information and the achievement of
development goals. While this enables discussions of pathways by which climate services
might, for example, address SDG 2 “Zero Hunger” [38], it does not unpack the very local-
ized opportunities that such information leverages or the barriers that it overcomes to result
in such impacts. To change climate services from efforts to hold off the bad effects of climate
variability and change to vehicles for the sorts of transformation inherent to achieving
development goals requires a different approach. I suggest that one productive means of
understanding how climate services work as vehicles for transformational adaptation and
the achievement of CRD is to understand how they intersect and interact with livelihoods,
people’s ways of living in the world [42–44].

3. Using Livelihoods Analysis to Design Transformational Climate Services

A starting point for transformational climate services lies in understanding not only
what the intended end-users of a given climate service want, but why they want it. This
requires engagement with the perceptions of individuals and the social structures that give
perceptions meaning. This sort of inquiry identifies two kinds of barriers and opportunities
for climate services. The first are barriers to the uptake and use of different kinds of climate
information. The second are barriers to and opportunities for such interventions to catalyze
transformative adaptation that aligns CRD. This is not to suggest that climate science is
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irrelevant to the development of transformational climate services, but that it should not be
the starting point of the design and implementation of those services.

Using livelihoods to understand how climate services work is not entirely new. In an
effort to strengthen drought-preparedness efforts, Roncoli and her co-authors [45] examined
the livelihoods implications of a severe drought in Burkina Faso. Using the predominant
framing of livelihoods at that time, one focused on material means of making a living [46–48],
they examined how farmers perceptions shaped their evaluations of and predictions for
agricultural seasons. Through this work, they convincingly demonstrated that the farmers
in their study were not helpless victims of drought, but agents worthy of engagement
when planning forecasts, famine warnings, and other forms of weather and climate service.
However, this early work differs from the question at hand in two important ways.

First, what Roncoli and her co-authors were studying was coping, rather than adapta-
tion. Their goal was to demonstrate that farmers held stores of knowledge and practice
for managing shocks like drought, and that what farmers know and do should be part of
conversations that had, to that point, often been limited to development, humanitarian,
and meteorological organizations. They did not examine the adaptive or transformational
potential of the farmers in their study because that was not their aim.

Second, their framing of livelihoods and the ways in which farmers shifted them in
the context of a drought was descriptive and material in its focus. Because the aim of the
research was to demonstrate the value of farmer knowledge and practice to forecasting and
early warning, there was little need for discussion of the social context within which farmer
perceptions could be translated into decisions and actions. This work did not engage with
the ways in which making a living is inextricably intertwined with making meaning of the
world and how to live in it [42–44,49,50]. However, as the Working Group II contribution
to the IPCC’s Sixth Assessment Report recognizes, meaning, power, and agency are critical
aspects of transformation and the achievement of CRD [1].

More recent work in livelihoods studies builds on the idea that livelihoods are always
both about making a living and making sense of the world. This work creates opportunities
for examining issues of meaning and value central to livelihoods decisions and practices,
and therefore critical to the identification of opportunities for transformative change and
CRD. Livelihoods research has developed a range of theoretical approaches to the making
of meaning first articulated by Bebbington [44]. These include approaches that draw on
Ortner’s model of “serious games” [49], Bourdieu’s theory of practice [50], and Foucault’s
concept of governmentality [43,51]. In this article, I draw from studies that employed the
latter, in the form of the Livelihoods as Intimate Government approach. These illustrate how
contemporary livelihoods approaches focused on meaning and materiality allow for the
identification of barriers to the transformational use of climate services and opportunities
for weather and climate information to catalyze such transformation.

3.1. Understanding the Transformative Potential of Climate Services through Livelihoods: LIG

The Humanitarian Response and Development Lab (HURDL) at Clark University has
employed the Livelihoods as Intimate Government approach to both evaluate the impact of
climate services in sub-Saharan Africa and to inform the design of new services. Through
this work, HURDL has identified nuanced reasons for the limited uptake of weather and
climate services tied to social structures, power relations, and meaning [13,15,25]. At the
same time, it has also identified spaces where transformational change might take root and
flourish if properly supported by targeted weather and climate information [19,20].

As an approach, LIG focuses on the different understandings and experiences of
the vulnerability context expressed by individuals in the same community or household.
These differences speak to the understanding of different stressors, activities, and identities,
providing a point of entry into the construction of meaning through livelihoods in a given
place. Broadly speaking, LIG treats meaning as emerging at the intersection of three things:
(1) discourses of livelihoods, which reflect local understandings of the “correct” activities to
undertake and the correct way to undertake them given the challenges of the context, (2) the
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ways in which those discourses and understandings mobilize identity as they speak to who
should conduct what activities and how they should be conducted, and (3) tools of coercion,
locally-appropriate means of disciplining people to ensure they align with expectations
of their identity and the discourses of livelihoods [43,51]. Methodologically, LIG employs
rapid ethnographic methods, including participant observation and semi-structured inter-
viewing. Typically, fieldwork is conducted by teams of two or more researchers, spending
eight to ten weeks in a community [51].

3.2. Climate Services as Barriers to Transformation

A LIG analysis of the uptake and use of climate information provided by Mali’s
Agrometeorological Advisory Program speaks to how a well-targeted climate service might
address short-term livelihoods and food security needs but over the long term hold back
the sorts of transformation needed for successful adaptation. An initial assessment of
the impact of the program commissioned by USAID [24] more than three decades after
its launch found that the uptake of the advisories was very low and skewed toward
men. Further investigation employed the LIG approach to explain this pattern of use [25].
The assessment found that the project was, on one hand, extremely well-designed for its
stated purpose: addressing food availability challenges in the late 1970s and early 1980s.
The advisories targeted key staple crops over which men had decision-making authority.
Further, the nature of the advisories (such as providing farmers with constantly-updated
information on when to plant, and what varieties to plant) meant that only the wealthiest
fraction of men, those who owned both farm equipment and animal traction, could use
the advisories. These, of course, were the men who would produce the most staple crop,
and therefore be the audience that this program most needed to reach [13]. The assessment
found that even in 2014, these men were still following the advisories [24,25].

However, the assessment also found that these advisories reinforced existing
livelihoods—both their meaning and their material practices [25]. For example, by pro-
viding information that only the wealthiest, most senior men could use, the advisories
reinforced the authority of these men over their households and extended families. As part
of their role, these senior men are expected to make agricultural decisions for the fields of
their families, most commonly the shared fields of the family. Such decisions also have
implications for the fields of individual households in the concession because junior men
do not want to contradict senior men. This can result in the loss of access to land and other
agricultural resources. A senior man’s power is not absolute. If he fails to successfully feed
his family through his agricultural decisions and staple crop production, he can have his
authority and status questioned or even stripped. Interestingly, the skill of these advisories,
and thus their ability to productively inform on-farm decisions, has been questioned [52].
However, their accuracy might be beside the point. By providing something men could
blame for faulty decisions, the advisories gave senior men a means of deflecting criticism
of their decisions and therefore reduced their accountability to their households,. Reduced
accountability for those with the greatest authority increases the durability of existing social
structures, even under conditions of environmental stress. These structures limit women’s
authority and autonomy, and thus circumscribe one of the most well-understood pathways
to transformative change and climate-resilient development: empowering women.

3.3. Climate Services as Catalysts of Transformational Adaptation

Livelihoods analysis can help us identify situations where climate services reinforce
the structural causes behind observed inequities in situations where transformational
change is needed. It also can help identify opportunities for climate services to catalyze
transformational change. I use the term catalyze advisedly here. As noted by Schipper and
her co-authors [1], CRD pathways are not prescriptive steps that one takes toward a climate
resilient future. Instead, these pathways emerge from formal and informal decisions taken
by individuals, households, communities, and countries. More than 80 years of formal
development practice have demonstrated that prescriptive transformations tend to reflect
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the desires and beliefs of the “developed”, who are the wealthy and powerful, and thus
those with the most invested in existing economic, political, and social structures. In short,
this echoes an observation about livelihoods enabled by LIG, but at much larger scales.
Just as in a household livelihoods decision, a transformation of international or global
structures whose means and goals are managed by the wealthiest and most powerful is
unlikely to challenge the structures that grant the powerful their privileges [43]. Seen from
the perspective of the powerful, transformations are likely to be transformation for others,
but status quo for the wealthy and powerful. Further, many decades of development have
shown us that the transformations desired by “the developed” are often not those that “the
developing” would select for themselves [17], resulting in many development projects and
interventions with low rates of uptake and limited impact.

If we shift our thinking from the management of transformation to the catalysis of
transformation, we shift our understanding of agency and outcomes in this process. While
those with resources and authority are still able to invest in certain catalysts of change, they
are not able to determine the final outcome of that which they start. Catalyzing change
means creating opportunities for actors to make new decisions, take up new activities, and
redefine how they live in the world in terms that make sense to them. Often the outcome is
not far from the goals of formal development practice. For example, where we have seen
women’s empowerment around the world, it has come less from donor-funded gender
sensitization programs than from women who understand how to identify and leverage
opportunities in their specific contexts. Numerous studies of reversals of environmental
degradation have demonstrated that local knowledge of the environment often has much
more to do with effective outcomes than outside technical knowledge.

If climate services are to be catalysts of transformational adaptation, they must clearly
identify opportunities for weather and climate information to create the conditions within
which people can act in new ways without reinforcing existing structures that act as
barriers to transformational change. One example lies in a broad observation that has
emerged across HURDL’s work on livelihoods. A broad synthesis of livelihoods data [19]
spanning more than a thousand interviews and a dozen livelihoods zones across West Africa
suggests that as individuals, households, and communities experience greater security from
uncertainty and locally-specific drivers of vulnerability, spaces open for transformational
change. For example, in Mali and Senegal, the most food and income secure households
are also the places where one is most likely to find women taking on activities or roles that
do not align with expectations, such as farming a “man’s crop.” In the most stressed and
challenged households, we see no deviation from expectations.

This difference in attitude toward innovation and potential transformation lies in
the ways stressors that challenge sources of income and assets present two threats. The
first is material, which in the most stressed households can manifest as existential threats.
Under such circumstances, insisting that all members of the household play their roles is
justified as a pathway to safety and security in a context of vulnerability. At the same time,
these stressors also threaten the existing social order. In these households, men are often
failing to feed their families adequately. They therefore risk loss of status and authority
each season. Allowing other members of the household to take on new tasks, or to take
on tasks and responsibilities that belong to men, risks demonstrating that these men and
their decisions need not be at the center of livelihoods. Thus, men have an incentive to
carefully enforce roles and responsibilities in their households to ward off challenges to
their authority. In situations where material and social stresses converge, livelihoods can
become rigid to the point of brittleness. This puts households and communities at risk of
catastrophic transformations where existing livelihoods (both activities and the meanings
and order behind them) are pushed past thresholds of sustainability [20]. On the other
hand, in households where production, and therefore the status of the man in charge of
the household, is secure, a woman farming a man’s crop presents neither a material nor
a social threat and is tolerated. Over time, such spaces of deviation and innovation can
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quietly redefine what is seen as acceptable behavior for women, junior men, or others in
society, creating a pathway toward CRD.

This suggests that one way that climate services can promote transformational adap-
tation and pathways toward CRD is by focusing on vulnerability reduction. This is not
the same thing as risk reduction. Risk requires understanding the likelihood of a hazard’s
occurrence. Vulnerability, on the other hand, demands we understand how that hazard
impacts a person’s way of living in the world. By providing information that can lower
the vulnerability associated with different livelihoods, climate services can create the sorts
of security and safety that allow for the sorts of innovation and transgression that can
result in transformation. Such outcomes might come through increased production during
average years as climate services reduce the need for inefficient hedging. Perhaps forecasts
can facilitate livelihoods planning to address the impacts of excessively wet, dry, or hot
years. There are any number of possible contributions climate services might make to
transformational adaptation and CRD. Like the observation about vulnerability reduction
above, such contributions should be identified through nuanced understandings of the
current structure of activities and society and be targeted toward explicit sites where change
can be catalyzed. Following this line of thinking moves us past a framing of climate services
as solutions for adaptation and development challenges in and of themselves. Instead, it
presents climate services as locally appropriate facilitators of transformation to CRD.

4. Conclusions

The remaining pathways toward increased CRD are transformational in character [3].
The climate change community of practice is pivoting toward CRD as a framing for climate
action that moves us past the preservation of current systems, structures, and levels of
well-being. For climate services to contribute to this changing understanding of climate
action and its goals, we must rethink their purpose. Where once climate services were also
implicitly defensive tools for the preservation of current practices and structures in the face
of growing threats, today climate services should be viewed as potential catalysts of CRD.
How we might do this for climate services illustrates broader principles for transformational
adaptation that can be applied to all manner of adaptation interventions.

The pivot to transformational adaptation makes the ongoing attention to users and
needs central not only to the long-term relevance of climate services, but also to any
adaptation intervention with transformational aspirations. The climate change community
requires an expansion of inquiry into the users of adaptation interventions and their needs
to fill the substantial gaps in our knowledge. However, this work must not fall into the
trap of an exclusive focus on understanding and preserving what currently exists in the
face of change. Inquiry into the opportunities for transformation in existing systems and
situations is the foundation for transformational adaptation.

A pivot toward users and needs emphasizes the potential value and importance of
co-produced adaptation interventions. However, it also highlights that such co-production
itself must be built on a deep understanding of users [39,53–55]. In its discussion of
the structures behind observed livelihoods decisions and uses of weather and climate
services, this article highlights the need for deep engagement with users of adaptation
interventions that will not emerge in a single workshop, but through extended engagement
and learning through the design, implementation, and monitoring of adaptation in action.
The identification of transformational opportunities is fraught with micro-politics and
competing interests, making everything from who participates in co-production to the
means of eliciting ideas and understandings critical to the transformational potential of
such activities. Co-production is not, by itself, a means of making adaptation interventions
effective catalysts of CRD. The character of co-production is critical.

Finally, aligning climate services with CRD highlights the need to coordinate adapta-
tion interventions with other efforts to create opportunities for transformational change
that speak to development challenges. While an effective seasonal forecast might tell
farmers what they need to plant to avoid negative outcomes, without access to seeds and
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appropriate farming equipment that information will not be translated into the safety and
security that creates spaces of transgression and transformation. Further, even in situations
where an adaptation intervention does contribute to increased safety and security, those
seeking to transgress will need access to opportunity. While the women in wealthy, secure
households described above can farm men’s crops and avoid sanction or even attention,
they cannot do so without access to seed, land, and farming equipment. It is only through
deep engagement with the users of adaptation interventions that we will learn what op-
portunities they are seeking, what opportunities we can create, and the limits of different
adaptation interventions on our path to CRD.
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Abstract: Nature-based solutions (NbS) involve the reliance on natural or nature-based systems to
enhance community resilience through delivering both climate adaptation and mitigation outcomes.
While NbS do not necessarily represent new “technology” or methods, the intentional incorpora-
tion of these approaches into climate adaptation and mitigation efforts is often considered novel,
particularly within the climate services sector where interventions have historically prioritized struc-
tural infrastructure approaches. NbS can offer an effective replacement for or complement to such
traditional infrastructure approaches. Additionally, natural and nature-based systems can respond
to climate change in a manner that engineered solutions often cannot, providing long-term holistic
adaptation and mitigation success with additional benefits to ecosystem services such as improved
air and water quality, carbon sequestration, outdoor recreation, and biodiversity protection. The
incorporation of NbS as a core component of climate services increases the likelihood of adoption
and effective implementation, ensuring greater long-term effectiveness for both communities and the
natural systems on which they depend. This article supports the adoption and effective implementa-
tion of NbS by climate service providers through presenting a set of seven “key considerations” for
their use in community-based adaptation. These key considerations are based on a review of work in
the field to date, both within the United States and globally. Although these key considerations were
developed in support of US adaptation planning applications (specifically, the US Climate Resilience
Toolkit), they have global relevance.

Keywords: climate services; nature-based solutions; vulnerability assessment; climate adaptation;
resilience; co-production

1. Introduction

As the pace and scale of climate change and its impacts become increasingly evident
across the United States and globally, there is a growing need for robust and reliable climate
services, which can be defined as the provision of climate information for use in decision
making [1]. Climate data from across multiple sensors and observation platforms document
increasing climate variability, including changes in temperature and precipitation patterns,
more extreme weather events, and rising sea level. The number of billion-dollar weather
and climate disasters in the United States has doubled from about five events per year in
1990–1999 to close to 13 events annually in 2010–2019, with losses exceeding 900 billion USD
in these last 10 years [2]. These climatic changes and their associated impacts are affecting
our water systems, biodiversity, food supply, and health with far-reaching consequences
for US communities and ecosystems [3]. As these climate impacts become even more
disruptive in the future, the approaches to mitigate these risks will require novel thinking
that moves away from business-as-usual strategies such as traditional structural solutions
(e.g., levees, sea walls, and stormwater drainage channels). In the face of accelerating
climate change, the limitations of such hard infrastructure approaches—high costs, limited
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lifetime, risks of maladaptation—are becoming all too evident [4]. Such static structures,
which are often designed to standards based on past climatic conditions, may not be able
to keep up with the increasing climate variability and, accordingly, may have escalating
maintenance costs. A lack of community or ecological co-benefits and, in many cases,
negative or maladaptive consequences can make them an unsuitable adaptation solution in
certain circumstances.

The role of nature, on the other hand, is receiving increasing attention for coping with
growing climate risks, and the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) has
published several reports designed to define and operationalize the concept of nature-based
solutions (NbS) [5,6]. The concept of NbS builds on the framework of “ecosystem services”,
which, over the past few decades, has emerged as an important approach for understanding,
documenting, and valuing the varied contributions of nature to people [7,8]. By providing
protective benefits, NbS nest within the “regulation of environmental processes” category of
ecosystem services as defined by the Intergovernmental Panel on Biodiversity and Ecosys-
tem Services [8]. Nature-based solutions can offer effective approaches for addressing
climate vulnerabilities and reducing risks through replacing or complementing traditional
infrastructure approaches [5]. Additionally, natural and nature-based systems can respond
to changing climatic conditions in a manner that engineered solutions often cannot, offering
long-term holistic adaptation and mitigation outcomes [4,9,10].

Nature-based solutions are rapidly becoming a core component of what US climate
service providers can offer to communities in support of their adaptation and resilience plan-
ning and implementation efforts. This review is, therefore, intended to help climate service
providers understand the conceptual basis for NbS and explore a set of key considerations
for the broader application of NbS in community-based adaptation and resilience planning.
Specifically, the aim of this review article is to support increased or improved adoption and
implementation of NbS in climate services to effectively reduce climate change impacts.
This is accomplished through two main objectives. First, the article presents seven key
considerations designed to guide climate service providers in the US through the process
of incorporating NbS into community adaptation planning. Second, the article highlights
factors required to be considered by climate service providers to help them embed these
considerations across different levels and users of the climate service process. These key
considerations stemmed from literature reviews, organizational expertise, and discussions
with adaptation practitioners, and were developed in support of the US Climate Resilience
Toolkit [11]. Although our focus here is on US applications and adaptation planning, these
key NbS considerations have global relevance.

In general, climate services tend to focus on making climate information more available
and accessible for decision makers at all levels, as well as filling data gaps as they arise and
demand is identified. One of the greatest challenges for the uptake of NbS is their limited
integration into existing climate services and use by climate service providers. Therefore,
among the first steps in better integrating NbS will be to broaden the information scope of
climate services and climate service providers to share NbS-relevant data and options in
support of adaptation. Existing climate services frameworks already offer avenues through
which the integration of NbS could be explored at each level of the climate service process.
For instance, each component of the Global Framework for Climate Services proposed
by Hewitt et al. [12]—users, user interface platform, climate services information system,
observations and monitoring, and research, modeling, and prediction—can incorporate
multiple nature-based considerations. Starting with ensuring that natural systems are
included in observation and monitoring to designing research and models that can generate
NbS-relevant projections is essential to creating a climate services information system that
not only considers NbS (and natural systems more broadly) in its process but can also
provide easily discoverable information (through a user interface platform) relevant to NbS
so that users can apply the outputs to NbS implementation. Across all of this is the need to
increase capacity of users and service providers at each level in order to expand skills and
knowledge related to NbS.
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As climate service providers support partners in developing adaptation strategies,
there are many opportunities to incorporate NbS, including as part of hazard mitiga-
tion/risk reduction, restoration, and infrastructure development, and ensuring the sus-
tainability of ecosystem services (e.g., water quality and quantity, and carbon seques-
tration) [9,10,13]. Indeed, NbS may often be able to address multiple climate stressors
(temperature, flooding, drought, and sea level rise) in support of multiple local goals
with less directed long-term management. For example, floodplain protection and/or
management is an NbS that incorporates well into hazard mitigation planning to address
flood impacts. Similarly, integration of vegetation buffers (e.g., forests and riparian habitat)
around and through communities can serve to reduce flood risk, ameliorate thermal stress,
and support ecosystem services (water quality, air quality, wildlife, and recreation), as
well as aquifer recharge. Furthermore, NbS can level the playing field by offering more
affordable, sustainable adaptation solutions, making them a particularly useful option for
climate service providers to share with partner communities.

2. What Are Nature-Based Solutions

“Nature-based solutions” (NbS) refer to the use of natural systems and processes to
deliver a variety of environmental benefits, especially for climate adaptation/resilience and
climate mitigation goals. These strategies can range from planting trees and installing rain
gardens in urban areas to provide shade and reduce stormwater flow to restoring rivers and
floodplains to reduce flood risks and improve water quality. NbS include a broad range of
strategies, from conservation of intact natural systems and restoration of priority ecosystems
to the use of engineered systems designed to mimic natural system functions [10]. They
also include nonstructural solutions such as open-space preservation through buyouts and
easements. Nature-based strategies can complement structural solutions to form hybrid or
“green/gray” systems for climate adaptation and risk reduction.

The International Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN) defines NbS as “ . . .
actions to protect, sustainably manage and restore natural and modified ecosystems in
ways that address societal challenges effectively and adaptively, to provide both human
well-being and biodiversity benefits” [5].

This broad conception of NbS encompasses or intersects with several related terms
and approaches, as noted above. This includes terms that completely overlap with the
NbS concept (e.g., natural defenses, natural infrastructure, and ecosystem-based adapta-
tion), as well as terms that are a subset of NbS tailored to a specific concern (e.g., green
infrastructure (for stormwater management) and natural climate solutions (for carbon
sequestration)). Preferred terminology may depend on the specific sector, community, or
location. For instance, the term natural infrastructure often resonates with planners and
policymakers accustomed to working with traditional gray infrastructure; accordingly, this
NbS-related term is often used in federal and state policies and funding authorizations.
The framing of NbS can also influence public perception and policy choices, which can
lead to both ambiguity and overly narrow conceptualizations, thereby sometimes enabling
practices with negative consequences for biodiversity and people [14,15]. The seven key
considerations presented below are based on a broad conception of NbS and designed
to reduce such ambiguity and overly narrow characterizations in order to promote the
effective incorporation of the concept in climate services and adaptation more generally.

3. Key Considerations for Incorporating Nature-Based Solutions

In 2020, the IUCN published a collaboratively developed global standard for the design
and application of NbS, offering a common framework for increasing the scale and impact
of these approaches while seeking to avoid inconsistent and ungrounded applications of the
concept [6]. Although the IUCN standard reflects a significant advance in mainstreaming
NbS globally, the structure of that standard (eight criteria and 28 associated indicators) is
highly conceptual and may not meet the practical needs of US climate service providers and
their local community adaptation clients. Building on that standard, this paper proposes
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seven “key considerations” for the use of NbS (Figure 1) that can be embedded in existing
climate services, products, and frameworks at the local and regional levels. Through
incorporating these considerations, the field of climate services can expand the scope and
relevance of its support for community-based adaptation clients and other users.

 

Figure 1. Key considerations for use of nature-based solutions.

3.1. Recognize Natural Systems and Processes as Critical Infrastructure

Climate service providers working through an adaptation planning process with com-
munities typically focus first on project scoping, which includes identifying key community
assets and critical infrastructure (e.g., schools, hospitals, emergency services, power plants
and other utilities, and levees and seawalls). Because damage to or loss of these structures
and the services they provide would have significant impacts on the health and safety of
the community, these structures and services are typically priorities for protection from
climate-related hazards. Although they are often not included within inventories of critical
community assets, natural systems such as forests, rivers, floodplains, tidal wetlands, and
coral reefs also provide crucial benefits and services to human communities, including
protection from natural hazards such as flooding, erosion, and extreme heat [4,10,16–19].
The essential ecosystem services provided by natural systems also include other social,
economic, and cultural benefits such as freshwater supplies, improved air and water quality,
provisioning of food and other resources, pollination services, and recreational opportu-
nities, as well as the nonmaterial benefits (e.g., cultural, spiritual, and aesthetic value)
provided by natural ecosystems [5,20].

Many community benefits and ecosystem services provided by natural systems cannot
be easily replaced by engineered structures, which can be costly to build and maintain
and provide fewer additional benefits compared to functioning natural systems. For
instance, living shoreline projects use natural techniques to stabilize shorelines, providing
wave attenuation that buffers storm surge while also supporting birds, marine life, and
local recreational opportunities, often costing less than conventional shoreline armoring
techniques [21–23]. Some benefits provided by natural systems may also be difficult or
impossible to replace once the natural system is degraded or lost. For instance, large-scale
loss of forest cover can also result in significant alterations in local or regional hydrology,
with resulting implications for community water supplies and water quality [24]. In many
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instances, the protective functions and other ecosystem services provided by these systems
are likely to become even more critical as the climate changes, exacerbating coastal erosion,
extreme heat events, water shortages, biodiversity loss, and other stressors impacting
community safety and wellbeing [17].

For climate service providers, working with a community to identify critical natural
systems/assets and features is essential for supporting climate adaptation, including the
design and implementation of NbS. Practitioners can draw from a range of information
sources to identify the natural systems and processes that comprise a community’s natural
assets, such as existing planning documents, local inventories, remote sensing, and commu-
nity knowledge. Employing a range of methods results in a comprehensive understanding
of natural assets that extends beyond designated parks and recreational infrastructure
(e.g., piers and nature trails) to also include wetlands and waterways, riparian buffers and
floodplains, urban tree canopies, and wildlife habitat corridors. During this process, it
is important for climate service providers to help communities explore the full range of
co-benefits and ecosystem services that natural assets can provide (e.g., climate regulation,
storm surge protection, and job opportunities), as these may not have been previously
discussed or identified as valuable by community members. For instance, a flood-prone
community losing mangroves to development or expanding shrimp aquaculture may not
be appropriately valuing the role of mangroves in flood and erosion control and as a nurs-
ery habitat that supports recreational fishing. The process of identifying natural systems
and the critical services they provide to the community can also serve as an opportunity
for community members to come together and build relationships that will support col-
laborative planning and implementation of specific NbS projects within the community.
For climate service providers, the discussions that occur in these settings can illuminate
community values and interests, paving the way for meaningful stakeholder engagement.

3.2. Consider Climate Impacts on Priority Natural Resources

The ability of natural systems to respond to disturbances by withstanding or recov-
ering from the disruption, as well as past exposure leading to existing adaptation to such
stresses, is one aspect of why NbS are attractive to communities as part of their adaptation
planning [10,25]. For example, transport and deposition of sediments from higher up in
the watershed results in accretion of soils in downstream wetlands and estuaries. This may
provide enough additional land to replace erosional loses after storms or match land loss
due to sea level rise [25,26]. However, climate change is likely to challenge ecosystems,
making even intact, disturbance-adapted systems vulnerable to rapidly changing condi-
tions and climate extremes. Ecosystems that have been altered or degraded by human land
uses or activity are generally even more vulnerable to climate impacts, as anthropogenic
stressors reduce the natural adaptive capacity of those systems to respond to and cope
with change [10]. For example, urban encroachment and upstream dams can limit the natu-
ral movement of sediment into tidal marshes, preventing natural accretion and reducing
their resilience to storms and sea level rise [27]. As a result, the vulnerability of human
communities to the impacts of climate stressors and extreme climate events cannot be
considered in isolation from how natural systems are affected by climate change. In doing
so, the protective benefits and ecosystem services provided to those communities by natural
systems could be overestimated. Evaluating both natural systems and human community
vulnerabilities together allows for identifying where existing and intact natural systems are
more likely to continue to deliver protective benefits and services, as well as where this
may not be the case, requiring either additional assistance to restore ecosystem functioning
or non-NbS solutions. Therefore, it is essential that climate services are inclusive of data
and resources that also explore the implications of climate change for these natural systems.

The process of understanding how natural ecosystems are likely to be affected by
climate change is typically accomplished through assessing the vulnerability of these
resources [28]. A vulnerability assessment can support community adaptation planning
through the following approaches:
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• Identifying which priority natural assets are most and least likely to be impacted by
current and projected climate conditions;

• Understanding why priority assets are vulnerable to inform the identification of
possible adaptation actions that can reduce vulnerabilities and climate risks;

• Determining when and how to most effectively implement adaptation actions targeted
toward priority natural assets.

Numerous approaches exist to assess the climate-related vulnerabilities and risks
to species and ecological systems [28]. Just as all adaptation is local, selecting the right
vulnerability assessment process is also dependent on the locality (e.g., resources present,
detail required, data availability, and resource availability). When considering the climate
change vulnerability of natural systems, climate service providers should seek to use the
most ecologically relevant climate variables (which often may involve extremes rather
than averages) and multiple future scenarios. Relying on ecologically relevant facts can
provide the most accurate picture of ecosystem responses, but can be complex and may
not necessarily be supported by the most widely accessible climate datasets. Ultimately,
understanding the components of the vulnerability of ecosystems their associated species
is essential to creating and implementing adaptation strategies that will successfully benefit
human communities.

3.3. Consider Equity Implications in the Design and Application of NbS

Natural assets can be important to communities, offering valuable options for reducing
climate risks and enhancing their overall wellbeing and resilience. However, NbS can also
magnify existing inequities and/or create new challenges within a community. Historically,
natural features such as parks, nature trails, and green spaces have benefitted predom-
inantly white and more affluent communities [29]. Even when natural infrastructure is
prioritized in low-income communities and communities of color, historical disinvestment
and underinvestment in those same communities can make natural infrastructure projects
less equitable. In Baltimore, Maryland, several smaller natural infrastructure projects
installed by nongovernmental organizations and community groups have been predom-
inantly located in areas with higher African-American populations that are less likely
to have larger, city-funded projects. As compared to large-scale city-funded projects in
neighboring communities, these non-city-led projects are limited to small rain gardens or
micro-bioretention facilities [30].

Certain nature-based approaches such as creation of green spaces and floodplain
acquisitions can also create new challenges and increase risks for socially vulnerable
populations. Creating green spaces and other urban greening programs can increase
housing costs and property values with several factors such as location (e.g., distance from
downtown), scale, and function affecting whether a place gentrifies, risking displacement
of the community members these strategies are intended to benefit [31]. Nonstructural
solutions such as flood buyouts also commonly benefit whiter, wealthier, and more urban
communities, although lower-value properties and properties owned by communities of
color are more likely to accept and be bought out than higher-value properties through
these programs [32].

Designing and implementing equitable NbS efforts are crucial to break the patterns
of existing and historic inequities and build the adaptive capacity of socially vulnerable
and marginalized communities. Natural and nature-based features, when prioritized in
at-risk, socially vulnerable communities, can effectively address climate risks for these
communities, as well as substantively contribute to an improvement in quality of life for
community residents. Strategies such as inclusive and collaborative planning, partnership
with tribal, indigenous, and other natural resource-dependent groups, and meaningful
outreach and education can support representative NbS planning and implementation.

The effectiveness of climate products and services hinges on how well they center the
needs of different users, particularly underrepresented and marginalized groups. This will
require climate service providers to engage diverse stakeholders (e.g., community-based
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organizations) and co-produce products (e.g., risk assessments and adaptation action plans)
that address user needs. Adaptation options driven by equitable and inclusive climate
services will not only expand the usability of climate services by decision makers and
public agencies, but also lead to more just outcomes in climate-resilient communities.

3.4. Ensure That NbS Yield Net Positive Biodiversity Benefits

Nature-based solutions should enhance biodiversity value and yield net biodiversity
benefits, for instance, through incorporating site-specific designs and materials. Biodiversity
includes multiple levels of biological organization—from genes and species to ecosystems—
and each level of organization can be understood as consisting of three major components:
composition, structure, and function [33]. NbS, depending on the type of project, may
rely on one or more of these levels or components, for instance, a particular species
(i.e., composition), habitat (i.e., structure), or biological processes (i.e., function). Strategies
such as tree plantings using native and climate-resilient species, beaver reintroductions
to restore wetlands and riparian areas, and living shorelines that use oysters and marsh
grasses to stabilize coasts both offer protective benefits and strengthen long-term ecosys-
tem resilience.

Natural ecosystems and native species are already under stress from a variety of
anthropogenic sources, which, in many instances, has significantly reduced their natural
adaptive capacity. Climate change is adding another layer of threats to already sensitive
species or degraded systems, sometimes directly (e.g., higher temperatures and increasing
drought) and, at other times, by exacerbating existing stresses. Addressing the species and
ecosystem impacts of climate change, through targeted adaptation actions and climate-
smart conservation practices [34], is essential to sustaining NbS functions. In doing so,
it is important to seek net positive biodiversity and ecological outcomes, which not only
slow ecological deterioration but also achieve actual ecological enhancement in value
and function. Understanding climate change impacts on biodiversity, both spatially and
temporally, will influence these decisions. In certain cases, priority habitats (e.g., sites
containing the sole remaining populations of endangered species) will require an immediate
emphasis. Similarly, areas where the effects of climate change are likely to be buffered and,
therefore, hospitable for the lasting survival of particular species, also known as climate
change refugia, may be useful to protect and prioritize.

Climate services offer an opportunity to embed biodiversity conservation outcomes
in NbS design and implementation efforts. The recently released IPBES Values Assess-
ment [35] highlights the current dominant, yet narrow, focus on short-term profits and
economic growth when valuing nature in decision making as a key driver of the global bio-
diversity crisis. Climate service providers can help broaden this focus by bringing a holistic
understanding of ecological values and services in the design and implementation of NbS.
This can be achieved by embedding a combination of biodiversity data, local ecological
knowledge, and multiple stakeholders throughout the generation and provision of climate
service products. Additionally, continuous monitoring and evaluation of NbS to account
for ecosystem uncertainties and climate impacts can mitigate unintended consequences, as
well as inform future efforts to enhance the functionality and connectivity of ecosystems to
achieve net biodiversity enhancement [36,37].

3.5. Seek to Protect or Restore Critical Natural Infrastructure

Intact natural systems are themselves at risk of climate change. Along the Gulf of
Mexico, coastal ecosystems such as beaches and dune systems, offering protective benefits
to nearby communities, are susceptible to erosion and conversion to open water due to
sea level rise and saltwater intrusion [38]. Similarly, rangelands in Arizona, which offer
habitat for an array of wildlife species, are experiencing mass mortality events due to more
frequent and severe periods of droughts and climate change-fueled wildfires [39].

Protecting and restoring critical natural infrastructure will be essential adaptation
strategies to help ensure that such systems will continue to provide ecosystem services and
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community benefits. This can involve prioritizing the protection of intact natural systems,
restoration of degraded systems, incorporating nature-based features in engineered sys-
tems, and/or integration of natural (green) and engineered (gray) approaches in hybrid
infrastructure. Protecting existing biodiversity and still extant natural systems should be a
priority, but restoring the composition, function, or structure of already degraded ecological
systems is becoming increasingly important for achieving adaptation and mitigation out-
comes through NbS. In an era of rapid climate change, ecological restoration should not be
viewed solely as a return to prior or historical states, but rather in the context of sustaining
ecological function under current and future conditions. The International Standards for
the Practice of Ecological Restoration [40] provides such a framework for guiding the
development and implementation of ecological restoration projects. Ultimately, protection
and restoration efforts will need to be taken in the light of broader climatic changes where
the focus lies not just on preservation and restoration to historical conditions (i.e., managing
for persistence), but one that is simultaneously open to anticipating and actively facilitating
ecological transitions (i.e., managing for change) [34].

Climate services will need to integrate and embed ecological knowledge, as well as
natural resource expertise to provide the required context for nature-based adaptation
decisions. This includes efforts such as risk mapping and impact modeling for vulner-
able ecosystems based on long-term climate and ecological datasets. Such integrated
data serves as a useful climate service product for ecological and natural resource scien-
tists and managers, planners, and representatives from federal, state and local agencies
(e.g., fish, wildlife, and parks departments), conservation organizations, tribal and in-
digenous groups, equity-centered organizations, and others to share technical expertise,
datasets, and knowledge of the region’s natural resources.

3.6. Give Natural Features and Processes Space to Function

By nature, most intact ecosystems are dynamic and possess at least some ability to
respond to change over time [25]. For example, coastal dune systems that are unrestricted by
the presence of roads or development are constantly shifting as wind and waves move the
sand, allowing them to naturally migrate inland as sea levels rise [41,42]. Rivers, wetlands,
forests, and grassland systems all also have the ability to respond to environmental changes,
through varied mechanisms such as sediment accretion (or erosion) and shifts in vegetation
communities, among others [43–45]. In general, the systems that offer the most significant
protective benefits to human communities are often those that have evolved to cope with
a wide range of conditions and/or rapid fluctuations in environmental conditions, and
so are well adapted to absorb the impacts of extreme weather and other climate-related
hazards without significant degradation to the system or surrounding areas. However, in
many places, human land uses have altered or constrained natural systems, preventing
them from absorbing and responding to change and increasing exposure of surrounding
communities to climate-related hazards such as flooding. For example, floodplains are well
equipped to capture and hold excess stormwater, allowing it to be absorbed slowly and
preventing downstream flooding [46]. Unfortunately, floodplains are often highly valued
for development, and, where this occurs, the flood protection and erosion control benefits
of this system are lost for surrounding natural and human communities, as well as those
that lie downstream [47,48]. Furthermore, as climate change increases the frequency and
severity of extreme precipitation events, inappropriate siting of new infrastructure and
development is likely to cause even greater risks or create new hazards in areas that were
not previously vulnerable to flooding.

Well-functioning natural systems also include complex processes that operate across
a variety of spatial and temporal scales, such that what happens in one area may be
inextricably tied to the functions of adjacent systems or more distant locations. For example,
streamflow volume and water quality in a given stream reach is heavily dependent on the
surrounding land uses, both upstream and in neighboring upland and riparian areas that
absorb and filter runoff [49,50]. As a result, successful implementation of NbS designed
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to address flood risk or water quality issues would need to consider both the impacts of
climate change and the hoped-for benefits of NbS at the watershed scale and not just the
community scale.

Climate service providers supporting communities in expanding the use of NbS for
hazard reduction and other co-benefits must think in terms of larger ecosystem scales
and processes in order to ensure that natural systems have the space that they need to
function. This becomes even more important as the climate changes and natural systems
are responding to more extreme conditions, which may necessitate protection, restoration,
or creation of systems or consideration of natural processes that extend across larger areas.
In contrast to non-NbS approaches that require human intervention for modifications or
adjustments (as well as constant maintenance), NbS designed at appropriate spatial and
temporal scales have the potential to respond to changing conditions while still delivering
desired ecosystem services.

3.7. Integrate NbS into Existing Planning Processes

The easiest way to include NbS is to simply adopt these measures as part of existing
planning processes. This includes integrating climate-smart solutions into legally required
land-use planning efforts, such as comprehensive or general plans, multi-hazard mitigation
plans, community/neighborhood plans, and utility plans, as well as climate action plans
that may or may not be required in any given jurisdiction. NbS as presented in the examples
in this paper, can be offered by climate service providers as components of these plans that
reduce climate risk, with the added potential benefits of reduced long-term maintenance
cost, less direct management, possible autonomous improvement, and the support of
associated ecosystems and their services.

To those ends, there is opportunity, heretofore underutilized, to include NbS as key
climate change adaptation elements in traditional local planning processes. For example,
aspects of each of the many elements of a local comprehensive or general plan (e.g., housing,
transportation, public facilities, and environment) are vulnerable to climate change [51],
and there is opportunity to incorporate NbS into planning for each of these sectors to
reduce those vulnerabilities.

While NbS can be incorporated into almost any local planning process, there are also
opportunities to build local capacity and uptake of NbS through the participants in those
processes. This may require engaging multi-solution climate service provides, rather than
just hard infrastructure-focused engineering firms, in order to focus on developing more
holistic solutions that include NbS. At the same time, local community desires to include
NbS could increase climate service provider awareness, and NbS-interested stakeholders
included in local planning processes could increase community ability to implement NbS.
For example, including natural resource managers and environmental justice stakeholders
with natural system interests will help to identify opportunities for NbS that can support
the needs of both nature and local communities.

As previously mentioned, climate services may also need to include additional in-
formation to support fully integrating NbS into local planning. For example, the data
needed to understand the scope of local impacts and vulnerabilities may require differ-
ent components (e.g., stream flow and timing, soil temperature, and species composi-
tion) at different scales (e.g., watershed and seasonal/decadal) with different thresholds
(e.g., extremes and timing/phenology).

4. Conclusions

Given the vital role of climate services in delivering support to local entities in their
efforts to develop effective community-based adaptation plans, ensuring that NbS are
fully integrated into climate service offerings will be essential for achieving successful
adaptation and mitigation outcomes. The seven “key considerations” outlined above are
designed to guide the inclusion of NbS into local planning processes, resulting in improved
adoption of climate adaptation actions that are sustainable for both communities and the
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ecosystems around them. In addition, designing and implementing NbS on the basis of
these key considerations can offer adaptation solutions that may be less expensive and less
fragile than comparable gray infrastructure options.

Climate services are meant to provide useful and usable climate information in a
timely and tailored manner to support adaptation. To date, climate services have been
envisioned to focus on delivery of climate data (e.g., temperature, precipitation, and sea
level rise), socioeconomic data, vulnerability assessments, and guidance to assist users
(individuals and decision makers). However, existing climate service frameworks can be
improved and informed by inclusion of nature-based adaptation solutions in general and
incorporation of these NbS-specific key considerations. With growing interest in and need
for the use of natural and nature-based approaches for climate risk reduction, it is necessary
to more explicitly embed NbS within the framework of any climate service to ensure the
intended benefits of these services to all users.
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Abstract: This paper contributes to a critical re-reading of the notion of climate services. It does so
by problematizing the discontinuity between young people’s commitment to climate change, and
the lack of a common vision regarding climate policy among governments. In this essay, youth
commitment is characterized in terms of participation in the Global Youth Climate Pact (GYCP,
2015–2022). Here, young people share projects from their own high schools and communities and
participate in a citizen consultation. Most projects have achieved a good success score, increasing over
the years, especially for those carried out in emerging and developing countries. Some of them were
presented at the COPs. In contrast, a textual analysis of intended nationally determined contributions
(INDC) illustrates divergent understandings of the Paris Agreement and exemplifies the poor results
of governmental climate diplomacy. This study establishes the need to closely monitor early warning
signs of climate change in conjunction with high schools and school communities. The initiatives
of young people are building a civic and planetary awareness for climate change in contrast with
governmental division and inertia. In this sense, climate services, directed to young people, could
contribute to design a sustainable future. We approach the practices, attitudes, and commitments of
young people from the angle of cooperation rather than a moral vision of responsibility. Particularly,
we propose a dialogical link between the treatment of climate issues and its effects on the constitution
of networks, notably as they relate to practices of action, that is, the way in which distinct groups
of young people develop relationships with their environments, organize themselves, and act and
transform reality.

Keywords: young people; involvement; climate services; knowledge; awareness; transformation action

1. Introduction

The environmental challenges that humanity is facing in the 21st century, and climate
change in particular, require a radical transformation in the way we dwell in, inhabit, and
understand nature. Responses given by the governments are still below requirements,
despite the mobilization of part of the international community [1], including researchers,
citizens, and particularly, young people. A complex and integrative vision of the world
is needed to tackle climate change issues, including the cultural diversity between coun-
tries [2,3] and generations. There is an urgent need to change the way we prepare the
next generation of scientists and social leaders to effectively deal with the problems of
the Anthropocene [4]. Unfortunately, there is a shortfall in the way we effectively teach
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subjects such as climate change in the classroom due to a variety of causes, ranging from
ideology, inadequate training, and state or country level ordinances, for example [5–7].
This is a cause for concern, considering the growing disconnect between young people and
nature [8].

To what extent are climate services an appropriate method to undertake such issues?
According to the analysis of the 27 volumes published by the Climate Services Journal
(2016–2022, Appendix A), climate services seek to provide understandable climate data and
scenarios to facilitate decision-making by individuals, governments, economic interests,
and public sector actors. Climate services often entail the co-production of indicators that
make sense to stakeholders, considering their perceptions and knowledge and evaluating
the relevance of communication tools (web service, mapping, application). However,
the climate services enterprise needs to be challenged to better support interdisciplinary,
action-directed educational efforts. As an original contribution, this notion has not yet
been applied for education purposes nor addressed to young people. Our approach is,
therefore, innovative, seeking to increase awareness among a social category thus far under-
addressed in the climate services literature and research. In this sense, our project adopts
an action-based research approach to inform future leaders who will have to cope with
climate change. Co-construction is at the heart of the pedagogical approach we advocate.

In the first section, this paper reports the case study of the Global Youth Climate Pact
(GYCP hereafter) project and the methodology used to monitor and assess its efficiency
and effectiveness, compared to the inertia and division of governments. The second
section traces how GYCP was driven by young people’s growing concern about climate
change, the transformation that the GYCP project generates in students, in their awareness
of the problem and in their eagerness to become actors of change. The third section
compares this transformative pathway with the fragmentation of views and inaction of the
governments, highlighted by a mapping of the discourse underlying the contribution made
by governments to the Paris agreement. The conclusion puts this experiment in perspective
with those conducted in the context of climate services.

2. Presentation of the Study Case and the Methodology

2.1. The GYCP Project: An Urgent Need for an Active and Participative Pedagogy

The GYCP project began in 2014 as a response to the critical lack of involvement
from young generations and insufficient consideration of the human dimensions of climate
change in the COP meetings and reports. Developed in 30 countries (Figure 1), it involves
more than 12,000 young people and prioritizes their awareness and continuing education.
The question was whether young people were aware of the challenges and opportunities
that a pathway toward a low-carbon model entails and ready to join the world debate on
the ways to reach it. In this context, we contacted schools and science teachers in different
countries to carry out a pilot experience of reflecting on climate change in the school and in
their localities. This reflection process led to the organization of projects by the students and
required further knowledge to support the work of both teachers and students. Scientists
have a leading role to play in this process. As agents of knowledge dissemination, they
interacted with students to explore scientific results, issues and uncertainties about global
warming, and helped build their pilot projects.

Our approach differs from traditional pedagogy, which tends to treat young people
as mere receptacles of adult knowledge. In this context, it is critical that climate change
is understood by young people and not merely explained to them. This new paradigm
needs to tackle creative complexity, particularly in the field of education [9–11]. It points to
the need for a new teaching strategy that embraces the interconnected nature of planetary
society, where fundamental notions such as uncertainty, interdependency, and nonlinearity
become embodied knowledge, thus, aligning the increasing commitment of young peo-
ple with their ownership of scientific knowledge. This issue is opening a new field of
research [10,12–15] and action–research projects such as the Global Youth Climate Pact
(http://www.globalyouthclimatepact.eu/ (accessed on 30 July 2022).
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Figure 1. Map of the discourse underlying the intended nationally determined contributions (INDC)
to the Paris Agreement and locations of the GYCP projects. Realization: Marianne Cohen (Material
English, French and Spanish corpus: INDC https://unfccc.int, accessed on 30 July 2020, location of
GYCP projects: http://www.globalyouthclimatepact.eu, accessed on 30 July 2022; Method: lexical
analysis by context of the 3 corpus with IraMuTeQ free software; Mapping: ArcgisPro© software.

2.2. Young People, at the Crossroads of Knowledges and Cultural Diversity

Contrary to current stereotypes of young people [16,17], the GYCP experience demon-
strates that they are not disengaged from the ongoing climatic crisis. They are eager to
understand and find ways to generate actions in the face of governmental inaction. They
desire to be agents of change now and in the future. Drawing upon this awareness, one
can conclude that there is a great opportunity to propose action-oriented pedagogical
experiences that nurture this interest and transform it into ways of knowing and creating
citizens that can fit into a carbon neutral world by 2050. This requires, however, rethinking
the dominant discipline-oriented teaching paradigm and working instead toward problem-
oriented strategies that allow and enable contributions from all disciplines, integrating and
crossing knowledges and enhancing the open-mindedness of all the actors of the teaching
system [18,19]. In particular, it is critical to develop an open-minded learning by doing
and to create learning institutions that serve human interactions. In this sense, the GYCP
experience points toward the opportunity and need for a radical re-reading of the notion of
climate services (Appendix A).
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2.3. Methodology Used to Monitor and Assess the GYCP Project

Several methods were used to monitor the projects and assess the growing awareness
of the students and to co-construct a common parlance and vision while respecting cultural
diversity. During the large meetings that brought together the delegations of all the
countries, we used crowdsourcing to question a large panel of participants dynamically,
including those who were physically present. This method, implemented with the help
of an external service provider specializing in this technique, made it possible to obtain
significant statistical results. The main question asked referred to the degree of sensitivity
of young people to the impact of climate change. Three editions followed one another, in
2015 during the COP 21 with 600 participants, in 2017 with 918 participants, and in 2019
during the COP24 in Madrid with 300 participants.

During the development of the project in each country, we used focus groups to
capture and characterize the experience of specific groups of students. The focus groups
made it possible to bring to light deep-seated questions on the part of the young people
and stimulate the appropriation of the knowledge related to climate change, its integration
in their cultural reality, and the elaboration of action-oriented projects.

We also sought to evaluate the success of 53 projects by developing a composite index,
taking into account the focus of the projects, their ability to be disseminated in the wider
youth community, and the level of concrete realization they achieved. Each of these criteria
were scored from 1 to 4 (Table 1), providing a readable indicator for evaluating the projects
and comparing their level of success.

Table 1. Multi-criteria assessment of the success of projects.

Indexes Focus Dissemination Effectiveness

1 General Only one class Meeting

2 Accurate but limited More high school class Community

3 Accurate and concerning more people More high schools Community, decision makers

4 Targeting Community Implementation of concrete experiments

Finally, we compared the accomplishment of the young people who participate in
the GYCP project with governmental inertia and fragmentation of national policies. With
this aim, we overlaid the location of all the GYCP projects with a map highlighting the
diverse ways governments understood their engagement to the Paris Agreement. This map
was produced by analyzing the intended contributions of 191 countries with an automatic
method (Appendix B).

3. The GYCP Project, a Process from Consciousness to Action

3.1. A Growing Youth Concern and Engagement

According to our first (2015) crowdsourcing survey during the COP21 with 600 young
people, more than 89% of respondents said that they and their families were concerned
about climate change. While it is not surprising that individuals attending a COP would be
highly focused on climate change issues, this is nevertheless a high proportion, especially
when considered in light of pervasive, widespread stereotypes of a youth that is uninformed
and uninterested in climate issues [16,17]. We differentiated the answers according to the
origin of the young people: developed countries (European origin), emerging countries
(China, India, Brazil, Colombia, Chile), and developing countries (Guinea, Burkina-Faso,
Lebanon, Nepal). Thus, while 87% of young people from developed countries said they
were concerned, 100% of young people from emerging countries and 94% of those from
developing countries did so. The level of concern is higher in emerging and developing
countries and lower among young people from developed countries, perhaps because they
perceive climate change as a distant threat, removed from their lives both in space and time.
It could be argued that at that time (2015), in the minds of people and including young
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people, climate change risks were perceived as non-personal, about the future, other places,
and other species (plants and animals, not humans) [1].

Comparing these results with the 2017 survey on perceived impacts, we also see a shift.
Indeed, among the 918 exchanges of views that generated the most interest, 41.5% believe
that extremely negative impacts will be felt in terms of rising sea levels, land flooding, and
the disappearance of some cities (Venice) or island countries (Kiribati, Maldives). In 2017,
the proportion of the risk of natural disasters was twice as low (21%), on par with concern
about a disruption of the seasonal cycle.

During the COP25 held in Madrid in 2019, this concern was shared by 15.4% about
one or more of these disasters. In the same year, the second most important concern (24%)
was about the lack of water resources, desertification, and the increased risk of famine, a
result similar to 2017. A smaller proportion of exchanges (18.9%) revealed concern about
the reduction in biodiversity, more than twice as many as in 2017. When asked about the
impact of climate change on their way of life, 300 young people from 8 European and
Latin American countries gave a clear answer: more than 90% of the responses from young
people from Europe and Latin America agreed that global warming would have negative or
very negative consequences. There is a convergence of views compared to the 2015 survey,
the negative or very negative impacts of global warming are, all things considered, identical
in terms of percentages. In 2019, unlike in 2015, young Europeans were proportionally
more likely than young Latin Americans to perceive negative impacts; they were no longer
seen as a distant threat by 96.5% of them [20].

We take these figures as an illustration that shows that students from emerging coun-
tries were more likely to experience, in their own lives, the impact of climate change in the
year 2015, whereas the concern about climate change is nowadays shared by all students
whatever country they are living in.

3.2. Young People May Be the Wellspring of Socio-Ecological Change

Concrete examples are given by the diagnosis established by learners in contrasting
geographical contexts (Figure 1). Projects carried out under the GYCP came from young
people living all over the world: central France, Colombia, Brazilian Amazonia, rain forest
in central Africa, semi-arid northern Chile, Easter Island, and northern Argentina, and all
highlight a multi-level ecological deficit. From their diagnosis, they set up specific action
projects and contribute to socio-ecological change in their territories. During this process,
scientists provide their knowledge, and learners contextualize it to elaborate a diagnosis
and further an action plan, teachers being the linchpin.

A key point, brought in by the students’ projects, is how ancestral knowledge may
contribute to thinking about the future under climate change, particularly in territories
where the memory of the past has a great importance in knowledge transmission. For
example, in the Puyanawa indigenous community of Brazilian Amazonia (Appendix C), a
link was established between the students and the elders’ knowledge, and the diagnosis
and action project were translated into the indigenous experience. Other projects by young
Pygmies belonging to Bantu, Nilotic, and Sudanese communities, living in the Congo Basin
Forest, were engaged in combating deforestation as “forest gatekeepers”. In Easter Island,
students were engaged in the reactivation and reinterpretation of the Rapa Nui techniques
of “rock gardens” as a way of enhancing the sustainability of agriculture and addressing
water shortages affecting the territory (Appendix C). From this insular experience, learners
suggest rethinking “our planet like an island in the middle of the Universe”. Other propos-
als are oriented on innovative technologies without abandoning the native heritage. In the
Chincolco agricultural school in central Chile, learners are elaborating on a multi-objective
hydroponic technology to adapt to water shortages (Appendix C), while students in the
Azapa Valley of Northern Chile are reflecting on improving carbon sequestration in their
local vegetation and wetlands. Young Colombians, on the other hand, are developing an
agroecology book to bring alternatives to rural populations facing climate change, thus,
becoming actors in one of the most important mitigation and adaptation strategies for
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climate change, known as nature-based solutions [18,21,22]. In a French rural territory and
in northern Argentina, scholars are rethinking the carbon footprint of their school canteen
or their city and bringing a proposal at the regional level.

This demonstrates how each contextualized experience may facilitate or compel socio-
ecological change when it is built upon a place-based reality anchored in experience,
including the most recent projects designed during the health context of the pandemic. All
these examples are creating virtuous circles in which young people are at the source of
socio-ecological change, bridging the gap between traditional knowledge, local experiences,
innovative solutions, and transformative change.

In the process of building projects with young people, we did not try to transpose
the UN concepts. They were free to choose their own words, and what was important
was creativity. The frequency of key words in the titles of the projects shows the way
in which young people appropriate their “climate reality”. Thus, among the titles of the
54 projects, 10 mention environmental issues, 9 citizenship and awareness, and the same
number education or resources. According to a focus group, these notions underlie the
notion of “transformation” that is dear to the hearts of the young people. The projects
related to the climate issue as such occupy only the fifth position with eight efforts directly
focusing on climate change. The notion of adaptation is not mentioned, and mitigation is
rarely put forward (six projects), and this is the case regardless of the level of development
of the countries where the young people live. Project success indicators show that most
projects achieved a good score, increasing over time (average score from 4.4 in 2015 to 9.8 in
2021, decreasing to 7.2 in 2021 due to the COVID-19 pandemic). The level of success of the
projects was inversely proportional to the level of development of the countries, the average
score being 4.9 in developed countries, 6.6 in emerging countries, and 8 in developing
countries. This shows that young people in countries where the effects of climate change
are most dramatic are the most involved in finding local solutions (see Table 2).

Table 2. Results of the Multi-criteria assessment of projects.

Title of the Project Country Type Year Focus Dissemination Effectiveness Score

Environmental education China Developed 2015 1 1 1 3
Environmental awareness Italy Developed 2015 1 1 1 3
Gardens in the school Poland Developed 2015 4 1 1 6
Environmental awareness Romania Developed 2015 4 1 1 6
Citizenship and
environment Ukraine Developed 2015 2 1 1 4

Biosorbent Colombia Developing 2016 1 1 1 3
Crossroads Climate
Program Guinea Developing 2016 3 4 3 10

Climate change
global—ocean Kiribati Developing 2016 2 4 2 8

Waste management in
Kathmandu Nepal Developing 2016 3 4 2 9

Stone gardens from the
ancestors of Rapa Nui Rapa-Nui Developing 2016 4 4 4 12

CO2 outside Melle city France Developed 2016 1 1 1 3
Education environment Brazil Emergent 2016 1 1 1 3
Planetary citizenship,
sustainability Brazil Emergent 2016 1 1 1 3

Carbon sequestration in
Azapa Valley soils Chile Emergent 2016 3 4 4 11

Climate change
monitoring—Chiloé Island Chile Emergent 2016 1 1 2 4
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Table 2. Cont.

Title of the Project Country Type Year Focus Dissemination Effectiveness Score

Environment social service Colombia Developing 2017 4 4 1 9
Eco Blanket and spherical
panel Colombia Developing 2017 1 1 1 3

Higher Education
Organized for the
Prevention of
Environmental Damage

Colombia Developing 2017 4 4 3 11

Fight against global
warming and
environmental education

Congo Developing 2017 3 4 3 10

Educobien’s student alliance Venezuela Developing 2017 4 3 1 8
Human regulation of
ecosystems in the Chizé
forest.

France Developed 2017 1 1 1 3

CO2 Footprint in Santiago’s
High Schools Chile Emergent 2017 1 1 1 3

Anthropic disasters in the
O’Higgins region Chile Emergent 2017 3 1 1 5

Hydroponic system for all Chile Emergent 2017 4 4 4 12
Domestic wastes compacter Colombia Developing 2018 3 4 1 8
Land rescue Colombia Developing 2018 1 3 1 5
One million trees for the
world Colombia Developing 2018 1 4 1 6

Walking with the Frailejones Colombia Developing 2018 1 1 1 3
Carbon footprint, San Pedro
de Jujuy Argentina Emergent 2018 4 2 2 8

Puyanawa: Traditional
Knowledges and the
challenges changes

Brazil Emergent 2018 3 4 2 9

Compost generation from
organic matter produced in
food specialties.

Chile Emergent 2018 3 2 1 6

Environmental awareness Morocco Developing 2019 4 1 2 7
To reduce the carbon
footprint of the school
canteen

France Developed 2019 3 1 1 5

Nature in the city Spain Developed 2019 4 4 3 11
Raising awareness of the
climate problem Spain Developed 2019 3 1 1 5

Climate change and rural
youth Chile Emergent 2019 1 1 1 3

Bocashi, a natural fertilizer Chile Emergent 2019 1 3 1 5
The impact of our footprints Chile Emergent 2019 3 3 1 7
Coyhaique, an acid city? Chile Emergent 2019 4 4 1 9
Coyhaique submerged Chile Emergent 2019 3 4 1 8
Water explorers in
Patagonia Chile Emergent 2019 3 4 1 8

Social research on the
harvesting of wild fruits in
Balmaceda

Chile Emergent 2019 2 1 1 4

The school garden of the
21st century. Chile Emergent 2019 3 3 1 7

Natural fertilizers Chile Emergent 2019 3 4 1 8
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Table 2. Cont.

Title of the Project Country Type Year Focus Dissemination Effectiveness Score

Biodiversity and
deforestation Cameroon Developing 2020 4 4 3 11

Gayer—reforestation Madagascar Developing 2020 3 4 2 9
Reforestation Mali Developing 2020 3 4 1 8
Youth and the environment Rwanda Developing 2020 4 4 3 11
Waste management Panama Developing 2021 3 4 1 8
Reforestation with native
trees Chile Emergent 2021 4 4 2 10

Rainwater harvesting Chile Emergent 2021 4 3 2 9
Understanding Antarctica
to understand the climate Chile Emergent 2021 3 1 1 5

Education climate change India Emergent 2021 3 1 1 4

3.3. Youth Acting for the Adaptation to Climate Change

These experiences are all based on the desire ” to act now”, but what is really acting?
Contrary to the statement of Claudia Gorr [23], young people who participate in the
GYCP do not agree that “citizens cannot do anything to mitigate climate change”. This
common vision also emerges from the claim for political action raised by the growing
youth mobilization against climate change. In the GYCP, participant’s drive to take action
rests on their engagement and on a collective and reflexive participation primarily oriented
towards adaptation to climate change and, secondarily, towards its mitigation. For half of
them, “I, us, young people” can act against climate change; it is up to them. A considerable
proportion think that it requires the involvement of all the inhabitants of the planet, with
only a few thinking that governments have to play the major role. Contrary to other studies,
the experience associated with the projects developed by students raised awareness of
the importance of becoming involved in the struggle against one of the most important
problems facing society, climate change. The experience of the GYCP provides information
that appears to counter the conventional wisdom that young people do not take seriously
the issues related to climate change. Nevertheless, there are clearly barriers to overcome in
order to change the way we explain complex and multifactorial problems, such as climate
change. This requires finding new forms of explanation. This problem could be addressed
by enhancing a deep understanding by teaching through actions and by bringing scientists
to schools to monitor the progress of projects and provide scientific evidence, which has
the important co-benefit of fostering an appreciation for science and science-based actions.

4. GYCP Is at Odds with the Division and Inertia of the Governments

The actions of youth seem at odds with the climate paradox: the more acute the conse-
quences of climate change, the more divided and paralyzed are decision-makers [1,24,25].
Due to their engagement in local actions, such as those illustrated through the GYCP, young
people provide hope and scope for action. Their projects were presented at the different
COPs. In Paris, during the COP21 in 2015, we presented 21 proposals from 10 countries
in a side-event to the organizers. The same happened at COP 22 in Marrakech in 2016
and at COP 23 in Bonn. In Katowice at COP 24, in 2018, posters reporting on the different
projects (Appendix C) received a warm welcome from the assembled authorities, including
ministers of the environment, the UN youth representative, the European Commission
environment representative, and mayors of large cities. In Madrid, we were invited by the
president of the COP to present our proposal for the future (six items: education) [26–28],
valuing forests, reduced carbon footprint, biodiversity, resources, water and soil, sustain-
able agriculture, protection of the oceans, and nature in the city (see Appendix D), but
this ended with a report being presented to her presidency coordinator. Should we see
in this kind but short-lived reception an illustration of the distance between the concrete
commitment of young people and the inaction of political leaders and a justification for
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young people’s lack of trust in decision-making processes at national and international
levels? In Glasgow, the young people were not admitted to the conference for health
reasons, but they did participate in a citizen’s consultation, of which we made ourselves the
spokespersons (Appendix E). From a report on the degradation of ecosystems, the growing
role of social networks and a global crisis, they proposed among the solutions, acceleration
of decision-maker actions, awareness among young people, and change in the dominant
modes of consumption [29].

On the other hand, government discourse underlying their contributions to the Paris
Agreement INDCs are revealing a divided world and explain the inaction on the part
of governments (Figure 1). This division is shaped by strategic alliances (e.g., UNFCCC
negotiation groups, OECD, ASEAN, Francophonie, Commonwealth . . . ) beyond the
“South-North” divide. As previously described, these discourses were evaluated by means
of an automatic text analysis of the INDCs of 191 countries, first applied to the English
corpus [30] and further to French, Spanish and English corpus separately, synthetized and
mapped (Appendix B). Regions highly vulnerable to climate change have a fragmented
view on the issue (Africa, island countries) that weakens their political force in the negotia-
tions [31]. Developed countries focusing their INDC on the “Reduction of GHG emissions”
constitute a more homogenous group strengthened by the efficiency of their negotiation
groups. Emergent countries have different visions, either adopting the dominant discourse
on the “Reduction of GHG emissions” (Chile, Brazil) or a composite discourse in line with
the vulnerability of part of their territory (Mexico, South Africa). Inequalities are not enough
counterbalanced by the financial aid brought to low-emitting countries to cope with climate
change while a low proportion of countries focusing their INDC on the “Reduction of GHG
emissions” and on the “Energetic transition” implemented a carbon policy, illustrating a
disconnect between rhetoric and decision-making [20]. This may explain the disappointing
results obtained five years after the Paris Agreement since CO2 emissions have continued
to rise between 2015 and 2019 by 4.88%, in 8 out of 10 countries emitting nearly 70% of
total carbon dioxide. The 2020 numbers show a reverse trend, related to the effects of
the COVID-19 pandemic (www.carbonproject.com, accessed on 30 March 2022). While
countries adopting the discourse on the reduction in GHG emissions moderately decreased
their CO2 emissions (−1.8%), those focusing their INDC on energetic transition experienced
a very strong increase (7.3%) (https://edgar.jrc.ec.europa.eu/overview.php?v=booklet2020
(accessed on 30 March 2022)) due to their high coal consumption, the exact opposite of
the rhetoric behind their INDC. Beyond this geographical fragmentation, this inaction
can also be interpreted by the low political benefit expected from the drastic measures
needed, which will only materialize after 2050, given the inertia of greenhouse gases in
the atmosphere. The distance between the INDCs and the actions, 7 years after the Paris
Agreement, suggests a climate diplomacy made of magic words, very far from or even the
exact opposite of the reality of political decisions. In this sense, the map of the discourse
underlying the INDCs of the governments in 2015 was premonitory of the weak results
obtained through COP26, which was, however, decisive. Far from the acceleration desired
by young people, a policy of small steps has prevailed, leaving fears that the objectives of
the Paris Agreement are out of reach.

5. Conclusion: Youth Lessons beyond the Cop26 and Renewing Climate Services

As we are writing, the growing youth claim to act against climate change is another
expression of their awareness and need for action. Involvement of the younger generation
should go beyond wishful thinking or goodwill, and advance toward mobilization, such
as the movement launched by Greta Thunberg. Young people of the GYCP involved in
action-oriented projects conceived to change their territory are currently acting beyond the
fragmentation between countries while nevertheless building their projects in recognition
of cultural specificities. This demonstrates the importance of climate change education
through active teaching methods but also the need to integrate them as qualitative indica-
tors of countries’ commitments, as proposed by the GYCP during the COP25. Young people
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are opening new avenues that can bring a change to us all. Unfortunately, in Glasgow,
decision-makers once again demonstrated their lock-in to short-sighted geopolitical divi-
sions, contrasting with the promising narratives employed in their intentional contributions
to the Paris Agreement. Our hope is thin that the voices of the young people were heard
by their representatives, but despite this, the GYCP will continue its transformative action.
Young people´s call for actions to mitigate and adapt to climate change and ultimately to
foster multilateral cooperation is becoming stronger. It can provide the required addition-
ality to cross the tipping point and help to address collective action problems associated
with climate change, fostering an increase in countries´ level of ambition in their CO2
abatement commitments.

In this sense, the GYCP has great potential as a test bed for activities that could con-
tribute to a renewal within the enterprise of climate services by deepening their objectives
and applying them to a promising segment of society. Our approach, while inspired by
certain aspects of the concept of climate services, is a rather radical re-reading of it on sev-
eral points. Our partners are underprivileged high school students from the public sector.
The researchers and associated teachers are volunteers. The depth of the co-construction of
knowledge is far from both traditional pedagogy and the co-construction carried out within
the framework of climate services, which aims at transforming knowledge and climate data
into “useful” indicators for policy and economic activity.

From a social experimentation point of view, we solicit the collective intelligence of
young people by suggesting a reflexive involvement and a conscious commitment from the
elaboration of action and experimentation projects. The impact on educational orientations
is reflected above all in the way we deal with the complexity of an essentially transversal
subject. Our approach is the opposite of a utilitarian, top-down orientation. It is the
group of students who, after a local diagnosis, suggest a contextualized and problematized
project, according to a bottom-up approach. The question is not what researchers can solve
in climate-vulnerable regions but what the “good actions” are that these young people
can propose to obtain useful results. This suggests the benefits that may accrue through
integration of place-based, ancestral knowledge in climate services. All these principles are
the basis of a pedagogical book for teachers [18].

Appropriately configured, climate services may be a tool that can help young genera-
tions to cope with the dangers and perspectives linked with the increasing variability and
change in climate; perhaps serving as a mechanism to reinforce actions undertaken by the
students, similar to forest gatekeepers, stone-gardens, or agroecology. The question raised
by this experience is how far climate services can support young people in their efforts to
design a sustainable climate reality.

Finally, considering our results, we would like to highlight a line of thought, part of
which is borrowed from Michael H. Glantz’s book: Climate Affairs [32]). We have described
how our project is based on three fundamental principles: reflexive knowledge, awareness
raising, and the importance of socio-anthropology in the climate system. Although there are
sophisticated models of global warming scenarios with increasingly advanced technological
means to scrutinize our Earth, there are still a significant number of people who ignore
the evidence of climate change. However, there are several ways of integrating a socio-
anthropological dimension to climate problematization. Some are tactical, others are
strategic. On the tactical level, the socio-anthropological dimension can be considered in
climate discussions when it directly, visibly, and largely, influences issues of societal change.
On the other hand, a strategic focus on climate disruption leads to an overemphasis on the
long-term climate change issue at the expense of the shorter-term socio-anthropological
dimension. However, a multidimensional approach that encompasses both tactical and
strategic concerns in time and space integrates the socio-anthropological condition into the
overall complex problem of global warming. “We are in a world faced with the difficulties
of global thinking, which are the same as the difficulties of complex thinking” [32,33].
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Appendix A. Meta-Analysis of the Literature on Climate Services

In order to define climate services, we listed and analyzed the titles of 212 articles
published in the journal Climate Services, published by Elsevier, between 2016 and 2022
(https://www.sciencedirect.com/journal/climate-services (accessed on 10 August 2022)).
Additionally, we used Google Scholar to search for articles associating the key-word climate
services with “youth”, “education”, or “high school”.

We found that 68% of the 212 titles focused on a region, a country, or a level of
development; 36% were applied to developed countries; and 32% to developing countries.
The remaining 31% had a global or a general approach. Less than half (43%) of the titles
focused on the benefits of climate services on the economy, with agriculture being the main
sector (25%). Another significant proportion (21%) referred to the contribution of climate
services to risk management (floods, droughts, heat waves, etc.) without focusing economic
stakeholders. Only one title out of 5 referred to the need for co-construction of indicators
and to the perception and knowledge of stakeholders. A higher proportion (36%) referred
to the description of climate data, projects or climate services in general, i.e., following the
point of view of the researchers. No article associated the term climate service with youth,
education, or high school in this corpus, neither on Google Scholar.

The lexical analysis, by context with IRaMuTeQ 0.7 free software, differentiated
six types of titles of equal importance. More information on this software is given in
Appendix B. The words and illustrative variables best related to the types are listed in the
Table A1, along with the chi2 value that assess the strength of their relationship with the
type. Only one type referred to a disadvantaged social category, namely, rural smallhold-
ers, preferentially published in volume 20 (year 2020). The others referred to market and
methodological issues of data analysis and simulations that differ in time. The word citizen
was used in only one title, and the words youth, student, or education were not used.
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Six types of titles of Climate Services were published during the period 2016–2022,
analysis with IRaMuTeQ 0.7 software

Table A1. Results of the lexical analysis by context of the titles of Climate Services journal.

Market Smallholder
Research

Framework

Simulation

Season Country Region

Type 1 Qhi2 Type 2 Qhi2 Type 3 Qhi2 Type 4 Qhi2 Type 5 Qhi2 Type 6 Qhi2

Forms (words)

Market 35 smallholder 36 Framework 13 prediction 44 scenario 29 West 19

Uptake 17 agro 21 Process 11 seasonal 17 national 29 Multi 14

EU 17 Enable 11 Africa 13

Engagement 17

Illustrative variables

Volume 17 11 Volume 20 10 volume 22 4 Volume 27 5 Year 2016 10 Volume 13 5

Year 22 4 Volume 1 9 Volume 11 5

Volume 4 9

Appendix B. Automatic Text Analysis of the INDCs of 191 Countries

In order to explore the human dimension of climate change at the global scale, we
applied a lexical analysis by context to 191 intended nationally determined contributions
(INDCs) to the Paris Agreement (COP21). Furthermore, [34] assessed the expected effects
of state commitments on greenhouse gas emissions.

We first downloaded the INDCs and gathered them in three corpuses, according to
their language: English (558,641 words); French (66,026 words), and Spanish (45,065 words).
We then formatted these three corpuses, deleted tables of numbers and graphs, corrected
the spelling, and homogenized technical notations (for example CO2 eq).

We further processed each corpus using an R interface for lexical analysis by context
with IRaMuTeQ 0.7 free software. Among many techniques, this type of lexical analysis
is easily reproducible and well adapted to highlight the differences of views in a large
corpus [35]. First used for literary analysis [36], it was applied to political or sociological
purposes (i.e., [37]).

The software cut the corpus into basic context units containing about 200 characters,
further grouped in context units, and then in significant statement classes using a descend-
ing hierarchical analysis. Each cluster was characterized by its own vocabulary according
to the Chi-square test. Combined with a careful reading of the text, this analysis made it
possible to understand the linguistic particularities of the different discourses. We detected
six main types of discourses and then mapped out the significantly-linked discourse by
countries, according to the Chi-squared test, by using the geographical information system
(ArcGIS 10.2©).

Appendix C. Three Examples of Projects presented in the COP24 in Katowice in 2018)
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Figure A1. Puyanawa: Traditional knowledges and Challenge changes. Source: Constant Josimo
(UFRJ), GYPC.
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Figure A2. Stone gardens: from the ancestors of Rapa-Nui to the world. Source: Young people, High
school Aldea, Rapa Nui, GYPC.
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Figure A3. Hydroponics for all. Source: Young people, High school Cordillera, GYCP.
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Appendix D. The Proposals of Action in the Face of the Climate Emergency presented

in COP25 in Madrid in 2019)

Table A2. Working group, GYCP.

Topics/Workshops Findings Arguments Propositions Future Impacts

Education

Lack of practical and
theoretical knowledge
to generate sustainable

actions.
The youth remain

without answers or
concrete actions.

The mission of the
program is to advise
public and private
institutions in the

creation of an
educational system
based on ecology

through transversal
projects.

A program on four
pillars:

—Environment
—Engagement

—Empowerment
—Efficiency

Implement
age-appropriate

environmental and
sustainability activities.

Valuing forests, less
carbon footprint

Massive deforestation
of large virgin forests
such as the Amazon,

the Congo Basin Forest,
or the Indonesian

forests, among others.

The magnitude of the
consequences of

pollution from large
industries incompatible

with a sustainable
future.

Creating positive
rewards, not

necessarily economic,
for responsible and

environmentally
friendly countries;

the greening of urban
spaces

Consider in the near
future a legislation that
will have to control the
countries involved in

large-scale
deforestation

Biodiversity, Resources,
Water and soils

Concerned about a
sixth mass extinction,

that biodiversity,
ecosystems and our
own existence are in

danger.

Deforestation causes
the destruction of

ecosystems, loss of
animal habitats, and

soil infertility.

—raise public
awareness: to know the

biodiversity
—Created: a labeling

system to rate the
ecological footprint

Reforestation program
to restore ecosystems

and boost biodiversity

Sustainable agriculture

At least 1300 tons of
food are wasted each
year; more than 800

million people do not
have enough to eat

Indifference of
consumers [ourselves!]
as to the origin of food

products.

The preservation of a
sustainable

agroecology in which
the relationship

between producer and
consumer will be

reciprocal

to make the school a
privileged place for

balanced eating habits

Protection of the
Oceans

Our oceans are a
complex system that

connects us as
neighbors to all nations.

We are in a state of
environmental

emergency with respect
to the conservation

status of our oceans.

Our governmental and
commercial systems

and the absurd
over-consumption of
unnecessary goods

have overloaded the
capacity of the oceans.

-Impose a maximum
rate of imports and
exports from each

nation.
-Nations must commit

to reducing their
carbon emissions

Raise awareness among
students and the

community at large
about the causes and

effects of climate
change on the oceans.

Nature in the city

To build a project that
starts from their

anchorage in the local
social environment and

that crosses the fight
against global warming

and the defense of
biodiversity [38].

This is a long-term
local action project.

Over the course of 5
years, students will
record the sounds in
the Villaverde area.

-Creation of complete
ecosystems

We want to revitalize
this area with our

Anillo Verde project,
plant enough

vegetation to isolate the
Anillo Verde.

We want to create a
biome composed of
local and preferably

endangered fauna and
flora.
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Appendix E. Listen to the Youth! Presented in the COP26, in Glasgow (2021)

 

Figure A4. Listen to the Youth. Source: Survey post-COVID-19, 380 people.
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Abstract: Surfing is one of the most popular activities in coastal tourism resorts. However, the sport
depends strongly on the met-ocean weather conditions, particularly on the surface wind-generated
waves that reach the coast. This study provides examples of how users’ needs and user perspectives
are considered by climate data specialists to develop needed, highly useful information addressing
human and social needs. In this vein, the climate analysis of such data can provide input on the
expected length of a surfing season, according to the surfer’s level of expertise. In addition, other
water sports, such as SUP Wave and windsurfing, among others, might be indicated when surfing
conditions are not optimal. Finally, the safety of surfers and other tourists who venture into the sea is
also dependent on those conditions. We collaborated with the surfing community to define a series of
indices for quantifying surfing days (SD), surfing days stratified by surfers’ skills (SDS), alternate
offers (AOs), and surfers’ and swimmers’ safety (SuS and SwS). These are of general applications
but require wind and wave data at a very fine scale as the input. To illustrate the potential of our
indices, we applied them to the Somo beach (Cantabria, Spain). We downscaled a global wave
hindcast dataset covering a 30-year period to a spatial resolution of 100 m to obtain wave-surfing
information at Somo’s surf spot. The results confirmed Somo’s status as a year-round surf spot, with
SD values of 229.5 days/year and monthly values between 22 days/month and 16 days/month. SDS
showed different seasonal peaks according to the surfers’ skills. Beginners’ conditions occurred more
often in the summer (18.1 days/month in July), intermediate surfers’ conditions appeared in the
transitional seasons (14.1 days/month in April), and advanced and big-wave riders in the winter
(15.1 days/month in January and 0.7 days/month, respectively). The AO index identified the SUP
wave values of 216 days/year. Wind water sports presented values of 141.6 days/year; conversely,
SUP sports were possible on only 7.4 days/year. SuS and SwS identified different seasonal hazard
values, decreasing from the winter, autumn, and spring to minimum values in the summer.

Keywords: resilience; wave climate; tourism management; surfing; climatology; decision making;
climate service; sustainability; adaptation

1. Introduction

Climate services are defined as the provision of climate information to help individuals
and organizations make climate-resilient decisions. The World Climate Conference-3
(WCC-3), organized in 2009 by the World Meteorological Organization, established the
Global Framework for Climate Services (GFCS) [1]. Climate data and information are
transformed into customized products to provide decision makers in climate-sensitive
sectors with better information to adapt to climate variability and change [2]. The goal
of climate services is to provide access to scientific knowledge and, thereby, to reduce
vulnerability and create opportunities to promote innovation, business opportunities,
and employment, highlighting the importance of involving users in developing climate
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services [3]. Research has revealed [4] that peer-reviewed literature on the availability
and use of climate services in the operations and management of tourism is scarce, and
that a need exists for a new generation of specialized climate information products that
can enhance climate risk management amongst tourism suppliers. Adaptation to climate
change is becoming more urgent, but the wealth of knowledge that informs adaptation
planning and decision making is currently not being used to its full potential [5]. In this
context, climate services can provide valuable information that can help society enhance
resilience, survival, and even prosperity in the face of climate risk [6].

Climate assessment for recreation and tourism have increasingly become dynamic
research topics, especially in the age of the anthropogenic climate crisis [7]. Coastal destina-
tions can offer different tourist activities in the same territory and all of them are influenced
by meteo-climatic conditions to a specific degree [8]. We assert that there is a need to
explore the climatic viability of different activities. By doing so, the development of climate
services with tailored climate information about particular destinations can shed light on
system changes.

The results of this research, specifically all the information generated with the in-
dicators, imply an improved capacity for destination managers to promote particular
destinations. This can lead to a destination being promoted in a more resilient way, not only
by knowing which season is better for a specific level of surfing but also by knowing the
viability of offering complementary activities. Thus, destination managers can plan tourist
offers better and can be prepared to adapt activities when surfing is not possible. This will
lead to investing in resources, from hiring staff to planning surfing championships, that
will be planned more efficiently and sustainably. Definitively, using this information will
enable destination managers to apply informed climate-resilient actions in their sector.

The present research bridges the gap between users and producers of climate infor-
mation in line with our previous study, in which surfers and surf companies identified
which meteorological and climatological information they need access to for better surfing
experiences [9]. The new contacts that were gained through the survey conducted in the
previous study helped the researchers of this study refine its focus.

Climate index application and validation for tourism is a complicated topic and
presents several challenges [10–12]. In this context, the significance of this study is the
need to transform meteo-oceanic data into information that can assist decision making in
coastal destinations that need sustainable development. As coastal tourist destinations can
offer different activities, we focus on surfing, one of the water activities that is offered at
several destinations. Following the scientific literature, we have identified a gap in this
specific activity and a need to develop a climate service that addresses it. Therefore, this
research aims to contribute to the development of a specific climate service for surfing by
considering specific users’ needs and also by developing high-resolution meteo-oceanic
data. The paper’s primary objective is to present a set of climate indices for surfing
destinations, taking as its experimental area the well-known Spanish surf spot of Somo
(see the next section for details). With our analyses, we achieve two secondary objectives:
(1) to obtain a downscaled dataset of wave data and (2) to describe with climate data the
surfing potential of Somo’s surf spot. As our results will specifically define the surfing
potential of the spot, this information will assist surfing destination managers in promoting
climate-resilient pathways for sustainable development in surfing tourism. In this regard,
we intend to contribute modestly to the achievement of the various UN 2030 Agenda
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), namely (3) good health and well-being, (8) decent
work and economic growth, (12) responsible consumption and production, (13) climate
action, (14) life below water, and (15) life on land.

2. Literature Review

Several authors have defended the idea [13] that climate change communication and
user engagement can work as a tool to anticipate climate change. The visual communication
of climate information is one of the cornerstones of climate services; thereby, the characteris-
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tics that make a climate service self-explanatory rely on the type of representation used. In
this context, guidance on the climate information published by official bodies should adopt
a consistent approach, with a clear narrative that describes the transition from science to
guidance [14]. The form in which climate services information is needed for the required
end-user decisions requires careful thought, including appropriate communication of the
associated uncertainties using best practices and experiences from related sectors [15].

Numerous authors have discussed the importance of climate [16], weather [17–21], and
extreme weather [22–24] in the establishment and choice of tourism destinations. Outdoor
recreation is strongly and increasingly affected by climate change and its impacts present
marked seasonal and geographical variations that determine its viability [25]. In the past,
the Tourism Climate Index (TCI) [26,27] has been used in suitability analyses. Several
studies calculated this index to determine the climatic comfort conditions for tourism in
different areas [28,29]. Specific research has focused on exploring the state of weather and
climate information for tourism and explored sustainable tourism and the grand challenge
of climate change [30,31]. Regarding the idea of the TCI, other studies have developed the
Holiday Climate Index (HCI) [13,14] and computed it, in a reshaped formulation, for beach
and urban destinations with climate data downscaled dynamically [31]. Other studies [8]
have proposed the co-creation of specific indices for each specific activity/destination. One
such study described indices for beach and snow tourism [32], while others developed
indices for skiing [33,34], and still others have focused on surfing [35]. Sports tourism, based
either on attending a sports event or on practicing the sport, has experienced considerable
growth in the last several decades. Surfing as a tourist activity has traditionally been
labeled as sports tourism [36] or nautical, maritime, or marine tourism [37]. Most recently,
researchers defined it as ‘blue tourism’, a concept intimately related to the blue economy
and the blue growth strategy [38]. Blue tourism highlights the sea as the central resource
for leisure and recreation activities and leisure and tourism industries [39,40].

Surf and surfing tourism affect the environment and depend on its preservation and
there is a concern regarding not only the quality of the activity but also its sustainabil-
ity. New research has ranked Cape Town beaches in terms of sustainability by using
surf-tourism-related indicators [41]. Similarly, other authors have used the Driving Forces-
Pressures-State-Impacts-Responses (DPSIR) framework to propose indicators to measure
human activities affecting surf breaks [42]. Similarly, it has been affirmed that surf breaks
are finite, valuable, and vulnerable natural resources that not only influence community
and cultural identities but are also a source of revenue and provide a range of health
benefits [43]. Despite this, surf breaks lack recognition as coastal resources and, therefore,
the associated management measures required to maintain them. It has also been recog-
nized that conserving biodiversity and ecosystem services requires diverse models that
empower communities to act steward of such resources and also to benefit from them. They
investigate the potential of surfing resources and the consciousness of surfing communities
as beacons of environmental and marine biodiversity preservation. In fact, the sustainable
management of these resources ensures their ability to provide for the character, economy,
and development of coastal communities worldwide [44]. Valencia et al. [45] studied how
surfing tourism’s effects are perceived by local residents; the results of their research have
implications for surf tourism management at the destination.

Fox et al. [46] focused their research on recreational ocean users, specifically surfers,
and how their blue space activities may inform the understanding of ocean processes and
human–ocean interconnections. They presented novel insights about the opportunities for
integrating ocean sustainability strategies through blue space activity mechanisms and
coastal community engagement. They defined the surfing social-ecological system adapted
from McGinnis et al. [47] and demonstrated how the human (social) and ocean (ecological)
systems provide opportunities for interactions between surfers (users) and waves (resource
units), producing ocean literacy understanding and awareness.

Another aspect that has an impact on the perception and development of surf is the
safety of the practitioners. Mindes [48] analyzed hazards perceptions among surfers in
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Southern California. Rip currents are a primary mechanism associated with dangerous
situations [49] and have been the focus of beachgoer education and awareness strategies [50].
Surfers and lifeguards often utilize rip currents to expedite their journey across the surf
zone [51]. Attard et al. [52] found that 63% of surfers believe they have saved a swimmer’s
life. The enjoyability and safety of the surfing experience are enhanced when the right
information is communicated in the right way. Boqué et al. [9] surveyed surfers in Spain
to explore which meteorological and climatological information they find necessary for a
better surfing experience.

De Andrés et al. [53], who studied surfers’ balance during surfing activity between
competitive surfers and non-competitive surfers in Somo, in collaboration with Escuela
Cantabra de Surf and Somo Surf Center, defended that surfing in training and competition
is characterized by a great variability of environmental factors such as different sizes and
breaking shapes of the waves and changing weather conditions. Nevertheless, there are
limitations and possibilities for the world surfing reserves [54] that can be assessed by
surfing climatology and surfing forecasts [9].

3. Study Area, Data and Methods

3.1. Study Area

The pilot area of the Somo surf spot is part of the municipality of Ribamontán al
Mar Municipality. Ribamontán al Mar is located on the northern shore of the Iberian
Peninsula in the Cantabria region (Figure 1) close to its capital of Santander. It hosts Spain’s
first surfing school, established in 1991. Ribamontán al Mar (declared in 2012 as a World
Surfing Reserve, the first in Spain and the second in Europe) is a pioneering territory in its
commitment to surfing tourism through its Surfing Competitiveness Plan (2009–2014) and
in promoting territorial balance through the competitiveness of destinations, international
projection, specialization of tourism products, and deseasonalization [54].

The area is characterized by an oceanic climate, specifically Cfb, in the Köpen Climate
Classification [55]. The Cfb type is defined as being temperate mesothermal, without a dry
season, and with a mild summer. Using monthly values, the annual thermometric regime is
regular, with the highest average values in August and the lowest in January. Precipitation
is significant even in the drier months [56]. Wind variations are present throughout the year.
Northwest and southeast winds dominate in the winter. In the spring, northerly winds
usually blow and then shift to a northeasterly direction in the summer. High-intensity
winds are more frequent in the winter and at the end of autumn [57].

3.2. Data and Methods

Data for our analysis were obtained after applying the high resolution downscaled
ocean waves (DOW) approach [58,59] to the global ocean waves hindcast [60] data. This
hindcast is a historical hourly wave reconstruction generated with the WAVEWATCH III
model [61], using the atmospheric forcing from the Climate Forecast System Reanalysis
(CFSR) global reanalysis from 1979 to 2010 [62] and extended to the present by CFSv2 [63]
with a ~0.2◦ resolution. GOW2 has global coverage with a spatial resolution of 0.5◦ × 0.5◦
and a resolution of 0.25◦ × 0.25◦ in zones near the coast. The DOW approach is a global
framework to downscale waves to coastal areas, which takes into account a correction of
open sea significant wave height (directional calibration). The approach combines numeri-
cal models (dynamical downscaling) and mathematical tools (statistical downscaling). First,
a regional hindcast is numerically simulated with the Simulating Waves Nearshore (SWAN)
model using high-resolution winds from the Cantabrian domain of downscaling winds (a
3 km historical reconstruction from global CFSR reanalysis) and the GOW2 spectral data as
the boundary conditions.

Then, the DOW Cantabria database is used, which is based on regional waves as
initial conditions for waves in the contours of high-resolution numerical domains, at
~100 m resolution.
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Figure 1. Somo surf spot location: global and local context.

Our methodological approach (Figure 2) used significant wave height (Hm0), peak
period (Tp), wind speed (Ws), and wind direction (Wd) downscaled climate data from DOW
in the Somo surf spot in the definition of a climate service for the management of surfing
destinations. In addition, using Hm0 and Tp as input from DOW, we computed the wave
energy flux (We) with the following formula [64]:

We = Hm02 ∗ Tp
We = wave energy f lux

Hm0 = significant wave height
Tp = peak wave period

(1)
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Figure 2. Development workflow of the climate service for surfing destination management.

We designed the surfing management indicators by combining the variables previously
described and constraining hourly data to daylight time (obtained through the R package
suncalc, https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/suncalc/suncalc.pdf) when surfing
activity was concentrated. We obtained (1) a daily surf climatology, (2) a surfer-skill climate
indicator, (3) an index for alternatives to surfing, and (4) a hazard climate indicator for
surfers and swimmers.

Surfing climatology yields the number of expected surfing days per year, i.e., days
when, following Espejo et al. [65] and Boqué et al. [35], Hm0 ≥ 0.5, Tp ≥ 6, and Ws < 20.
Days that do not meet these requirements are considered non-surfing times. For these
periods, we described and indexed combining Hm0 and Ws to suggest to surfers and surf
schools the best surf-related alternatives (e.g., other water sports), according to the state of
the wind and the sea. We considered a surf-related activity to be any activity requiring the
use of a board. We grouped them as (1) Stand Up Paddle Surf (SUP) activities, for which
waves are not required, e.g., SUP yoga, SUP Pilates on board, or a water polo match using
surfboards [66]; (2) SUP activities that require waves and are similar to surfing—called SUP
Wave; and (3) sports such kitesurfing, in which wind speed is the key element [67]. These
activities and their optimal values of Hm0 and Ws are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Alternative surf activity definition.

Alternative Surf Activity

Categorization Conditions Required Explanation

SUP/SUP yoga/SUP Pilates/Surf polo
better than surfing

Ws < 10
Hm0 < 0.5

Waves are not high enough for surfing,
but wind conditions allow the practice of

other related activities

SUP Wave Ws < 20
Hm0 > 0.5 ≤ 1.5

Significant wave height and wind speed
will probably make SUP Wave possible

Kite surfing, windsurfing, wing better
than surfing Ws > 20 Wind speed is too extreme for surfing but

is suitable for other related activities

The second index (Table 2) categorizes the Hm0 values as different surf-skill levels (i.e.,
beginner, intermediate, advanced, or big wave rider). The values of the different intervals
are an adaptation of Hutt et al. [68], who defined the maximum and minimum values of
wave height according to the surfers’ skills. We also combined these values for the peak
period following the thresholds suggested by Espejo et al. [65].
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Table 2. Surfing skill-oriented climatology definition.

Surfing Skill-Oriented Climatology

Categorization Conditions Required Explanation

Beginner/Longboard/Fatty boards Hm0 ≥ 0.5 < 0.9
Tp ≥ 6

Small waves useful for beginners,
longboarders, or fatty board riders

Intermediate Hm0 ≥ 0.9 < 1.5
Tp ≥ 6

Wave height is useful for intermediate
surfers (in green waves) but also for

beginners in white water

Advanced Hm0 ≥ 1.5 < 3
Tp ≥ 6

Wave height is so high that the surfers
require advanced skills to arrive at the

peak zone and to surf

Big wave rider Hm0 ≥ 3
Tp ≥ 6

Wave height is suitable only for big wave
riders and tow-in surfers

To compute these two monthly indices from hourly observations, we used our own
formula as follows:

Im =
(∑ obscrm)

∑ obsm
nm (2)

where Im (Equation (2)) corresponds to the monthly indicator for a specific month and
expresses the number of complete days that meet a set of given conditions, regardless of
how they are distributed within the month; obscrm is the number of hourly observations
that meet the required conditions; obsm is the total number of observations per month; and
nm is the number of days in that month (e.g., 31 in January, 28/29 in February, etc.).

For the hazard indicator, we followed Attard et al. [52], who demonstrated that surfers
do well in locations that can be hazardous to swimmers. In line with Attard’s approach [52],
we used Hm0, Ws, Wd, and We, according to formula II. Following Koon et al. [69],
Mazzone [70], Whitcomb [71], and Miloshis et al. [72], we computed hazard scores for
intermediate surfers, the third general degree established by the surfing Spanish federa-
tion framework, and intermediate swimmers, according to the classification of the Real
Federación Española de Natación achieving the level fry 2. As swimmers’ and surfers’
interactions with the ocean are intrinsically different, we defined specific cut-off points for
each, as reflected in Table 3, and attribute values from 0 to 4 to each condition to create a
composite index that can take values between 0 and 10. Maximum values (10) relate to
hazardous conditions; minimum values (0) relate to conditions without hazards.

Table 3. Hazard management: surfers’ versus swimmers’ definition.

Hazard Management: Surfers versus Swimmers Definition

Variable Based
Conditions

Required (Swimmers)
Value (Swimmers)

Conditions
Required (Surfers)

Value (Surfers)

Wind-based

Ws < 10
Wd = all directions 0 Ws < 15

Wd = all directions 0

Ws ≥ 10 < 15
Wd = onshore 1 Ws ≥ 15 < 20

Wd = all directions 3

Ws ≥ 10 < 15
Wd = offshore 2 Wd ≥ 20

Wd = all directions 4

Ws ≥ 15 < 20
Wd = onshore 1 NA NA

Ws ≥ 15 < 20
Wd = offshore 3 NA NA

Ws ≥ 20
Wd = all directions 4 NA NA
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Table 3. Cont.

Hazard Management: Surfers versus Swimmers Definition

Variable Based
Conditions

Required (Swimmers)
Value (Swimmers)

Conditions
Required (Surfers)

Value (Surfers)

Significant
wave-height-based

Hm0 > 0.5 < 0.9 1 Hm0 > 1.5 > 3 1
Hm0 ≥ 0.9 < 1.5 2 Hm0 ≥ 3 2

Hm0 > 1.5 3 NA NA

Wave energy flux-based

We < 45 0 We ≥ 500 < 1000 1
We ≥ 45 < 100 1 We ≥ 1000 4

We ≥ 100 < 1000 2 NA NA
We ≥ 1000 3 NA NA

We obtained each daily hazard indicator by selecting the maximum hourly value of
the hazard score per day. These values were packaged (1) in the form of calendars and in
graphical time series where maximum monthly values are shown, as we will present in
Section 4.

For SD, SDS, and AO, we represent the monthly values as boxplots, and we also show
the annual values in a graphical time series to observe the evolution for the 1985–2015
period. For all sets of indicators, the Mann–Kendall test was calculated to explore the
trends. For SuS and SwS, we represent the annual mean of the monthly mean of the daily
maximum value in the time series.

4. Results

4.1. Surf Climatologies

Figure 3 presents the monthly climatology of the expected surfing days computed
from 1985–2015 at the Somo surf site. The annual number of expected surfing days was
229.5. The highest monthly value corresponded to July (22 days), followed by August
(21.7 days/month) and June (21 days/month). Lower values corresponded to November
(16.3 days/month), February (16.9 days/month), December (17.8 days/month), and April
(17.9 days/month). The winter months (December, January, and February) showed larger
interquartile ranges.

Figure 3. Expected distribution of surfing days per month, Somo, 1985–2015.
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Figure 4 shows the evolution of the annual SD for the 1985–2015 period. The SD annual
values ranged from 247.8 days (the year 2015) to 206.19 days (the year 2010). The plot shows
the variation of the annual SD between the years; the standard deviation corresponded to
10.09 days.

Figure 4. Evolution and trend of annual surfing days; reference period is 1985–2015 in Somo.

Figure 5 adds the consideration of the surfer’s skill level. Our results showed that,
depending on the practitioner’s skills, the season shifted from summer to winter, opening
the door to the deseasonalization of tourist resorts. In this regard, the peak number of the
expected days for the beginners clustered again in the summer: June (17.3 days/month),
July (18.19 days/month), and August (17.2 days/month). By contrast, intermediate surfers
should expect to find a larger number of optimal days in the transition seasons, with
peaks in April (14.4 days/month) and September (13.4 days/month). Finally, advanced
surfers and big wave riders will find better conditions in the winter. For advanced surfers,
the expected days peaked in January (15.1 days) and December (12.3 days/month). Big
wave riders should expect <1 day/month, concentrated throughout the period of the
November–April semester and peaking in January (0.7 days/month).

Figure 6a–d show the SDS annual evolution and trend for the 1985–2015 period. The
maximum SDS were detected on surfing days for intermediate surfers at 167.02 days (in
2011), followed by beginners with 157.36 days (in 1985), 108.21 days (in 1986) for advanced
surfers, and 10.02 days (in 2014) for big wave riders. The minimum SDS annual values were
ranked from big wave riders with 0 days (in 1992), advanced surfers with 43.16 days (the
year 2010), beginners with 94.94 days (the year 2011), and intermediates with 114.5 days
(in 1989). The standard deviation ranged from 2.19 days (big wave riders) to 17.41 days
for advanced surfers. The case for intermediates was 11.89 days and for beginners was
16.2 days.

4.2. Alternative Offer

Days when environmental conditions do not favor surfing might still be suitable for
alternative water sport activities (Figure 7a–c). From the series of activities considered
in Section 3, in the case of the Somo surf spot, the surf activity offered most frequently
was SUP Wave (216 days/year); specifically, July (22.7 days/month) had the largest num-
ber of expected days. Kitesurfing was the alternative surf activity offered second most
frequently (141.6 days/year), and the spring and summer months presented the lowest
values for expected kitesurfing days per year, linked with summer’s calm winds. SUP
yoga (7.4 days/year) was the alternative that offered lower possibilities, which indicates
that if the activity needs to be promoted, it should probably ubicate in rivers next to the
main surf spot. SUP Wave and kitesurfing seemed to be complementary, as when there is
so much wind to practice SUP Wave, there is enough wind to practice kitesurfing, wing,
or windsurfing. The high values for these wind activities were present specifically in au-
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tumn and winter: November (15.8 days/month), December (16 days/month), and January
(16.8 days/month). A good period for practicing SUP Wave is during the spring and
summer, and at the beginning of autumn: May (21 days/month), June (22 days/month),
July (22.7 days/month), August (22.4 days/month), and September (19.6 days/month).

 

Figure 5. Expected distribution of surfing days per month sorted by surfer’s skill level; reference
period is 1985–2015 in Somo.
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Figure 6. (a) Evolution and trend of annual surfing days for beginner surfers; reference period is
1985–2015 in Somo. (b) Evolution and trend of annual surfing days for intermediate surfers; reference
period is 1985–2015 in Somo. (c) Evolution and trend of annual surfing days for advanced surfers;
reference period is 1985–2015 in Somo. (d) Evolution and trend of annual surfing days for big wave
riders; reference period is 1985–2015 in Somo.
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Figure 7. (a) Expected distribution of alternative offer monthly days for SUP-related sports; reference
period is 1985–2015 in Somo. (b) Expected distribution of alternative offer monthly days for SUP
Wave sport; reference period is 1985–2015 in Somo. (c) Expected distribution of alternative offer
monthly days for wind-related sports, i.e., windsurfing, kitesurfing, wing surfing; reference period is
1985–2015 in Somo.
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Figure 8a–c shows the annual AO evolution and trend for the 1985–2015 period. The
Mann–Kendall test denoted the absence of a trend in the data. For the annual AO values,
SUP-related activities presented the lowest values of annual days: a minimum of 3.35 days
in 1986 and a maximum days of 11.81 days in 1997. SUP Wave presented a maximum of
207.74 annual days in 2001 and a minimum of 165.23 days in 1993. Wind and water sports
such as windsurfing, wing surfing, or kitesurfing presented high maximum annual values
in 2010, corresponding to 138.71 days, and lower values were in 1998, corresponding to
102.89 days.

Figure 8. (a) Evolution and trend of annual alternative offer days for SUP-related sports; reference
period is 1985–2015. (b) Evolution and trend of annual alternative offer days for SUP Wave sport;
reference period is 1985–2015. (c) Evolution and trend of annual alternative offer days for wind-related
sports, i.e., windsurfing, kitesurfing, wing surfing; reference period is 1985–2015.
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4.3. Hazards Management for Surfers and Swimmers

As expected, the results showed that, in the coordinates of the Somo surf spot, the
hazard score was higher for swimmers than for surfers (Figure 9). The maximum possible
values were 10 for both swimmers and surfers, and even so, at any time of the studied
period, a score of 10 was reached. The scores for surfers were always lower than those
for swimmers (Figure 9). Higher hazard values were present in the winter, autumn, and
spring; lower values corresponded to the summer season. After analyzing higher scores
for surfers versus swimmers year round, we found the following values: January (4.1 vs.
7.3), February (4.2 vs. 7.3), March (3.9 vs. 7), April (3.7 vs. 6.7), November (4.4 vs. 7.8), and
December (3.9 vs. 7).

Figure 9. Distribution of swimmers’ and surfers’ hazard score, 1985–2015: Somo surf spot.

Figure 10a,b presents the evolution and trend of the annual values of SwS and SuS for
the 1985–2015 period. The highest values for SwS and SuS were in 2014 (a score of 9.21 vs.
7.07) and the lowest happened in 1987 (a score of 7.32 vs. 4.25).

The Mann–Kendall test denoted the absence of significant trends in the series of all
the indicators, characterized by interannual variability.
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Figure 10. (a) Evolution and trend of annual maximum SuS from 1985 to 2015 in Somo. (b) Evolution
and trend of annual maximum SwS.

5. Discussion

As described in Section 3, surfing days were computed considering peak period (Tp),
significant wave height (Hm0), wind direction (Wd), and wind speed (Ws) parameters. The
highest values in the summer will probably be linked to the period of calm winds in the
area. Nevertheless, the months in the winter that presented lower values will probably
present high values in other spots of the east of the beach where the wind speed is not
as high as in this region due to orientation and exposure factors. These results improved
those of Boqué et al. [35], who calculated expected surfing days without considering wind
direction and wind speed, basing their calculations only on buoy data information from
Puertos del Estado and Instituto Marinha Portugal.

As Scarfe et al. [73] suggested, we have developed a surfing wave climatology intended
as an information resource for surfing management. Espejo et al. [65] developed a global
index for analyzing surfing climatic potential, but the horizontal spatial resolution of
ocean data was coarser than ours. Espejo et al. [65] based their analysis on a global scale,
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while we focused on the local scale by utilizing downscaled data with a hybrid method.
Tausía [74] studied the surfing conditions in the Somo surf spot with a slightly coarser
spatial resolution of 100 m, focusing on the numerical simulation of the physical processes
that affect surfing waves.

Advanced surfers had a higher number of expected days per month from October
to April. Intermediate surfing days per month had fewer fluctuations year round. As
suggested by Hutt [68], surf breaks were classified according to surfing skills. In this sense,
we followed Barlow et al. [75], who examined the effect of wave conditions and surfer
ability on performance and the physiological response of recreational surfers. Hence, by
combining climatic conditions and surfing levels as defined by Hutt [68], we see that we
can contribute to the knowledge about expected surfing days by considering surfers’ skills.
Thus, we have more evidence about how different sizes of waves are associated with the
balance of surfers during surfing activities, which will depend on surfers’ skills as De
Andrés et al. [53] stated.

These results provide important insights into demonstrating the different capacities
for offering water-related activities for a specific territory. In some cases, lectures on the
deseasonalization of the tourist activity are supported by the offer of other kinds of tourist
products. Peñas de Haro [76], defended deseasonalizing sun and beach tourism in Mallorca,
which is typically concentrated in the summer months. The deseasonalization proposal is
based on the offer of surfing and body surfing activities, as these activities are possible when
sun and beach climatic requirements are not in their best conditions. Martín et al. [77] also
presented a proposal for the diversification of products in consolidated tourist destinations,
giving special mention to the possibility of promoting Costa del Sol as a surfing destination.
Even so, these studies did not specifically analyze climate data to determine the exact
climatology of the products that can diversify the tourist offer, which is one of the aims of
our study.

Regarding the hazard information from swimmers, as stated by Short et al. [78],
rip currents and beach hazards have an impact on public safety and have implications
for coastal management. We believe that surfers and lifeguards can assist swimmers
in a hazardous situation and that swimmers should have lessons on rip current escape
strategies [72]. In the event that a swimmer does not know how to escape from a rip
current, surfers and lifeguards, who know how rip currents work [50], can perform a
rescue [51]. Surfers possess this ability because they usually use rip currents to arrive at
the surfing waiting-area zone for surfing [50]. Therewith, we consider in which moments
surfers present the highest hazard score because, in that situation, they are not going to
be able to rescue swimmers. During these times, lifeguards should check on both surfers
and swimmers. Based on climatic conditions, our results reveal the difference between
swimmers’ and surfers’ hazards, and thus, this information can assess lifeguards’ decision
making related to which periods are better for assisting only swimmers and which are
important for assessing the safety of both swimmers and surfers. In Somo, lifeguards are
only present during the summer months; therefore, this information can be of value when
deciding whether to extend the period of lifeguards’ presence if required.

6. Conclusions and Perspectives

León et al. [79] explained that the tourism sector is recognized as being highly vulner-
able to climate change, and research supporting destinations to enhance their resilience
capacities is still considered scarce. As Bradshaw [80] found, a review of the related tourism
literature raises awareness of surfing as a sport, tourism, and innovation opportunities
for policymakers in the context of a highly entrepreneurial country, highlighting the ben-
efits that surf tourism offers for sustainable growth and positioning surf tourism as an
innovative product.

Our research represents an advance in the knowledge of (1) the expected surfing
conditions, (2) the expected surfing conditions related to surfers’ skills, (3) the expected
conditions for alternative surf offers, and (4) the expected hazard conditions and their
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differences for surfers and swimmers. Our case is applied in Somo’s surf spot but the
general framework can work as a model for other specific surfing destinations, specifically
sandy beaches. Surfing destinations with point breaks and estuaries propagations of swell
should follow another approach; nevertheless, surfing management indicators can be
applied in the same way.

Following Borne [81], who defended the functions of academic and more-popular
literature within different language games, academic accounts can seem turgid, dense,
and overcomplicated, while popular media may sometimes be seen as repeating banal
and superficial observations. However, the scope for surfing-related authors to seek to
bridge the gap between scholarship and surfing culture is exceedingly broad. For this
reason, we developed specific indicators and represented them to assist surfing destination
managers to be better prepared to make climate-smart decisions as recommended by the
Global Framework for Climate Services [2]. In this vein and following Kumar et al. [82],
who explored how the visualization and communication of the forecast support the end
users’ decision making, our graphics in the results section are designed to be simple and
easy to interpret for surfing destination managers, surf schools, and surfers, among others.

Our results contribute to the blue economy knowledge, as Spinrad [83] highlighted
that the new blue economy is realized as the commercialization of value-added data,
information, and knowledge about the marine environment. The economic benefits are
enabled by dramatic improvements in observational capabilities and the development of
predictive models. Increases in the volume, diversity, and quality of data, as well as more
skillful methods of forecasting and nowcasting, make possible the production of products
and services enhancing traditional components of the blue economy.

Surf tourism development provides economic opportunities to residents in coastal
destinations, yet it has also been criticized for associations with gentrification, pollution,
and inequality. The pandemic exacerbated existing sustainability challenges by accelerating
development near surf breaks in Bocas del Toro, Panama. Mach [84] also found that there
is an urgent need for stakeholders in surf communities, and particularly surf tourism
business owners, to cooperate to preserve surf experiences that are vital to residents’
mental and physical health and well-being as well as attractiveness as a surf tourism
destination. As Mach et al. [85] explained, we defend the idea that surfing tourism deserves
a more significant place in funding initiatives, discussions, and research related to fostering
sustainable development from ocean resources in the rapidly changing world.

Our research can modestly contribute to Spain’s goals for its Sustainable Tourism
Strategy 2030. This is because, in 2019, the general guidelines of the Sustainable Tourism
Strategy were presented, but surfing tourism was not mentioned.

This study presents a foundation for surfing climate service surfing. Future work will
apply our indices to other surf spots and will validate the predictability of the indices. In
addition, more indicators can be generated to assess surfing activities if more variables are
added; an example is wetsuit recommendations if seawater temperature is analyzed. The
present study has focused on surf tourism, but the methodology can be applied to other
outdoor and sport-tourism-related activities following Silva et al. [86] and other dimensions
of adventure tourism [87].

As surfers have their experiential standards for the surfability of particular places
and conditions, and following Hutt et al. [68], research can affirm that, depending on
surfing skills, surfers will be able to perform in specific meteo-oceanic conditions or not.
The general idea is that the advanced surfers can surf in all conditions when they are not
adverse. Conversely, beginning surfers cannot perform in all situations. Nevertheless,
when high waves that are beneficial for advance surfers occur, beginners may sometimes
also surf, but not in the same area. Advanced surfers will surf in the green wave area and
beginners will surf in the white water area. The standards of surfers will depend on the
level of practice, i.e., beginner, intermediate, advanced, and big wave rider, and on style, i.e.,
body board, skim, shortboard, longboard—for this reason, in general terms, some beaches
are better for beginners and others for advanced surfers. Even so, as meteo-conditions
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are constantly changing, there is no general surf clue that can help the surfing community.
For this reason, the present research has focused on developing those different needs
identified from the survey profiling different kinds of surfers: beginners, intermediates,
advanced, and big wave riders [9]. Relatedly, future research may explore the provision of
an app with reactive programming for surfers that could help them to set preferences for
meteo-oceanic variables.

Future research may also explore the needs of actual resort managers and/or develop-
ers by means of focus groups, adapting Font et al.’s [8] methodology to better re-design a
climate service. The development of this kind of research will promote the maximization of
the usage of surfing resources.

Research has explored the advances in climate services in multiple fields but deter-
mining a climate service for surfing destination management through downscaled wave
data with a 100 m horizontal spatial resolution has not been done before. Further research
may focus on developing the same/similar indicators but while also combining surfing
forecasting with the downscaling method employed in the present research. This forecast
data would help destination managers formulate better marketing plans and development.
The next steps of the investigation can apply the computation of the same indicators with
projection data considering the different climate scenarios to study how surfing resources
will change in the future.
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Abstract: Seattle Public Utilities (SPU) is a municipal water supply, drainage, wastewater, and solid
waste management utility in Seattle, Washington. This utility has explored the impacts of climate
change and supported climate adaptation work since 1997. Faced with threats such as sea level
rise, drought, wildfires, and extreme precipitation events, SPU has worked to “mainstream” climate
science throughout its strategic planning, capital investments, management, operations, staffing,
institutional culture, and more. This paper provides a descriptive, chronologically ordered account
of how SPU’s climate-change-related work has evolved to become an aspect of a broader social and
environmental sustainability orientation, aimed at resilience against climate impacts, but also towards
improving greenhouse gas emissions reduction, carbon sequestration, water and waste circularity,
green infrastructure, ecosystem and species stewardship, green and blue workforce development,
affordability, an intergenerational perspective, and environmental justice. We frame this transition
as a movement from a core focus on risk management toward a proactive and integrated mode of
sustainable operations. While SPU’s journey has been enabled by a co-productive approach to climate
services, we speculate on how this model can be broadened and diversified to help SPU pursue
their goal of becoming a sustainable organization. It is our hope that this paper sparks reflection
and discussion within the climate services community, amongst utilities, municipalities, and policy
entrepreneurs that are interested in sustainability.

Keywords: sustainability; public utilities; resilience; climate change; climate adaptation; seattle;
climate services; water utility; waste utility

1. Introduction

Seattle Public Utilities (SPU) is a public utility serving the Seattle, Washington, metropoli-
tan area and its surrounding communities. With service deliveries of water supply, drainage,
wastewater, and solid waste services, it is important to understand that climate change first
emerged as an unconnected issue in each of these service areas at different times and for
different reasons. SPU first addressed climate change within water supply planning in 1997,
following a series of extreme rainfall events and droughts between the mid-1980’s and mid-
1990’s. Following that, SPU addressed climate change in its drainage and wastewater line
of business in the wake of urban flooding and extreme rain events in 2006 and 2007. SPU’s
work in solid waste management has long been guided by environmental considerations,
with a specific analysis conducted in the early 2000s around the potential of effective waste
management systems to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, amongst other financial and
environmental benefits.

While each of these stories could be told in isolation, the staff at SPU are increasingly
seeing that these stories are not separate. This leads to a more complicated story, one in
which it is helpful to understand the standpoint of SPU’s leadership and staff, what they
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view as their future direction, and the kinds of assistance that they will need to realize
their commitment to sustainability. The utility’s early climate-change-related work is now
one aspect of a broader effort to foster sustainable utility operations and management, a
portfolio of activity, that, in addition to addressing climate impacts, includes greenhouse gas
emissions reduction, carbon sequestration, water and waste circularity, green infrastructure,
continuity of service during weather emergencies, ecosystem and species stewardship,
green and blue workforce development, affordability, an intergenerational perspective, and
environmental justice.

We believe that our story can be characterized as an evolution from a risk manage-
ment viewpoint to a commitment to a broader and more inclusive set of factors, which
are organized under the concept of sustainability. While SPU retains focused climate and
environmental risk management strategies and protocols within its lines of business, it is
striving toward a proactive, utility-wide approach to sustainability and adaptive manage-
ment. This evolution includes a concerted effort to look beyond being “climate ready” or
understanding climate impacts, and modifying utility strategic planning, capital invest-
ments, and operations and maintenance to account for the changing climate conditions.
SPU’s commitment to social and environmental sustainability and resilience is taking a
more integrated, holistic approach by addressing the root causes of problems, often across
multiple service areas, to realize conventional utility objectives such as affordability, service
reliability, and service equity, while also pursuing new objectives such as racial equity, ad-
dressing displacement pressure, population growth, economic and environmental injustice,
environmental stewardship, greenhouse gas reduction commitments, and the mitigating
experiences of repeated climate impacts. The Director of Corporate Policy and Planning
at SPU, Danielle Purnell, reflected that SPU’s transformation is about a “restorative bal-
ance in our relationship with the planet and with people. It is a re-remembering that
everything is connected, and we must work together within our means. Climate science
provides clarity about some of the fundamental conditions requiring restoration if we are
to ensure sustainability”.

As emphasized in the final section of this paper, SPU is by no means “finished” with the
difficult work of transforming our strategic orientation, capital investments, management,
operations, staffing, and institutional culture, but we have moved far enough that the rough
contours of our desired future state and required support can be discerned. We hope that
SPU’s evolution will provide grist for the climate services community to use for reflecting
on its own forward-looking priorities, as well as a precedent that is useful for peer utilities,
municipalities, and policy entrepreneurs that are interested in sustainability.

The remainder of this paper is organized into six sections. First, we describe our
technical approach (Section 2), followed by a short background on SPU (Section 3). We
then describe SPU’s history with environmental and climate risk management (Section 4)
and then expand into a summary description of SPU’s efforts to take a more proactive and
integrated approach to achieving sustainable operations across all aspects of our service
portfolio (Section 5). The paper concludes with two discussions: the first explores SPU’s
need for and use of technical and scientific information that falls outside of the purview
of traditional utility operational know-how (Section 6), followed by a discussion of the
ongoing challenges and implications of this information for the climate services community
(Section 7).

2. Technical Approach

This paper is an interpretive, mixed methods study of an American utility—Seattle
Public Utilities. This paper is written to highlight SPU’s historical evolution, with major
sub-sections framed as narrative chronologies. The research integrates: (1) participant
observation [1] with (2) outputs from several third-party assessments and evaluations; (3) a
review of utility archival materials, including planning documents, technical memoranda,
commissioned research reports and internal analyses, capital project application and ap-
proval documents, internal policy statements, and regulatory documentation (e.g., Consent
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Decree); and (4) semi-structured, in-depth interviews with SPU staff working on different
facets of sustainability, climate science, policy, and planning, between 1993 and the present.

(1) The authors of this article are participant observers to SPU’s evolution. In total, two
of the authors (Grodnik-Nagle and Sukhdev) lead the climate mitigation, adaptation,
sustainability, and circular economy policy at SPU. The other two authors have worked
in a consulting capacity for SPU or for entities that have drawn lessons from SPU’s
work for more than a decade (Vogel and Herrick).

(2) SPU has been the subject of several third-party assessments of climate resilience
activity that have collectively documented the utility’s efforts to address climate
readiness over the course of about 18 years, since approximately 2005 [2–16]. The
most comprehensive of these evaluations is a detailed 2016 case study, funded by the
Kresge Foundation [12] and co-written by one of the authors of this essay [8]. This
paper draws significantly from this collection of assessments in laying out the basic
history, sequencing of events, and causal linkages of the SPU story. A total of two peer
reviewed articles have emerged from this body of work [3,12].

(3) Archival materials were identified through participant–author familiarity with the
utility (and predecessor organizations), its history, its standard operating procedures,
and other formal and informal practices. Additional archival materials were identified
through in-depth staff interviews. Other sources were identified through a limited
review of the relevant technical literature and documentation produced by peer and
partner organizations.

(4) To ensure authenticity, the author team developed a preliminary narrative of the SPU
experience using the evaluation and archival sources above, and then solicited direct
feedback from the professional staff involved in SPU’s climate resilience and sustain-
ability management, operations, and research, as far back as 1993. We conducted four
semi-structured group interviews (1–4 interviewees per group) with a total of nine
individuals. The interviewees included individuals involved in all three of SPU’s
lines of business, as well as management, leadership, and core technical staff who
had focused on climate impacts and resilience over the past three decades. Once this
manuscript was drafted, we asked each interviewee, as well as additional staff, to re-
view the draft and provide critical feedback to ensure that our account was consistent
with the lived experience of these key participants (see the list of participating SPU
staff in Appendix A Table A1).

3. SPU Background

Established in 1997 by consolidating the Water Department with the Solid Waste,
Drainage, and Wastewater Utilities Departments, Seattle Public Utilities provides drink-
ing water to 1.5 million retail customers and 19 neighboring utility wholesale customers
throughout the region, and provides drinking water, drainage, wastewater, and solid waste
services directly to residents and businesses within the city of Seattle. SPU has organized
these four essential services into three lines of business: water supply, drainage and wastew-
ater, and solid waste (see Figure 1). SPU has about 1400 employees. The utility manages
two mountain watersheds, the Cedar River watershed, and the South Fork Tolt River
watershed. Its system includes almost 200 miles of water transmission pipelines, 1680 miles
of water distribution main, 1400 miles of in-city sanitary and combined sewer mainlines,
over 480 miles of drainage pipes, and two major garbage and recycling transfer stations
that process an estimated 750,000 tons of garbage, recycling, and organic waste each year.
SPU operates a fleet of 606 vehicles, including 73 construction vehicles, and contracts with
providers for garbage, organics, and recycling collection. With operating revenues of over
$1.4 billion per year, SPU is considered a relatively large U.S. utility, and is uncommon in
its consolidated water supply, drainage, wastewater, and solid waste services, which allow
it to have a broad purview over Seattle’s resource management, environmental services,
and pollution issues.
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Figure 1. SPU operates three main lines of business, providing four essential services to Seattle
residents and businesses.

In addition to customer-facing essential services, SPU provides the Seattle area with
a diverse portfolio of critical services. While most SPU customers equate the utility’s
operations with traditional, high-visibility service streams, such as trash pick-up and the
reliable delivery of safe, potable water, the reality is much more complicated, and includes
operational priorities that are as diverse as managing wildland forests, salmon stewardship,
urban tree planting programs, water and waste educational programs, pollution source
control, graffiti removal, and recreational vehicle wastewater pump-out services.

The breadth of SPU’s core and corollary services provides a backdrop for the variety
and range of SPU’s climate and sustainability risks and opportunities. The utility’s interface
with climate change, in terms of its impacts and contributions, is varied and multi-sectoral.
Figures 2 and 3 provide an overview of SPU’s understanding of climate change, and its
relationship to SPU’s management and operations.

Figure 2. Climate impacts on SPU’s system [17–23].
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Figure 3. SPU‘s contributions to and opportunities to mitigate climate change.

4. SPU’s History as a Risk Management Utility

Seattle Public Utilities has been working to characterize and address climate change
and environmental stewardship issues since its establishment in 1997. We characterize
SPU’s management of environmental externalities and emergent climate risks in this earlier
period as a risk management orientation. From a risk management viewpoint, distinct
impacts (e.g., drought) are seen as threats to the stability of the existing and established
utility services (e.g., the provision of reliable, affordable drinking water). In addition,
environmental externalities (e.g., waste and pollution) are largely managed “downstream”
(reactively), as opposed to “upstream” (preventatively). Such risks are typically addressed
within a single line of business and are reactive within nature—two characteristics that
are very different from the more integrated and adaptive sustainability standpoint are
described in Section 5.

We focus our discussion in this section on the evolution of climate risk and environ-
mental externality management at SPU. Notably, the risks that were associated with climate
change were only one risk factor, among others, that were driving progress at SPU. Within
water supply, other environmental externalities, such as salmon habitat protection, were
critically important. Within drainage and wastewater, other environmental issues, such
as improving surface water quality, were compelling and regulated. Within solid waste
management, many environmental drivers (beyond greenhouse gas emissions) and finan-
cial considerations were taken into account when promoting recycling and composting
programs for the city.

SPU’s risk management work continues as an important effort under the current sus-
tainability orientation described in Section 5. However, SPU is striving for risk management
to apply across all of SPU’s lines of business to treat the threats and opportunities in a
more integrated and holistic fashion [24]. As such, the narrative of each line of business
below does not have a clean break between the past and the present, nor is it intended to
be comprehensive. Rather, each narrative provides background on the climate risk and
environmental externality management activities at SPU that allows us to describe their
evolution into a sustainability orientation in Section 5.

4.1. Water Supply

Following a series of extreme rainfall events and droughts between the mid-1980′s
and mid-1990′s, SPU embarked upon an effort to characterize its climate-related exposures
and risks, and to address its vulnerabilities. Early climate-related work was spurred on by
the projection of a strong El Niño in 1997–1998, and an analysis of the city records to assess
the historical water supply in El-Niño-like years [25]. SPU’s first climate change study, in
2002, was carried out in partnership with the University of Washington Climate Impacts
Group (CIG) to develop analysis techniques to help SPU’s water supply planning staff and
decision makers incorporate global climate change information into local long-range water
supply planning processes. (Chinn, A., 1 September 2022, personal interview; [26]).

The concept of using climate services—relying on forward-looking projections of
changing climate conditions—took root at SPU in their water line of business in the late
1990′s and early 2000′s [27–29]. This was before the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change and National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration projection forecasting and
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the science behind the El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) patterns of climate variability
were well established. As a result of these early efforts to understand hydrologic systems’
changes and impacts and the implications of ENSO, the utility began an effort to integrate
climate-related risks across all levels of its operations—an effort that continues to this day.

By the mid-2000′s, SPU staff and leadership began to understand that climate change
might affect SPU’s ability to meet its water supply mission. However, there was a gap
between the level and type of climate change information that water managers needed,
and the level and type of the information that was being disseminated by the scientific
community. Consequently, a considerable effort was put into building relationships to
share this information about climate change and its impacts on water resources. Much
of this activity was reflected in a two-year (2004–2006) study, jointly sponsored by the
American Water Works Association Research Foundation and the National Center for
Atmospheric Research, which included a case study that characterized SPU’s efforts to use
climate science to inform water supply planning [30,31].

SPU continued to partner with CIG, nearby water utilities in Everett and Tacoma, and
stakeholders in King County, and in 2007, developed downscaled climatological data for
the Tacoma, Seattle, and Everett water utilities. The utilities ran this climate information
through their own system models to generate the 2009 water outlook, which provided a
long-range view of the future water demand in this three-county region [7,32,33].

Shortly after a January 2007 Water Utility Climate Change Summit, attended by
more than 200 water and wastewater utility executives, SPU worked with several other
United States water utilities to form the Water Utility Climate Alliance (WUCA), a self-
funded and collaborative effort to provide leadership on the climate change issues affecting
the country’s water supply agencies. This organization is now composed of 12 water
providers nation-wide that supply water for more than 50 million people. The WUCA
collaboration has funded its own research agenda to provide context-specific information
on climate change and how to integrate that information into the utility decision making
for SPU and its sister agencies. The WUCA launch built a bridge that is sustained to
this day for the collaboration and information sharing between water utilities and the
climate services community. WUCA-sponsored studies (see https://www.wucaonline.
org/publications/ (accessed on 3 January 2023)) have provided important groundwork for
SPU progress on integrating the climate into both planning and operations, as well as into
capital project delivery.

In 2015, in partnership with WUCA and Oregon State University’s Climate Impacts
Research Consortium, SPU carried out a climate modeling effort, known as the Pilot Utility
Modeling Applications (PUMA) Project. This effort, which created a set of 40 scenarios
that were downscaled to several point locations in SPU’s watersheds, fed into SPU’s
hydrology model and utility system model, in order to enable the utility to consider the
future water supply under a range of conditions [8,11,12]. This work focused on SPU’s
system vulnerabilities instead of projecting reductions in supply, and shifted the focus
from attempting to predict the future to considering adaptation measures to reduce any
vulnerabilities. The results from this effort informed SPU’s 2019 Water System Plan (see the
Overview of SPU’s Climate Change Approach in [34]).

SPU is currently working with CIG and King County to study the potential changes in
the flood regime of major King County rivers due to climate change. Additionally, SPU is
collaborating with scientists and west coast utility managers to improve the forecast tools
and strategies for dealing with atmospheric rivers, which are anticipated to increase in
frequency and intensity with climate change. Lastly, SPU is working to refine our supply
and demand forecasting, and update our portfolio of options for improving the climate
resilience of the water supply system.

SPU’s Watershed Management Division, also within SPU’s water line of business,
has undertaken a climate-driven analysis and action beyond the issues of water supply,
particularly in relation to wildfire risks, adaptive forest restoration, and watershed man-
agement [35]. The forest management plans for the Cedar River and South Fork Tolt
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River Municipal Watersheds focus on forest restoration and climate adaptation in Seattle’s
two mountain-source watersheds. The watersheds group is also partnering with other
organizations to pilot climate adaptive forest restoration, testing reforestation in the Tolt
River watershed, with trees sourced from more southern regions where current climates
are similar to the projected climates in western Washington later this century [36]. The
current development of the Wildfire Risk Analysis focuses on planning for a climate-driven
shift in fire regime and the potential impacts on drinking water quality and supply. SPU
is collaborating with the US Forest Service and the US Geological Survey to collect ash
samples and monitor the post-fire hydrology and water quality impacts from the 2022 Bolt
Creek and Loch Katrine fires in the western Cascade Mountains, which will be used to
improve the modeling analyses of the potential wildfire impacts on water supply, if a fire
were to occur in one of SPU’s supply watersheds.

4.2. Drainage and Wastewater

The integration of climate impacts into SPU’s drainage and wastewater business
started later than it did for water supply. The interest in climate change within SPU’s
drainage and wastewater planning began in the wake of severe urban flooding caused by
extreme rain events in 2006 and 2007. These events triggered a significant investment in
natural flood management strategies, including floodable open space in Madison Valley,
and floodplain reconnection projects, such as Meadowbrook Pond.

The city experienced more extreme storms from 2012 through to 2017, and during that
period, Combined Sewer Overflow (CSO) control projects were overflowing due to their
insufficient control volume. The sizing decisions that had been made in 2009 based upon
historic rainfall resulted in infrastructure constructed in 2012–2013 that had insufficient
volume for the storms. Because of this, the utility’s CSO program began considering climate
change in its analysis of reduction strategies. This action first shows up in SPU’s 2015
Long Term Control Plan (LTCP), which is the fifth CSO planning effort undertaken by
SPU [37]. The LTCP was one volume of the city’s comprehensive reduction strategy for
CSOs and stormwater pollutants. The LTCP, which runs through to 2035, was driven by
a regulatory obligation to reduce the CSOs in Seattle’s water bodies and was developed
under SPU’s Consent Decree with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and
the U.S. Department of Justice.

The LTCP applied a 6% scaling factor to historic rainfall to mimic climate-perturbed
rainfall projections, providing an “upper bound” for the control volume values [37]. Follow-
ing the initial implementation of the Long-Term Control Plan in 2015, SPU’s CSO program
and systems maintenance staff continued to contend with extreme precipitation events
and changing rainfall patterns. This challenge suggested that the sizing approach included
in the 2015 plan did not amount to an “upper bound” for designing the infrastructure
control volumes, which led to a renewed effort that focused on predicting and modeling
future precipitation.

SPU staff updated the rainfall records used for establishing capital infrastructure sizing
and included a climate-perturbed data set that used outputs from statistically downscaled
global climate models [38]. Project modeling using the climate-perturbed rainfall data led
to the utility’s first major upsizing decision based on future precipitation projections. This
upsizing happened for SPU’s largest-ever infrastructure project: a 2.7-mile stormwater
storage tunnel, known as the Ship Canal Water Quality Tunnel, which was designed to
prevent 75 million gallons of stormwater and sewer pollution, annually, in Lake Union and
the Ship Canal. The tunnel was upsized to accommodate future extreme precipitation and
to provide more operational flexibility during highly localized extreme rainstorms. SPU
chose to increase the planned 14′ diameter tunnel to 18′10”, increasing the project’s storage
volume from 16.1 million gallons to 29.6 million gallons [6].

SPU’s work to develop climate-perturbed intensity–duration–frequency (IDF) curves
led to additional climate risk management within their drainage and wastewater line of
business. Sea level rise guidance was developed for drainage and wastewater capital
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projects in 2017 [39]. Shortly after the climate-perturbed IDF curves were developed,
SPU’s integrated drainage and wastewater planning effort, Shape Our Water, used these
projections to assess the future capacity impacts upon SPU’s drainage and wastewater
conveyance systems. SPU’s planning team also assessed the risks of inundation due
to extreme storm events citywide, and again for creek watersheds specifically. Finally,
they used sea level rise (SLR) projections to assess the SPU system risks due to SLR
inundation [20,40,41]. These analyses, which embed climate uncertainty, inform the utility’s
50-year drainage and wastewater system plan.

4.3. Solid Waste Management

In 1987, Seattle faced a waste management crisis. The city’s last two remaining landfills,
closed in 1983 and 1986, had been designated by EPA as Superfund sites and would cost
more than $90 million to remediate and make environmentally safe. Seattle began hauling
garbage to the King County landfill, which increased Seattle’s garbage disposal costs and
led to an 82 percent increase in solid waste customer rates. SPU’s predecessor agency
responded to public concerns and used the crisis to design and launch a waste reduction,
compost, and recycling program.

Seattle’s first solid waste plan was the 1989 Integrated Solid Waste Management Plan,
On the Road to Recovery. In 1998, Seattle prepared its second Solid Waste Management
Plan, On the Path to Sustainability. Seattle’s 1998 Solid Waste Plan incorporated and began
to operationalize the concepts of zero waste, waste prevention, sustainability, and product
stewardship, that continue today to drive SPU’s approach to solid waste management [42].

Climate change mitigation has become an increasingly important part of SPU’s ma-
terials management story. The solid waste line of business’ understanding of the climate
benefits of waste prevention emerged early and has evolved over time. In 2004, as part
of the Solid Waste Comprehensive Plan Amendment, SPU commissioned a consultant to
estimate the environmental, human health, and economic benefits of recycling, including
the impact of increased recycling (and the use of recycled materials in manufacturing),
the reduced landfilling of organic materials, and waste prevention on greenhouse gas
emissions [43].

The 2004 Solid Waste Comprehensive Plan Amendment included language indicating
that “recycling programs could be an important element in the City’s global warming
solutions”. The role that materials management could play in mitigating climate change
was again recognized in the 2011 Solid Waste Comprehensive Plan Revision, acknowl-
edging that “solid waste management as a cornerstone strategy in climate protection
plans”. When the city of Seattle’s Climate Action Plan was released in 2013, it included
actions around “Waste Reduction & Product Stewardship,” and shared the results of a
consumption-based emissions inventory conducted by King County. These early plans
laid the groundwork for SPU’s recent increased focus on “upstream” waste prevention
and addressing of consumption-based emissions, as reflected in the 2022 Solid Waste
Comprehensive Plan Update.

5. SPU’s Broader Vision of Sustainability

The last decade of climate impacts experienced by Seattle—as well as the global
context of environmental and public health inequities—have resulted in an accelerated
effort to pursue a more holistic approach to social and environmental sustainability across
SPU, particularly since 2017. Building on SPU’s experience in climate and environmental
risk management, as outlined in Section 4, there has been broad recognition that: (1) the
urgency behind climate change impacts and global inequity requires a markedly different
and accelerated approach toward action, (2) SPU will accomplish more on multiple fronts by
striving for integrated, holistic utility services and adaptive management strategies across
its operational service streams, and (3) this new approach must involve a focus “upstream”
on solving the interconnected, systemic root causes of environmental externalities, as
opposed to reacting to “downstream” risks or vulnerabilities.
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In other words, SPU has begun to understand limitations of focusing predominantly
on narrowly scoped problems and single-purpose solutions associated with the “risk man-
agement orientation,” or looking at sustainability issues in a siloed manner. SPU began
a process to pursue a mission of holistic environmental and social sustainability, where it
engages in complex, inter-connected challenges with multi-benefit, multi-partner solutions.
SPU sees this sustainability mission as both a social and environmental commitment. It
includes managing the risks associated with climate impacts and other environmental exter-
nalities, but also includes commitments to environmental justice, greenhouse gas emissions
reduction, carbon sequestration, water and waste circularity, green infrastructure, ecosystem
and species stewardship, green and blue workforce development, and affordability.

This adaptive, integrated focus on sustainability can be seen today across four levels of
organizational activity: (1) strategic planning, (2) capital investments and pilot innovation
programs, (3) staffing, employee engagement, and culture, and (4) partnerships, collabora-
tion, and alignment. SPU is working to establish an integrated sustainability approach in
each of these areas. This section illustrates how the utility is prioritizing multiple benefits
and contrasts the actions being taken within SPU today to its past efforts.

5.1. Strategic Planning

Sustainability principles are becoming institutionalized through SPU’s major planning
initiatives. These planning efforts define the sustainability priorities for the utility in the
near- and long-term. We address the overarching SPU strategic business plan, which
covers all three lines of business, and reflect on a selection of business plans in turn.
The key observation here is that these strategic planning efforts are evolving from a risk
management orientation towards a new sustainability orientation, which adopts a more
integrated, holistic approach to social and environmental concerns, as well as climate
resilience that addresses the root causes of problems, often across service areas and lines
of business.

5.1.1. SPU 2021–2026 Strategic Business Plan

The development of SPU’s 2021–2026 Strategic Business Plan was the utility-wide
turning point that first brought its individual lines of businesses together to galvanize
the utility’s shared commitments to affordability, equity, and resilience [44]. While the
turning points from the risk management approach to a proactive focus on sustainability
for each service area were unique, and pre-dated 2021, the Strategic Business Plan acted as
a culmination and acknowledgement of these shifts across the entire organization.

The plan provides a roadmap for the utility to meet the needs of customers and
communities and establishes a rate path for six years. It also defines SPU’s utility-wide
vision as “Community Centered, One Water, Zero Waste,” illustrating the multi-faceted
goals to which SPU and the broader Seattle community aspire. It represents a shift from
the prior business plan (which had been the first to mention climate change). In that
plan, climate action was tied in a siloed way to expanding the implementation of green
stormwater infrastructure and water supply system improvements [45]. The 2021–2026
plan goes beyond a risk management approach, with objectives being framed in terms of
environmental justice, adaptation, and mitigation for water and waste. Its key commitments
include adaptive management within water supply and stormwater management, sea
level rise adaptation planning that supports anti-displacement goals, and a consumption-
based emissions inventory to assess the impact that SPU’s solid waste management and
waste prevention programs have on community-wide emissions. The need to assure
affordability, service reliability, and service equity across all three lines of business in the
face of weather extremes and changing climatic conditions, population growth, economic
and environmental injustice, and increasingly stringent regulations, is persistent throughout
the plan.
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5.1.2. Shape Our Water

Shape Our Water is SPU’s integrated system plan to guide the utility’s next 50 years
of investments in its drainage and wastewater systems. Climate change vulnerability
reduction is a key driver for Shape Our Water, along with population growth, affordability,
and equity. Previous drainage or wastewater system planning efforts were conducted in
relative isolation, and the primary foci included regulatory compliance, levels of services,
and financial constraints. Shape Our Water represents a shift toward utility planning that
focuses on the value of the investments that are made from both a community benefit and
environmental benefit perspective.

Community visioning and technical analyses provide the foundation for this planning
effort. The analysis stage of Shape Our Water occurred from 2018–2021 and was focused on
identifying and prioritizing existing and future risks and opportunities citywide, including
future climate change and growth impacts. The Shape Our Water team assessed a range
of drainage and wastewater challenges, including flooding, sewer overflows, creek and
shoreline health, water quality, and the sustainable operation and management of drainage
and wastewater systems over time. For the first time, SPU assessed the citywide impacts of
extreme storm events and sea level rise on drainage and wastewater systems, as well as
on Seattle’s communities. Finally, SPU assessed the community context through studies
that highlighted Seattle’s current racial inequities within health, wealth, and environmen-
tal quality.

The Community Vision for Shape Our Water was co-developed with community mem-
bers, and hinges on an equitable, resilient, and community-centered infrastructure. SPU’s
community visioning process adopted a community-centered approach that illustrates
the utility’s evolution toward a sustainability-focused organization. From 2019–2021, the
Shape Our Water team used pandemic-responsive engagement strategies to create a shared
vision for SPU’s infrastructure investment with the communities that SPU serves. The
engagement strategies created space for community partners to share their enthusiasm,
knowledge, lived experience, talent, and inspiration. The insights gained through this
engagement process were distilled into the Community Vision for Shape Our Water [46].

This vision, together with the foundational analysis, will drive the next 50 years of
drainage and wastewater infrastructure. In the next stage of Shape Our Water, SPU will
brainstorm solutions for Seattle’s future challenges. These solutions will build upon the
ideas that arose during the visioning—from efficient resource use and reuse, like stormwater
harvesting, to expanding the partnerships that support skill-building and job opportunities.
The highest-value long-term and short-term solutions will be identified and included in
the Shape Our Water plan. Throughout the next steps in planning, SPU will continue
to create opportunities to co-create and evaluate future solutions with community-based
organizations, other city departments, government agencies, and tribal governments.

5.1.3. 2022. Solid Waste Comprehensive Plan Update

The 2022 Solid Waste Comprehensive Plan Update, “Moving Upstream to Zero Waste”,
built on a foundation of leading policies in the solid waste management space, this time
with a renewed and increased focus on waste prevention strategies that would advance
SPU’s Zero Waste goals and accelerate the transition to a circular economy. SPU is required
to develop a comprehensive solid waste management plan and update it every six years.
This plan provides a roadmap for how Seattle will manage and finance its solid waste
services and facilities, and projects the system management needs over 20 years. The
plan describes how the city handles, collects, processes, and disposes of Seattle’s waste. It
also describes current waste prevention, recycling, and composting programs, and SPU’s
progress towards its solid waste goals.

The 2022 Plan Update prioritizes waste prevention within solid waste management to
eliminate waste and toxics, prevent pollution, conserve natural resources, and to reduce
carbon emissions, while recognizing the role that SPU plays in addressing the community-
wide emissions associated with the production and consumption of goods and food. This
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increased focus on preventing waste and toxins “upstream” is an effort to maximize the
environmental and public health impacts of Seattle’s solid waste and hazardous materials
management system. The plan update represents a shift in SPU’s approach, with an
understanding that we must look upstream of SPU’s traditional purview of “managing”
waste, to partnering with others and preventing it in the first place. With this “upstream”
focus, SPU is attempting to address the mitigation of climate change and environmental
and public health pollution prevention through effective material management.

5.2. Capital Investments and Pilot Innovation Programs

SPU expends approximately $1.4 billion dollars a year on its operations, maintenance,
and system expansion and upgrades. SPU’s infrastructure and system improvement
investments are designed with a multi-decadal service life. SPU is working to deliver
capital projects that incorporate climate mitigation and adaptation opportunities, and that
contribute to social and environmental sustainability for years to come through their design
and procurement choices.

SPU’s capital projects are required to demonstrate that climate change has been consid-
ered as an aspect of their design, construction, and planned operation. This began with the
2014 addition of climate change considerations into SPU’s capital improvement program
review process, known as Stage Gates [15,39]. Initially, the climate change component of
Stage Gates was seen as cumbersome and difficult to implement due to a lack of guid-
ance or actionable steps for the project teams. In some cases, it was criticized as more
of a “box-checking” exercise than a critical review of the opportunities to reduce GHG
emissions or to design flexible, climate-adaptive solutions. Since climate-perturbed rainfall
data sets and localized SLR projections have become available, teams have been able to use
these tools to evaluate the climate risks for various project alternatives. SPU continues to
develop its approaches to further embed climate resilience, climate mitigation, and broader
sustainability objectives into project Stage Gates and its decision making.

Over the last ten years, many of SPU’s capital projects have taken on sustainability-
focused metrics and outcomes, and the utility has begun funding pilot innovations that
allow for the learning and testing of new approaches. This shift is due to several support-
ing factors:

1. Climate science has become mainstreamed, understood, and relatively more certain
and regionally articulate, allowing utility leadership more clarity on the probability of
future climate impacts, and therefore the risk (and cost) of inaction.

2. Contextual changes, such as an increased awareness of and emphasis upon racial, en-
vironmental, and public health inequities, the need to reduce displacement pressures,
and consistent and negative lived experiences with climate impacts, have driven an
urgency to take action.

3. An acknowledgment that the co-benefits of infrastructure (e.g., jobs, access to parks,
and extreme heat mitigation) need to be considered when selecting a preferred option
for addressing the primary system challenge.

4. A focus on “no regrets” investments has emerged, grounded in flexible practices that
are informed by the best available science, where operational modes can be adaptively
managed. This allows for the utility to capitalize on community input and innovations
that we do not yet have.

Below, we describe a small sample of SPU’s pilot innovation programs to illustrate the
various ways that we are pursuing our sustainability vision, often across lines of business.

5.2.1. Green Stormwater Infrastructure for Climate Resilience and Community
Wealth Building

SPU’s green stormwater infrastructure (GSI) program is illustrative of the utility’s
actions towards proactive climate resilience and natural solutions. SPU began this work
in 1999 with a green street retrofit project [47], and began working in close partnership
with King County in 2010 to deliver the RainWise program. In 2013, SPU and the city of
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Seattle’s elected officials passed a policy to make GSI the preferred method of managing
stormwater citywide, and set a reach target to manage 700 million gallons of stormwater
runoff annually with GSI investments (such as bioretention, rain gardens, urban forestry,
and pervious pavement), in order to improve water quality, manage flooding, reduce
regulatory costs, build resilient infrastructure, and invest in nature-based, urban carbon
sinks [48]. Thanks to an array of programs such as those highlighted below, Seattle appears
to be on track to meet this 700 million gallons target by 2025 [49].

5.2.2. RainCity Partnerships

While SPU has long promoted and invested in GSI for its multiple benefits, the utility
is now seeking ways to explicitly prioritize these benefits in Seattle’s black, indigenous,
and people of color (BIPOC) communities. RainCity is a 5-year, $15 million pilot program,
focused on larger-scale GSI projects and riparian area restoration. The program includes
required performance metrics for both water quality outcomes (e.g., the area of impervious
surface managed and the area of riparian area restored) and community-identified benefits
(e.g., the percentage of local hires, small business mentorship and subcontracting, 40%
women- and minority-owned business contracting targets, and metrics for community-
initiated, community-led projects). If the pilot proves successful, the utility is poised to
invest $100 million over 20 years to generate stormwater management and wealth-building
outcomes [50]. RainCity is new for the utility, not because of “what” project types it is
delivering, but because of “how” it is being planned and operated. RainCity is SPU’s
first foray into utilizing a community-based public–private partnership, which has been
promoted by the U.S. EPA and the Washington State Department of Commerce, as a contract
mechanism that focuses on improving water quality, as well as a community’s quality of
life and opportunities [51]. Mami Hara, SPU’s General Manager leading up to the launch
of RainCity, underscored the intention of programs like this, “As we look to the future, we
are intent upon demonstrating how job creation, workforce development, and community
wealth building can fruitfully intersect with our missions of environmental enhancement
and reliable, equitable service” [52].

5.2.3. Natural Drainage System (NDS) Partnering

SPU’s 2016–2025 NDS Partnering Program is a multi-year capital improvement pro-
gram that is focused on providing significant water quality improvements to Seattle’s three
major creek watersheds: Longfellow, Piper’s, and Thornton Creeks, by managing road-
way runoff. The program designs and constructs multi-block, roadside natural drainage
systems—primarily vegetated bioretention systems that are located on the public right-of-
way planting strip or shoulder—that filter and manage the stormwater runoff and improve
neighborhoods with street trees, traffic calming, and, in some cases, new sidewalks or
pedestrian walkways. To deliver holistic projects, SPU partners closely with the Seattle
Department of Transportation (SDOT), the Seattle Office of Arts and Culture 1% for the
Arts Program, and the King County Flood Control District, as well as with a wide variety
of community-based organizations. Since its inception, this program has delivered projects
in all three major creek watersheds and has integrated a range of public art and pedestrian
infrastructure improvements [53,54].

5.2.4. South Park Water Quality Facility

This facility is a stormwater quality facility in Seattle’s South Park neighborhood that
will treat the stormwater from the surrounding industrial roads so that it is clean before it is
pumped into the adjacent Duwamish River. This is a second example of SPU’s efforts to em-
brace community-led infrastructure planning, and is described in more detail in Section 5.4,
as an example of philanthropic and community-based organization partnerships. The
facility is part of an effort to provide equitable development and environmental justice for
a historically underserved, overburdened community, as prioritized in the City of Seattle’s
Duwamish Valley Action Plan [55].
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Like the Natural Drainage Systems Partnering and RainCity partnerships, the goals
of this facility include conventional stormwater quality improvement metrics, but also
community benefit metrics that are defined by the adjacent residential and business com-
munities, and which will tie to community wealth building and sea level rise adaptation. It
is an example of the utility aspiring to use its water quality investments as anchor invest-
ments, which are designed to anchor additional community investments to benefit current
businesses and residents. While stormwater quality improvement is a priority in this neigh-
borhood, so is community-owned space, affordable housing, and local career pathways
for youth. SPU is working to partner with public and private entities in the development
of this water quality project, so that the final outcomes of the SPU’s investment will span
beyond just stormwater quality improvement.

5.2.5. On-Site Non-Potable Water Reuse

Because of its relatively abundant water supply, Seattle has been slow to embrace
water reuse. SPU is now laying the groundwork to support voluntary action by the private
sector to advance a more widespread adoption of on-site non-potable water reuse systems,
enabling the utility to recapture, clean, and reuse water within the footprint of one or more
buildings. In 2021, the Washington State Legislature passed a bill requiring the Department
of Health to develop statewide rules for the use of on-site non-potable water reuse systems,
and SPU is preparing to work with other public sector agencies and private sector partners
to advance this work, once the rules are finalized. SPU is also an active member of the U.S.
Water Alliance National Blue Ribbon Commission for Onsite Non Potable Water Systems.
The Commission develops tools based on the best management practices and current
science to support the advancement of on-site non-potable water systems. This initiative
marks the beginning of a broader conversation on water reuse at SPU, which will connect
the work of all the water-relevant lines of businesses and view drinking water supply,
drainage, and wastewater as part of an integrated system.

5.2.6. Promoting Multi-Benefits of Composting

Composting organic materials, such as yard and food waste, recycles them into a
beneficial soil amendment and imitates the natural processes of decay and regeneration.
However, when organic materials such as food and yard waste are landfilled, they produce
large amounts of methane as they decompose in this anaerobic environment. Composting
organic materials avoids these potent greenhouse gas emissions, and the finished com-
posted organic material is a critical tool for sustainability because of its many environmental
benefits. Compost supports the restoration of soil health, stormwater management through
improved infiltration, biofiltration, erosion control, water conservation, and soil carbon
sequestration. Moreover, compost supports healthy plant growth in urban landscapes and
agricultural sites alike. To gain these broader environmental benefits, it is critical to ensure
that the compost is good quality, free of harmful chemical and physical contaminants, and
widely used. SPU requires residents and businesses to participate in organics recycling
programs (it is illegal to place food and yard waste in the garbage in Seattle), and SPU
creates programs to encourage the use of compost. SPU works collaboratively with King
County and other agencies across Washington state to develop compost markets, including
the expansion from landscaping practices into agriculture (encouraging the compost cre-
ated from Seattle’s organic waste to be used in regional agriculture). In recognition of the
interconnected nature of this work, SPU has created a Landscape and Organics Resource
Conservation Planner and Program Lead position, which works for both its solid waste
and drainage and wastewater lines of business. This position is a hub for sustainability
work, “connected with the water conservation team, the urban forestry staff, and Green
Stormwater Infrastructure staff” [Kurtz, K., 1 September 2022 personal interview]. The
initiative is also a part of SPU’s broader efforts to create nature-based carbon sinks, along-
side green infrastructure investments, the forest management of SPU’s 100,000 acres of
watershed, and investments into urban forestry programs such as Trees for Seattle.
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5.2.7. Sustainable Energy Management

SPU has created a Sustainable Energy Management Program to coordinate SPU’s
greenhouse gas reduction and energy management efforts across all three lines of busi-
ness. This program aims to manage utility-wide energy use and associated greenhouse
gas (GHG) emissions throughout its operations, contracting, construction projects, and
service delivery [56]. The program has three goals: (1) achieve carbon neutrality by 2030,
(2) encourage energy efficiency and awareness, and (3) generate renewable energy. In
pursuit of these goals, SPU is conducting an operational greenhouse gas inventory and a
supply chain greenhouse gas inventory, has developed building and fleet electrification
strategies, and is taking part in energy efficiency programs. SPU is also exploring ways to
generate its own renewable energy, using sources within the utility’s existing infrastructure
through pilot projects. The North Transfer Station, for example, was the first SPU facility
to install solar panels in 2016, with the potential to generate enough electricity to power
up to 130 homes. SPU is also exploring the installation of its first in-line hydropower
generation station at the Lake Forest Park Reservoir, which would take advantage of the
excess pressure in our water distribution network to generate as much as 700,000 kilowatt
hours of electricity annually. These carbon-free sources of electricity can not only help to
offset the operating costs within the utility’s facilities, but could also provide a pathway
to help offset some of the most carbon-intensive electricity in our emissions profile. SPU
plans to build upon the results of these pilot projects to prioritize new renewable energy
generation opportunities throughout the utility’s infrastructure.

5.3. Staffing, Employee Engagement, and Climate-Aware Culture

SPU is building on its long history of staff-led climate initiatives, and as sustainability
emerges as a guiding vision for the utility, that work is being highlighted and celebrated
in a more prominent way. Andrew Lee, SPU’s General Manager and Chief Executive
Officer, serves as the environmental justice chair for the National Association of Clean
Water Agencies, and has made a “holistic approach a priority, out of necessity, because
challenges and impacts are coming at us so fast” [Lee, A., 30 August 2022 personal inter-
view]. However, this commitment to sustainability has deep support from SPU staff, as the
organizational culture shifts toward the connectivity, coordination, and orchestration of
efforts, with a focus on intergenerational planning. We include two examples of this staff
culture shift below.

5.3.1. All Utility Staff Are Climate Practitioners

In 2006, SPU hired its first climate program manager and established a Climate Re-
siliency Group to help the utility to understand its exposure and sensitivity to climate
change, and to build its capacity to adapt. When this group was formalized, it was widely
seen as a separate enterprise from the daily decision making of the utility’s strategic plan-
ning, capital investments, operations, and maintenance,. While this group still exists and
is co-led by a climate adaptation policy lead, alongside a climate mitigation and circular
economy policy lead, it is no longer seen as separate or as an add-on: the group’s focus is to
embed climate science and sustainability into strategic planning, capital investments, oper-
ations, and maintenance. As climate science has been mainstreamed, the mantle of “climate
staff” has spread beyond this team to include staff from all lines of business and all branches.
Reflecting this trend, SPU’s Climate Community of Practice has emerged as an internal
force for climate-related work. Acting as a locus of climate-related activity, this group of
nearly 100 staff gather quarterly to learn, share information, and build collaborative partner-
ships [8,50,57]. This community of practice does not focus solely on the impacts of climate
change, but on the broader set of issues entrained in our sustainability-oriented utility.

5.3.2. Frontline Staff Are Precipitation First Responders

Climate planning has historically been the work of desk-bound, science- and policy-
focused staff. However, water utility crew staff, including those who perform system
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maintenance and operations in the field, are experiencing climate impacts firsthand, and
are SPU’s “precipitation first responders”. These crew members have relevant, experiential
knowledge about precipitation risks that is often not communicated and integrated into
the utility’s strategic planning and implementation activities. SPU partnered with the
University of Minnesota to survey 115 frontline staff in the drainage and wastewater and
water lines of business about their experience with rain, and their thoughts on priority
adaptation investments for the utility. These frontline staff experience climate change
impacts on a daily basis, and anticipate the need to take actions around communication,
infrastructure/facilities, equipment, and workforce capacity. Throughout this survey, and
throughout additional related initiatives that are focused on building a better connection
between frontline staff and leadership, SPU is learning that intra-utility communication
and worker engagement is a critical strategy for mainstreaming adaptation and sustainable
operations [58].

5.4. Partnerships, Collaboration, and Alignment

Sustainability is showing up in the networks and collaborations that the utility priori-
tizes and invests in. SPU benefits from and builds upon collaboration with scientific-, peer-,
and community-based partners throughout all three lines of business.

5.4.1. Philanthropic and Community Organization Partnerships

In 2018, SPU was awarded a $200,000 Connect Capital grant from the Center for
Community Investment (CCI). This grant brought value to the utility beyond financial
support: it seeded an effort to leverage the SPU’s drainage and wastewater investments
in Seattle’s South Park neighborhood to drive the planning and investment in sea level
rise adaptation and anti-displacement policies [59]. South Park is a majority people of
color community in South Seattle’s Duwamish Valley that has a documented average
life expectancy of thirteen years less than other less diverse, wealthier neighborhoods in
Seattle. It suffers from poor air quality due to nearby highways and freight traffic, chronic
flooding, and a dearth of green space. It is also the area in Seattle that is most vulnerable
to sea level rise, due to its low elevation, flat topography, and adjacency to the tidally
influenced Duwamish River [60]. The CCI grant work ultimately led to a subsequent
climate cities equity grant from the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation for the city of Seattle
to develop a resilience district in the Duwamish Valley to implement these adaptation and
anti-displacement goals [61,62].

In 2018, SPU was at the beginning of a three-project suite of drainage and wastewater
investments in the neighborhood, including road improvements and conveyance, a pump
station, and a water quality facility. This grant-funded effort to leverage these projects
for a broader community benefit illustrates SPU’s transition to a sustainability focus,
which is due to how the development strategy has evolved: the original climate-focused
emphasis upon drainage infrastructure, as described in the Stults et al., 2016 case study,
was in elevating the South Park pump station to ensure that it would continue to function
alongside the rising seas in the adjacent Duwamish River. As SPU’s sustainability vision
evolved, the focus of the project shifted from asset protection to using the investment as
an anchor to address community-identified challenges such as displacement pressure and
future sea-level-rise-related flooding.

These grant-funded efforts have fostered a collaboration between SPU, the Duwamish
River Community Coalition (DRCC), and the Seattle Foundation. This collaboration is re-
markable because DRCC and SPU sit on opposing sides of the Lower Duwamish Waterway
Superfund Cleanup, where the city of Seattle is a liable party and DRCC is a community ad-
vocacy and technical advisory group. It is intended to provide a platform for the long-term
sea level rise adaptation strategies that will ultimately be integrated into the design for the
water quality facility, while also addressing the long-standing needs of the local community.
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5.4.2. Tribal Partnerships

SPU has worked with indigenous peoples on salmon recovery, the preservation and
repatriation of cultural resources, sediment cleanups, land access for cultural practices, and
permanent artworks for the Ship Canal Water Quality Project. Water to support fisheries is
key to maintaining indigenous communities, as is their access to protected natural lands
for the hunting and gathering of food and medicine to sustain their cultural practices and
community health. For example, the Muckleshoot Indian Tribe (MIT) has access to the
Cedar River Municipal Watershed under their reserved treaty rights to hunt and gather.
SPU continues to work with the MIT on fisheries and forest management to ensure that
these resources are available, and plans to work with other local and regional tribes on
similar sustainable management challenges in the future.

5.4.3. Collaborating with Private Sector Partners for Waste Prevention

SPU is engaging in public–private partnerships to encourage waste prevention in
the areas of food and packaging, recognizing the critical role of the private sector in
the development of a circular economy. As a signatory of the Pacific Coast Food Waste
Commitment, SPU is collaborating with grocery retailers and manufacturers in an effort to
reduce the food that goes to the garbage across the west coast by 50% by 2030. In addition,
SPU is partnering with businesses and nonprofits to improve how edible, unsold food
gets diverted from organics or garbage streams and donated to those who need it in the
Seattle area. SPU has also formed a public–private partnership (Reuse Seattle) to create a
standardized, city-wide reusable food and beverage container system. This system was
piloted in 2022 in over 10 participating entertainment venues, including the Woodland
Park Zoo, Paramount Theatre, and The Showbox. The goal is to make food and beverage
container reuse scalable and affordable for customers, businesses, and the city. Greenhouse
gas emissions reduction, solid waste diversion, and economic development are among the
drivers for these programs.

5.4.4. Impact Investment in Waste and Water

In 2021, SPU launched an impact investment pilot program, Seeds of Resilience,
to invest in and to incubate the water- and waste-related businesses that advance the
community resiliency, circular economy, and green job opportunities for underrepresented
communities. This program directs $600,000 annually into private sector endeavors that
help SPU to achieve its waste and water management goals. In addition to helping advance
SPU’s mission of better managing waste and water, these investments grow Seattle’s green
economy, deliver environmental benefits, and expand equity and opportunity. With mixed
funding from all three lines of business, the program can invest in projects and activities
that cross the traditional utility service silos, addressing waste and water issues in an
integrated manner. One of the first projects funded by Seeds of Resilience is aimed at
increasing the access to and demand for water cisterns on residential properties, by finding
ways to make captured rainwater more easily usable inside the home, in order to lower
drinking water bills [63].

5.4.5. Intersectional Peer Networks

SPU staff are heavily engaged in a number of peer networks, including the Water
Utility Climate Alliance (WUCA), the US Water Alliance, the National Association of
Clean Water Agencies (NACWA), the Evergreen Chapter of the Solid Waste Association of
North America, C40 Cities, Water Environment Foundation, and the West Coast Climate
& Materials Management Forum. SPU has benefitted from modeling scenario planning
projects and other thought leadership collaborations with these organizations, and is
now working with them to integrate One Water and Zero Waste principles, community
leadership and engagement, and equity into planning and operations.

SPU’s founding membership in WUCA has been productive, and WUCA’s trajectory
has mirrored the utility’s evolving focus on sustainability. WUCA was formed in 2007 to
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provide leadership and collaboration on the climate change issues affecting the country’s
water agencies. SPU’s membership bolstered the utility’s early efforts to mainstream climate
science and downscale the climate models for western Washington applicability. Today,
SPU is building out its environmental justice efforts as a part of WUCA’s water equity
workgroup and is learning from peer utilities about how best to plan for sea level rise and
inventory, and how to reduce operational and supply chain greenhouse gas emissions.
The US Water Alliance and NACWA’s Environmental Justice committee are also valued
partners for the utility.

6. SPU, Sustainable Operations, and New Questions for the Climate
Services Community

As illustrated above, SPU is evolving from a risk management mode of operation
toward a sustainability orientation. This evolution includes looking beyond being “climate
ready” and modifying utility strategic planning, capital investments, operations, and main-
tenance to account for the changing climate conditions. SPU’s commitment to social and
environmental sustainability is taking a more integrated, holistic approach by addressing
the root causes of problems, often across business lines, to realize conventional utility
objectives such as affordability, service reliability, and service equity, while also pursuing
new objectives such as racial equity, anti-displacement policies, environmental justice and
stewardship, and climate mitigation commitments.

Given this juncture in planning and operations, we wonder if the climate services
enterprise can also evolve into a more technically diversified, value-driven, and integrated
realm of activity, something that more closely matches the operational commitments of
SPU and other utilities. Below, we illustrate three examples, out of a much larger universe
of newly relevant questions, of how this is playing out today, and outline the new types of
questions being posed:

(1) Analysis of financing and affordability challenges: While the climate crisis compels
near-term action, there are difficult questions that remain less than fully answered. For
instance, it is not clear who will ultimately be called upon to pay for climate-resilient
investments and incremental add-ons to absorb or buffer future climate impacts
and protect SPU’s core service delivery operations. Additionally, more broadly, who
should be paying for the efforts to create a city that is more climate resilient? Should all
ratepayers bear an equal burden of these costs, or should individual carbon footprints
be used to prorate cost allocations? Will costs be borne by today’s customers or
future generations? Should this be government funded, and if so, at what level? Or
should the private sector be playing a role as well? If it is entirely left for SPU to
pay for climate resiliency, it is important to bear in mind that SPU rates are already
unaffordable for an unacceptable number of customers, and keeping essential services
affordable is a key concern for the utility. Can we make incremental “no regrets”
investments that can be expanded in future decades to spread that cost out? Are there
ways for climate service providers to engage in this sort of value-driven discourse
and analysis?

(2) Development of strategies, programs, and support mechanisms to build community
resilience and wealth alongside climate-resilient infrastructure: Infrastructure is only
part of the solution to preparing communities for climate impacts. SPU is striving
to drive policy, standards, and job creation opportunities to support incumbent com-
munities, particularly low-income communities and communities of color, so that
they can continue to thrive in place instead of being displaced as a result of public
infrastructure improvements. The potential for wealth-building “green jobs” and
blue/green workforce development in the water supply, drainage and wastewater,
and solid waste arenas is significant [52,64–66]. Can climate services be designed
to help us identify the existing spatial relationships between climate vulnerability
and systemic racism? Or, more positively, how can the climate services community
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work with utilities and municipalities to develop scenarios, models, or other tools
that reflect this fundamental commitment to communities-in-place?

(3) Holistic and standardized approaches to accounting for greenhouse gas emissions
and sinks: Like many utilities and companies, SPU has begun to track its operational
greenhouse gas emissions [56]. Additionally, while SPU has adopted a protocol for
tracking these emissions, significant uncertainties remain with respect to the emission
tracking methodologies. Additionally, there is no correlative protocol for tracking
carbon sinks. This is important because SPU’s carbon story is broader than the
emissions inventory that we currently maintain. How can we accurately measure,
track, and account for the carbon sinks that we maintain in our watershed forests,
in our urban forests and vegetation, and in our soils? In addition, SPU is uniquely
positioned as a solid waste management service provider to have a significant impact
on the community-wide GHG emissions related to the production and consumption of
goods and food. How can this broader carbon impacts story be tied into our existing
climate and emissions story and tracking?

7. Moving from Climate Resilience to Sustainable Operations: Ongoing Challenges
and Observations

Although this paper has been framed as a series of promising developments, the au-
thors are under no illusion that SPU’s transformation to sustainable operations is a foregone
conclusion. As conceptualized by a range of professional experts and academic researchers,
meaningful sustainability will be disruptive of current practices and pathways, and can be
expected to radically alter incumbent technological regimes, institutional structures, and
organizational culture [67–71]. At any scale and in any context, sustainability is a wicked
problem fraught with challenges [72,73]. The challenges facing SPU include, but are likely
not limited to, the following.

Going forward, SPU will continue to focus on building momentum at all levels of the
organization around sustainability, resilience, and climate preparedness. This will include
supporting and educating executives, management, and field staff about the need to make
decisions that are robust under current and future climates. Overlaying a sustainability
orientation on top of departments that were—and to some extent, remain—driven by a
traditional mindset of linear problem solving is an organizational and cultural challenge,
but also a personnel and staffing issue. It is clear that staff can experience frustration
because of a lack of definition and a sense of occupational scope creep [71,74,75]. For
example, SPU still struggles with competing priorities in its project delivery, as extensive
and meaningful community engagement can prolong and complicate the project scope,
schedule, and budget. In addition, having to assess the sustainability considerations of new
projects (e.g., the greenhouse gas emissions associated with a capital investment) requires a
new skillset, and this work may often be seen as a trade-off for expedient project delivery
or budget limitations. SPU remains challenged by the need to help staff effectively address
the uncertainties associated with climate change and other projections of future conditions.
Staff feel pressured “to take the median or to take one of the scenarios we are using and
base all decisions on that scenario” [13]. In the case of capital improvement funding, project
managers want to know what range of temperature, precipitation, or sea level rise they are
expected to plan for [13]. Because of this, SPU continues to work on techniques to help
its staff become more comfortable with this uncertainty and to be able to make informed
judgements regarding which future projections to privilege in their planning exercises.
According to Paul Fleming, SPU’s former Climate Resiliency Group manager, the goal
remains “to understand and embrace uncertainty so that you can make informed decisions
that are robust under multiple futures” [8].

Another set of challenges to the achievement of sustainable operations can arise due
to organizational structure. In the context of a large water and waste system, structural
demarcations can act to impede the recognition and deployment of cross-disciplinary,
integrated solutions to environmental-, resilience-, and sustainability-related problems.
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So-called “siloing” within agencies or among departments can frustrate even concerted
top-down efforts to impose change upon an organization [71,76,77]. As an organization,
SPU is not—and likely will never be—a monolith. Champions of sustainability within SPU
recognize that changes will accrue slowly and that the issues that arise among and between
branches and divisions must continue to be navigated with care.

It is undeniable that tensions exist—and will continue to exist—between the future
goals for sustainable operations and service affordability in the present day. The rising
cost of service delivery is a vexing challenge faced by utility and municipal leadership.
With basic service provision already too expensive for some residents and customers,
the question of how to finance new, sustainability-related practices and technologies is
critical. Clearly, economic downturns and utility-scale financial issues could disrupt the
achievement of SPU’s sustainability initiatives.

Another potential chokepoint in SPU’s transition toward sustainable operations in-
volves the development of rigorous yet practically applicable metrics to help evaluate the
utility efforts to reduce vulnerability and increase resiliency and sustainability. According
to James Rufo-Hill, a former SPU meteorologist and climate science advisor, SPU needs to
improve its efforts to document and monitor the effectiveness of its operations, decision
making, and planning processes [8]. Without such metrics, SPU will be less able to provide
robust analyses that demonstrate whether and how its efforts have increased sustainability
and reduced the utility’s vulnerability to climate change. The development and operational
implementation of benchmarks and metrics is important to the long-term viability of SPU
sustainability initiatives.

As demonstrated in this essay, the enterprise of climate services has positioned SPU
to be better prepared for and more resilient against the present and future impacts of
extreme weather, climate variability, and climate change. In other words, climate services
were—and are—crucial to SPU’s evolution as a risk management utility. As illustrated
above, SPU still has a need for scientific and informational expertise beyond the capabilities
of its current utility staff to make progress as a sustainability-oriented utility. It stands to
reason that climate services can and will continue to play a vital role and help organizations
like SPU, as they work to move beyond the goal of climate resilience to pursue the broader
objective of social and environmental sustainability. Climate resilience and sustainability
share important characteristics. They both require:

- That utilities become aware of and are competent in nontraditional areas of science
and technical understanding, such as the science of climate change and the impacts of
redlining on community wealth and opportunity;

- That utilities, stakeholders, and technical specialists must co-produce models, decision
aids, scenarios, data sets, plans, and other boundary objects;

- That utility staff and their partners understand and appreciate that their interactions
and outputs will necessarily involve a mix of factual materials and public values.

However, the SPU experience also suggests that climate resilience and sustainability
differ in ways that may necessitate changes in emphasis, or perhaps even basic alterations
to the co-productive model.

As articulated by Dilling and Lemos [78], the co-production of knowledge refers to
the contribution of multiple knowledge sources and capacities from different stakeholders,
spanning the science–society interface with the goal of jointly creating knowledge and
information to inform decision making. In general terms, the quest for sustainable modes
of operation entails a multi-generational perspective and integrates economic vitality, social
equity, and environmental stewardship. Studies of sustainability are necessarily multi-
disciplinary, cross-sectoral, and inter-organizational. As recognized by Cvitanovic et al. [79],
the practitioners implementing sustainability programs “do not necessarily consider sci-
entific information to be more important than other knowledge...” [80]. They recognize
that sustainability initiatives involve a mix of scientific characterization and projection,
technological and engineering applications, professional standards and expectations, and
clearly articulated commitments to value-based objectives. Furthermore, sustainability
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seems to be place-based and circumstantially specific [72] and is sometimes characterized
as a societal process of learning and creation.

Based on this, we observe the following:

- As recognized elsewhere in this Special Issue [81], a hard and fast distinction between
the knowledge producers and knowledge users is neither helpful nor realistic in the
context of sustainability. Sustainability is always a composite of values, knowledge,
natural conditions, technological capabilities and constraints, and stakeholder life ex-
perience. Within such a milieu, there is no one who is simply and purely a knowledge
user or a knowledge producer.

- The co-productive enterprise requires scientific and technical inputs across a far
broader range of knowledge and competencies than can be provided by the “tradi-
tional” disciplines of climate science, i.e., climate model projections. Additionally, for
this reason, climate service providers need to expand their networks and prepare to
interact with numerous other disciplines.

- Climate literacy in the water sector is defined as “water managers’ knowledge of
the climate system and the impact of climate variability on the availability of water
relative to annual operating decisions and long-term plans” [82]. While it is inarguable
that responsible managers and decision makers need to be aware of the factors and
conditions that can influence utility operations, it is not clear to us that a concept
like “climate literacy” is helpful in the water or waste sectors, especially if one shifts
their point of reference from climate change to sustainability. As the examples in
Section 5 illustrate, sustainability can be site- or situation-specific, making it nearly
impossible to stipulate in advance how much of any given knowledge domain will
be necessary to inform a particular effort to pursue sustainable operations. SPU
sustainability initiatives involve perhaps dozens of disciplines or topical domains,
including the physiological factors that influence the population-level dynamics of
endangered species; the socio-cultural determinants for equitable and generational
planning; the hydro-geological variables that affect watershed functions; the principles
of sustainable landscape design that emphasize native species; and the financial
forecasting and modeling capabilities that can help to actualize concepts such as
intergenerational planning.

- As discussed above, the efforts to achieve lasting organizational sustainability need to
accommodate an increased operational comfort with stubborn uncertainties, possibly
through the adoption of robust decision-making practices. The exercise of professional
judgement is therefore critical to the development of pragmatic, usable, relevant,
and acceptable outcomes. As described by Donald Schon in his seminal work The
Reflective Practitioner: How Professionals Think in Action, decision making under
conditions of uncertainty involves a tacit skill set called “reflection in action”, or a
willingness and ability to reframe problems and adjust the means to ends (or ends
to means) in real time. As demonstrated by Lempert and others in this volume [83],
climate service providers may need to adopt an elastic, on-the-fly mode of interac-
tive support.

Climate change represents a clear challenge to efforts to forge a sustainable future. In
our view, the effort to develop and apply climate services is—or at least ought to be—part
of the larger enterprise of sustainable development.
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Appendix A

Table A1. List of seattle public utilities staff who contributed to this article.

Interviewees

Name Title

Chinn, Alan Water Resources Planning Unit Supervisor

Edgerly, John Water Resources Hydrologist

Garcia, Elizabeth Water Resources Planner

Kennedy, Katie Waste Diversion Planner

Kurtz, Kate Landscape and Organic Resource Conservation Planner

Lee, Andrew General Manager

Purnell, Danielle Director of Corporate Policy and Planning

Schwenger, Stephanie Solid & Hazardous Waste Lead Planner

Webster, Leslie Drainage and Wastewater Planning Manager

Additional Reviewers

Name Title

Emerson, Pam Green Stormwater Infrastructure Planner

Gersonde, Rolf Forest Ecologist

LaBarge, Amy Watershed Management Director

Hilton, Chris Risk and Resilience Advisor

Marre, Ben Drainage and Wastewater Planning & Program
Management Director

Munger, Julia Watersheds Natural Resources Manager

Tackett, Tracy Drainage and Wastewater Capital Projects Manager

Appendix B. SPU Staff Interview Questions—30 August and 1 September 2022

Appendix B.1. Background

As a contribution to a special issue of the journal Sustainability, SPU staff are preparing
an interpretive history of the Utility’s approach to climate change adaptation over the last
two decades. A draft of this manuscript is attached for your review. It is our observation
that SPU has evolved from an early emphasis on managing externalities and risks as they
emerged and in a siloed manner and shifted toward a broader focus across all aspects of
climate adaptation and mitigation that is part of a more integrated, strategic, and proactive
focus on sustainability across operational service streams. We seek your critical reaction
to this perspective. Please review the draft manuscript and consider the questions below
prior to our scheduled discussion.
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Appendix B.2. SPU Staff Interview Questions

Appendix B.2.1. SPU’s Purpose

- How has SPU’s purpose or statement of values evolved over time? Do you see a
difference between what SPU was trying to accomplish in the 2000s versus what it is
trying to accomplish in the 2020s?

- Would you describe SPU’s evolution as systemic or incremental? Do you think it is
accurate to say that we have fundamentally transformed how we operate?

Appendix B.2.2. SPU’s early climate/sustainability work

- Describe the utility’s climate risk management work in the 1990s, 2000s.
- How and when did the utility’s earliest climate work begin? What do you remember

about the early climate work—1990s and 2000s?
- How connected were the various planning/stewardship efforts to climate in 1995–

2015? Was there a throughline of sustainability or climate resilience? Or were they
being developed more independently?

Appendix B.2.3. SPU & climate services

- In our effort to address climate impacts, SPU has sought external, expert advice.
We have worked with private consultants, university institutes, community-based
organizations and industry networks. Please reflect critically on this process. What
aspects went well, what could be improved? What lessons have we learned that could
be applied as we seek increasingly sustainable operations?

- How could the climate services community better comprehensively address SPU’s
needs? Please identify the leading challenges facing the utility today.

- What is the relationship between SPU’s mission and vision and our work to address
climate impacts? Are they meaningfully integrated?

Appendix B.3. Notes on Methodology and Interview Protocol

To ensure authenticity, the author team developed a preliminary narrative of the
SPU experience drawing on participatory involvement, evaluation reports, and archival
sources, and then solicited direct feedback from professional staff involved in SPU’s climate
resilience and sustainability management, operations, and research as far back as 1993.
We conducted four semi structured group interviews (1–4 interviewees per group) with a
total of nine individuals. Interviewees include individuals involved in all three of SPUs
lines of business as well as management and leadership, and core technical staff who have
focused on climate impacts and resilience over the past three decades. Although guided
by this questionnaire document, interview subjects were permitted to linger and focus on
topics of particular interest. Once this manuscript was drafted, interviewees and additional
staff were encouraged to review the draft and provide critical feedback to ensure that our
account is consistent with the lived experience of key participants
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Abstract: This article addresses the appropriate place for and design of climate services drawing
upon a case study of three different forms of climate service delivery in a coastal landscape in
Northern Germany. Each of these forms addresses different audiences and provides different types
of knowledge about climate change and a different orientation toward policy support. The three-
part case study includes a regional, a municipal and a social climate service. Drawing upon this
comparative, case-based research, I develop the idea of ‘slowing down climate services’, based on
the ‘slow science manifesto’ introduced by the science philosopher Isabelle Stengers, by postnormal
science and by political ecology as suggested by Bruno Latour. How does climate change become
a matter of concern? Slowing down climate services means following the social life of scientific
facts, engaging with the public and exploring ways to improve democratic and place-based decision
making. I argue that there is an urgent need to overcome the big science orientation of climate services
and to add what Stengers calls ‘public intelligence’, the integration of a sense of place and of the
social, cultural, political and other performative aspects of climate change in specific landscapes.

Keywords: slow science; postnormal science; political ecology; matters of concern

1. Introduction

Climate services provide climate data and information on global, national, regional
and local scales, and many areas are already well-served. In regions such as Northern
Germany, for example, there is a dense infrastructure of climate services. Stakeholders,
decision makers, the media and ordinary citizens have access to science-based information
about changes in climate [1]. However, data derived from models or empirical observation
alone do not provide solutions for complex climate-related problems or roadmaps for the
decarbonization of societies. There is an increasing demand for active engagement with
stakeholders and decision makers in communities, for taking into account the complexities
and uncertainties of climate change and for including a wider range of voices and actors.
Research programs such as Horizon Europe, the Joint Program Initiative (JPI) and espe-
cially the European Research Areas for Climate Services (ERA4CS) encourage research on
policy support and the co-development of climate services. This article results from my
participation as a social anthropologist in two of these European projects, ‘Co-development
of place-based climate services for action’ (CoCliServ 2017–2021) (http://cocliserv.cearc.fr/
(accessed on 4 April 2023)) and a recently started project about the standardization of cli-
mate services and policy support, ‘climateurope2’ (2022–2027) (https://climateurope2.eu/
(accessed on 4 April 2023)). This change in perspective, from the production of data for
climate services to participant observation—the main anthropological method—is the start-
ing point of this article. For whom is climate change a matter of concern, how does climate
change come to matter [2], and what does this mean for the practice of climate services?

The shift from providing scientific evidence of climate change and climate risks, which
was the main task of climate science for a long time, to actually dealing with climate-
related problems on the ground includes an important epistemological aspect. It is not
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data and information alone that is needed but knowledge about the land, the people and
their heritage and the political ecology of climate-related problems [3]. In this article,
I present elements for a more inclusive and participatory approach, based on longtime
ethnographic research in the coastal landscapes of Northern Germany. The theoretical
umbrella for my approach is ‘slow science’, a concept promoted by the science philosopher
Isabelle Stengers [4], with its constituent parts based on premises from political ecology
and postnormal science. Slow science asks for a more reflective and deliberative approach
to scientific research, to engage in dialogue with the public and to develop a sense for
the geo-social constitution of the respective locations. Climate change always happens
somewhere, in some place, and there is a difference between results gained from a model
or a set of data and the actual changes caused by climate in the real world [5].

Postnormal science is a concept introduced by Silvio Funtowicz and Jeremy Ravetz [6],
and it indicates situations and cases that cannot be solved by ‘normal’ science. Municipal-
ities, stakeholders or decision makers have to take action despite uncertain knowledge,
financial risks and value conflicts. Both concepts, slow science and postnormal science, rest
on the assumption that climate is not only a scientific fact but a matter of concern. This
distinction goes back to Bruno Latour’s [7,8] conception of political ecology. He challenged
the separation of science on the one side and society, law or politics on the other, and he
shifted attention to the assemblies of actors that are involved in any given issue where
climate data come to matter. This shift from climate as a matter of fact—which played
an important role in providing evidence of human impact on climate change and was
challenged by climate skeptics [7]—to climate as a matter of concern implies a shift from
model and information to practice and collaboration. In this article, I argue for slowing
down climate services and closely reconsidering, analyzing and also imagining new forms
of provider (climate services) and user (all kinds of public actors) encounters in order to
develop new and more effective forms of climate protection.

As an empirical basis for my argument, I discuss three different forms of climate
service delivery in a coastal landscape in Northern Germany. Each addresses different
audiences, provides different forms of knowledge about climate change and offers different
forms of policy support. The three-part case study includes (1) a regional setting in
which a science-based climate service provides climate data and information for Northern
Germany; (2) a ‘social climate service’ [9], consisting of an emergent, loosely organized
group of citizens, which aims to bring climate-related problems into the public sphere, to
put pressure on politics and to promote climate-friendly practices; and (3) a municipal
setting in which government managers develop place-based climate and energy plans to
mitigate greenhouse gas emissions and to adapt to climate change impacts. Each of these
different forms of climate service application has its own history, which in turn informs its
approach to climate change. At a very basic level, the purpose of this article is to step aside
and reflect upon climate services as a social practice.

Climate Services as an Object of Research: Background and Methods

During my extended fieldwork in Northern Germany, I both observed and initiated
various encounters between different climate service providers and the public [10]. In this
first part of the article, I will provide some background concerning my research, followed
by epistemological reflections on the concepts of slow science, postnormal science and
political ecology. In the main parts, I will provide descriptions and vignettes of these
encounters and discuss them accordingly. Maybe more than figures and tables, anecdotal
depictions are a method to keep the heterogeneity, complexity and messiness of real-life
situations alive.

My starting point in the research about the co-development of climate services was
my interest in ‘narratives of change’, in the role that climate and weather and its changes
play in all kinds of past and present narratives, including those of climate services [11]. In
this context, I practiced the ethnographic method of participant observation in the strict
sense of the term: I both observed and initiated communication and interaction between
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climate services and the public. In current anthropology, participant observation has turned
into the co-design of research and para-anthropology, which is a more precise terminology.
Both co-design and para-anthropology entail active collaboration with local partners for a
shared matter of concern and are methods that have evolved as a result of the increasing
integration of anthropology in inter- and transdisciplinary research projects [12]. In the
first part of the CoCliServ project, I worked with the ‘North German Coastal and Climate
Office’, a regional climate service from the Helmholtz Center Geesthacht and partner
in the CoCliServ project. Together, we organized a workshop with local and regional
decision makers, stakeholders and concerned citizens. In the second part of the project, I
engaged with local climate activists, with whom I co-developed a citizen’s initiative. During
this time, I also followed the successive implementation of municipal climate protection
managers in this area, an initiative by the German government. Altogether, the coastal
landscape of Northern Germany provides a dense and diverse network of climate services.
It reflects the European and German efforts to initiate a transformation of society toward
decarbonization. However, recent surveys of this process show that there is no plausibility
that Germany will reach its ambitious climate goals with current measures [13,14]. At
the same time, these surveys highlight the role of social movements and public pressure
on politics for a successful transition toward decarbonization. As a consequence, climate
services have to expand their scope and situate themselves in a highly politicized and
complex environment, and they have to follow the communal life of facts [2], too, in order
to make an impact.

Global climate discourse, from the IPCC to climate services and everyday talk, is
science-based, managerial and technology-oriented [15]. For climate services, this raises
many difficult questions. Climate services are based on the premise that appropriately
configured data and information about climate will enable better political decisions. How-
ever, commentaries in Nature or Science concede that there is no undisturbed transfer
of knowledge [16]. This is especially true when the knowledge base is uncertain, stakes
are high, morals are included and action is urgent—which is the situation for postnormal
science as defined by Funtowicz and Ravetz [6]. Climate services and decision makers alike
have to deal with these ‘postnormal’ situations, and there is a need for experimenting with
different forms of interaction with local or regional actors. It is a long way from providing
data and information to the co-development of climate services for action. One of the main
preconditions is to understand climate science and climate services as part of an assemblage
of actors concerned with climate change. In a regional setting such as the coastal landscapes
of Northern Germany, climate services have to deal with administrations, municipalities,
dike and sluice organizations, various forms of stakeholders, farmers and NGOs, and most
of them are climate-literate [10]. In order to make a meaningful and especially place-based
contribution, climate services have to go beyond the mere purveying of data derived from
models and observation. This challenge demands a certain level of introspection and
self-reflection, as well as a sense of place, the geo-social formation of the coastal landscapes
and the actual political constellations [17].

The science philosopher Isabelle Stengers discusses in her book ‘Another science is
possible: A manifesto for slow science’ [4] the example of genetically modified organisms
(GMOs). On the one hand, genetic modification was praised as the solution for poverty and
hunger in the world, while on the other hand, there was significant protest of field scientists,
local farmers and environmental groups. Stengers illustrates how the laboratory conditions
under which scientific knowledge is produced have little to do with ‘those situations we are
confronted with as citizens’ ([4], p. 2f). As a consequence, she argues that political ecology
has ‘to put the sciences into politics, but without reducing them to politics. This requires
fully developing, around each issue, the primordial question: who can talk of what, be the
spokesperson of what, represent what, object in the name of what?’ ([4], p. 148).

Stengers suggests slowing down science, engaging in a debate with the ‘public intelli-
gence’ ([4], p. 14) and integrating additional aspects of reality, instead of only opting for
science-based technological solutions for all problems. Conway [18] defines the concept of
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public intelligence as a collective phenomenon, ‘an intelligently distributed and contested
arrangement of roles, defined by the agents themselves’. This can also be understood as a
call for climate services to engage with a wider range of users, defined as those segments
of society that understand climate change as a matter of public concern. In order to do so,
climate services have to leave the comfort zone of science and confront climate change as a
political object. This implies the virtue of self-reflection, of their own role in the field and
in society.

At the same time, climate service providers are professionalizing and becoming com-
petitors in a contested knowledge market. Either they have to professionally compete for
third-party funds, or they are private consultant agencies developing a new market segment
in cooperation with insurance companies and other interested parties. This tendency is also
reflected in science-based climate discourse and its terminology. In official documents from
the IPCC to regional climate services, neo-liberal concepts, such as innovation, markets,
growth, providers, users, decision makers, stakeholders and others, are commonplace [19].
Everything is pressed into the narrow imagery of a market terminology with the result that
climate services become agents for market expansion. In many climate service programs,
including the IPCC, there is little focus on the need for climate protection, for care and
well-being, or emphasis on the catastrophic situation we are in [19]. The reduction of
climate to numbers and statistics does not help; numbers have agency, too, they frame the
perception of climate, and in doing so, the solutions are designed accordingly [20]. The
political, economic and social causes of climate change are turned into technical problems
which supposedly will be solved by engineering, by technical solutions for adaptation and
mitigation. The call to ‘follow the science’, popularized by Fridays for Future, has a flipside,
which is the strong belief in the ‘general authority’ [18] of science. Stengers [4] argues
sarcastically that the public is supposed to trust in science, ‘but they have to know how to
wait, and understand that scientists owe it to themselves to remain deaf to any noisy or
anxious demands’, and that people should not ‘be urged to get involved in questions they
are not, in any case, capable of understanding’.

In the context of European governance strategies, climate services are understood as
competitors in an emerging knowledge market, and there is hardly any mention of climate
protection or care for the environment. The European Green Deal is easily depicted as a
Janus-faced strategy that either serves to develop new—climate-friendly—markets or serves
to change the system of growth and depletion of natural resources. In between are the
municipalities, landscapes and nations that have to make decisions about how to proceed
into the future. For them, there is more at stake than only markets and statistics; landscapes
are also life-worlds, where people interact with geo-social conditions which were formed
over a long time and materialize in everyday activities, the sense of place, identities and
customary laws [21,22]. This is where social anthropology and interdisciplinary landscape
studies intersect with the concept of slow science.

The term ‘slow science’ has roots in the ‘slow food’ movement, which originated
in Italy as a form of regional protest against the standardization of food [23]. The slow-
food movement emphasized regional identity and the singularity of the geo-history of
European landscapes and their people. For slow-food protagonists, the acquisition and
preparation of food is a matter of concern. This provides support for Stengers’ argument
that ‘matters of concern’ have to be taken as seriously as ‘matters of fact’. Slow science
means here not only the quality control of the scientific process but also the integration of
what Stengers ([4], p. 14) calls ‘public intelligence’. Scientific facts have a social life, they
travel through landscapes and households, and they change global and municipal policies
as well as individual ways of life. In reference to the slow-food movement, Stengers asks for
‘connoisseurs of science’ who act as ‘agents of resistance against a scientific knowledge that
pretends it has general authority; they partake in the production of what Donna Haraway
calls ‘situated knowledges” ([4], p. 19). This is where the concept of slowing down climate
services comes in: climate services are privileged to coproduce these situated knowledges
and to instigate climate action, as demanded in the European calls for the co-development
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of climate services for action. In my participation in two of these European projects, I put
this call for action into practice, as an anthropological observer, as a participant and as an
instigator of climate service action.

2. Regional Climate Service

In the ERA4CS project about ’the co-development of place-based climate services for
action’, I worked together with one of our project partners, the North German Coastal and
Climate Office. This climate service is the outreach of the Helmholtz Center of Geesthacht
(now Hereon), and its service includes the Hamburg area and Northern Germany. It serves
as a contact point between climate science and the public, and one of its main tasks is to
provide an overview on regional climate change in Northern Germany, serving interested
citizens, scientists, educators, economic actors, public authorities, media, civil society
organizations and political officials [24,25].

For several months, we practiced a division of labor; while the Climate Office docu-
mented existing climate services in the coastal area, I interviewed mayors, administrators,
representatives of NGOs, farmers and other stakeholders. We realized early that there
was a qualitative difference between the information provided by climate services and the
narratives that I collected in the field. One example involved the extreme weather events
during our research period in this area, namely an unusually warm, dark and wet winter,
followed by a drought in the summer. For the climate services in this area, this was a matter
of statistical interest (sometimes followed by general warnings), while for my interlocutors,
these changes occurred as an aspect of their daily ‘weatherworld’ ([26], p. 120). During
the winter, the fields were inundated by water, and the farmers had difficulties applying
manure, while in the summer, many had to sell cattle because of a lack of feed, which
became exceptionally expensive in the international market [10].

Finally, we organized a public workshop in the coastal village of Dangast and invited
about 30 persons, chosen from our field sites. In the invitation, we asked for ‘the regional
effects of climate change and for possible answers, from the world climate council, the
IPCC, to the municipal council, from climate research to local knowledge’ (translation by
the author). As our goal, we wanted to start a conversation among diverse members of the
public and asked what it takes to make the region climate-friendly and fit for the future.

The organization of the workshop reflected our division of labor: the first part was
organized by the Climate Office and the second part by me, an anthropologist from the
university. The two parts could not have been more different: in the first half, the moderator
of the Climate Office presented data about global and regional climate change, followed by
an intensive Q&A section. In the second part, I organized a discussion among our guests.
While the first part was orderly and quiet, the second part was like a marketplace, loud and
chatty with people moving around in groups. Like a mirror ball, these different settings
reflected our different backgrounds and origins and also the different conclusions we drew
from this event.

2.1. A Regional Climate Service in Action

When I arrived at the venue maybe an hour before the workshop started, the climate
service team was already there. They had prepared the room like a theatre: in front of the
chairs for the audience, there was a lectern, framed by two standing posters. The photos on
the posters displayed a dramatic scene, with a research vessel cutting through the waves
of a stormy sea. In the center of the poster there was the logo of the Helmholtz Research
Center and the motto ‘erkennen, verstehen, handeln’ (identify, understand, act). On a table
next to the desk, there were two computers for public use, introduced as ‘web tools’ where
people could navigate climate scenarios. Everyone entering the room could not help but be
aware of the scientific authority of Helmholtz research, of big science.

The workshop started with a presentation by the moderator of the climate service. She
outlined how climate changed globally, followed by an outlook into the future. The forecast
effects of emission reduction and mitigation were presented in the form of model outputs
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based on IPCC findings and data, showing the different scenarios from worst- to best-case.
The data for the regional development, which were mostly derived from empirical research,
attracted the greatest attention from the audience. There has been a 0.8 degree rise in
temperature since 1961, the beginning of apple blossom starts two to three weeks earlier
(while late frost remains unchanged), and there are now more heat days (from 1–2 to 4–5).
Rainfall in the summer remains fluctuating, while winter becomes warmer and wetter, sea
level rise (20 cm) conforms with global tendencies, with an increased threat of more and
higher storm surges. As a result, the moderator stated that the North German coastline is
one of the hot spots of climate change in Germany.

The presentation lasted maybe 30 min, and it left the audience in a state of shock.
The confrontation of the global scenario with data from the region made climate change
real, in an uncomfortable way. Climate change is not somewhere out there, but in front
of our own doorsteps, as one discussant stated. In the following discussion, people
expressed concern with discrepancies in climate discourse and politics. As one of the first
questions, the moderator was asked how she perceives the discrepancy between existing
knowledge about climate change and the less-than-adequate political action. Another
aspect was the discrepancy between knowledge about mitigation technology and its lack
of implementation. There was also a discussion about the gap between knowledge about
climate change and actual consumer behavior, a discrepancy that was attributed to the
powerful marketing strategies of the industry. In the meandering discussion, the issue
was raised of which strategy might be best for the farmers to bring the livestock through a
drought, organic or conventional farming. The moderator put great efforts to maintain a
neutral position, as with other controversial issues that were raised. She insisted on the
neutrality of climate services, as she summarized in her report:

‘Thus, a place based climate service for action implies that the role of science needs
to be neutral. Rather than supporting a particular favoured action, science can support
decision-making processes by analysing how certain decisions, compared to others, may
initiate specific changes and impact developments’ ([25], p. 53).

For the climate service, the job was done, followed by the anthropological part. The
second part of the workshop was dedicated to the question of what it takes to achieve a
climate-friendly regional future. One of the main goals was to bring together different
actors who normally do not meet or engage in discussions, such as a mayor and a member
of an NGO, a priest and a farmer or a student and a coastal manager. We carefully organized
an incremental discussion with random groups of four, who in the end, presented their
conclusions to the plenary. After the strict discipline of a Q&A discussion in the first part,
here people discussed freely their ideas in various constellations.

As a result, there were dozens of cards with keywords on the whiteboard, which we
tried to group into themes such as mobility, energy, water management, consumption,
habitation, land use and agriculture. The response to the exercise was lively and appre-
ciative. In conversations at the end, people pointed out that they learned a lot during
the afternoon and that they hoped for a follow-up workshop to discuss things in more
detail. The workshop was considered a first step, and we promised to send feedback and to
organize a second step, which unfortunately never happened, at least in this constellation
and due to the different understandings of the public role of a climate service.

2.2. Discussion: Regional Climate Services

In the evaluation of events, we came to different conclusions. For the North German
Coastal and Climate Office, the purpose of the discussion was to identify knowledge gaps
and information needs, while I looked for possibilities to expand the range of climate
change issues and to motivate the audience for further collaborations. We had different
understandings of ‘matters of concern’, and thus we followed different epistemologies. In
the first part, the Climate Office confirmed the separation between scientific facts on the
one side and local matters of concern on the other, in a hierarchical way. The result was the
identification of further knowledge needs and information gaps, which now can be added
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to the already existing corpus of place-based climate knowledge. From this perspective, the
workshop served as a venue for performing the general authority of climate science. The
slogan of ‘identify, understand, act’, displayed on the posters, left the public in a position
where they have little choice but to trust the science and wait until it presents the solution,
as Stengers puts it. The public is left in a state of helplessness: either they confirm the power
of science, or they are viewed as biased, ideological and non-objective. The main mantra of
the climate service is that science and politics have to remain neatly separated: once and
again, the moderator of the Climate Office stated that it is up to politics to decide what to do.
Both the public and politics are left in a double bind: if they make a decision, they are at risk
that the decision will easily be dismissed as ‘non-scientific’ or not up to scientific standards;
if they ask science what to do, they are told that it is up to political decision makers. Due to
our different interpretations of the event, our cooperation ended here. We did not agree
on a common evaluation for the audience, nor did we manage to stage a follow-up event.
There were other obstacles, too: the partners from the Climate Office did not even share the
recordings of the event with me, due to new data policies of the Helmholtz Center. They
had already enough material for their project deliverable and moved on, while I stayed
for the rest of the project in the region. This kind of sad story unfortunately is common
in projects and is a tribute to the permanent pressure in a research landscape, where the
duration of projects is short and dependency on third-party funding is high. However,
serendipity is an important feature in life and in anthropological fieldwork [27] and so did
not disappoint me. The experimental co-development of climate services, together with
‘the public’, found its continuation in another place, a few months later.

3. Social Climate Services

In November 2019, I organized a follow-up workshop in the neighboring district
of Ammerland. The initiative came from an environmental activist, who had already
participated in the previous workshop in Dangast, and she wanted to carry the format of
public participation to her district. The workshop was held in November 2018, and this
time, ’the co-development of place-based climate services for action’ was successful. As
a result of the workshop, we founded a citizen’s initiative, the ‘Klimamarkt Ammerland’
(climate market). It is a loosely organized group of concerned citizens, whose goal is
to bring climate change into the public sphere, put pressure on politics and help turn
Ammerland into a climate-friendly district.

The term ‘social climate services’ was coined by Bremer et al. [9] in their article
‘Recognizing the social functions of climate services in Bergen, Norway’, where they
propose ‘a field of ‘social climate services’ that configures relationships between scientists
and social actors, built on technologies of humility, for enriching the ongoing culturally and
politically charged debates and practices around climatic change in informal institutional
settings’ ([9], p. 1).

I use the term social climate service for the purpose of this article, even though the
members of the Klimamarkt would never do so. In everyday German, the term ‘service’ is
associated with institutions such as banks, administrations or public transport—institutions
where citizens are turned into ‘consumers’ or ‘clients’. The Klimamarkt identifies as a public
forum, a network, a multiplier or perhaps even—though we did not discuss that yet—as
diplomats between science, the public and the landscape of Ammerland. The Klimamarkt
has no preconceived agenda, and there are hardly any strategic debates. In my terms, as the
participant anthropologist, we organize public performances of climate change as a matter
of concern. For press releases, brochures or public communication, we use, in variations,
the following text module:

‘The Climate Market Ammerland was launched at the end of 2019 to express concern
about climate change in Ammerland. Ideas for a climate-friendly Ammerland from the
areas of energy, mobility, food and agriculture, land use, water, construction and renovation
and health were collected by concerned citizens. Together, projects are now being initiated
that will help avoid CO2 and prepare the communities in Ammerland for the effects of
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climate change. The Klimamarkt Ammerland is independent, autonomous and open
to everyone. It is a public forum to initiate debates and initiatives in order to make
a difference. The Klimamarkt wants to help shape a sustainable Ammerland.’ (https:
//klimamarkt-ammerland.de/ (accessed on 4 April 2023)).

Currently, the Klimamarkt consists of a core group of seven people, most members are
engaged in environmental organizations and other forms of public life. We fit maybe in
the category of public intelligence as suggested by Stengers [4]: we are able to read and
understand scientific assessments, some have a long career in environmental activism, and
some of us are specialized in certain areas such as biology or, in my case, in environmental
anthropology, and we are widely connected, in Ammerland and in climate research, from
Scientists4Future to local activism of all kinds.

3.1. A Social Climate Service in Action

From the first workshop in 2019 until today, the Klimamarkt developed a series of
activities. While the terminology of climate services is borrowed from the neoliberal market
economy, the term Klimamarkt reminds of a farmers’ market, a public place where different
people meet and exchange the produce of the soil as well as news and gossip. The idea of
the Klimamarkt is to bring climate change into the marketplace, or into the public sphere,
as a matter of concern. Our trademark is the organization of climate markets in the literal
sense of the term.

3.1.1. Climate Market #1

The structure of our first ‘Klimamarkt’ was similar to the workshop in Dangast which
I described in Section 2. We publicly invited people to the workshop, and about sixty
of them attended. There was one main difference in the staging of the workshop: there
was no official climate service involved. The climate data set about global and regional
developments is publicly available, so we presented it ourselves as an introduction. For the
public discussion, we posed the question ‘How does a climate friendly Ammerland look
like in 2030?’ We organized this conversation along seven main topics: energy, water, land
use, health, mobility, food and construction. We staged whiteboards and encouraged the
audience to walk around and fill in cards and pin them down. At each of the stands, there
were lively discussions. In the end, the seven stands presented the results to the public.
Many issues were addressed, from sustainable household management to the circulation,
distribution and consumption of regional products, from communal gardening and the
conception of heat islands as protection from heat waves to the rewetting of the moors
and the fight against a new Autobahn which is supposed to cross the local moorlands.
Despite the concrete measures and proposed actions, the event was an exercise in reclaiming
the public sphere and facilitating civic engagement. The Klimamarkt brought the climate
problem into the public sphere, in the marketplace where opinions, no matter how qualified,
can be expressed. Climate as a matter of public concern goes far beyond the reduction of
climate to its physical and chemical composition; it is an exercise in democratizing climate.

3.1.2. Climate Market #2

The second climate market was staged as a result of collective confusion and emotional
upheaval. In the summer of 2020, forest fires in California, Southern Europe and Germany
made the news, COVID-19 brought public life to a halt, and the new IPCC report was
published with dire projections for the future. Many people were concerned about this
culmination of bad news, and so were we. How to deal with such a situation? We
spontaneously organized another public Klimamarkt. Maybe 20 or more people met in
an old barn; many of them engaged in care activities in schools and public institutions,
others were environmental activists and concerned citizens, there were a couple of mothers
with recent-born babies, and the district administrator made her appearance, too. We
did not necessarily discuss possible solutions or activities. Instead, we tried to situate
ourselves in a world where climate change was not merely a statistical construct but a lived
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reality. Instead of using words for a final statement, we formed a human exclamation mark
and sent the photo to a regional newspaper, where it was published. Climate change as
a public concern includes emotions, and the Klimamarkt served as a place where these
feelings could be responsibly expressed, before people returned again to their families and
to their jobs in the kindergarten, the school or the administration. It is not only individual
well-being that matters; climate as a matter of concern means taking care of people and the
environment. The Klimamarkt served to embody this sense of place and care, a sense that
informs this kind of social climate services for action.

3.1.3. Climate Market #3

The title of the third climate market was ‘Climate (protection) needs to be down-
to-earth’ (Klimaschutz braucht Bodenhaftung). We invited twenty different private or
communal initiatives to exhibit their work in an old railway station which now serves as a
community center. Among the presenters were local bee-keepers, a bicycle organization,
environmental educators, a repair shop, a one-world shop, collectives presenting their herb
garden or their communal gardening, an initiative of retired citizens who drove electric
busses to maintain public transportation in the countryside, a clothes swap initiative,
regenerative energy collectives, municipal climate managers and others. There was a
café and folk music, and the public enjoyed strolling through this emergent venue of
climate-friendly alternatives on a rainy Sunday afternoon. The district administrator
took the stage and delivered a welcome speech, in which she outlined her program to
turn Ammerland into a climate-friendly district. Our goal was to present activities that
represented sustainable and climate-friendly forms of living, consuming and producing. It
was a playful and friendly atmosphere that invited people to think about climate change
without being indoctrinated or educated. As a motto served a quote from the anthropologist
Margret Mead that it only takes a handful of people to change the world. In retrospect, this
was again an epistemological exercise in alternative market metaphors; metaphors of care,
exchange, circulation and sustainability were performed and subtly replaced the usual
neoliberal terminology of innovation, management, stakeholder, participation or growth.
From an anthropological perspective, we performed what it means to be ‘down to earth’ in
the sense of Bruno Latour’s manifesto for ‘Politics in the new climate regime’ [28]. Recently,
soil has become a prominent feature in research about the effects of climate change and life
in the Anthropocene. In Ammerland, there is a surprising variety of lifestyles and activities
that practice a down-to-earth mentality in the literal sense of the term. Our third climate
market brought these human resources into the public sphere with the intention to create
networks and cross-connections for sustainable and climate-friendly forms of land use.

3.1.4. Mixed Activities

Before the national elections in 2021 and the elections in Lower Saxony in 2022, we
organized public debates with the political candidates, we made a workshop about water
management and webinars about agriculture, which all were well attended. We organized
an art competition ‘Dem Ammerland ein Gesicht geben’ (Give the Ammerland a face), and
currently we have a call for a writing contest, ‘Klimageschichten aus dem Ammerland’
(Climate stories from the Ammerland). These activities make climate real, bring it into
everyday life and give climate a face, a history and make it part of our life. Most of all, we
have managed to become a household name in the area and an address for networking.
The non-partisan nature of the Klimamarkt, its support by the head of the district and
municipal climate managers, the public events and the networking activities make it indeed
a social climate service.

3.2. Discussion: Social Climate Services

Following the work of Bremer et al. [9] about citizen science, I dubbed the Klimamarkt
as a social climate service. The Klimamarkt discusses the coastal landscape in terms of cate-
gories such as energy, water, land use, etc., and it adds a sense of place which is not covered
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by the algorithms of top-down climate software tools. Besides its networking activities,
the Klimamarkt emphasizes the performative foundations of our climate interactions and
creates its own vernacular climate narrative. In the opening remarks of the first Klimamarkt,
we argued that climate is more than statistics and highlighted the importance of bringing
climate into democracy. The second Klimamarkt was dedicated to climate change as a
reality that has no precedence and is emotionally frightening. The third Klimamarkt was
literally place-based and down-to-earth. The exhibition of alternative forms of life and
care expanded the scope of climate service activities into the public and social sphere.
These performative acts provide an additional meaning to Stengers’ ‘public intelligence’,
understood as an emergent, community-based effort with situated knowledges at disposal.
A citizen’s initiative such as the Klimamarkt serves well as an occasional mediator, as a
networker, diplomat and producer of new forms of climate knowledge and, importantly, as
a productive counterpart to institutionalized climate services, such as municipal climate
managers in the next example. It is also important to keep in mind that the Klimamarkt is
not an established institution or NGO. The website is only updated occasionally, activities
depend on the individual time schedules and ideas of its members, and they are voluntary
and spontaneous. From an informed everyday perspective, the activists of the Klimamarkt
address many aspects of the long-term and also immediate effects of climate change which
are not captured in official discourse. The goal is not only to include climate change into
existing political and administrative structures but also to challenge the current forms of
decision making in order to make democracy fit for climate change.

4. Municipal Climate Managers

The implementation of a municipal climate (protection) manager program is a recent
development in the national climate service market and in Northern Germany. The main
task of a climate manager is to produce an integrated climate protection plan in order to
translate international and national climate goals into municipal practice. A governmental
program, the National Climate Initiative (https://www.klimaschutz.de/de/ (accessed on
4 April 2023)), promotes municipal climate protection projects, such as plans for emission
reduction, renewable energies or the production of communal energy and climate balances.
The program is quite successful; by the end of 2019, 3650 municipalities had employed a
climate manager [29]. The focus on this new form of climate service goes hand-in-hand
with my current and ongoing participation in the Horizon project about the standardiza-
tion of climate services. What can actually be standardized, and where are the limits of
standardization? In the following, I will present a first description of this kind of service.

During my research, I interviewed several climate managers and followed their activi-
ties in two municipalities. There is a shift in perspective from the model of regional climate
service to this form of municipal planning activity. It is a shift from the provision of climate
data and information to the actual design of municipal planning and politics. Municipal
climate managers introduce a new matter of concern, climate, into the municipal agenda,
and they do so in the form of a standardized procedure.

The implementation of the program is highly contested in many places. For example,
I followed discussions in the municipality of Varel, in the district of Friesland, where the
majority of the local council vehemently argued against ‘another administration’, another
‘bureaucratic nuisance’ or a ‘green paper tiger’ expected to cost a lot of money in the long
run. Others considered climate managers as agents of the ‘green ideological agenda’, and
the mayor proudly argued that their municipality already does a lot for climate protection
and is not in need of special advisory services. NGOs, concerned citizens and the local
Agenda 20 group campaigned for several years for the implementation of a climate manager,
until finally a young graduate from a nearby university was hired. In other municipalities
and districts, the process went more smoothly; climate managers were welcomed and
served as a sign that climate change is a matter of municipal concern.

In my interviews, several climate managers complained about how difficult it is to
find their place in the hierarchy of the municipal administration. As one recently installed
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manager puts it, ‘When you are fresh out of university, you first have to build a reputation.
For a start, they gave me a small room under the rooftop, which I had to share with the
nature conservation representative’. Communal politics more often than not are based on
established networks between an administration, personal and/or party affiliations and
representatives of various public interests, and it can be difficult to establish new issues
on the political agenda. Climate managers have to start from scratch in a political and
administrative environment with a long tradition and well-established hierarchies. In any
case, statistics and general opinion suggest that the implementation of climate managers is
a valuable program.

4.1. Standardization of Municipal Climate Services

In 2019, the municipal council of Edewecht in the district of Ammerland decided to hire
a climate manager. Between January 2020 and June 2022, this climate manager produced
an integrated climate protection plan for the municipality, involving the participation of
local actors and the following criteria:

‘The climate protection concept serves the municipality of Edewecht as a strategic
basis for decision-making and a planning aid for its climate protection activi-
ties. With the help of the climate protection concept and the climate protection
management, climate protection is sustainably anchored in the municipality as a
cross-sectional task. These (tasks) include the analysis of the climate protection
situation, the calculation of a municipal energy and greenhouse balance accord-
ing to the territorial principle, the determination of potentials for the generation
and utilization of renewable energies and energy efficiency, the calculation of a
climate protection scenario until 2050, the development of strategies to increase
the climate protection potentials and the derivation of prioritized fields of action’.
[30], p. VIII (Translation by the author)

The production of the climate plan is supported and guided by a software program
called ‘Der Klimaschutzplaner’ [31], which offers guidance in climate monitoring. This
software is standardized and certificated by BISKO, a systematic communal greenhouse gas
emission balancing tool provided by the Federal Environment Agency. It offers guidance
regarding energy use in the municipality, provides optional paths and enables comparability
with other municipalities in Germany.

The six main fields of action covered in the final report of the climate protection plan
are (1) construction, sanitization and heat transition, (2) renewable energies, (3) mobility,
(4) education, advisory and participation, (5) climate adaptation and emission sinks and
(6) a climate neutral administration. The final plan provides detailed insight into the
infrastructure of the municipality, identifies the main sources of emissions and discusses
potential sinks and other details. To create and track accountability, there are in-built
controlling mechanisms and incentives such as the ‘Edewecht climate bonus’ for the
transition toward climate-friendly housing.

There were several workshops with local actors, including young people. Due to
the pandemic, the workshops were mostly online. Additionally, there were online tools
such as a map of the municipality, where the public could write comments, share impres-
sions and make suggestions. An online portal provides access to resources for use by
individual households, for spatial planning, communal energy saving and so on. The
mayor and especially green politicians and activists considered the completion of the plan
a great success.

4.2. Discussion: Municipal Climate Managers

Municipal climate services narrow the scope of climate services and intervene in
municipal politics. They do so on the basis of a standardized process, which is accountable
and calculable and enables various forms of control. The fragility of these plans is obvious:
the implementation of the suggested measures to reduce the climate impact is not binding,
even after the approval of the municipal council. At least, this is my latest information.
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It seems to be indeed a question of standards and liabilities, what is binding and what is
optional. This means that each of the suggested measures has to be debated, leaving it
unclear what might be lost along the way and what is actually implemented. In terms of
making use of public intelligence, it is a double-edged tool; because the framework is based
on scientific calculations, the goals are reduced to technical and economic possibilities
within the jurisdiction. Many potentially relevant factors fall outside their scope, such as
major transport systems, economic processes and the management of territory, as well as
infrastructure and buildings that are in private hands. Thus, the climate protection plan is
reduced to a narrow window of opportunity for municipal politics. There is public partici-
pation, but it is channeled and constrained by the conditions of the standardized procedure
and its technical framing. However, within this framework, climate indeed becomes part
of the political agenda, the administration, spatial planning and communal life.

In the course of the current EU project ‘climateurope2’, I will bring together munic-
ipal climate managers, the Klimamarkt, selected stakeholders, administrators and local
politicians in order to discuss what actually is and should be standardized, what is not
and should not be standardized and what it takes to assure trust, transparency and the
implementation of climate proposals and projects. To establish those encounters, it takes
long-term research, and it takes time. Most climate services work in the rhythm of short-
term projects, and it is another serendipity that this research can be stretched over two
project terms.

5. Conclusions: Slowing Down Climate Services

In Northern Germany, like in many other regions in Europe, many people are what I
call climate-literate. Climate services are needed to downscale global data and to provide
long-term empirical observations about local changes in temperature, sea level or the
frequency of extreme weather events. There is a dense infrastructure, and many administra-
tions have their own experts and routines to gain relevant climate data. In the public sphere,
scientific facts about climate change are framed as a matter of public concern and, as such,
gain their own social life. The close relation of climate services to climate science makes
them prone to call the public to order, to return to the science of climate. In this article, I
argue that it is time to change direction and engage with the manifold performances of
climate change in public life.

Slowing down climate services means situating climate science within the complex
reality of the geo-social landscapes where climate change actually happens. It means
overcoming the reduction of climate to statistics, of service to information and of solutions
to technology. It implies a willingness to move beyond simple co-production exercises and
the immersion of climate data, information and tools within the performative arenas of
local life-worlds. Ideally, slow climate services take their time to explore the many contours
of climate change in the everyday world, to link the insights from the laboratory with the
experiences in the field, the statistics with the sense of place. Last but not least, slow climate
services carefully situate themselves in the respective landscape instead of viewing it from
above; place-based climate protection is based on partial knowledges, and science is one
among other actors whose concerns are as meaningful as scientific facts. Slow sciences
slowly follow the social life of climate data and how they come to matter in public life.

In this article, I portrayed three different forms of climate services that are active
in the same area. Each type of climate service provides different contours: there is the
statistical view of regional climate services, the applied statistics and planning of local
climate services and finally the encompassing view obtained through social climate services.
Slowing down climate services means wandering from one perspective to the other, back
and forth, in order to get a more complete picture of what climate services can and should
do. We should keep in mind that current climate politics and climate services are far from
decarbonizing society within the goals set by the Paris Treaty, and thus it takes the reflection
of current practices and courage to test new forms of climate activism, inside and outside
of established institutions.
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Abstract: This paper is an interpretive reanalysis of 17 in-depth case studies of community-based cli-
mate adaptation sponsored by the Kresge Foundation between 2014–2016. Drawing from the political
science and international relations literature, we use the policy regime construct to characterize U.S.
federal policies and programs that drive and enable climate adaptation at the local scale. While the
regime construct has been used to evaluate the international governance of climate change mitigation,
it has not been used in the context of climate adaptation. We find that numerous federal policies are
used by localities to pursue adaptation objectives. We find that local adaptation initiatives based
on federal policy tend to be non-prescriptive, are situational in their application, utilize common
policy tools, and adopt a de-centered mode of governance. While a truly sustainable and resilient
society may entail fundamental “transformation”, we suggest that such a paradigm shift might be
constructively cultivated through the blueprint laid out in the 17 case studies examined here—using
existing know-how and tools. Based on our analysis and characterization of a federal climate adaption
policy regime, we propose that the enterprise of climate services may need to move beyond existing
models of co-production to embrace an ‘apprenticeship’ model, immersing technical information
providers in the milieu of policy and governance in order that they might learn to recognize factors
that influence the applicability, usefulness, and uptake of climate products and services.

Keywords: climate change; climate services; adaptation; policy regime; governance; local;
co-production

1. Introduction and Background

Climate change has become one of the most pressing issues of our time. Due to the
global nature of greenhouse gas emissions, political attention and policy efforts related
to climate change have principally focused on the need for international and national
scale policy interventions. But the impacts of climate variability, extreme events, and
climate change are often local in nature—affected by accidents of microclimate, geography,
development, demographics, and governance. Because of this, climate adaptation scholars
and professionals have come to recognize the fundamental necessity and validity of local
scale efforts to adapt to climate change.

In the United States, localities have taken proactive steps to address climate change,
both in terms of mitigation and adaptation to emerging and potential impacts [1–3]. Local
governments exercise extensive authority over a wide range of day-to-day decisions that
influence greenhouse gas emissions as well as climate impacts. This realm of municipal de-
cision making utilizes a broad array of policy, fiscal, and administrative tools to implement
and maintain programs and projects to reduce vulnerability to climate variability, extreme
events, and climate change. A meaningful proportion of local scale adaptation activities
have been crafted to fall under the purview of federal laws, programs, and policy. Because
so much progress reducing vulnerability and building resilience occurs at this local scale, it
is important to track, characterize, and as appropriate integrate this experience into our
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evolving map of how decisions about climate impacts and adaptation are made and how
to best support and accelerate such decision making.

Most calls for government action on climate impacts and adaptation have followed
the climate mitigation policy playbook by focusing on a “top-down” model, for example,
enacting Presidential Executive Orders or proposing omnibus legislation at the national
level. However, while climate mitigation activities entrain only a few sectors (i.e., energy
production, transportation, buildings), climate impacts play out across many more sectors
with a much wider range of legal, administrative, and management rules and norms. Be-
cause of this breadth of relevance and potential impacts, a wide range of federal policies
either drive and/or enable adaptive initiatives at the local scale. With so much adapta-
tion and resilience activity currently happening at the local scale, we submit that better
understanding the scope and nature of federal policies that currently facilitate this ongoing
activity should be foundational to proposals for additional federal level adaptation policy,
and perhaps should lead us to contemplate whether working at the national level is the
most direct path to support and accelerate resilience at the community level. The key, we
think, is to identify policy and governance arrangements with potential to enhance and
expand local uptake of resilience measures, and then use those lessons to help guide the
development and deployment of climate services.

2. Technical Approach

This paper is an interpretive re-analysis of 17 in-depth case studies of community-
based climate adaptation sponsored by the Kresge Foundation [3]. The authors were
senior members of the research team that designed and conducted the overall project,
including the case studies, a literature review, thought leader interviews, and a cross
case analysis. The original case studies were developed by five core researchers un-
der the supervision of two senior researchers subject to the guidance of a 16-member
project advisory committee. As described in the Kresge case study report, the project
developed a systematic process for empirical inquiry into the cases dubbed its ‘research
protocol’ (https://kresge.org/sites/default/files/library/climate-adaptation-the-state-of-
practice-in-us-communities-full-report.pdf, accessed on 25 June 2022, see page 14). This
protocol guided the core researchers across all primary data collection and case study
development steps, including literature review and desk-top research, site visits, in-person
interviews, draft case study development, follow-up email or telephone interviews, review
by the senior researchers, and review by the interviewees in each case. The methodology is
extensively covered in a chapter of Applied Policy Research [4]. The case studies systemati-
cally identified and characterized factors that shaped policy actions that tangibly reduced
vulnerability in each community.

It is important to emphasize that this project was selective rather than comprehensive
or randomized. The research team “select [ed] only cases with distinct outcomes that
already have resulted or are likely to result in tangible reductions of vulnerability to climate
variability, extreme events, or climate change” [3], p. 15. Summarized in Table 1, the 17 cases
were winnowed from a universe of 93 candidate localities identified through literature
review and thought leader interviews. The outcomes identified in these cases included
community-level practices that reduced exposure, reduced sensitivity, or enhanced adaptive
capacity [5]. The locales differ, however, in terms of size, demographics, economic base,
political orientation, geography, and types of relevant climate impact variables.
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Table 1. Case Study Summaries, Associated Federal Policy, and Partners in Governance.

Case Study Community Description of Profiled Action Associated Federal Policy Partner Organizations

Avalon, New Jersey

Comprehensive Shoreline
Protection Strategy: Developed

several physical shoreline barriers,
acquired undeveloped land,

limited development, and created
and maintained shorefront dunes.

U.S. Army CoE beach
nourishment and subsidized

construction and maintenance of
protective seawall and

breakwater; FEMA National
Flood Insurance Program (NFIP)

ratings drive development
ordinances

Borough government
agencies, federal agencies

Baltimore, Maryland

Integration of Climate Change
Adaptation into a FEMA

All-Hazard Mitigation Plan:
Added a climate risk and

vulnerability assessment into an
existing Disaster Preparedness

Project and Plan.

Required update of FEMA
All-Hazard Mitigation Plan using

FEMA “Hazus-Multi-Hazards”
tool and NOAA data

City government agencies,
federal agencies, citizen
advisory commissions,

public-private resiliency
hubs

Boston, Massachusetts

Climate Change and Resiliency
Checklist: Mandate that climate

change be considered in city
approval process for large new
developments and renovation

projects.

Process informed using National
Climate Assessment scenarios;

compliance with FEMA
floodplain mapping stipulations
necessary for permitting of new

development

City government agencies,
federal agencies,

public-private partnership

Chula Vista, California

Cool Roofs Ordinance and Shade
Tree Policy: Implemented a shade

tree policy and cool roofs
ordinance to address raising

temperatures in the San Diego
region.

Recipient of 2014 EPA Climate
Leadership Award

City government agencies,
local foundation, state
government agencies,

public utility, collaborative
association of local

governments

Cleveland, Ohio

Neighborhood Action Toolkit and
Associated Fund: Augmented

existing neighborhood
revitalization initiative to help

vulnerable neighborhoods
increase adaptive capacity and

anticipate a climate-altered future.

Financial support through HHS
Community Economic

Development Grant

City government agencies,
community development

corporation, citizen
advisory committee,
private enterprises

designated as ‘community
assets’, federal agencies,

collaborative fund

El Paso County, Texas

Inland Desalination Facility: Due
in part to projected climate

change, the County planned and
developed a desalination plant to
manage stormwater runoff and

augment water supplies.

Public-private partnership to
develop the desalination facility
involved Department of Defense

though siting on Fort Bliss.
Design of the facility was enabled
in part by USGS technical support.

Actions driven by EPA
Stormwater Master Planning and
need to maintain compliance with

Clean Water Act regulations.
Siting on the grounds of a federal
facility necessitated assessment

under the National
Environmental Policy Act.

Federal agencies, county
government departments,
state government agencies,

city government

Flagstaff, Arizona

Watershed Protection Project:
Passed USD 10 million bond to
reduce catastrophic fire risk on

nearby U.S. Forest Service lands.

Project conducted in accordance
with USDA Forest Service Forest
Management Plans, and subject to

the National Environmental
Policy Act

Federal government
agencies, state

government agencies, city
government, Native

American tribal nation
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Table 1. Cont.

Case Study Community Description of Profiled Action Associated Federal Policy Partner Organizations

Fort Collins, Colorado

Water Demand Management:
Revised Water Supply and

Demand Management policy to
better prepare for severe drought

and reduce water use through
conservation and increased

storage measures.

Expansion of reservoir storage
capacity requires permit from

Corps of Engineers.

Public utility, city
government, federal

agencies

Grand Rapids, Michigan

Vital Streets and Sidewalks
Spending Guidelines: Developed
guidelines and implemented tax
support to improve stormwater

management with green
infrastructure.

Initiative subject to EPA
stormwater management

regulations

City government, state
government agencies,
public utility, citizen
commission, regional

council of governments,
federal agencies

Miami-Dade County,
Florida

Integrating Climate Adaptation
into Comprehensive

Development Master Plan: Plan
updates require county

departments to consider potential
climate change impacts for

approval of capital improvement
projects.

Initiative subject to EPA
stormwater management

regulations; partnership with
USGS to develop hydrological

modeling tools unique to
Miami-Dade circumstances

County government
agencies, federal agencies,
county advisory task force,
regional council of county

governments

Mobile County, Alabama

Oyster Reef Restoration: Federal
grant monies provided support

for a public-private effort to
restore oyster reefs to provide
protection against storm surge

and raising seas.

American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act grant issued

through NOAA

Federal agencies, county
government agencies,

non-profit funding, local
chapter of national NGO

Norfolk, Virginia

Coastal Resilience Strategy: Flood
and coastal zone ordinance
revised to require that new

structures have at least 3-foot
freeboard.

Initiative pursued to reduce
FEMA NFIP ratings; financial

support sought through Disaster
Resilience grants.

City government; federal
agencies, local NGOs,
civic leagues, citizen

commission

Oakland, California

Climate Action Coalition:
Formation of a diverse coalition

that developed a strategy to
address sea level rise through a

social justice lens.

Financial support through
Department of Housing and
Urban Development grant

programs

City government, federal
agencies, local NGOs and

foundations,
community-based

organizations, public
utility

Seattle, Washington

Mainstreaming Climate Change
into Internal Planning and

Decision Making: Public utility
requires climate change impacts

to be considered in strategic
planning, division-level planning,

capital investment evaluation,
and day-to-day operations.

Worked with a NOAA-funded
research consortium to develop
climate-impacted water supply

scenarios; utility initiatives
subject to EPA drinking water and

stormwater management
regulations

Public utility, city
government, utility

customer panel, federal
agencies

Southwest Crown,
Montana

Forest Restoration: Forest
thinning and prescribed fires used
to reduce risk of catastrophic fire.

USDA Forest Service Forest
Management Plans, National

Environmental Policy Act

Public-private partnership,
federal agencies, town

governments, state
government, Native

American tribes, county
governments, citizen

councils, collaborative
organization
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Table 1. Cont.

Case Study Community Description of Profiled Action Associated Federal Policy Partner Organizations

Spartanburg, South
Carolina

Mainstreaming Climate Change:
Initiative to integrate climate

change consideration into utility
operations, management

practices, program delivery, and
culture.

Initiative embedded within
FEMA All Hazard Plan update,

subject to EPA wastewater
regulations. Utility partnered

with EPA to develop a resilience
options evaluation tool (CREAT);

and enhanced public outreach
through EPA “WaterSense”

program. Future climate
conditions were assessed in part

through review of U.S. GCRP
reports

Public utility, county
government, city

government, federal
agencies

Tulsa, Oklahoma

Acquisition and Relocation:
Program to acquire repeatedly
flooded properties and convert

into parks and other public uses.

Project was framed to exceed
FEMA NFIP strictures and

partially funded through a FEMA
Project Impact grant.

County government, city
government,

community-based
organizations, local

non-profit organizations

For this reanalysis, the case studies and their supporting information were culled by
means of formal rubric to characterize and assess (1) the role—if any—played by federal
law, policy, or programs; (2) the organizations and agencies involved in formulation and
implementation; and (3) the manner and degree to which technical scientific data, methods,
and information were utilized in planning, project design, and decision making. We follow
the lead of local actors as illustrated in the Kresge case studies by addressing ‘climate
impacts’ broadly and inclusive of expected climate variability (e.g., drought years), extreme
events (e.g., severe floods), as well as climate change (e.g., sea level rise).

This interpretive reanalysis begins by building off the empirical foundation of the
17 Kresge case studies to address two basic research questions: (1) do federal policies
influence climate adaptation at the local scale; and (2) how do federal climate adaptation
policy regimes drive and enable local adaptation initiatives? In this paper, we address
these questions through a four-step process. First, we draw from political science and
international relations literature to characterize federal influence on local scale climate
adaption activities through application of the concept of ‘policy regimes’. Second, utilizing
the policy regime construct, we provide a summary of the federal adaptation policy regime
as it played out in each of the 17 Kresge case studies to illustrate a federal climate adaptation
policy regime. This analysis is augmented through a literature review to summarize federal
adaption policies that did not appear to impact the direction or nature of adaptation
initiatives in the case study communities, but which help to illustrate the broader relevance
of defining federal climate adaptation policy regimes in different policy or management
contexts. Third, we provide a descriptive summary of specific federal policies and the role
they played in the Kresge case communities. Fourth, we draw upon and integrate across
the first three steps to explore implications for the ongoing enterprise of climate services.
In the final section we outline several limitations in our analytical approach and articulate
potential areas for further research.

3. Policy Regimes Defined

Rarely is an environmental, resilience, or sustainability issue simple enough to address
with a single policy. Multi-dimensional, or wicked problems [6] such as urban renewal,
health insurance reform, and global climate change tend to be addressed through multiple
policies using a variety of tools, something that political scientists and scholars of interna-
tional relations refer to as ‘policy regimes’. Policy regimes are constructs that depict the
mix of institutional mechanisms that make up the governing arrangements addressing
a particular problem [7–12]. A regime may be comprised of multiple laws, rules, and
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administrative actions that together specify the contours of governance with respect to an
issue or topic. It is important to emphasize that the impact of a regime may or may not
be wholly consistent with the stated policy positions of a given administration or agency.
Perhaps countering or tangential to political rhetoric, platform statements, or even the
titles and captions of legislative acts, the regime construct provides a way to characterize
and evaluate the on-the-ground, situational, and empirical impact of federal policies. Aca-
demic analysis of regimes typically considers factors such as stated or inferred objectives,
strategic focus, scope of mandate, prescribed policy tools, implementation preferences
(e.g., legalistic, corporatist, market-based), implementing agencies, and institutional actors.
Policy scientists use the concept of regimes to analyze current dynamics, but also to help
illuminate historical trends and changes in governance.

Policy regimes vary significantly from issue-to-issue. They can be centralized and
tightly linked or loosely coordinated and disjointed across multiple agencies, statutory
authorities, and/or jurisdictions. For example, while U.S. monetary policy is the centralized
province of the Federal Reserve Board, U.S. health care policies are scattered among as many
as 15 departments, bureaus, institutes, and agencies [13]. Regimes can be comprehensive
or piecemeal, addressing most or only limited aspects of a problem. They are sometimes
characterized as a continuum: “At one end are fully integrated institutions that impose
regulation through comprehensive, hierarchical rules. At the other extreme are fragmented
collections of institutions with no identifiable core and weak or nonexistent linkages
between regime elements” [14], p. 4. In some cases, the term ‘regime complex’ is used to
describe loosely coupled arrangements located somewhere in the middle of the continuum.

Policy regimes can be the intentional product of policy design or accretions that form
over a span of disassociated activity. As described by Thelen, Mahoney, and others, his-
torical and circumstantial change within regimes can be characterized in terms of various
processes, including exhaustion, replacement, layering, and drift [15,16]. ‘Exhaustion’ is a
condition under which a policy is no longer effective and requires change. ‘Replacement’
is a state of affairs in which most elements of an institutional arrangement are replaced.
‘Layering’ occurs when new elements are added to the extant complex without abandon-
ment or material alteration of incumbent policies. Finally, ‘drift’ is a situation in which
some aspects of a policy mix are maintained even as major aspects of the overall policy
environment shift [9].

While the regime construct has been used to evaluate the international governance of
climate change mitigation [14,17], we know of no other efforts to characterize national-scale
policy clusters as they pertain to climate adaptation at the local scale. In the next section,
we apply the regime lens to assess the role played by federal law and policy with respect to
climate adaption efforts at the local scale.

4. Do Federal Policies Influence Climate Adaptation at the Local Scale?

It is common to hear that the United States lacks a meaningful or ‘transformational’
climate adaptation policy [18–20]. There is no law, program, or suite of governmental
activities that can be described as an omnibus vehicle that defines a nation-wide strategy or
prescribes an enforceable state-by-state or sector-by-sector implementation approach. There
is no bureau or agency with a mission charter centered on adaptation to climatic impacts.
Nor is there even an executive proclamation in support of preferred tools of adaptation.

However, if reviewed through a regime lens, it can be demonstrated that the U.S. has
already implemented and maintains a wide range of public policy that bears in a substantive
way upon local efforts to adapt to climate impacts. Informed by review of the Kresge case
studies, Table 2 provides a summary of 26 federal policies that have been utilized in local
efforts to plan for and adapt to climate impacts. While none of the vehicles in Table 2 include
specific textual enunciation of climate adaptation as a policy objective in the title or caption
of its statutory charter, all have been implemented, operationalized, and/or enforced in a
manner that drives on-the-ground, empirical consideration of projected climate impacts. It
is this use-based symmetry of application that—in our estimation—qualifies the cluster of
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programs and policies listed in Table 2 as a pragmatic, de facto federal climate adaptation
policy regime.

Table 2. Components of the Federal Adaptation Policy Regime Associated with Local Adaptation
Initiatives Profiled in Kresge Case Studies.

Policy or Programmatic Vehicle
(Statutory Authorization, Year of

Enactment)

Implementing
Agency

Degree of Focus on Climate
Change Adaptation

Influence on
Community-Level

Governance

Stormwater master planning
(Clean Water Act, National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System, 1972)

U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency

(EPA)

One of many factors included in
guidance materials

Serves as a driving
influence

Stormwater discharge permitting and
regulations

(Clean Water Act, National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System, 1972)

EPA
One of many factors that may be
considered in evaluating a permit

application

Serves as a driving
influence

State Revolving Fund (SRF) financial
assistance for drinking water and POTW

development
(Safe Drinking Water Act of 1974)

EPA
One of many factors that may be

considered in making SRF
Capitalization Grant awards

Serves to enable

Climate leadership award EPA
Promotion and outreach initiative

focused on climate change
mitigation and adaptation

Serves to enable

Technical Assistance to Water Utilities EPA

Climate change adaptation is one
of many factors addressed
through Agency research

activities

Serves to enable

‘Watersense’ program EPA
Climate change is one of many

factors considered in this outreach
program

Serves to enable

All hazard mitigation plans
(Disaster Mitigation Act of 2000)

Department of
Homeland Security,
Federal Emergency

Management
Agency (FEMA)

One of many factors that may be
assessed in plan approval

Serves as a driving
influence

Floodplain designations, mapping, and
flood insurance ratings

(Biggert-Waters Flood Insurance Act of
2012; National Flood Insurance Act of 1968)

FEMA One of many factors that may be
considered under a designation

Serves as a driving
influence

Hazard Mitigation Assistance Grants
(National Flood Insurance Act of 1968 and

Department of Homeland Security
(Annual) Appropriations Act)

FEMA One of many factors that may be
considered as a basis for award Serves to enable

Atmospheric research

Department of
Commerce, National

Oceanic and
Atmospheric

Administration
(NOAA)

Explicit and stipulated,
development of climate-related
data, information, and tools is

central to mission

Serves to enable

National Weather Service NOAA

Explicit and stipulated,
development of climate-related
data, information, and tools is

central to mission

Serves to enable

Coastal resilience grants
(Coastal Zone Management Act, 1972) NOAA One of many factors that may be

considered as a basis for award Serves to enable
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Table 2. Cont.

Policy or Programmatic Vehicle
(Statutory Authorization, Year of

Enactment)

Implementing
Agency

Degree of Focus on Climate
Change Adaptation

Influence on
Community-Level

Governance

Coastal zone planning
(Coastal Zone Management Act, 1972)

NOAA, Department
of the Interior

Bureau of Ocean
Energy Management

One of many factors that may be
assessed during agency and
stakeholder reviews of plan

Serves both as driving
and/or enabling

influence

Reservoir siting approval and permitting
(Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899; Clean

Water Act of 1972)

United States Army,
Corps of Engineers

(CoE)

One of many factors that may be
considered in a permitting

decision

Serves as a driving
influence

Dredge and fill permitting
(Clean Water Act of 1972) CoE

One of many factors that may be
considered in a permitting

decision

Serves as a driving
influence

Operations and facility support CoE
One of many factors that may be
relevant to operations, planning,

and budget implementation
Serves to enable

Integrated forest management plans
(National Forest Management Act of 1976)

United States
Department of

Agriculture, Forest
Service

Revised at least every 15 years,
NEPA Guidance requires that

Forest Management Plans address
climate change impacts

Serves as a driving
influence

Resiliency grants
(Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency

Assistance Act of 1988)

Department of
Housing and Urban

Development

Eligible to communities that
declared disasters in 2011–2013,
grant resources are available to

address a variety of threats,
including climate change

Serves to enable

Water supply and hydrologic research U.S. Geological
Survey (USGS)

Agency charter authorizes water
supply, hydrologic, and related

areas of research, all of which may
be subject to climate change

impacts. Climate services
stipulated under Agency

workplans for USGCRP and
related programs.

Serves to enable

Federal Environmental Impact Assessment
Process

(National Environmental Policy Act of
1968)

Council on
Environmental
Quality (CEQ)

Federal actions and programs
require assessment of

environmental impacts, including
actions that might be subject to

climate change impacts

Serves as a driving
influence

Guidance on Greenhouse Gases and
Climate Change

(National Environmental Policy Act, 1968)

CEQ (and
implementing

agencies)

NEPA guidance directs agencies
to include climate change impacts

in their Environmental Impact
Assessments. Focus of the

guidance is on GHG emissions
reduction, adaptation not central

but applicability to land use
decisions makes climate services

relevant

Serves as a driving
influence

U.S. Global Change Research Program
(Global Change Research Act of 1990)

Thirteen agencies,
coordinated by The
White House Office

of Science and
Technology Policy

Program conducts and sponsors a
wide range of climate-related
research, with periodic reports

that address “Impacts, Risks, and
Adaptation”. Program has a clear

mandate to develop “decision
aids”

Enables vulnerability
actions and informs

development of
climate services
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Table 2. Cont.

Policy or Programmatic Vehicle
(Statutory Authorization, Year of

Enactment)

Implementing
Agency

Degree of Focus on Climate
Change Adaptation

Influence on
Community-Level

Governance

Community Economic Development Grant
Program

Department of
Health and Human

Services

Not stipulated, but may be
considered as basis for award and

subsequent reporting
Serves to enable

Agency Annual Appropriation Acts All agencies

Agencies are sometimes directed
and funded to conduct

adaptation—or
resiliency—related actions

May enable actions for
municipalities
partnering or

otherwise interacting
with federal entities or

facilities

Endangered Species Act All agencies

As applicable, Endangered
Species Management Plans may
be required to address impacts

due to anticipated climate change

May serve to drive or
constrain adaptation

initiatives

In some cases, implementation of laws or programs with a putative, textualist focus on
other topics are used to drive climate adaptation initiatives at the local scale. For instance,
EPA stormwater discharge permit applications and renewals may be denied if a utility or
municipality fails to demonstrate adequate consideration of potential operational deficits
due to precipitation changes or the changing likelihood of extreme storm events. Similarly,
economic development plans may be scrapped or reformulated due to excessive flood
insurance premiums if a municipality allows unchecked siting in federally designated
floodplains. In other cases, federal statutes and associated programs provide resources that
are used to enable local adaptation initiatives. Federal enablement can come in the form
of funding, technical assistance, or promotional support. And in nearly all cases, federal
policy is used as an authoritative mechanism through which to structure deliberation
and translate sentiment for change into revisions in the structure and/or processes of
local governance.

Per their statutory language or statements of programmatic charter, these vehicles
were intended to address policy issues other than climate adaptation, such as water pol-
lution abatement, provision of safe drinking water, construction of publicly owned water
treatment infrastructure, usage restrictions and protections over public lands, preservation
of endangered species, stewardship of National Forests, wise use of coastal zones, and
disaster mitigation or recovery. However, agency implementation of these policies has
come to allow their routine application in the service of climate adaptation, with formaliza-
tion occurring not as articles of black letter law, but rather by means of administrative and
operational mechanisms such as guidance documents or guidebooks, memoranda of inter-
pretation or implementation, annual workplans from agencies to the Office of Management
and Budget (OMB), technical specifications documents, docket notations, circulars, and a
wide range of informational materials on agency websites [10,21].

With respect to change over time, the federal climate adaptation policy regimes out-
lined in this paper cannot be characterized in terms of ‘exhaustion’ or ‘replacement’. The
policies through which local scale adaption is being addressed did not take the place of
earlier mechanisms due to recognition of a need to adapt to climatic impacts. The cluster
of policies outlined in Table 2 was not comprehensively designed but emerged over a
period of approximately five decades due to many political actions, initiated by different
administrations, at different times, and in response to different issues. Most of the policies
summarized in Table 2 are environmental protection, resource management, or disaster re-
sponse vehicles that have come to be utilized in the context of local scale climate adaptation.
In other words, the federal influence on local climate adaptation has resulted from ‘layering’
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and ‘drift’, with new conditions being addressed through existing agencies, policy vehicles,
and programmatic activities.

We emphasize that the federal climate adaptation policy regime outlined through
reanalysis of the Kresge case studies is a contingent, situational, and incidental ‘snap-shot’
of the potentially applicable policy domain. The literature review indicates other federal
policies with potential to drive and/or enable climate adaptation at the local scale [1,2].
For example, conservation provisions within the five-year ‘Farm Bill’ have been used by
Conservation Districts to support adaptation programs in rural counties [22]. And the
Superfund provision of the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and
Liability Act (CERCLA) has been used to reduce the exposure and vulnerability of urban
toxic waste sites [23]. Owing to its origins within a single series of case studies, it can
only be said that this analysis characterizes a federal climate adaptation policy regime,
but not the federal climate adaptation policy regime. We encourage further exploration
into the practical boundaries of federal climate adaptation policy regimes. Because climate
adaptation is an issue that crosses many policy domains at the local scale, it is likely that
it will prove useful to describe multiple regimes that affect particular domains, e.g., a
federal water resources adaptation policy regime, a federal land management adaptation
policy regime, a federal infrastructure adaptation policy regime, etc. Provisos and scope
limitations aside, the Kresge case study reanalysis indicates a pervasive, ongoing, and
formative role being played by federal policies with respect to the incidence and nature of
local adaptation policies and programs.

It is important to note that the complex of policies summarized in Table 2 differs
markedly from recent literature-based inventories of U.S. federal adaptation policy. Re-
views conducted by [18,20] include only policy vehicles with an explicit, textually enun-
ciated focus on climate adaptation, sometimes even more narrowly defined as climate
change to the exclusion of climate variability and extreme events. These inventories treat
an Obama-era Executive Order [24] as the administrative and strategic center of the federal
climate adaptation mission. Revoked under the Trump Administration but largely restored
by President Biden [25], this order establishes a high-level adaptation planning and coordi-
nation task group and directs all federal agencies to develop mission-specific adaptation
plans. These Executive Orders spawned a variety of interagency working groups and
resulted in a number of sector- and geography-specific planning activities and technical
support programs. While it is clearly possible that the Biden EO and associated planning
activities will—at some point—alter the fundamental contours of U.S. climate adaptation
policy, we emphasize that this set of activities was not in play and did not impact adaptation
initiatives undertaken by the Kresge case localities.

5. How Do Federal Climate Adaptation Policy Regimes Drive and Enable Local
Adaptation Initiatives?

As summarized in the third column of Table 1, all local adaptation initiatives profiled
in the 17 Kresge case studies were influenced by federal policy. In some cases, this influence
was relatively incidental, certainly not a necessary factor in the local decision process.
Examples of such incidental influence include reference to a federal study or informa-
tion exchange through a voluntary program. However, the bulk of the cases involved a
substantive federal role, often through application of multiple policies. For example,

• Avalon, New Jersey developed a Comprehensive Shoreline Protection Strategy driven
partially by the need to reduce flood insurance premiums due to a high rating under
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) National Flood Insurance Pro-
gram (NFIP). The Avalon comprehensive strategy also included beach nourishment
and creation of a system of breakwaters and protective dunes, enabled in part by
planning, technical assistance, and subsidization by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.
Maintenance of the artificial dune system is conducted in compliance with a Corps of
Engineers ‘dune template’. Avalon’s actions were the subject of high-profile recogni-
tion in the form of a Hurricane Mitigation Award, sponsored in part by the National
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Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). But in an interesting twist, city
officials note that dune maintenance activities are constrained due to the presence of a
federally listed endangered species (piping plover), subject to protection by the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Services under the Endangered Species Act.

• In Spartanburg, South Carolina, a major initiative was driven by a requirement to
update a FEMA All-Hazards Plan, and to do so in a manner that maintained compli-
ance with U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) wastewater regulations. This
two-pronged planning process was enabled through use of EPA-developed analytical
and decision-support tools and was promoted to local stakeholders through an EPA
outreach program called WaterSense. The planning process was enabled through
application of U.S. Global Change Research Program future scenarios.

• In the Southwest Crown region of Montana, a coalition of local governments and
stakeholders conducted a major forest restoration initiative that included forest thin-
ning and prescribed burns to reduce the risk of catastrophic wildfire. This activity was
conducted pursuant to a periodic U.S. Forest Service Forest Management Plan update
process and subject to Council on Environmental Quality guidance and applicable
provisions of the National Environmental Policy Act.

• The El Paso, Texas Water Utility worked in partnership with the U.S. Department of
Defense to design and construct a desalinization facility on the grounds of Fort Bliss.
The initiative was driven in part by EPA Stormwater Master Planning requirements
and the need to maintain compliance with Clean Water Act and Safe Drinking Water
Act regulations. Since the facility is sited on a federal property, design activities
were overseen by the Corps of Engineers and enabled by the U.S. Geological Survey
through development of specialized hydrological modeling capabilities. Planning and
development activities were subject to the National Environmental Policy Act.

As described above, most of the federal policies that affected the Kresge case study
communities were originally enacted to address environmental protection, resource man-
agement, or disaster response concerns. Nevertheless, these federal laws and policies
constitute a legal framework that circumscribes appropriate or feasible local policy activity
as well as providing technical and fiscal resources beyond what any individual locality
could muster on its own.

While the federal climate adaptation policy regime identified and characterized
through the Kresge case studies exhibits a clear influence on local adaptation initiatives, it
would be wrong to say that these efforts to increase adaptive capacity and reduce vulner-
ability were top-down impositions by federal agencies or authorities. In response to the
question ‘How are communities implementing adaptation actions?’ the Kresge project illus-
trates a variety of localized strategies, including community-level leadership, consciously
building community support, tailoring discussions of ‘climate change’ to local politics and
attitudes, generating grassroots and community organization support, engaging vulnerable
populations, engaging in peer-to-peer networking, and a focus on dialogue, learning, and
collaboration, among others—a list of implementation strategies with a distinctly local
flavor [3].

That said, it is also clear that cognizant federal agencies could—if so inclined—have
acted to disincentivize, stagnate, or even prohibit use of elements of the regime to support
adaption initiatives at the local scale. It is easy to imagine how a hostile Congress or
Executive could use tools such as appropriations riders, budget cuts or reprograming, OMB
regulatory reviews, or executive orders to limit agency discretion when it comes to use
of environmental protection, resource management, or disaster response statutes in the
context of climate adaptation at the local scale. This is reminder that the regime construct is
not immutable, but rather an active, emergent, and sometimes contested policy space.

It should be emphasized that nearly all the Kresge case studies include reference
to tensions between stakeholders, strategic disagreements among partners, and conflicts
between champions and affected parties. None of the Kresge initiatives could be described
as a bed of roses. This acknowledged, it is nevertheless the case that participants found
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ways to work past their differences. Given this context, it is interesting to note that the
applied policy analysis and public administration literature is replete with references to
factors believed to render climate adaptation difficult—perhaps impossible—to achieve.
As cataloged by Biesbroek and others [26], these include (1) fragmentation among actors
and agencies with a stake in an adaptive project, (2) institutional voids due to a lack of an
established, authoritative adaptation policy, (3) the short time horizons of politicians, and
(4) a lack of governmental motivation to begin activities to address climate change. It is
beyond the scope of this paper to explore—or even explicate—any of these factors. And
while we acknowledge the pervasive problematicity of factors such as these within the
literature of public policy and government administration, we remind that none of these
factors derailed efforts to design and implement adaptation initiatives in the 17 Kresge
case localities.

None of the local adaptation initiatives were a simple act of government implemented
by and through a lone agency or entity. As summarized in Table 1, all the Kresge initiatives
were formulated and implemented by multiple partner organizations under a more or
less collaborative model of interaction. It is our sense that the federal climate adaptation
policy regime complex suggested through reanalysis of the Kresge case studies bears the
hallmarks associated with theories of adaptive governance [27–32]. Adaptive governance
is characterized by decentralized decision making, a reliance on procedural rationality, and
a highly contextual application of science and technical information. Adaptive models of
governance are often impelled by perceived stagnation under incumbent top-down pat-
terns of governance controlled by centralized authorities relying on technically rationalized
methods and metrics. As Milward and Provan explain, “government refers to the formal
institutions of the state—the executive, legislative, and courts—and their monopoly of
legitimate coercive power. Governance is a more inclusive term, concerned with creating
the conditions for ordered rule and collective action, often including agents in the private
and nonprofit sectors as well as within the public sector” [32]. p. 360. “Whereas govern-
ment refers to political institutions, governance refers to processes of rule wherever they
occur” [33], p. 3. The idea of governance, then, includes relationships between government
and society, including means through which networks of private actors influence policy
decisions and self-organize to mediate their own actions and behavior. As summarized by
Ruhl and others, “the role of law and government in adaptive governance is to leave space
for local innovation and private governance” [28], p. 1688.

In addition to its adaptive utilization of federal law and statutes, the federal climate
adaptation policy regime we identified can be characterized as:

• Non-prescriptive: For the most part, the federal climate adaptation policy regime does
not impose specific actions or outcomes on units of local government. With respect to
climate adaptation, it mandates no methods, tools, or strategic orientations. Except
for NFIP rate determinations, it does not designate enforceable actions or measures.
Unlike the environmental protection, resource management, and disaster response
statutes from which it is derived, it includes no standards, minimum requirements, or
technological stipulations.

• “Situational” in its applicability [10,27]: Adaptation initiatives driven or enabled
through the federal policy regime do not necessarily apply to all jurisdictions in the
same way. Rather, contingencies and circumstances determine the degree to which
governance models, experienced extreme events, or anticipated changes in climate
parameters will impact resources or service streams addressed through a given policy
or approach to governance.

• De-centered: Local scale adaptation initiatives are not coordinated among cognizant
agencies or framed for consistency by means of an overarching strategy or vision. As
already emphasized, adaptive governance by local entities is derivative to the original
mission of nearly all regime components.

• Scope-limited application of existing policy tools: Local scale adaptation initiatives
enabled by federal policy tend not to be synoptic or expansive in nature. Quite the
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opposite. Limited by the scope of the authorizing statute or program, adaptation
initiatives tend merely to operationalize a policy provision or modify a particular
service stream or sphere of activity (e.g., planning process, permit renewal, grant
review process). Local adaptation initiatives tend to be operationalized by means of
familiar tools of local governance such as ordinances, permits, bond issues, easements
and property buy-outs, utility fees, comprehensive plans, disaster mitigation plans,
zoning, and community or municipal staff capacity-building.

The Kresge case studies and other research efforts reveal a significant amount of adap-
tation work being conducted by U.S. localities [2,3,34]. Insufficient attention has been paid
to the pragmatic role that federal policy plays in community resilience through existing
elements of federal climate adaptation policy regimes. For example, the Kresge case reanal-
ysis suggests this role tends to be a ‘bottom-up’ effort to take advantage of available policy
tools to accomplish local policy objectives as they emerge through adaptive governance.
However, this does not preclude the possibility of using federal climate adaptation policy
regimes in a ‘top-down’ effort to incentivize or drive community resilience, for example,
through climate projection requirements set by FEMA for hazard mitigation plans.

6. Some Implications for the Ongoing Enterprise of Climate Services

Having characterized a federal climate adaptation policy regime and described how it
plays out at the local scale, we turn our attention to what these insights might imply for the
enterprise of climate services. We stated earlier that it would be valuable to identify types
of policy with potential to improve local uptake of resilience measures, and then to apply
this information to help guide the development and deployment of climate services. It is
crucial then to note that the evidence from the Kresge case studies and this reanalysis points
to many disassociated local scale decisions that are improving the resilience of specific
components of individual communities. Taken individually, any one of these actions may
seem like a stand-alone case, when in fact they can be understood as part of a larger pattern
of adaptive governance focused on community resilience. This section first reviews what
the evidence from the Kresge case studies and this reanalysis suggests about common
assumptions in the literature about climate services. We then turn to a discussion of how
the specific needs articulated by the Kresge case communities suggest augmentation of the
path forward for climate services.

As conventionally conceived, the enterprise of climate services has arisen due to
the confluence of two phenomena: (1) continued improvement in the predictive capacity,
scaling, and applicability of climate data and information; and (2) the fact that improved
information has not always translated into effective adaptation [35–40]. Owing to this
gap, leading researchers, government program administrators, and political leaders have
called for significant organizational and strategic overhauls to the ways in which national
governments and international agencies produce and deliver climate information and
services [41–43]. Indeed, it is not uncommon to hear that such change must be “paradigm
shifting” or “transformational” in nature [29,44–47]. In the U.S., this perspective has led
to calls for a national climate service, recently amplified through Executive Order 14008
which directs the Office of Science and Technology Policy, NOAA, and FEMA to study and
report on ways to expand and improve the delivery of climate services to the American
public [48].

The literature on climate services takes it as almost an article of faith that local scale
adaptation is being impeded, constrained, or blocked entirely by mismatches and incon-
gruities between available information and the perceived needs of local decision makers
and stakeholders [44,46,49]. Our reanalysis of the Kresge case studies suggests that these
perspectives are not fully consistent with the observed experience of local communities
working to adapt to climate impacts. None of the Kresge case studies revealed the clear
and stark bifurcation between knowledge producers and knowledge users that has be-
come a fixture of the climate services literature, certainly nothing as dramatic or lurid
as the so-called “valley of death” described by Buontempo and others [50]. Stakeholder
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interviews that inform the cases studies do not suggest a debilitating distraction due to
tension between “answerable” and “unanswerable” questions [44]. None of the cases
hinged upon the often-discussed dynamic wherein policy actors insist upon answers to
questions that the scientific community is unable to provide [46,51]. There was no evidence
of unrealistically “deterministic” views of future change or so-called “projection shopping”.
And none of the adaptation champions interviewed for the case studies seemed to harbor
unrealistic expectations that action should be delayed because—given time—science would
provide a much better characterization of climate impacts upon their specific “neck of the
woods” [44].

As illustrated with Figure 1, all the policy initiatives chronicled in the Kresge case
studies were framed in terms of some type of data acquisition or assessment process. In
many cases, the assessment component was limited and informal. Other cases, such as El
Paso, TX; Seattle, WA; and Miami-Dade County, FL involved comprehensive, formalized
vulnerability assessments, including provision of tailored climate information products.
In nearly all cases, actors seemed capable of seeking information, assessing its relevance,
recognizing and appreciating uncertainties, and moving ahead accordingly. We found
decision makers and stakeholders willing to “span boundaries” or “make do” with avail-
able information [52]. What might explain such a noticeable departure from the climate
services orthodoxy?

Figure 1. Conceptualizing Climate Change Vulnerability: Lived Experience, Sources of Information,
and Locality-specific Analysis.

As we have already discussed, in most of the cases included in the Kresge study, cli-
mate adaptation or resilience actions were in some way associated with one or more federal
policy mandates, none of which had an explicit textual focus on climate adaption or the idea
of climate services. As per their statutory origins, regulatory actions undertaken by EPA,
FEMA and other agencies must be grounded upon the “best available science”, a condition
that flows down to primacy agencies at the state and municipal level, and ultimately to
regulated entities. In other words, local policy objects such as All-Hazard Plans, permit
applications, and environmental impact assessments must be based on the best available
science, but nothing more. This means that municipalities, public utilities, and other bodies
of local governance are under no compunction to conduct original research, trade in “cut-
ting edge” science, or somehow advance the state of the science in a particular field. It may
also be significant that most of the localities covered through the Kresge case studies had
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experienced extreme weather events. As shown in Figure 1, all but 3 of the 17 case localities
were impelled to some extent by recent stakeholder experience—sometimes repeated—
with high-impact weather and climate events. Owing to this experience, decision makers
and stakeholders may have been unusually motivated to act, adopting mental models
animated by regulatory pragmatism and a perceived need to avoid known, experiential
threats rather than the calculated output of rationalized, expert-produced, scenario-driven,
and risk-optimized projections of future conditions [53].

As emphasized in a classic study by Rayner, Lach, and Ingram, the operational
environment of municipalities, utilities, and other regulated entities can be complex, a-
rational, programmatically oriented, and dependent upon craft skills and knowledge of
localized systems [54]. Climate service developers need to understand and learn how to
navigate this milieu; to become connoisseurs of practices and “rules” that explain things
like “who and what sources of evidence to trust” and other factors that influence patterns
of power and influence at the local scale [55], p. 42. It stands to reason that climate services
provision may be especially helpful if conceptualized, framed, and delivered in a manner
that is consistent with the concepts, parlance, operational environment, and/or institutional
rationalities present in the parent activity.

In this regard, it would seem reasonable for climate service providers to adopt a
regime perspective such as outlined in this paper to inventory and map federal policies that
regulate resources and/or service streams subject to climatic disruption. This accomplished,
would-be climate services providers can proceed in one—or both—of two directions:
(1) work directly with communities to navigate applicable federal policy regimes to enable
desired changes in local adaptation policy and governance, or (2) engage with federal
mission agencies that administer existing regimes of environmental protection, resource
management, or disaster response policy to learn how driving and/or enabling policies
are being implemented to achieve climate resilience at the local scale, in order to help to
expand the uptake and use of such practices. Whichever route is pursued, it seems to us
that standard models of information production and provision may need to be modified
or augmented in light of the adaptive governance dynamics and regimes described in
this paper.

Building on the work of Meadow and colleagues [56], we suggest that co-productive
methods such as Action Research (AR) or the Rapid Assessment Process (RAP) could
be tailored to address and fit within the epistemic and operational confines of the reg-
ulatory context in which local scale initiatives of adaptive governance seem often to be
couched. As described by Lather, these techniques are “openly ideological” in the sense
that they are undertaken not to discover new knowledge, but rather to alleviate a known
and bounded problem [57]. Under this conceptualization, climate products and services
would be configured to “plug into” the practices, guidance, tools, and methods used
within incumbent service streams. We worry that some co-productive models—such as
Participatory Integrated Assessment, transdisciplinarity, or interaction with boundary
organizations—may be too focused on open-ended research to be effective within extant
federal climate adaptation policy regimes at the local scale.

Meadow and colleagues designate three primary “modes” of deliberative co-production:
collegial, consultative, and collaborative. It may be that a distinct, fourth co-productive
modality would help to assure better utilization of climate services at the local scale. Specif-
ically, we are suggesting that there may be circumstances when climate service producers
would benefit through something like an apprenticeship with local resource or service stream
managers, enabling the “experts” at climate services or boundary organizations to learn
and appreciate the nuance of place-specific regulatory processes, institutional rationalities,
and operational environments at the nexus of federal policy and local governance. We think
a similar dynamic could apply if climate service providers sought to work with federal
regulatory and oversight agencies to identify procedural and/or functional policy objects
that might be impacted by climatic change or extreme weather events.
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In both cases, would-be climate service providers would need to become immersed
in the culture and operational minutia of the service recipient in order to learn things
like whether a particular action requires better information, why a contemplated activity
may not need state-of-the-science inputs in order to proceed, and how such information
would need to be configured in order to assure up-take through incumbent policy or
governance modalities. Before attempting to engage in deliberative, co-productive activities,
climate service providers need to “learn how, when, and where” it might be productive to
build climate information into existing decision tools, best practices, and applications—or
whether sufficient information already exists to support community action now [54], p. 224.
We are suggesting that localized adaptations of federal policy may provide an especially
rich culture for the inculcation of effective climate services, but that would-be providers
of such services need to develop a robust, empathetic appreciation of these operational
environments before attempting to engage in the co-productive role [58].

Due to the magnitude of some projected impacts, it is common to hear that climate
change policies—both mitigation and adaptation—must be synoptic and transformational
in character. Indeed, it has even been suggested that climate change could necessitate new
forms of governance [59]. The Kresge case studies and this reanalysis suggest the viability
of an alternative perspective [3]. As we have discussed, many of the case communities
demonstrate that climate adaptation can be, indeed is being, addressed by collaborative
bodies of governance under an extant legal regime using common policy tools. Appropriate
application of climate services can help to fuel this emergent movement.

7. Analytical Limitations and Potential Research Needs

We believe it is significant that each of the 17 Kresge case localities exhibit a federal
policy influence upon their climate adaptation initiatives. It is our position that the regime
construct provides an important tool with which to characterize and evaluate the status of
adaptation policy in the United States. However, we acknowledge several limitations in
our line of analysis and suggest opportunities to advance research in this important arena.

Constraints of case selection: Our study focused on 17 communities that were able
to undertake adaptive initiatives consistent with the scope of specified federal policies
(although the federal role was not a factor considered in the original case selection). As
with all case-based research, our observations could be an accident of case selection rather
than evidence of a broader trend. For example, had the population of Kresge case commu-
nities included mostly small municipalities (population less than 300,000), we likely would
have found fewer proactive climate adaptation-related initiatives due to limited resources
alone. We do not believe that lesser peer learning opportunity or relative exclusion from
national adaptation networks (which are also evident in small municipalities; will prove
as significant a limitation in part because many of the Kresge case communities were
motivated more by recent existential threats from weather or climate events than by a
principled prioritization of climate change or adaptation to climate impacts—rendering
such networks and peer learning largely beside the point [60]. Alternatively, a case pop-
ulation drawn from politically conservative localities might have exhibited ideological
reluctance to build upon federal authorities rooted in environmental protection or resource
management in particular, although perhaps less-so for those rooted in disaster response,
and may consequently have resisted altogether the idea of addressing climate resilience
through those authorities [3,61]. And finally, none of the Kresge case communities were
animated by strong religious or faith-based motivations; another factor that could lead to
differing approaches and policy outputs [62]. Moreover, it could be argued that had we
focused on different localities, we might have found that federal policy actually served to
constrain or even prevent adaptation activities envisioned by local actors. We doubt this
argument because original case interviews and archival research did not suggest such a
dynamic, but nevertheless acknowledge the logical possibility of alternative interpretations.
A broader program of policy research could help to illuminate this topic and substantiate
our observations.
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Our research is U.S. specific: The Kresge case communities are all in the United States.
And while tools such as the regime construct have international bona fides and have been
used outside the U.S., it could be argued that the bulk of our evidence is unique to the
distributed federalist nature of contemporary U.S. environmental protection, resource
management, and disaster response policy and therefore of limited applicability. We note
however, a literature base that includes influential studies assessing factors affecting climate
adaptation policy initiatives in non-U.S. settings, including Western Europe, Scandinavia,
Australia, Canada, Russia, and parts of South-Central Asia [63–67]. While none of this
research builds on the regime perspective adapted for this paper, it does consider factors
that are broadly relevant to our analysis such as the relationship between central and local
units of governance; applicability of alternative policy tools; dominant regulatory per-
spectives; and perhaps most importantly, the role of climate-related data and information.
This acknowledged, we nevertheless suggest that our finding of a national level climate
adaptation policy regime complex with significant implications for local resilience activity
is ripe for further international research.

Assuming effective outcomes: It could be argued that the ultimate effectiveness of
the initiatives described in the case studies is unknown. Only time will tell if the actions
undertaken by the Kresge case communities will materially reduce vulnerabilities or
enhance adaptive capacity.

Promoting the adequacy of the status quo: Climate change is a highly contested
and politicized topic. We have suggested that the Kresge case reanalysis points to the
viability of a broadly incrementalist approach to climate change adaptation. This could
be interpreted as a foil for ideological conservatism, as support for arguments that we do
not need to address climate change in a concerted and aggressive manner. We reject the
notion that an incrementalist strategic orientation suggests inaction or a passive acceptance
of current rates of resilience uptake at the local level. But we acknowledge that some may
argue—wrongly in our view—that this strategic orientation amounts to a defense of the
status quo.

Policy design and the influence of regime layering: As we have already noted, the
literature on policy regimes includes an important focus of the phenomena of layering and
drift. There is ample recognition that policy design activities often occur upon the legacy
of past decisions [68,69]. This means that new policy elements may or may not be fully
consistent with the incumbent portfolio of policy tools. Our reanalysis of the Kresge case
studies shows how climate impacts can be successfully layered onto existing environmental
protection, resource management, and disaster response policies, but we did not address
the question of whether new climate foci either augmented or degraded incumbent policy
performance. We see this as a potentially fruitful area of research.

The role of states: Many federal policies are administered and enforced by state-level
primacy agencies. Moreover, state constitutions typically delineate areas of allowed local
governmental authority and activity. Further, there are several U.S. states that have taken
aggressive policy action to promote resilience and adaptation to climate impacts [70]. While
the Kresge case materials did not reveal or suggest determinate state roles in local climate
decision making, there is clearly a basis in experience and literature to suggest non-trivial
state-level involvement. Indeed, application of the regime lens could reveal unexpected and
important patterns of state-level policy influence on local adaptation decision making and
policy design. This is clearly an area in which focused research could prove illuminating.
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